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Oral evidence

Taken before the Defence Committee

on Wednesday 23 June 2004

Members present:

Mr Crispin Blunt

Mike Gapes Rachel Squire
Mr Dai Havard Mr Peter Viggers
Mr Frank Roy

In the absence of Mr George Bruce, Mr Peter Viggers was called to the Chair

Witnesses:Mr Martin Howard, Director General, Operational Policy, and Major General Nick Houghton,
Assistant Chief of Defence StaV (Operations), examined.

Q1MrViggers:Thank you for joining us. I am sorry which cover these sort of issues for us in the pre-30
June environment. The Transitional Administrativethat you were kept waiting a few minutes, we had

some important business to do and we also had to Law does allow for CPA orders to continue after 30
June so it seems very likely that with the agreementvote twice which delayed us for half an hour before

we commenced business this afternoon. Mr of IIG the amendments to thosewill give us the cover
we are looking for. That is where we are at theHoward, would you care to introduce yourself and

your colleague? moment. There is still somework to do—it looks like
it is mostly tidying up—but we are confident that itMrHoward: I amMartinHoward and I amDirector
will be resolved by 30 June.General, Operational Policy, Ministry of Defence.

My colleague is Major General Nick Houghton,
who is Assistant Chief of Defence StaV Q3 Mr Viggers: And resolution 1546: “Notes that
(Operations). the presence of the multinational force is at the

request of the incoming Interim Government of
Iraq.”Q2 Mr Viggers: Thank you. May I start by asking Mr Howard: That is right, yes.

you to explain the legal authority for the presence of
British forces now in Iraq and post-30 June? Can

Q4 Mr Viggers: Which of course was eVectivelyyou try to put that in terms which we and even the
appointed by the occupying forces?public can understand?
Mr Howard: I think the membership of theMr Howard: I shall try and do that, Chairman. We
government was endorsed by the United Nationsare obviously concerned that this is dealt with
as well.properly and we are dealing with it in a number of

respects. In the first instance of course, United
Q5Mr Viggers: So will there be a lacuna on 30 JuneNations Security Council Resolution 1546 provides
or do you envisage that the negotiations willpart of the legal basis, together with the side letters
resolve that?from PrimeMinister Allawi and the US Secretary of
Mr Howard: We believe they will be resolved by 30State, and with the combination of those two things
June.we are very content that that covers our authority to

be there, our authority to carry out operations
including oVensive operations where necessary and Q6 Mr Viggers: Are there any practical diVerences

between the mandates under Resolution 1511 andalso, if need be, to detain people in the event of the
precise words “imperative security need” There are Resolution 1546?

Mr Howard: I do not believe there are anya number of other issues that need to be resolved
before 30 June to dowith what wewould call a status diVerences. I do not believe there are any.

Major General Houghton: Perhaps if I were to sayof forces agreement. These are issues such as
jurisdiction, access to country and in-country real that from the point of view of the way in which the

multinational force will operate, quite clearly, priorestate issues. Those issues are being discussed now
between the Coalition ProvisionalAuthority and the to 30 June the way in which the coalition forces

operated was very much within their own chain ofInterim Iraqi Government. The IIG, if I can use that
abbreviation, is aware of what we need and command and to a strategy that was laid down by

that chain of command. The major diVerence inunderstands what we need and it is really a question
of sorting out precise mechanisms for giving reality on the ground post the 30th is what is

described in UNSCR side letters as a partnershipprotection and cover to our forces in those areas that
I have described. We think it is most likely that this will exist between what is now known as the

multinational force and the Iraqi sovereignwill be done by amending Coalition Provisional
Authority or CPA orders which already exist and authority. So there will not be, as it were, allowance
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for independent action taken outside the consensus Mr Howard: The precise ones are Al Basrah, Al-
Muthanna and Dhi Qar. The exception, andof that partnership. That will play out on the ground

through a series of cascading committees, at the top General Houghton may want to amplify this, is
Maysan which is more diYcult particularly aroundof which will sit the Ministerial Committee for

National Security, which will be chaired by Dr al-Amarah. Nick, did you want say something?
Major General Houghton: There are probably threeAllawi, the Iraqi Prime Minister, and will have

broad representation on that group from, amongst new dynamics post-30 June. One is this concept of
partnership with the Iraqi Sovereign Authority bothothers, the MNF senior commanders and also from

theMinistry of the Interior andMinistry of Defence at the national level and the local level with the local
governor. The second is, as it were, the diVerentand that will cascade down now to a national

security executive group who, if you like, will turn security situation across Iraq which clearly is not
uniform. There are some places that you mightthat general strategy for the campaign into more

detailed orders, one set of which will pass down the consider to be hot areas. In MND(SE) the hot area
would beMaysan province but in other provinces, toIraqi chain of command and one down the MNF

chain of command to ensure that there is a unity of all intents and purposes, the secure environment can
be provided exclusively by Iraqi security forces, botheVort in what is being carried out. That will then

cascade further down so for example at provincial military and police. Perhaps the third variable is
actually the nature, quality, capability and level oflevel there will be a provincial security committee.

This provincial level will be chaired by the local maturity of those Iraqi security forces. Clearly they
are not uniformly competent across the country andgovernor and he will have representatives from both

the MNF but also from within the various elements across the various elements of that security
architecture. In some areas they are relatively wellof the Iraqi security forces and police and so on.

Similarly they will ensure unity of eVort in carrying developed, relatively well trained and well equipped
and are able eVectively to take the lead in providingout the nature of the overall mandated mission.
local security. In other areas they will still need on-
going mentorship and in those areas where theQ7 Mike Gapes: Can I probe a bit further on this.
quality of Iraqi security forces is still relativelyBoth Security Council Resolution 1511 and Security
immature and the nature of the threat is stillResolution 1546 talk about a multinational force
relatively hostile, I would envisage that the primaryunder unified command and you have mentioned,
means of delivering security will still be through theMajor General, a unified command. Do you
multinational force.envisage changes in command relationships for

British forces after 30 June from what they are
currently? Q11Mike Gapes: In that context then would British
Mr Howard: Within the MNF? commanders after the change have freedom to

ignore US orders on military or political grounds?
Mr Howard: I do not think the relationship betweenQ8 Mike Gapes: I will explore the diVerent levels of
UK commanders and US commanders will change;this. Do you in general envisage changes?
in that sense it will remain the same.MrHoward: In general within theMNFIwithin that

construct I do not think we will see any changes but
there are obviously changes in the overall way in Q12Mike Gapes: That did not answer my question.
which we work with the Iraqi Authority, as General Mr Howard:Yes, I realise that but what I am saying
Houghton described. is that I think the point of your question was to ask

whether the situation was going to be diVerent from
30 June. In that respect I do not think it is.Q9MikeGapes:Wevisited Basra fiveweeks ago and

there seemed to be, at least from my point of view, a
sense that there was some freedom of action for Q13 Mike Gapes: But would we have freedom to
commanders in the south and I am interested in how ignore US orders?
much freedom of action British commanders will Major General Houghton: I think that we always
have in their area of operations after these changes? have enjoyed that freedom. Every coalition member
Mr Howard: I think I go back to what General within his own national element eVectively has a red
Houghton has said about the new environment we card over certain issues, and that red card would still
will be in post 30 June. At one level withinMNFI the remain. But from an exclusively UK perspective we
command position will be the same but we will be in have an appropriate level of command throughout
a diVerent situation where we will be working in the United States chain of command—we have the
partnership with the Iraqi Authority. Exactly how Deputy Commanding General of the MNFI force,
that plays out on the ground in practical terms will we have the Deputy Commanding General of the
vary from location to location. I think the advice Multinational Corps, and clearly we command in
that we are receiving at the moment is that in three our own area where the vast majority of British
out of the four provinces after 30 June it is very likely forces are—we have the ability to influence in a
that the Iraqi Security Authorities will be very much positive manner the nature of the strategy and the
the visible face of the security forces. orders that are being passed down. I think that the

requirement at the local level to have to deploy a red
card is unlikely but clearly it is there as an ultimateQ10Mike Gapes: That is three of the four provinces

in the South. safeguard.
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Q14 Mike Gapes: It is not just used in the Iraq might have seen on your visit, and within the Iraqi
national intervention force, the first division of thecontext. General Jackson used it in Pristina and it

was very eVective. Iraqi national army, to give that priority for a
slightly more advanced level of counter-terroristMajor General Houghton: Exactly, it is a standard

feature of a multinational force. capability
Mike Gapes: I will leave it there and allow my
colleagues to continue.Q15 Mike Gapes: What about not deploying a red

card but taking action without US approval in cases
Q18 Rachel Squire: Continuing to follow on theother than self-defence, if you like the green card?
current line of questioning, can I ask you to be asMajor General Houghton: In that respect clearly
specific as possible as to at what level and by whomdoctrinally the UK army works to mission
policy and strategic decisions will be made in respectcommand and therefore we set the overall context of
of the British Armed Forces?the mission and allow that to be interpreted at the
Mr Howard: You mean in Iraq?local level in the most appropriate way. Clearly

commanders will act in accordance with the rules of
engagement but they do not have to obey slavishly Q19 Rachel Squire: Yes?
specific orders. They can interpret the commander’s Mr Howard: Obviously overall security policy, as
intent and carry out whatever operations are General Houghton has explained, will be set by the
necessary to deliver on the mission that they are Iraqis through their Ministerial Security Committee
given. Again I do not see the requirement to obey and, as we have also said, US, UK and other MNFI
slavishly or disobey in that respect. I think the sort forces will be working in co-operation with the Iraqi
of discretion that for instance the Commander authorities. So that is the philosophy under which
MND(SE) is given is fine. we are working. In terms of how command will be

exerted that will be through the normal British chain
of command and that does not change.Q16 Mike Gapes: What about with regard to
Major General Houghton: The chain of commandtraining, would we be able to introduce training
flows from the Chief of Defence StaV to Chief ofmethods based on UK practice rather than US
Joint Operations in Northwood and then it goes twopractice or will there be an attempt to try to have a
ways, one to the senior British militaryunified all-Iraq system?
representative in Iraq, General McColl, who clearlyMr Howard: I think the approach—and I do not
has distinct responsibilities operating at the highestknow all the detail—is essentially pragmatic. We
levels of the American in-theatre chain of commandhave been responsible for some areas of training, the
and on a second track down to GOC MND(SE),US have been responsible for others, and we have
General AndrewStewart. That is the British chain oftended to use our own methods but there is nothing
command but clearly British forces within theatre,laid down about that saying that there must be
although they operate within that UK chain ofBritish methods.
command also are operating within a theatreMajor General Houghton:You are talking about the
architecture at the top of which henceforth from 30training of the Iraqi security forces?
June will be the Ministerial Committee of National
Security headed by Dr Allawi as Prime Minister onQ17 Mike Gapes: Yes we visited a place—
which will sit senior ministers within the IraqiMajor General Houghton:Yes, I think you would be
Interim Government and senior commanders fromquite right to say probably at the time of your visit
both within the Iraqi security forces and thethat the nature in which the Iraq security forces were
multinational force, hence that unity of commandbeing equipped, trained and developed did have an
and unity of eVort within theatre.element of the ad hoc about it. It was being driven

bottom-up in response to local circumstances. It was
Q20 Rachel Squire: So will that be the area withinbecause of this that a number of people felt that an
which the broader strategic policy decisions areearly statement of a vision by Dr Allawi about what
made?the medium-term destiny and architecture of the
Major General Houghton: Correct. The strategicIraqi security forces across the piece would be would
direction of the campaign will be fused in theatrethen enable a standardisation of development. This
because the spirit of the partnership has got tois what was captured inDr Allawi’s statement of last
recognise Iraqi sovereignty in the way in which itweekend where he set out his vision for the Iraqi
directs the internal security of its own country.security forces, the police, and the destiny for the

ICDC being involved in this new Iraqi national
Q21 Rachel Squire: You have already mentionedguard. From this setting out of the advice, as it were,
one but will there be any other new US/UK/UN/we are then able to develop many of the policy issues
Iraqi structure established to deal with that or willrelating to such things as dress, as pay, as
the Ministerial Committee of National Security beredundancy, as training standards and these sorts of
the prime body?things, and Dr Allawi in making that statement also
Major General Houghton: That is the prime body. Itidentified the priorities for training and equipping,
will have supporting bodies to give it advice. Ifparticularly within what you might call the high-end
Martin does not knowwe could give greater details1.capability of the Iraqi police and the Iraqi civil

intervention force particularly giving that whole
range of public order training, the sorts of things you 1 Ev 125
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For example, there is an ambassadorial contact Major General Houghton: Red card is probably an
emotive term here. The idea of this partnership isgroup which will be a gathering of all the in-theatre

ambassadors from states who will be able to give that it is consensual, not contractual in nature, but
you are right to say that, as it were, the local politicaltheir advice. There is another contact groupmade up

primarily of military and security advisers. direction on the way in which the campaign is
prosecuted in terms of delivery security should beHowever, these will have an advisory and

supporting role supporting the policy decisions directed by the local provincial governor. Clearly he
will need significant advice on this and there is amade by the Ministerial Committee of National

Security. variable quality and a variable ability to do that
amongst those governors. However, certainlyMr Howard:Of course from a UK national point of

view we have our own policy towards Iraq and General Stewart reports that of the four governors
inMND(SE) area he has reasonable confidence thatobviously the actions of our Armed Forces need to

be in accordance with that but in terms of what three of them will be pretty eVective from the outset
in being able to give the right level of local contexthappens in theatre the Iraqis will be in overall charge

through the Ministerial Committee. within which the security force operation should be
carried out.
Mr Howard: At the national level, Prime Minister

Q22 Mr Blunt: To help me with some clarity; what Allawi has also said that talk of a veto is unhelpful.
is General McColl’s job now and what will it be on He sees it as verymuch a partnership. So I think that
1 July? is the spirit in which this procedure will take place.
Major General Houghton: General McColl’s job
remains that of Senior British Military

Q27MrBlunt: If we could just cut through the mushRepresentative in Iraq. That is his UK title. The title
at the top, people are going to have to implement thishe is aVorded by the US chain of command is that of
on the ground in the provinces, both in areas that areDeputy Commanding General of Multinational
relatively benign and in areas that are anything butForce (Iraq).
benign, and presumably, as you have said, these
governors are going to have a directive function as

Q23 Mr Blunt: What is General Graham’s job? far as operations are concerned in their
Major General Houghton: Two-star level Major governorates. That is correct, is it not?
General Graham is the Deputy Commanding Major General Houghton: Yes. “Directive” perhaps
General of the Multinational Corps (Iraq). At the gives the impression that they will determine
time of your visit the higher level C2 construct was independently military operations and then deliver
still that of CJTF7. CJTF7 was operating both at a them. I do not see it like that.
policy level and a military strategic level,
commanding directly the two-star major supporting

Q28 Mr Blunt: Well, you talked about missioncommands. What happened four or five weeks ago
command previously.was that CJTF7 eVectively split so that you now
Major General Houghton: And that is for the MNFcurrently have a three-star command, commanded
chain of command.by Lieutenant General Sanchez.

Q29 Mr Blunt: But surely does that not apply inQ24 Mr Blunt: He is going, is he not? General
spades as far as Iraq is concerned? It is a verySanchez is going, is he not, with eVect what date?
diVerent country in many areas with diVerentMajor General Houghton: Not certain but it is
populations, diVerent religious groups, diVerentthought that General Casey, a four-star general, not
ethnic groups. The idea that central authority isyet cleared by the American Senate, would be the
going to run very strongly is perhaps a triflenew four-star Commander Multinational Force
optimistic, is it not?(Iraq). Subordinate to him is Multinational Corps
Mr Howard: I think that is a fair point but the(Iraq) commanded by the three-star American
constitutional position is that the provincialLieutenant General Metz. Major General Andrew
governor is the representative of central governmentGraham is General Metz’s Deputy Commander
which is sovereign, so they would have the overallGeneral. So you will see that we have very high level
political authority, but you are quite right to observeinfluence within that American military chain of
that circumstances will be diVerent in diVerentcommand.
provinces. In the case ofMND(SE) General Stewart
has spent a lot of time in the period before the hand-

Q25 Mr Blunt: That is if anybody takes any notice over talking to governors and their staV to work out
of it. practical arrangements. In the same way that it
Major General Houghton:Which past records would would be wrong to lay down absolutely precisely
suggest they do—recent track records would what was going to happen in the circumstance from
suggest it. Baghdad, we are even less qualified to do that from

London.

Q26 Mr Blunt: Recent, okay. Could we explore this
level of Iraqi influence in the provincial element.Will Q30 Mr Blunt: Do you think our allies have taken

similar trouble with the views of the provincialthe provincial governors have a red card over
operations in their provinces? governors in their areas?
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Mr Howard: Certainly in MND(SE). Q35 Mr Blunt: But suppose the Iraqi Government
makes it unambiguously clear that it would like theMajor General Houghton: I think I said earlier on

that we are in something of a harlequin situation in multinational force to leave, at what point are we
going to recognise that? Do we recognise that whenthat diVerent parts of the country allow diVerent

things. In the very far north onewould have absolute it is unambiguously clear andwe face a direct request
to the governments of the UK and the US or are wecertainty that there was local governor reliability to

do that. In three-quarters of the provinces in going to a delay and go through a process with the
UnitedNations, which appears to be the implicationMND(SE) it is not a problem.Clearly there are some

areas—Baghdad would be one—where this is still of Dr Allawi’s side letter?
Mr Howard: As you say, the position of therelatively tentative. Within the overall strategy this

is something which we would hope to build and Resolution and the side letters would be that the
request will be made through the United Nations. Idevelop.
do not think we can be more specific than that. I
certainly could not put a timescale on that.Q31 Mr Blunt: Given then that there is plainly the

possibility that this may fall apart in circumstances
that could lead to withdrawal, or indeed a Q36 Mr Blunt: This is quite an important issue.

Either we are relying on the United Nations to comewithdrawal could be requested from Iraq because
things have become very much more benign, have to a further view about the status of the coalition

forces in Iraq or we are going down the view that wasyou established with the Iraqis an agreement on how
a request from them that the multinational force expressed byColin Powell and the Foreign Secretary

in Jordan which is if the Iraqis ask us to leave weshould leave would be implemented?
MrHoward: I think the Security Council Resolution will leave.

MrHoward: I think in a sense the thought was that iflays out what the position is. I am trying to
remember the exact wording but the eVect is that the the IraqiGovernment was to ask through theUnited

Nations for the MNF to leave and the Unitedcontinuing presence of the MNF will be reviewed
after a year, or earlier if the Iraqi Government Nations agreed, then clearly we would comply.
requested it. Precisely how and what form that
request might take has not been settled. Q37 Mr Blunt: You have qualified it, you have said

if the United Nations agree.
Mr Howard:Only because that is the mechanism setQ32 Mr Blunt: There is no practical agreement

between the multinational force and the interim out in the agreement.
government? If the Iraqi Government say, “We
would like you to go,” there is no agreement other Q38 Mr Blunt: That is what I am trying to explore.
than the words in the Security Council Resolution? Once it becomes clear that the Iraqi government
Mr Howard: I am not aware of any agreement that wants us to go, are we saying that might not count
has been reached. because we have got to wait to see what the UN

thinks about this or are we saying that we then
accept that as the position?Q33 Mr Blunt: So if you were asked to go by the

Iraqi Government, what is the timescale for leaving? Major General Houghton: I think it is pretty clear
from the United Nations Resolution that we areThe words of the letter from Dr Allawi say: “The

Government requests that the Security Council there now only at the invitation of the Iraqi
Government and if they choose no longer to have usreview themandate of theMNF at the request of the

Transitional Government of Iraq.” How long a there we would expedite a withdrawal within the
bounds of military good sense and planning and anprocess do you think that would be?

Mr Howard: The review? ordered withdrawal of forces.

Q39 Mr Blunt: What would be a reasonableQ34 Mr Blunt: Suppose the Prime Minister and
President of Iraq and the government decide, timescale for the ordered withdrawal of forces?

Major General Houghton: One would hope through“Enough, we want the coalition forces out” at what
point, should they make that decision, would we as a process that is defined as handing over local

control to the Iraqis and then regional control to thecoalition forces then acknowledge that we had
received a formal request to leave? Iraqis and going to a situation where multinational

forces are strategically stood back, as it were, andMr Howard: I am not sure that I can give a sensible
answer to that in terms of how long it would take. It depending how far down that road we are there will

be a greater facility with which we can extractwould depend on the circumstances and the nature
of the request. It would be up to the UN to decide ourselves. At the moment I would say that literally

just to get the shipping, the airlift and all that, youwhat process they would want to go through to
review the continuing mandate of the MNF. If I are probably talking about a three-month operation

to lift that amount of troops, but if we are at a pointwere to say it is going to take X period it would be
guesswork. I do not think I can answer that. where the majority of the provision of security

within Iraq has been handed over to the indigenousMajor General Houghton: What one can say with
some confidence is that the Iraqis will want to inherit Iraqi security forces and we might have significantly

run down the level of multinational force presencea security situation with which they are happy they
can cope. that it could be put into operation more quickly.
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Q40 Mr Blunt: If we were withdrawing in a malign oVensive operations, if circumstances decided that,
then that also gives us cover to do that. How it isenvironment and because the Iraqi Government had

come to the conclusion that the presence of coalition going to work on the ground will be to some extent
dependent on the nature of the military response. Ifforces was not assisting and they had come to the

conclusion they could deal with it with their own it is in circumstances where with Iraqi agreement
MNFI carries out the operation, then the rules thatforces andmake their own decisions, right or wrong,

would we have to rely on American assets to apply to MNFI, the rules of engagement and
targeting policy will be dealt with. If it is an Iraqiwithdraw in those circumstances?

Major General Houghton:Wewould not have to rely operation then clearly that has got to be in
accordance with their own policies and their ownexclusively on American assets but I think that there

would be some prioritisation of strategic lift, both decisions on targeting, so you are right, there will be
a need from time to time to make sure that there ismilitary and commercial, across the piece. It is quite

diYcult without the specifics of the circumstance to no conflict between those two things but it is very
diYcult this far out to lay down a precise strategy forknow to what degree we would be reliant on

American strategic lift and to what degree we could each occasion.
rely both on our own and that which was
commercially available. Q44 Mr Havard: But all this is being done at the

Iraqis’ request. In that sense do they have an overall
Q41MrBlunt: I was trying to paint themost diYcult policy veto in all of these processes if they do not like
scenario with a malign security environment. the shape of it? I know it is diYcult to give an exact
Major GeneralHoughton:Wedo have the advantage answer and diVerent circumstances will be slightly
of proximity to strategic points of entry given the diVerent and the relationships will be diVerent (and
current lay down of the British element. But one it relates back to the questions my colleagues were
would not want to look at this entirely parochially asking) but how are the British going to behave in
through British eyes. this environment as opposed to any other of the

nations that are involved in the multinational
coalition or combinations in any given place? WhatQ42 Mr Blunt: Would we have to help other forces
level of shout have the Iraqis got in particularin MND(SE) and elsewhere?
circumstances and where can the Brits say, “Yes weMajor General Houghton: I thinkwe would take that
are in,” or, “No, we are not”?as a moral obligation to help those under our
Major General Houghton: I think the Iraqis have gotcommand there.
the ultimate shout. The idea of this cascaded set of
authorities and consensual negotiation at theQ43 Mr Havard: I just wanted to go back to a
national, provincial and local levels works in bothquestion relating to the structures that are going to
directions, and if one could imagine at maybe thebe set up, both strategic and in terms of policy. I
daily or the weekly meeting of the local securitysuppose it strays a little bit into the operational
committee there is a concern about the nature of thearrangements that come underneath them. One of
way in which a proactive operation might be carriedthe things we saw quite clearly during the war-
out, that would then be elevated to the next level, tofighting phase among the coalition was a
the provincial level, and unless there wassophisticated arrangement for targeting and
contentedness on all sides about that at thedeciding on these sorts of activities. Presumably
provincial level then it would go to the national level.there are going to be a series of missions that people
Hence, ultimately, it is theMinisterial Committee ofwill be carrying out such as general security or
National Security headed by the Iraqi Primeundertaking arrests or an interdiction on arms or
Minister that is the ultimate arbiter of the way incollecting weapons. In each of the areas, which are
which proactive operations, targeting clearances,very diVerent one to the other, presumably the Iraqis
and those sorts of things are carried out. Clearlyare involved in policy decision-making about which
there will be a set of delegations as well. One wouldthings to take and at what pace. All of that is quite
not envisage that on aminute-by-minute day-by-dayclearly fairly well understood, it seems to me. Then
basis things were always being elevated up to such acomes the practical process of doing it and within
level to be resolved but that is why this cascadedthat there will be mission objectives for particular
layer of consensual negotiation is being put in placethings and rules of engagement that might be used in
and that would work both ways.Najaf but might not be used elsewhere and so on.

How are the PJQ-type arrangements for all of these
targeting arrangements used in that context going to Q45MrHavard:This gives confidence both in terms

of the appropriateness of activities for our troopsinvolve the Iraqis and how it that going to evolve? Is
it going to be policed and is it going to be quite and others who are engaged in these things, does it?

Mr Howard: I think it does.diVerent, let’s say, in one place compared to another
given the regional diVerences? How is that going to Major General Houghton: Correct.

Mr Howard:What General Houghton has set out iswork or have I just told you how it is going to work?
Mr Howard: It will depend from region to region. I howwe do these things and we believe that the Iraqis

would follow a similar route where people wouldshall go back to what I said at the beginning which
is that we are content that the Security Council refer things up that were diYcult but it strikes me in

practice that the overall majority of the operationsResolutions and side letters give us the rules of
engagement that we need. If we needed to move to will be worked within frameworks agreed between
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Iraqis and MNFI and those will go on. It will be Q50 Mr Roy: Yes externally but also internally
between the British forces that are there in Iraq?those odd occasions which appear perhaps to go

beyond the framework or the rules of engagement Mr Howard: You mean freedom of movement?
that have been set out which may need to referred
up. They will be referred up both chains, up the Iraqi

Q51 Mr Roy: Yes.chain and also up the MNFI chain.
Mr Howard: If I have interpreted your question
correctly, those are issues which in other
circumstances we would cover by a status of forcesQ46 Mr Roy: Are there powers which are available
agreement, things like freedom of movement withinto you at the moment as an occupying power which
the country. I hope I am helping you in this case. Aswill no longer be available to you after June 30 and,
I said earlier, we anticipate that those rights, alongif so, what are they?
with others such as jurisdiction and immunities, willMr Howard: Perhaps before I answer that could I
be covered by an extension of the CPA orders whichcorrect one answer I gave earlier on about Security
already exist, although obviously they will need to beCouncil Resolutions, Chairman, you asked about
amended to reflect the new circumstances of Iraqithe distinction between UNSCR 1546 and UNSCR
sovereignty, but that is the process that is going on1511. The point I want to make is 1546 is in fact
now between the CPA and IIG. I am not sure I havewider in its scope than 1511 because, and this is
answered your question.relevant to your question Mr Roy, it does pick up

those powers which we acquired under the Geneva
Convention, which of course UNHCR 1511 did not Q52MrRoy:You did but can I just take you slightly
have to cover. In that sense I am sorry if I gave a on to, for example, the implications for
slightly misleading answer but the eVect is the same. humanitarian eVorts or reconstruction, how does
That was the point I was trying to get across. The that change? Who determines afterwards who does
two main Conventions that come into play are the what in humanitarian eVorts?
ThirdGeneva Convention which covers prisoners of Mr Howard: This goes slightly beyond my
war and the Fourth Geneva Convention which experience but I will try and give you the answer that
covers security internees. Obviously the Geneva I know. Responsibility for reconstruction projects
Convention will cease to apply on 30 June and will on 30 June pass to the Iraqis. To some extent,
prisoners of war would either need to be released or quite a lot of authority has already been passed to
handed over to Iraqi jurisdiction. In the case of the Iraqi authorities. Something like 15 out of 26
security detainees I think one of three things can ministries are already under Iraqi control, they are
happen. Firstly, they could continue to be detained all operating under Iraqi Ministers. Formally the
under the powers that are given to MNFI under responsibility for continuing with aid projects would
Security Council resolution 1546 and the side letters be under Iraqi sovereignty so obviously the
which, as I mentioned earlier, does allow us to international communities will continue to help but
continue to detain people for reasons of imperative the responsibility for administering them will
security. That is one option and of course that would become Iraqi.
mean we could detain other people after 30 June.
The second option would be to hand them to the
Iraqi authorities if there was a criminal case to Q53 Mr Roy: Or deciding what humanitarian eVort
answer, if they were alleged to have committed is needed—that goes straight to the Iraqis
criminal oVences. The third option of course is to presumably?
release them. Mr Howard: Obviously they will seek advice from

their friends from the international community but,
yes, decisions ultimatelywould rest with them. There

Q47 Mr Roy: Can I just clarify, though, that under, are a number of projects which were launched by the
for example, Geneva lines of communication will CPA which will go over the period of 30 June which
still be covered? Will lines of communication which will continue, but progressively we would seek
are covered under Geneva still be the same projects being under the aegis of the Iraqis. These are
responsibility? areas which really DFID is better placed to address.
Mr Howard: Communication between whom?

Q54 Mr Roy: What we did see last year when we
Q48 Mr Roy: Between the British forces, for went to Basra was that our troops on the streets
example. could identify quick improvement projects, for
Mr Howard: Between the British forces and who? example, which were greatly needed and obviously

were a huge success. What happens now if they see
the need for a quick improvement project?Q49 Mr Roy: Lines of communication among the
Mr Howard: We are going to continue with that.British forces are covered as an occupying force

under Geneva. I am just trying to get some
clarification. Who takes responsibility for that Q55 Mr Roy: What do you do then if you want to
afterwards when they are no longer a force of improve a school or paint a school or build desks,
occupation? can they just go ahead? Is it obvious that they have
Mr Howard: Do you mean lines of communication now got to go back to seek permission to do that

improvement project?back to the UK?
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Mr Howard: There will be a number of things. The lower than it has been. It is usually around about 100
and part of that is because General Stewart is veryfirst thing to do, as they do now, is they would

negotiate with the local Iraqi authorities, the mayor sensibly reviewing those cases and, as I have said, for
the ones we are already holding there are threeor local community leader or whatever. Then we

have a system of delegations for local commanders options open to us. If they are still a security threat
as defined through the Security Council Resolutionso up to a certain amount they can just go away and

agree the project with the Iraqis and do it with them. and the side letters then we may decide to hold on to
them. If the reason they are being held is more to do
with criminal charges thenwe will hand them over toQ56 Mr Roy: So that will stay?
the Iraqi authorities. If neither of those apply thenMr Howard: In fact we are looking at ways of
they will be released. General Stewart is doing thatincreasing the delegation because the need for this
process of review so I cannot tell you how many ofsort of thing will not suddenly disappear and we will
those 70 or so will fall into those categories. Afterwant to carry on, so we are proposing to carry on
30 June there will be a need from time to time towith quick impact projects under our control and we
carry out operations and it could easily be that ashope to be able to do more of that in what is
part of this operation we would need for reasons ofobviously a delicate period.
imperative security—to use the legal language—toMajor General Houghton: Clearly there is a direct
take people so we will have the power to do that.read-across between economic regeneration and the
Always in these circumstances our objective will besecurity situation. The last thing that we would want
to detain people for as short a period as possible andto see is a number of these reconstruction projects
that as soon as possible we would want to eithergrinding to a halt generating local unemployment
hand them over to the Iraqi authorities or indeedwhich could have the possibility of fuelling a
release them. So in that sense there is a continuity.deterioration in the security environment. So there is

a whole range of initiatives which specifically from a
British perspective are designed to maintain the Q58 Mr Havard: I was concerned that whatever
number of quick impact projects and raise the level happens in terms of the status of forces agreement
of delegations to the local commanders so that presumably will relate to the resolution and
employment continues to be generated by these embellish it and clarify it and do all of those things,
schemes giving time, if you like, for the Iraqi systems and that is important to do because quite clearly we
to click in later in the summer because they will take have got British personnel who otherwise would find
just a little bit of time to get themselves fully up and themselves in a very legally uncertain position for a
running in this respect. That is also why, for start, which is one thing, never mind the morality of
example, the major CPA structure programmes are it and the eVectiveness of it and all of the other
running on post-30 June and will be incrementally things. So we owe it to them to try and clarify that
handed over to the Iraqis to manage them. It has position and that is part of the reason we are asking
been identified as a potential problem. the question. We saw the facilities and quite clearly

there is a very sophisticated intelligence operation
taking place there as well. We saw how it ran andQ57 Mr Havard: I was interested in what you said
there was a quite clear process running here whichabout prisoners of war as opposed to security
bore no description to processes running elsewheredetainees. I want to ask about the internment
in Iraq that we have seen in the press or anywhereprocesses that currently have been running and how
else. There seems to be a bit of blue water between usthey will be run in the future. As we understand it,
and other institutions that might be running in Iraq,under the Geneva Convention and international
which is a jolly good thing. You do not need to saylaw, this is covered at the moment because it comes
that; I will say that. The point I am trying to make,under the fact that it is an occupying power and so
though, is we were described a process by whichon.However, that is really not the point I want to get
when people are arrested on the British side thatinto. Some of us visited Camp Shaibah so we have
determines whether or not they go there or whethergot some understanding of what is being run in that
or not the standards of proof are such that they goparticular British facility. We have noted Colin
into the civil and criminal processes. There is aPowell’s letter annexed to UNSCR 1546 and, as you
sifting out process rather than arrest them and thensay, there is a facility in there to continue
sift them before they go into these things.presumably with some arrangement here—and that
Presumably, there is some rigour in that process andis what I want to explore—for security detainees. He
that will continue? Is that now going to be asays that the multinational force “stands ready to
standardised process right across the piece or are wecontinue to undertake such an activity”. Standing
going to see that British process running where weready to do it and doing it are not necessarily the
operate and maybe a slightly diVerent processsame thing at all, so can I just start to explore some
operating elsewhere?of that. Will the British forces then continue to hold
Mr Howard: It is hard for me to speak in detail forinternees? Will they continue to arrest people and
other coalition allies. I can only speak for the Britishintern people? Where does that stand?
position and one of the things that we have beenMr Howard: The short answer to most of those
doing over the last few weeks is looking veryquestions is possibly, depending on the
carefully at the text of UNSCR and the side letterscircumstances. At themoment, just to give you some
to ensure that British soldiers are in a legally soundidea of scale, we are holding around about 70 people

as security detainees inMND(SE). That is a little bit position—and we believe they are—to do what they
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are doing. We will continue to do what we are doing MrHoward:No, this is our power, so we can do this
for ourselves.now but under this rather diVerent legal framework

and the eVect will be the same. I cannot really speak Mr Havard: That is interesting, thank you.
for other coalition governments but I have no reason
to think that they do not see the legal situation in the

Q63 Mr Blunt: Can we just explore that a littlesame way that we do.
further. This relates to paragraph 10 of the Security
Council Resolution: “that the multinational force

Q59 Mr Havard: But the processes that we shall have the authority to take all necessary
understand the British have been operating—if there measures to contribute to the maintenance of
is going to be this request from the Iraqis to continue security and stability in Iraq in accordance with the
with this sort of process, presumably that is where letters annexed to this resolution.” It is Colin’s
we will get to—will be continued along the lines that Powell’s letter that is relevant in saying: “This will
we have seen running up until now and they will not include combat operations against members of these
be forced to change them by virtue of adopting a groups, internment where this is necessary for
more unified process that might have less rigour in imperative reasons of security . . .” That is the
it, if I can put it politely? precise legal basis on which we are going to continue
MrHoward: I do not thinkwewill see any significant to intern people?
change. The process of detention in operations Mr Howard: That is my understanding, yes.
which the Britishmilitary runwill be our process and
we are satisfied with the legal basis for that. If we

Q64 Mr Blunt: Are we going to continue to interndecide that we need to hold people in the British
people therefore consistent with the Fourth Genevafacility we will continue to carry out the processes
Convention?that go onwhichwe have now. I do not see that there
Mr Howard: Yes, the practical eVect will be same.will be any diVerence there. It might be that we will

be particularly keen, where we have had to detain
people where the problem is an act of criminality Q65MrBlunt:Hold on, this is a very important issue
where they got mixed up in an operation, to hand because one could argue the Americans have not
those over to the Iraqis. We are doing that now. been observing the Fourth Geneva Convention in
After 30 June there will be even more incentive to do the manner of what we have seen. I think the
that. Beyond that I think we would want to carry on Committee was certainly satisfied from their visit to
roughly as we are. Shaibah that we certainly have been. What is the

explicit position of the BritishGovernment on 1 July
about internment? Do we consider ourselvesQ60 Mr Havard: If we are in a situation where the
governed by the terms of the Fourth GenevaIraqis decide they do not want to continue with the
Convention relating to those internees or does thisinternment arrangements as they are now,
legal basis that mean the legal basis is now diVerentpresumably then we have got a camp full of people
and the Fourth Geneva Convention does notwe have got to do something with?
strictly apply?Mr Howard: As I say, we will have a camp full of
MrHoward:Myunderstanding is that the legal basispeople and the judgment about whether it is an
is diVerent because it is based now on these things.imperative threat to security is our judgment. We
The Geneva Convention cannot apply because wehave the power to make that judgment under
are no longer in a state of armed conflict.UNSCR. I go back to what I said if we have a camp

full of people then we need to look at these cases,
does this person still represent an imperative threat Q66Mr Blunt: The British Government will apply it
to security and dowe therefore need to hold them? If even though it would not strictly need to apply it.
we decide we do, then we will hold them. Is this chap MrHoward: In terms of howwe would carry out the
being held and the problem is one where he has process of internment, we would follow the general
committed a crime? Then as soon as possible we practice laid down in the Fourth Geneva
should hand him over to the Iraqi authorities. If Convention but the strict legal basis is in fact
neither of these apply, the guy should be released Security Council Resolution 1546 and the side
and go back to civilian life. letters.

Q61Mr Havard: If you decide to hold them how are Q67 Mr Blunt: So you are not able to tell the
you going to hold them if you have not got the power Committee that the British Government will apply
of internment? the requirements of the Fourth Geneva Convention
Mr Howard: We have. We can hold people if we to our internees from 1 July onwards?
regard them as generating an imperative threat to Mr Howard: It does not apply in the circumstances
security. I am sorry to use that phrase so often but it where there is a sovereign government.We are not in
is the legal phrase. Thus we can hold them in those a position of armed conflict any more. The Geneva
circumstances. Conventions will not apply after 30 June in Iraq.

Mr Blunt: So what standards will we need to apply?
Mr Viggers: There is a division in the House so weQ62MrHavard:Even if the Iraqis have decided they

do not wish to have this general power of will adjourn for 15 minutes unless there are two
votes in which case we will adjourn for 30 minutes.internment?
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The Committee suspended from 4.32 pm to 4.55 pm Q73 Mr Viggers: Article 3 of the Geneva
Convention says that those holding prisoners arefor a division in the House.
prohibited from treating them in a humiliating or

Mr Viggers: Crispin Blunt was asking questions. degrading way. Have British soldiers been
blindfolding or hooding prisoners and, if so, where

Q68 Mr Blunt: I think we had established that the is that process continuing?
Fourth Geneva Convention will not apply on 1 July. Mr Howard: I might have to check my detailed facts
Can you explain to the Committee if one is an on this3 but at the moment there is no hooding of
internee against what set of rules will the internee, prisoners for interrogation reasons. Perhaps I could
for example, be able to complain about their find out the precise time when that practice was
treatment? What rules will be applied to British ended. We are certainly no longer hooding any
internees from 1 July? prisoners for interrogation purposes. Occasionally it
Mr Howard: I will not necessarily go through all the is necessary to obscure the vision of individuals as
details (although I can oVer a note on that point)2 they have been detained to avoid them seeing
but let me just go through the principles. As we said operationally sensitive people or equipment and so
earlier, the Fourth Geneva Convention or indeed on and so forth. Even there we have stopped using
any Geneva Convention will no longer apply hoods and we are using other means so we no longer
because we will no longer be an occupying power. It use hoods.
is simple as that. It is an objective fact. The legal
basis is, as I have described earlier, continuing to Q74 Mr Viggers: I have seen a press report that we
apply, and I hope that is clear. discontinued blindfolding or hooding in September.

Would you accept the general principle that if we
Q69Mr Blunt:That just says internment, it does not treat our prisoners with respect we can then be in a
say anything about prisoners of war. stronger moral position to ensure that our prisoners
MrHoward:Obviously by definition there cannot be are treated with respect by others?
prisoners of war because we are no longer in a state Mr Howard: I am sure that is true. That is not the
of armed conflict. In terms of the practical standards only reason though why we should treat prisoners
we will continue to apply the same standards as we with respect—that is part of our legal obligations
would have applied under the Fourth Geneva and moral obligations—but I could not argue with
Convention, both as a matter of policy and also that particular point.
because the discussions the CPA is having with the
Interim Iraqi Government are intended to allow Q75 Mr Roy: You do not hood prisoners but you
relevant CPA orders to carry on after 30 June and blindfold them; what is the diVerence?
some of those orders lay down standards for how Mr Howard: It is simply because there are two
detainees should be dealt with. Those will continue circumstances where people might think that people
to apply, they will certainly apply to us and they will would be hooded. One is for interrogation purposes
apply to other members of the coalition. I do not and that is completely barred, we do not do that, nor
have to hand specific details of the relevant orders do we blindfold them or in any other sense obscure
but I am sure we could provide those. their vision. However, we could be in a situation

where there has been a fire fight and we have picked
Q70 Mr Blunt: Could you provide them to the up individuals we need for a short period while they
Committee so that we can have the reassurance that are being moved from place to place to obscure their
internees, if they feel they have been mistreated, vision. In the past hoods have been used for that but
know against what standards they are able to we have stopped that as well because there is a
complain? certain amount of emotive baggage attached to
MrHoward: In practice they will be exactly the same hooding so we use other means of obscuring vision
as they are now. but we only do that for security reasons and we do

not use any of that for interrogation purposes.
Q71MrBlunt: If you can just saywhat the legal basis
is so we know what the legal basis the internees have Q76Mr Roy:What is the time period for which you
for them seeking— do that?
MrHoward:We can do that and providemore detail MrHoward:As short as possible. It could be just for
on that. a few minutes.

Major General Houghton: Hooding is just a
mechanism of blindfolding.Q72 Mr Havard: I presume that the International
MrViggers:There is a division but let’s just continueRed Cross will continue their involvement, which
as we have a lot ground we want to cover. We willhas been consistent right throughout and as they
see whether we get an instruction on our electronichave been involved in the camp all the way through
masters.the standards have been verified in a sense by them.

Presumably, they will continue their involvement,
will they, and give us that confidence? Q77 Mike Gapes: Can I take you on to the question

of the law under which our military serviceMr Howard: They will still have unlimited access as
they do now. personnel are operating when they are on

2 Ev 125 3 Ev 126
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deployment in Iraq. Ministers have told us that our example have announced that they are going to stay
in Muthanna until next March, so six or eightservice personnel will be subject to British military

law while they are on deployment in Iraq. Are there months. That may not be entirely to do with the
Security Council resolution but I am sure thatany exceptions to this?

Mr Howard: I know of no exceptions, no. Wherever helped.
British forces are deployed worldwide—

Q81 Mr Viggers: Resolution 1546 increases the
Q78 Mike Gapes: What about when they are oV number of troop units from diVerent countries and
duty? increases the perceived legitimacy of the presence
Mr Howard: No, they are always subject to UK there, so is there a trade-oV between taking in more
military law. troops from diVerent countries, which would then

broaden the number of nations there, and perhaps
weakening the military capacity?Q79 Mike Gapes: What about the estimated 15,000
MrHoward: I think there are already 33 nationswhopeople employed in Iraq as contractors, security
are in Iraq and I think there are 12 in MND(SE) soguards and other personnel, what law do they
in a sense if there is a problem we could face thatcome under?
now, but it is always easier inmilitary terms if we areMr Howard: Well, that is quite a complex issue and
just able to be with our own nationalities but we areit may be best if I were to give you a note to cover the
used to working in multinational formations. It hasdetail,4 but in essence contractors who are part of
happened for the vast majority of operations weour forces or civilians, non-military people, will be
have carried out in the past ten years. To the extentcovered by the same rules of English law applied in
it is a problem it’s a problem we can manage.Iraq. People who are working, say Iraqi citizens—
Major General Houghton: I think I would have toMike Gapes:—I am sorry, I think we have got to go
venture that by comparison with our aspired abilityand vote.
to build up capacity within the Iraqi security forces,Rachel Squire: Do we? I thought the Defence
anything more that might be generatedCommittee had the power to decide whether it voted
multinationally is probably small. If you look at theor not.
various aspirations and capabilities of a whole rangeMr Roy: I am going.
of Iraqi security force sector capability, we areMr Viggers: If we remain quorate we will continue.
talking aboutmaybe 250,000 individuals to which atMike Gapes: I am being told that I have got to go
some stage in the future we will be able to hand overand vote.
responsibility for internal security. I think that sortMr Viggers: That will leave four Members.
of capacity build up over the next six, 12 or 18Mike Gapes: I am sorry, I apologise.
months is probably of a far greater significance thanRachel Squire: It is a motion on urban development.
what might be engendered in a multinational senseMr Havard: Carry on Mike, I am in trouble already
purely on the back the UNSCR.so it will make no diVerence!
MrHoward: From the political point of view clearly
there may be some benefits in terms of how it isQ80 Mr Viggers: Shall we move on. Do you expect
perceived by the international community.the passing of UN Resolution 1546 and the transfer

of sovereignty on 30 June to encourage other
Q82Mr Blunt:General, what is your anticipation ofcountries to contribute troops to the multinational
what will happen to the security situation after 1force?
July?Major General Houghton: It is quite speculative. We
Major General Houghton: It is speculation but it ishad yesterday a partners meeting of all those
professional speculation—contributors to MND(SE) and there is no doubt

about it that the passing of that UNSCR
emboldened is perhaps too strong a word, but Q83 Mr Blunt: That would be very helpful.
certainly encouraged the sustainment of their Major General Houghton: I think that we have
commitment. I think that within the UNSCR there already seen indications over the past few weeks/
is also mention of a potential United Nations couple of months of the way in which the nature of
protection force and I think that there is, the threat of the security situation is changing. In
particularly emanating from the American State overall statistical terms the number of incidents is
Department, a strong aspiration that there will be reducing but the nature and the sophistication and
other multinational contributions particularly in the the targeting of those incidents is changing. In a
context of that force to the overall eVort in Iraq. purely technical terrorist sense, the insurgents/
Mr Howard: I suppose the answer to your question, terrorists are becoming more sophisticated in the
Chairman, is we would say that it ought to because nature of their IEDs and their ambushes. In a way,
in general several governments would set great store that is wholly predictable. In a targeting sense they
by the existence of a UNSCR, but it is hard to are now more focused in their targeting in two
predict whether they will or not. General Houghton senses. The first is against Iraqi infrastructure,
is absolutely right that in speaking to partners just particularly power, oil, those sorts of things, and the
yesterday there does seem to be a continuing second is targeting against those within the Iraqi
determination to stay the course. The Dutch for population who are on the side of the coalition and

who have a desire to make Iraq work—the police,
ministers within the country, that kind of thing, so4 Ev 126.
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there is a more sophisticated targeting against key coalition partners in eVect on the ground? I know it
does legally but in eVect do you think that wewill seeindividuals. I would say that that trend is likely to

continue with more sophisticated targeting and a significant change in American military tactics?
Major General Houghton: There are a number ofmore sophisticated attacks but probably fewer in

nature. answers to that really. I think it is invidious for us to
say the Americans have contributed to the current
situation in a way we have not. They have faced a farQ84Mr Blunt: So how do you assess then the threat
diVerent threat and a higher level of threat and aagainst British forces? Do you anticipate it
threat for which in many ways a more kineticincreasing or decreasing given what you have said?
solution has been the correct one. I would not wantIs it going to be more dangerous for us because they
to do any professional finger-pointing.have become more eVective but less extensive?

Major General Houghton: Correct. I think you can
Q88 Mr Blunt: I am making that remark and I amsee that in the requests of GOCMND(SE), to which
asking the question as to whether you think theirwe have responded, in wanting to slightly change the
tactics will change or not.nature of his force. You are aware of the despatch of
Major General Houghton: I think it is also absolutelyone Black Watch armoured infantry battalion so
fair and justifiable to say that the Americansthat there is a greater degree of mobile protection
themselves on the ground have got a far greaterwithin his force and an ability to use that as a
understanding now of the benefits of some moremobile reserve.
subtle approaches to resolving particular
situations—Falluja is probably one. I think, thirdly,Q85 Mr Blunt: That was more to deal with the the particular placements of UK oYcers within thespecifics of Maysan province. American chain of command has helpedMajor General Houghton: Partly driven by Maysan considerably in bringing a diVerent dimension inbut partly a desire on his own behalf to have some terms of the approach to operations and I think thatform of mobile protective reserve to use as a quick the subordination of the way in which the strategicreaction elsewhere if the circumstance demanded it. campaign has progressed to Iraqi political control is
one that will have a beneficial eVect on ensuring that

Q86 Mr Blunt: What is your appreciation of the the campaign is prosecuted in a way that is
relative diVerences between the area of the Sunni sympathetic to local circumstance. So I think all
triangle and our area MND(SE) Iraq as to what will those are promising things.
happen over the next six months? I am asking you to Mr Blunt: Thank you.
make a relative judgment here between the two.
Major General Houghton: I think Maysan province Q89 Mr Havard: It follows on from the previous
presents a specific local diYculty because of the question I want to ask what the functions of the
historic nature, if you like, of the enemy or the threat British forces are likely to be in the future and
within that province. For the past three days there particularly whether they are going to have an
have been no incidents. There is talk of a locally extended series of activities. The British forces are
brokered ceasefire. One does not know what might seeking, as I understand it, to try to stabilise the
come of that. Similarly, there have been some, as it security situation. Colin Powell has said that the
were, novel ways of resolving problems within the multinational forces are trying to help the Iraqis
Sunni triangle in respect of local militias and that complete the political transition and will permit the
sort of thing and so it is very hard with any degree UN and the international community to facilitate
of confidence to predict how the nature of the threat reconstruction. They are not inconsistent with one
might develop there and to compare and contrast, as another and one flows into the other because
it were. without security obviously you cannot do these
Mr Howard: There is another class of threat which other things. We know about the current
is that from al-Zarquawi and those associated with arrangements in the multinational division South
him, and some of their latest operations have been East—and we were just taking about the Maysan
aimed at all the Iraqis who want to join security province and so on—but what is going to be the
forces and of course has also tried to undermine the situation, are the British going to be able
morale of those who want to contribute by the operationally and in terms of military capacity to
taking of hostages. So we face a range of diVerent take on Multinational Division (Centre South)
threats and some of them are not particularly which is the area that the Polish and Spanish and the
geographical. They will have an impact right across Americans backfill for and so on?
Iraq as a whole. MrHoward: Perhaps I could start by answering that

and then invite Nick to follow on. First, in terms of
the role that we are carrying out there are severalQ87Mr Blunt:A final question on this, many would

take the view that American security policy in the aspects, one of which is of course to provide security
and stability in support of the Iraqis, but we are alsoway they have acted and in their military actions in

their area have contributed to a deterioration of the there to help the process of building Iraqi self-
suYciency in security terms through all the help thatsecurity situation.Do you believe that under the new

arrangements there will be greater control over we have given in security sector reform and in
training the new Iraqi security authorities and weAmerican commanders and their tactics from civil

authorities and us and more influence from other can also as the military provide some help towards
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reconstruction. We are not the only players in that development of the Iraqi police riverine service and
within the Iraqi security forces to the naval elementfield but we can provide, as we said earlier, the quick

impact projects. Nick will probably want to expand of the Coastal Defence Force, we are talking about
here coastal defence of the literal rather than theon that. In terms of areas of responsibility, I know

that there has been a lot of speculation about what ability to sustain the sort of protection that the two
key oil export installation plants needwhere the levelwe might be doing and of course we are always

looking at whether we have got our dispositions of sophistication and equipment and the number of
platforms required to sustain that operation is anright in Iraq but as things stand we have made no

decision to expand our area of responsibility and if order of magnitude greater than is envisaged in at
least the early years of ISF capability.we did obviously we would announce that in the

normal way. Mr Howard: I should add that the US has
responsibility for protecting those two oil terminals
and HMS Grafton is there to support that. TheQ90 Mr Havard: But in terms of capability and
General is quite right, it does not seem feasible thatorganisation and so on, if we were going to take on
the Iraqis will be able to take full responsibility fora whole new sector or contribute in some way along
that for some time to come so I think we need towith others to controlling another sector, there is
recognise that.presumably some sort of contingency plan being

devised to deal with these things. To some degree we
Q93 Mr Blunt: Can you make a progress report onmight have to go in and help in certain circumstances
the distinct entity under the command of thein the same way you have got the Black Watch
multinational force to provide security for the UNworking as a reserve for the rest. There must be some
presence in Iraq—this special force that is to provideplanning processes done here. It might start oV as
security protection of UN personnel in UK’s area ofbeing something where you can help respond to
responsibility. Can you comment on that?someone else but might also lead to you taking on
Mr Howard: I have not got a great deal to say. Wesomething more substantial.
as a Government obviously support the idea of aMajor General Houghton: Quite clearly we provide
protection force for the UN and General HoughtonsuYcient troops to do the tasks that GOC
did touch on the work that theUS State DepartmentMND(SE) needs to do, hence the deployment of
is doing in support of that. What we do think isBlack Watch and the imminent deployment of 40
important is that as and when that force is broughtCommand so to deal with a slightly diVerent range
together and is operational that it is cohesive withinof tasks we are giving GOC MND(SE) suYcient
MNFI and that there is a good operationaltools to discharge the tasks he has as of today. It is
relationship between them, but I do not haveour aspiration, of course, as we progress through
anything more to add at this stage.local stand-oV and regional stand oV that assets can

be freed up and reconfigured in diVerent ways,
potentially for example to provide a reserve that Q94Mike Gapes: Can I ask you what specific forces
could go outside the MND(SE) area of operations. and resources will be allocated within this to our
But these are things that are only planning options own UK area of responsibility?
that we are considering.At themoment, as I say, and Major General Houghton: Within the UN force?
we keep it constantly reviewed, it is suYcient to do
the job in hand. Q95 Mike Gapes: Yes.

Major General Houghton:We are wholly speculative
Q91Mr Havard: So in some areas if you move from here because at the moment we have not even got a
local control to regional control and thenmaybe just lay down for the UN presence within the country
a little bit beyond, so you start to get amore strategic and so we do not know what the lay down of UN
overview in that area and you release these resources personnel will be. At the moment this is an initiative
that might be deployed in another way? which is completely in its infancy. It is specified
Major General Houghton: It could be or it might be within the UNSCR. Clearly it is something that
that we just reduce the number of resources Colin Powell and the US State department would
deployed. wish to see brought about quite quickly but at the

moment to our knowledge there are no international
oVers on the table so we are wholly into speculationQ92 Mr Viggers: Two specific areas of military
about how quickly it can be generated. Somethingoperation. How will the naval force protecting the
like 3,000 has been propositioned. Clearly that willoil terminals fit into the structures of the
be subject to a “troops to task assessment”multinational force after 30 June? We have had
depending on the nature of the UN lay down inHMS Grafton in the area and the Committee has
theatre.visited that Royal Naval ship. Is it realistic to expect
Mr Howard: Prime Minister Allawi has specificallythat we will be able to hand over to Iraqi Coastal
mentioned that in his speech at the weekend so thatDefence Forces by the end, say, of 2005?
may encourage others to come forward but as ofMr Blunt: Or have the Iranians got all the boats
today we do not know—now?

Major General Houghton: No, I would not be as
optimistic about that.Within the development of the Q96 Mike Gapes: Presumably the other

international organisations like the World Bank,Iraqi security architecture overall, although a
certain element of priority has gone into the which have got a lot of money but it is not being
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spent on the reconstruction of Iraq because they civilian international organisations and provides a
mechanism whereby that money can be spent, it ishave not got the people in there and they cannot be

protected, are in such a position, are they? not going to be possible to do it?
Mr Howard: I think security is certainly a keyMr Howard: That must be the case. I think the UN

presence that is envisaged in the first instance is enabler but it is also a question of making sure that
the government has themechanisms tomanage theseprimarily about monitoring the electoral process.

There is an electoral body that was formed and I aid projects. It is those two things combined; it is not
just a question of security but making sure that thethink the UN intention is to have people on the

ground by about the middle of August for that right Iraqi machinery is in place to replace what has
been a CPA issue.purpose. That is the first enabler but, yes, you are

right, for the other international institutions to be Mr Viggers: In inviting Crispin Blunt to ask about
co-operation with the Iraqis can I say to Frank Royable to go in there, they would need to be satisfied

that there was suYcient security. In the case of the that we have touched on the area of naval co-
operation which I know he is interested in and if heUN we were going down the road of a dedicated

force for them but that would be a serious wants to talk about that now is the appropriate time
to do it. If not, Crispin Blunt?consideration for other forces.

Q100 Mr Blunt: One of the things we were shownQ97Mike Gapes:When we were in Basra I think we
when the Committee visited Iraq was police trainingwere all a bit concerned about what would happen
and the development of the Iraqi police inin this transition period precisely because there is
MND(SE).What do you expect to see in terms of themoney voted, there is a will to spend it, but there is
relationships between the Iraqi police and thenot the structure to enable that to happen. Clearly
British, in particular in our area of responsibility,this question of protection of international
and how will that develop from 1 July and will theorganisations coming into Iraq is absolutely
police have a role in setting their own priorities forfundamental.
security operations in the area, for example decidingMr Howard: Clearly for international organisations
whether or not they should be taking on organisedto work and NGOs to work they need to be satisfied
crime as opposed to focusing on public order? Howthat their security needs are being met. We touched
would you see this developing?on earlier the issue of responsibility for the
Major General Houghton: Again the police will be acontinuing reconstruction and, as I said, from
significant part in the local and the provincial level30 June that will pass to the Iraqis. There will be
security committees. If I understand the Iraqiforeign projects which will continue. The period
culture right on this, they do not have quite the samewhere Iraqis will need most help is perhaps less from
view of police primacy as we might understand in30 June but around about the autumn time,
Northern Ireland or the streets of England. TheSeptember or October time, when existing projects
concept that primarily it is a police responsibility tostart to run down. You are right to identify the issue.
deliver internal security does not really flowwith theDFID and others are working very hard with the
culture of the Iraqi way of doing things.Americans to try and plug that gap.

Q101 Mr Blunt: We seem to be trying to developQ98 Mike Gapes: But would you agree that there is
that though?a danger of a hiatus as the projects which have been
Major General Houghton: I think that that is whyset up under the CPA come to their completion so
Prime Minister Allawi’s pretty firm statement of histhat come September/October, at precisely the
vision is illuminating. It is quite clear that they seemoment where the Iraqi public should expect that
their police force as more of a community-basedwith the handover and with the transition going
force, clearly to be the front end of what one mightthrough that things should be getting better, you
call routine crime and protecting against that. Theymight actually see a deterioration?
recognise the requirement to have some level ofMrHoward: I think there is that risk and that is why
capability in a public order dimension and a veryit is important that we take what steps we can to try
small and focused counter-terrorist capability, whatto minimise that risk and that is a major issue
we might call a SWAT (Special Weapons andprimarily for DFID although we have mentioned
Tactics) type of thing, but in terms of the corethe contribution that we the military can make in
responsible for the delivery of security domesticallyMND(SE) through looking out for quick impact
they still see a leading and primary role for theirprojects. We are alive to that risk, not just us but the
army. The force that you will have recognised asAmericans as well, and we are doing what we can to
being the ICDC—the Iraqi Civil Defence Corps—tominimise it.
the Iraqi psyche could only ever be seen as a
transitory organisation. They saw it as something of
a fire-fighting organisation and hence the AllawiQ99MikeGapes:TheAmerican Congress voted $18

billion and I understand that only about $2.5 billion idea that that will now be swept up into an overall
structure of the Iraqi army that will operate at threehad actually been spent and what we are putting in

with our quick impact projects and all rest of it is diVerent levels. You will have the first and premier
division of the Iraqi army which will be a nationalpeanuts compared with that amount. Is it not the

reality that unless the international community deals intervention force capable of delivering high end
internal security. You have another couple ofcollectively with this question of security for those
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divisions which are conventional army against long Q106 Mr Havard:We want to try and get a feel for
just howmany individuals are involved in all of theseterm external deterrent-type threats and then you

have six divisions regionally based throughout the things. Clearly some of the cases might be one
person and some might be five and so on. If you cancountry called the Iraqi National Guard which had

to be recruited from an amalgam of the current give us that information at some time it might be
helpful to give a context to the overall process.ICDC, militias which have been subject to a DDR

process, and elements of the former Iraqi army that Could I now turn to this particular case with the
Metropolitan Police involvement. I understand thatare brought together. They would be the most likely

vehicle for delivering internal security at the local is because the commanding oYcer decided that in
this particular instance it did notwarrant any furtherlevel. So going back to the genesis of the question,

the police will clearly have a role. Ideally, one would investigation, which in some way debarred the
Royal Military Police from continuing, and that iswant to have circumstances in which the sole visible

security presence in an area was the police but their why it is with the Metropolitan Police. What
training is given to commanding oYcers to makeimmediate support in the future I would see being

the Iraqi National Guard in support of police and that sort of judgment?
MrHoward:The rule in this is that the CO does haveonly then multinational forces as a backstop to that.

Clearly there will still be some areas where the right to have the first view. He is obliged to seek
legal advice in doing so. It is less that he has got legalmultinational forces will need to take the lead.
training, because obviously not all commanding
oYcers have legal training, but that he is obliged toQ102 Mr Blunt: You think they are up to that on
seek legal advice.1 July?

Major General Houghton: Not everywhere but in
certain places Q107 Mr Havard: We do not want an army of

lawyers, we have got an army of lawyers in here.
Q103 Mr Blunt: In MND(SE)? Major General Houghton: Could I just say that at
Major General Houghton: Yes. every stage of an oYcer’s career starting at
Mr Howard: We said earlier that in three out of the Sandhurst, through to staV college, qualification for
four provinces on general security we are reasonably promotion and all those stages, there is a degree of
confident that the Iraqis will be able to take military law training given specific to the Army Act.
responsibility. But Martin is absolutely right that, thank goodness,

an Army oYcer would not pretend to be a lawyer in
Q104 Mr Havard: The emotive issue of arrest and that respect and therefore relies heavily on the legal
detention and treatment of prisoners; I would like to advice that he is given in how to deal with cases.
deal with some of that. As I understand it, there have
been 70 investigations and half of these have not

Q108 Mr Havard: So you feel it is right that thebeen carried on with because there did not seem to
commanding oYcer has this power supported bybe any proper or prima facie case for further action.
these various processes to enable him to properlyHowever, the Attorney-General’s statement of
carry out that task?14 June announced that four British soldiers were
Mr Howard: We are confident that the processnow to be prosecuted—we are not talking about the
works in overall terms but the fact that theAttorney-American stuV—and there was one case which had
General has decided in this one particular case tobeen referred to the Metropolitan Police. I would
pursue a prosecution where the commanding oYcerlike to explore these a bit further if I could. In this
did not, has always been a safeguard and thatcase the reasoning was that the commanding oYcer
safeguard continues to exist. Overall we are satisfied.had decided there should not be any further progress

and therefore the RMP could not deal with it. That
is as far I understand. Can I first of all deal with the Q109 Mr Havard: In this case we have got that
general; can you tell us how many British personnel power being exercised and then that stops the RMP
in total have been subject to all of these diVerent but we now have it with the civil police. If this first
investigations for alleged misconduct? process is so rigorous and eVective how come we
Major General Houghton:Are you talking about the have ended up with it being investigated by the
general or the General? Metropolitan Police?

Mr Howard: That is why we have the Attorney-
Q105 Mr Havard: I meant the general in terms of General there as a safeguard. The commanding
general circumstances. oYcer’s right to do this varies according to the
Major General Houghton: I will let you speak first. situation. Originally it was applied at the start of the
Mr Howard: I can give you the current number of conflict because we were in a war situation and it
cases which SIB have been investigating, which is as would not be practical. That right has now moved
of a day or so ago 79. I am not sure I can give you up, I think, to Brigadier or brigade commander level
oV the top of my head numbers of soldiers who are rather than the CO of individual units depending on
involved in each case, it depends what you mean by circumstance because if you are in a war situation it
“subject to investigation”, but the number of cases is not feasible to apply exactly the same approach to
is 79.5 all these things that would be otherwise the case and

we are not now in quite the same situation as wewere
last year.5 Ev 126
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Q110MrHavard: I appreciate that it is nowwith the operational theatres. As to the extent to which it has
an eVect on operational eVectiveness, I think weMetropolitan Police. The Metropolitan Police may

conclude that there is no case and they will not put should leave aside the very extreme and hopefully
not to be repeated case of the Daily Mirror, forit to the Crown Prosecution Service and it may stop

again. So this is part of a layered process which example, and hopefully that is behind us. I will ask
Nick whether it has had a more general eVect.checks and balances these things; is that right?

Major General Houghton: One could argue that the
fact that only one of these has been referred to the Q112 Mr Havard: Before you start General, it is
Metropolitan Police by the Attorney-General really delayed, is it not? It is eVectiveness in terms of the
sustains the eYcacy of the process as is. military eVectiveness but, as you were alluding to, in

the move from local to regional control and the
move to have a strategic overview, it is aboutQ111Mr Havard: I am more concerned at this stage
confidence in terms of quick improvement projects.that it is the process because an individual case is an
It is building up confidence to have a process. Theseindividual case and the rigour of the process in a
are the reconstruction aspects which the militarysense is not more important than but is particularly
may not be directly doing but providing the securityimportant because cases will come and go judged on
for. So there is a very sophisticated eVect you cantheir merits. The process is important to us so that
have on the ground that feeds back into thewe understand that it is an eVective process and the
eVectiveness that troops can have. What sort ofdecision-making is put at the right level and
assessment of it are you making?supported in the right sort of ways, because quite
Major General Houghton: Sorry, you have ratherclearly, as you will appreciate, and we all know,
complicated what I thought was a relativelythese cases are under examination, and thereby the
straightforward question. The answer I was justprocess, and it does have a material eVect on the
thinking of was in specific relation to start with theground which you have alluded to yourselves and
business of subjecting soldiers to legal inquirywhich we saw when we were in Basra. Given that is
because of circumstances in which they might havethe case what do you think the impact has been, not
committed some sort of breach. My view therenecessarily in terms of the public discussion there has
would be that of course there is going to be anbeen about the morality of diVerent activities in one
element of emotion about individual cases and thatsense but more in terms of giving the British forces
will play out locally within units, and there will bethe ability to achieve their objectives on the ground?
concerns andworries because of local understandingWhat we discovered when we went to Basra was that
of the circumstances and knowledge of the impacta lot of the British troops were angry because it was
that might have an on individual and his family backsoon after the things that were happening in the
at home. I think that nevertheless there is collectiveMirror and so on. They were angry for two reasons
robustness within the army and an appreciation thatreally. They felt it was not helping them in their job
we only enjoy a moral superiority over an enemy orand they were angry for their families and their
over a terrorist because all our actions are subject topartners and people back home who were more
the law. If we everwanted to avoid that circumstanceworried about them because the circumstance on the
then our moral superiority would disappear and ourground had become more uncertain as a
self-respect for ourselves as a force would alsoconsequence. They were very phlegmatic about their
disappear. So although there are some localown personal position but they were angry for these
emotional circumstances I do not think collectivelyother reasons and part of those reasons was because
the army in the round has any diYculty with that.it was having a material eVect on how they could do
Your second point was wider—that perhapstheir job and what they could practically do. What
regardless of how good the army is at prosecuting itsassessment have you made of the impact of all that?
element of the campaign that sometimes seems to beMr Howard: I will ask Nick to say something about
undermined because things over which it does notthe assessment on operational eVectiveness but
have a direct control, such as reconstruction, inwardcould I mention the dilemma we face here because
investment and all those sorts of things are noton the one hand it is very important that if soldiers,
proceeding with the same sort of energy alacrity andsailors or airmen are accused of wrong doing that
success. It can be a frustration, of that there is nothat should be investigated properly and we have
doubt. From my exposure across to Whitehall Idue process. We must have a process which we think
sense fromwhat the FCO are attempting do in termsworks and which is fair to all those involved and we
of governance orDfID are attempting to do in termsmust ensure that those processes are applied
of inward investment and reconstruction, that werigorously, and I think that is right. The diYculty
have got a reasonably good story to tell, but inthat arises is that once that process is underway we
circumstances which are undoubtedly diYcult.are not in a position publicly to comment on

individual cases, which means that stories can
appear in newspapers or on television or on the radio Q113 Mr Havard: Stray words can mean stray
about these things which it is very diYcult for the bullets somewhere else, can they not? One of the
Ministry of Defence to come out and say no, that is examples that was given to us was the story about
not true. All we can say is the allegation that has the bayonets being fixed, never mind the
been made is being investigated and that can be a photographs, and the eVects of that can be
source of frustration at all levels. I can understand interpreted then locally on the ground in Iraq as

being some sort of mutilation process. Things arewhy that is a source of frustration on the ground in
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read diVerently in diVerent fora and diVerent places. the scene of the crime because that is obviouslymuch
easier but it would depend on whether you had gotIt was quite clear that winning confidence to engage

in the process is disturbed by some of these stories so the right legal representation and legally qualified
people on the spot. In the case of Iraq we probablyit does set back, we were being told, the eVectiveness

with which people can work because they are being have.
Major General Houghton: I was looking down hereseen diVerently than they were the day before. It

takes time then to win that confidence back and to see if I had any particular advice on it. I think that
the practicalities of arranging for a court martialmove that forward. I just think that in terms of how

the processes are working we need to restate all the would militate towards doing it back at the UK base
if that was possible and if in doing it that way it didtime that there is this rigour in how these things are

dealt with and if there are diYculties they are dealt not in any way undermine the ability to have access
to evidence, to local witnesses, and that sort of thing.with in that way. If we are trying to help other people

and encourage them to develop their rule of law and It would be quite possible to hold a court martial
back in the UK but during proceedings there mightconfidence in the rule of law we had better display

the fact that we do it properly. That is a bit of speech be a requirement for the presiding judge of the court
martial to actually go and visit the scene on therather than a question but, there we go, thank very

much. ground.
Major General Houghton: We agree.

Q118 Mr Roy: That takes me back to the point you
Q114 Mr Roy: My colleague just spoke there, raised there about winning the confidence of the
Chairman, about winning the confidence of the people. Surely you are not going to win the
people. One way we can do that is to ensure that confidence of the people if you decide you are going
justice should be done and seen to be done, to have a court martial somewhere in the south of
especially by the victims and their families. If you England as opposed to Basra or somewhere else in
agree with that, the question I would like to ask you Iraq where the local population who have been
is what plans are there to ensure that courts martial victimised are expecting justice not only to be done
are held in Iraq so if they are held in Iraq that the but justice to be seen to be done? I suggest to you
victim and the families will hopefully be able to that if that is the case then justice will not be seen to
attend and, if they are in Iraq, will they be in public? be done by those people in the locality and the
Mr Howard: I think in general courts martial have villages an Iraq.
the same sort of status as a crown court and, as I MrHoward: I think it is question of having the right
understand it, members of the public can attend. expertise and the right ability to carry out the
There may be constrictions of security of course in process of justice and that has to be balanced against
actually doing that in Iraq but in principle members the process of being seen to be done. I do not think
of the public can attend. there is any fixed policy.

Major General Houghton: No, if the result of such a
court martial led to a custodial sentence that couldQ115 Mr Roy: And in camera?

Mr Howard: The reason for going in camera in a be served in the UK.
court martial would be same as it would be in a civil
court. There will be reasons why civil courts go in Q119 Mr Roy: I understand that. That is diVerent.
camera dealing with a particularly sensitive security I do not mind someone being found guilty and the
issue for example, but the same would apply to a custodial sentence being served in the United
court martial. Kingdom in a jail somewhere. From the point of

view of justice being seen to be done and to winning
Q116 Mr Roy: Will it be in Iraq or somewhere in the confidence of the Iraqi people, I think it would
England? be absolutely wrong to say all our courts martial are
Mr Howard: That would depend on the case. going to be held somewhere in the South of England

that I do not even know where, being a Scotsman,
never mind someone from outside Basra, and I thinkQ117MrRoy:That is my point because if it depends

on the case presumably the alleged crimewould have that is the danger—that we would lose the
confidence of the people.been carried out in Iraq. No matter what the case is,

if it is a court martial in relation to the occupation MrHoward: It would be wrong to say they will all be
tried back in the UK or all be tried in Iraq in thethen it has got to have been carried out in Iraq.What

I am trying to get at is whether an alleged crime is theatre concerned. We need to look at the
circumstance and it will vary in seriousness.going to be carried out in Iraq and the court martial

then be carried out somewhere in the United Mr Havard: Some of the American cases have
already been dealt with and they were dealt with inKingdom or do we have plans after 30 June to make

sure that those courts martial are carried out in the America. Is there going to be something, for
example, I do not know whether it is in the status ofsame country as the alleged crime was perpetrated?

Mr Howard: I do not think there will be any change forces agreement or some sort of understanding to
be established with the new Interim Government orin policy after 30 June on this. Again General

Houghton might want to add but the usual practice, whatever about how these things are done? Maybe
the decision of where to do them and how to do themas I understand it, is because of the need to want to

hold it promptly to have the process of justice be and so on comes into part of that thinking. I do not
knowwhat to say. Do you see what I mean? The newheld in a speedy way ideally it will be done close to
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administration there may have a view of how they may well take a slightly diVerent view of how they
might want to do it and have diVerent requirementswould like to co-operate with any given coalition

country on how that coalition country deals with in terms of their own domestic law to do it. Anyway,
I will leave that as a thought rather than a question.these cases where it deals with some sort of

agreement or understanding of how it is to be done MrViggers:Very good.MrHoward,MajorGeneral
Houghton, thank you very much for the way youbecause, quite clearly, in the coalition situation we

have a number of diVerent countries all of whom have answered our questions. You have been very
helpful. Thank you.
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Witness:Mr GeoVrey Hoon, a Member of the House, Secretary of State for Defence, examined.

Q120 Chairman:Welcome, Secretary of State, and concerned, that those matters should remain
confidential. It is one of the exceptions, of course, toapologies to the people who have come to listen to

this session for the 20 minute delay. Unfortunately the Freedom of Information legislation.
we had to vote twice and it was not worth really
coming back for the three or four minute session for Q125 Chairman:We do not want to wait that long
the first question and then rushing oV again. With to find out! But, on the other hand, if a Committee
the new hours it happens all too frequently. Now, we of the House of Commons has questions to ask they
have about 15 questions and you are leaving at 5.30 would need to be answered so if you are not going
so it does not take a genius to work out it is going to to tell us you will not tell us but I think I would say
be about five minutes per question, so we are going personally that I shall put in a request to you,
to have to be rather disciplined, Secretary of State. Secretary of State, for a private session—
Is there anything you would like to say by way of Mr Hoon: I would be perfectly willing to brief the
starting? Committee on that basis.
Mr Hoon: No. I think, given the time, we can get Chairman:—and youwill tell us then, and as we have
straight on. not been deployed before this time perhaps you

could tell us why any request was declined. But we
can discuss the usual channels as to location ofQ121 Chairman: The first question relates to the
meeting. Right. We will go on to Dai Havard for thetiming and the processing of the request to deploy.
second question.Before the request for British military assistance on

10 October, had there been any previous requests
Q126 Mr Havard: If I could turn to this particularfrom the United States for United Kingdom troops
request, then, the request as we understand it wasto take on responsibilities outside their designated
made on 10 October but it seems unlikely that therearea?
were not some informal discussions before then,Mr Hoon: In general terms?
especially given it seems to be capable of being
fulfilled by the reserve battalion of the British. So

Q122 Chairman: In general terms. what informal discussions had taken place before
Mr Hoon: Not the specific deployment? the 10th about this particular mission, and at what

levels had that taken place?
Mr Hoon: I am pretty confident that the ForeignQ123 Chairman: No, in general terms. Other Secretary has indicated that on a visit to Baghdad he

deployments? was told there was some discussion in very general
Mr Hoon: If the Committee will forgive me, I really terms about a possible redeployment of British
do not think it is right that I should give a running forces, but I can only give you evidence of what my
commentary about the kind of discussions that take knowledge was andmy first state of knowledge came
place on a routine basis between allies. I would with the communication of the formal request.
obviously inform Parliament where there were
consequences for British forces at the earliest

Q127 Mr Havard: So given there had been someopportunity, but I do not think it is right or helpful
discussion, at whatever macro level, had there beenthat, every time there are informal contacts or
any discussions, for example, about the commanddiscussions between allies, that is a matter that I feel
and control arrangements there would be, orthat I should report to you. I hope the Committee
whether or not the recce trips would take placewill understand why I do not think it is appropriate
sooner rather than later, because a request is oneto give that kind of running commentary.
thing but at the feasibility meeting the request has to
be assessed and the arrangements sorted, so what

Q124 Chairman:Will you tell us in private, or will happened as far as that was concerned?
you not tell us? MrHoon:Well, that process was carried on once the

formal request had been received. I think I set out toMr Hoon: I think it would be a matter that we could
discuss confidentially but I think where there are Parliament in the course of my first statement about

this issue the nature of the process that wediscussions between allies it is only right and fair, as
far as the other parties to those discussions are anticipated following.
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Q128 MrHavard: So you were informed, then, first maintain stability in a particular defined, precisely
defined area, and that is precisely what they haveabout this after this discussion that had taken place
been doing in the south.with the Foreign Secretary?

Mr Hoon: What I said was, and I am not quite sure
oV the top ofmy headwhether the Foreign Secretary Q132 Mr Havard: So that is it. It is to go and try
was in Baghdad but I am aware that he became and stabilise that particular area, and that is the
aware of this possibility in the course of his visit, as objective in the mission, that is the end-state, if they
you might expect. We have the Second in Command can achieve that for the period they are there and
of the multinational force. If such an issue was then withdraw. So that was our bit of the shape of
around and being discussed amongst the military the overall mission, was it?
there, it is not surprising that he became aware of it, Mr Hoon: As I made clear to Parliament, we would
but I can only give you my knowledge as far as my anticipate, in the course of that redeployment,
own awareness of this formal request was heightened activity as a result of operations by the
concerned, and that came on 10 October. Iraqis and the Americans to deal with the terrorist

threat in places like Fallujah, but not necessarily
exclusively Fallujah.Q129 Mr Havard: Well, in terms of this particular
Mr Havard: Thank you.deployment, then, in agreeing to this what influence

was there over the shape and the nature of the
Q133 Mr Viggers: Would you agree that thisoperation that both the British were, if you like,
deployment has been surrounded by much moregoing to become a part of and which the Americans
publicity than you, we or the troops would havewere about to conduct and needed assistance with?
liked?Mr Hoon: The nature of the request was to free up
Mr Hoon: I guess it is inevitable in the heightenedan American equivalent-sized battle group for
interest in relation to Iraq always going to be a greatoperations other than in the particular location in
deal of speculation. I think perhaps it is somethingwhich The Black Watch are now redeployed.
the Committee might want to reflect on: whether in
the interests of trying to give soldiers and their

Q130 Mr Havard: But what I am trying to get at is families asmuchwarning as possible there then is the
to what extent did we involve ourselves, the British level of publicity that, by implication, you are
that is, in terms of deciding that plan that the criticising. That is part of what we have to deal with
Americans were involved in? As I understand the in the modern world. Whether that is always helpful
mission, the mission eVectively is—well, I do not I leave the Committee to judge.
want this to sound wrong but they are rat catchers,
are they not, in the sense that they are covering an Q134 Mr Viggers: Would you have preferred to
area between the west of the Euphrates and this have made no statement until after the deployment
Lake Buhayrat Ar Razazah, and eVectively there are was finished?
rat runs in and out into which there are munitions Mr Hoon: I have a constitutional obligation, which
and goodness knows what going in and out of I hope I have always respected, to informParliament
Fallujah. So there are interdict operations, about major deployments of British forces, and I
presumably; they are looking at the ground and would have expected to do that. It certainly would
trying to protect, and when any mission takes place have been easier from my point of view had I been
in Fallujah they will then catch presumably the rats able to say something specific rather than to indicate
running out down the rat runs and protect that. the possibility of such a deployment occurring.
What I am trying to get at is you have said this is a
discrete mission that will last—what, up to eight

Q135 MrViggers:Towhat extent do you think thatweeks? Six weeks?
your hand was forced by information which isMr Hoon: Thirty days.
passed back to families from troops on the ground,
and is it inevitable these days that that information
will get out because of the availability of mobileQ131 Mr Havard: Okay, so it is a discrete mission,
phones and other means of communication?so it will have mission objectives, it will have some
Mr Hoon: My hand was not forced in terms ofsort of end-state, they will try and decide where their
having to make a statement; I would havecentre of gravity is and what they are achieving, so
anticipated making a statement surrounding awhat is this that they are trying to achieve? What is
significant redeployment of British forces. I felt thatthe end-state they are trying to achieve? Is it to do
it was right tomake a statement to Parliament on thesome of the things I have described or what is it, and
Monday because of the speculation, so to that extentwhen were we involved in deciding the shape and
I suppose I was responding to media comment—form of that activity?
some of which was accurate, a great deal of whichMrHoon:Actually what they are doing, if you think
was not.about it, is not that diVerent from what they have

been doing in the south already. They are there,
dominating a particular area, doing some of what Q136 Mr Viggers: Focusing on the messages back
you describe undoubtedly in the event of there being from troops and people in the area, do you think
any heightened activity surrounding other that it is possible to contain that, or is it something

you will have to live with in all future deployments?operations elsewhere, but essentially their job is to
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Mr Hoon: I think it is clear that you cannot contain troop deployment they had, are you seriously saying
that of 130,000 deployed troops, they did not havethat and I am not even sure it would be appropriate

to do so.We put a great deal of store by, for example, 100 troops available?
Mr Hoon: I think the Americans have probably gotproviding free telephone calls back from even quite

diYcult theatres like Iraq from time to time. I think rathermore than 130,000 but I accepted entirely that
the nature of the operations that they areit is inevitable that in the modern world of

communication that information will flow back. We contemplating requires a particular kind of force;
that force we are replacing with The Black Watch;have had journalists in deployed forces; they are

reporting back often in real time. and I accept entirely that it is necessary to replace
like-with-like, and that not all of those 138,000
soldiers that the Americans have deployed are ofQ137 Mr Viggers: But there will be occasions when
that kind of capability, so it is not entirely accurateit is crucially important that information should not
to talk about 138,000. This is a particular armouredget out in advance of a deployment?
capability and there are nothing like that number ofMr Hoon: Of course.
American troops with that capability on the ground.

Q138 Mr Viggers: One has to face that at the
Q143 Mr Hancock: Less than 1 per cent of theappropriate time, I suppose. Thank you, Chairman.
deployed forces were capable of doing this job, as farMr Hoon: I would certainly be interested,
as the Americans are concerned?Chairman, in the views the Committee will have
Mr Hoon: Again, I do not recognise that statistic.about that because it is a constant challenge to the

Ministry of Defence and how to deal with it. We
Q144 Mr Hancock: Well, 138,000. They neededwould be criticised if we did not forewarn troops of
800. It is less than 1 per cent of the deployed force.the possibility of deployment; we are equally
Mr Hoon: I do not think that is a terribly accuratecriticised whenwe do and that then leaks out into the
way of describing it either.world as it inevitably will, so it is a proper subject for

the Committee to set out their views upon. I would
be very interested in what you think. Q145 Mr Hancock: They are your figures.

Mr Hoon: If you will allow me to answer the
question, the Americans require particularQ139 Mr Hancock:Has the 30 days started ticking
capabilities to conduct some quite diYcult oVensiveon the clock? That 30 days, as far as you are
operations in places like Fallujah. Not surprisinglyconcerned, about the length of this deployment
they require armoured capability to achieve thosestarted from when?
operations successfully. Now, they have more thanMr Hoon: The Black Watch achieved full
a single battle group of armoured capability but thatoperational capability today.
will be deployed either to existing operation or for
the operations that are in prospect, therefore I

Q140 MrHancock: So it is 30 days from today, is it, accept that they do not have spare capacity both to
not 30 days fromwhen they left their base last week? conduct those operations and to cover the area that
Mr Hoon: I am confident that they will be back in The Black Watch are now in a position to cover.
their base within 30 days.

Q146 Mr Hancock: In that case then, Secretary of
Q141 MrHancock: If this was simply a request that State, what sort of decision can senior commanders
you would normally get in the exchange between take on the ground in Iraq about the deployment,
allies in this sort of set-up, and I think it is reasonable with negotiation with their allies, for troops to be
to accept that that possibly is the case, and that there deployed around the country? Where do you step in
were no permanent or significant alterations to the and where can theymake a decision?What is the size
battle plan for the British deployed forces, why then of our roulement?
could the commanders in theatre not have agreed Mr Hoon: Obviously there is a constant process of
this? Why did it necessitate ministers getting discussion. I am accountable to Parliament for the
involved? You cannot really have it both ways, can decisions that are taken at every level in theMinistry
you? of Defence, and therefore certainly I would expect to
Mr Hoon: But then neither than the Committee be informed of any significant deployment. I think
because I anticipate, if it had been left to there is a diVerence between the United Kingdom
commanders on the ground to resolve this, this andmany other countries as far as troop deployment
Committee and Parliament would have made some is concerned. There is a very strong constitutional
perfectly legitimate constitutional complaints about tradition in this country that these matters are
the importance of Parliament being informed over important to Parliament, and that inevitably means
significant deployments of British troops. that ministers do take a close interest in these

questions. I would say as a matter of routine British
forces report more to the Ministry of Defence aboutQ142 Mr Hancock: So this was part of a regular

pattern of exchanges that the Americans said, what perhaps in other countries would be considered
to be relatively minor changes and adjustments“What reserves have you available? Can you spare

us a battle group?” So did you at the same time simply because ministers are regularly accountable
to Parliament in a way that does not happen in mostassess what reserves they had available and what

their capabilities were? Considering the size of the other countries.
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Q147 Mr Hancock: I agree with that, and on 18 Mr Hoon: The decision as to whether any operation
October you told theHouse in a statement that other will be conducted in and around Fallujah or
British land forces had previously been deployed elsewhere will be a decision for the interim Iraqi
and operated outside that area, but we had not been government.
told of it until you mentioned it in your statement,
and then you did not clarify it. Would you care to do

Q153 Mr Havard: What is behind my question, asthat today?
you will know, is the concern less about what theMr Hoon: British forces were engaged outside
Brits will do and what might happen as aMND(SE) on border operations for a short period
consequence of broader activities. The collateralof time conducting basically operations to try and
damage that maybe comes about because of anassist the Iraqis in securing that border.
attack in Fallujah; 60,000 people orwhatever it is are
still in the town and so on; so what is the Iraqis’ view

Q148 Mr Hancock: And that is the only other of it? Was this put to this Ministerial Committee of
occasion, is it? National Security? Were they involved in that, and

if so when?Mr Hoon: Well, there are other occasions I do not
wish to go into. Mr Hoon: I have emphasised to you that these

decisions will be taken by the Iraqis. They will be
taken after a political process inside Iraq whereby

Q149 Mr Hancock: Yes, but they were always the information will be provided to that particular
taken on the ground by commanders there and not Committee and they will reach a view as to whether
by ministers there, who felt they had to tell it is appropriate. I am confident that, for example,
Parliament about that? one of the steps that they will need to take is to warn
Mr Hoon: I think I was told of those operations. the population of Fallujah, or wherever operations

are conducted. There is no doubt, as I think I have
mentioned to Parliament before, that there isQ150 Mr Hancock: You “think” you were told, or
growing evidence that the ordinary people ofyou were told?
Fallujah are sick and tired of having foreign fightersMr Hoon: I was told, yes.
who are intimidating them, threatening them and onMr Hancock: Thank you, Chairman.
occasions killing them, who are using their city as a
base for launching terrorist operations largely

Q151 MrHavard:We have a situation, then, where against Iraqis. The combination of military action
the British troops are undertaking the mission you and a political process, I hope, as we have seen in
described, which is presumably in order to allow places like Samarra, and as we saw in Najaf, will
something else to happen elsewhere. One of the produce a situation where there are elections in Iraq
“something elses” that is going to happen is crucially where cities like Fallujah are once again
presumably a “successful” assault in Fallujah, gain answerable to the government of Iraq, and that is a
stability there, the end-state presumably is to see that perfectly legitimate ambition for the government of
happen, secure the land environment and help that Iraq to pursue, but it will be they who will be
whole process towards the elections process in pursuing it.
January. That seems to be the declared aim certainly Mr Havard: I have a couple more questions but my
of the Americans in terms of the overall mission, if colleague on my right is itching to ask you
you like, of all the particular missions which, when something.
they all come together, will be established. Is that
right?

Q154 Mr Jones: Secretary of State, you said thatMr Hoon: Certainly Fallujah is one of the places
the decision, for example, on operations in Fallujahwhere it will be necessary to conduct operations to
is down to the Iraqi government. What is their roledeal with the very significant terrorist threat that is
once those operations have started? What is theirbased there.
involvement, for example, in calling a halt to action,
or in the day-to-day running?

Q152 Mr Havard: I really want to come on to this Mr Hoon: It is their country. They will have
question about the role of the Iraqis in all this as complete authority and, indeed, responsibility for
well, which is why we were asking about what the those operations. Theywill be briefed in theway that
British role is in terms of shaping the whole exercise I have been briefed: they will expect to receive
and what is the role of the Iraqis in this. Now, there thorough detail as to what is happening and, of
is an arrangement, as I understand it, of the course, if they decide that the operation should stop
Ministerial Committee for National Security under at any stage, that is a matter for them. If they decide
which there is then the Security Action Committee, it should stop, it will stop.
and then below that there are some Joint Co-
ordination Committees that can operate at both

Q155 MrJones:But the bulk of the people involvedprovincial town and municipal level. All of these are
in, for example, the assault at Fallujah are not Iraqimethods by which people are involved, as I
National Army but other forces, they are foreignunderstand it, in mission selection and in deciding
forces in terms of the US and other elements ofthe policy. Is that roughly the correct description of

where we are? external—
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Mr Hoon: I think you must just be careful about Q161 Mr Havard: As I understand it, the Iraqi
President in the last couple of days has expressed ayour premise. I do not think either of us are in a

position to say what that force composition will be. very diVerent opinion from the Iraqi PrimeMinister
about a potential attack on Fallujah. In fact, he saidThere will be a very significant representation of

Iraqi Security Forces. The precise proportion has he thinks it is a bad idea; it is the wrong thing to do.
So there may be problems of internal governmentnot been decided.
within the Iraqis but what we want to try and find
out is the extent to which we are committing and you

Q156 Mr Jones: How does it work then? For are committing British personnel to help deploy
example, if they have control over, for example, the policy which we have declared is something that the
Iraqi forces there, which I assume fromwhat you are Iraqis want and that they are driving, and yet we see
saying is correct, are you saying that they have a veto these diVerences. So how can we have confidence in
or they will stop, for example, or overrule what a US the process and the structures to see not only that the
commander on the ground would want to do? policy determination is correct, but the actual
Mr Hoon: The final decision as to whether this execution of the process is correct, and we are
operation will be conducted, how it will be involved in shaping it?
conducted, and the nature of the operations MrHoon: I thought you fairly accurately set out the
involved is a matter for the Iraqis and it is a matter decision-making structures inside the interim
for the Committee, as I referred to earlier. government. They have their structures for reaching

decisions, and I expect that they will follow them
through.Q157 Mr Jones: So they can call a halt at any stage?

Mr Hoon: Of course.
Q162 Mr Havard: So you think that this structure
as described is allowing them to determine both theQ158 Mr Havard: My understanding of it is that
security and the policy-making decisions for thesethe local American commander who is organising
military activities?the attack on Fallujah has said that the attack will
Mr Hoon: Right.have an Iraqi face, that there will be Iraqi troops

within it in order to give it that but obviously the
predominant people involved in it are going to be Q163 Mr Hancock: So the Iraqi President, who is
American forces. Commander in Chief of the Iraqi forces, is against
Mr Hoon: Sorry, I just dealt with the premise. I do this attack on Fallujah, so he says, “I do not deploy
not think you can say at this stage who will be the Iraqi troops”, so where is the Iraqi face then?
predominant force. There will be a very significant Mr Hoon: That is a matter for the Iraqis.
Iraqi participation in these operations.

Q164 Mr Hancock: So the operation stops?
Mr Hoon: If the Iraqis judge that this is not anQ159 Mr Havard: As far as I understand it, as far
operation they want to see conducted on their soil itas the Security Action Committee is concerned, we
will not take place.have been told that there is British involvement some

way and another through multinational force,
presumably through the Americans? Q165 Mr Havard: But as far as the British are
Mr Hoon: A British general is second in command concerned we are clear it is a particular mission to
of the multinational force. carry out a particular set of activities which has this

military rationale that has been described to secure
this area for a period of time. The questions aboutQ160 Mr Havard: So the first body which is the
what is done as a consequence of us being allowed toMinisterial Committee for National Security
alleviate people to participate in something else isessentially deals with the high level policy—because
really a matter for this process and the Iraqi—I think there are two questions in a sense. The extent
Mr Hoon: Of course. As you would expect.to which the Iraqis are involved in policy
Chairman: Thank you. Mike Gapes?determination and the earlier question which was

being asked which is how are they then involved in
the process of executing that policy and the day-to- Q166 Mike Gapes: Chairman, I think my question

has partly been answered already; I will not focus onday tactics and methodology used to execute it?
Mr Hoon: They will be thoroughly and the general situation but on the relationship between

our forces as redeployed, the battle group, and thecomprehensively briefed as to the nature of the
operation that is being proposed and they will have Iraqis in the area where they have been redeployed

to. Are there specific arrangements in place for co-the decision as to whether or not that operation
should go ahead in that way, in exactly the same way ordination and, if there are, could you explain what

they are?as I would expect to exercise control over British
forces on operations. I would be briefed as to the MrHoon:They are the same arrangements that exist

elsewhere in Iraq. There are obviously Iraqi securitydetail of the operation and, having satisfied myself
that that was both sensible in accordance with the forces, police and others, on the ground, in this area,

as there are obviously in the south east, and there islaw and the appropriate rules of engagement I would
either decide that that operation should go ahead a regular exchange of information between the

multinational force and the Iraqi security forces.or not.
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Indeed, I have seen for myself in the south that very Q171 Mike Gapes: Can I ask you a diVerent
often the two are operating alongside each other in question, because I wanted to come in when Mr
a very co-operative way. Viggers was asking the question earlier. You

referred to the problems of communication and we
were talking about what happens with e-mails and

Q167 MikeGapes:And you expect our people to be mobile phones and so on. You have no—
working on a regular basis alongside Iraqis? Mr Hoon: I did not refer to “problems” ofMr Hoon: Yes. Increasingly what we are trying to communications; it was exactly the opposite! Thedevelop in the south, and I see no reason why this

ease of communication.should not happen in this particular area either, is
something that will be very familiar to the
Committee. It is support to the civilian power Q172 Mike Gapes: But one of the consequences of
allowing Iraqi police and security forces to be, in ease of communication is that we get reports like the
eVect, the first line of security where they believe they one in the Sunday Telegraph this weekend which
require greater, for want of a better word firepower, makes allegations about people trying to sell stories
greater support, than they can deal with on their to The Sun newspaper, and also implies that people
own, to call in multinational forces to provide that are sending e-mails from areas like where The Black
extra clout that is necessary. Watch are currently deployed. Do you deprecate the

way in which this issue is being handled by some of
our newspapers and the fact that it was underminingQ168 Mike Gapes: But we are replacing Americans
what our people are doing in a very diYcultwho have been doing this in the past?
situation?Mr Hoon: Yes.
Mr Hoon: I think there are certainly examples of
stories that do not help either morale or the cohesion

Q169 Mike Gapes:Will there be any changes in the of what is a fighting force potentially facing quite a
way that that relationship with the Iraqis in that area diYcult enemy, and I think that is a matter for
develops as a result of the fact that our people in newspaper editors to determine whether they treat
Basra have operated in a slightly diVerent way to the those people in away that I think should have regard
way the Americans have operated? to the particular circumstances in which they are
MrHoon: I think that is amatter that is really for the operating.
commanding oYcer on the ground to determine. I Mike Gapes: I will leave it there.
think there has been a great deal of unfair
stereotyping of the way in which Americans are said
to operate as opposed to the way inwhich the British Q173 Mr Hancock: You do not think troop
are said to operate, because forces have to adjust commanders have a responsibility? It cannot just be
their—the military tend to call it “posture”— the newspapers’ fault, can it?
according to the kinds of threats on the ground they Mr Hoon: No, I think commanding oYcers have
face. I think you will find that there are many also a responsibility but often when commanding
American forces in diVerent parts of Iraq that are oYcers try, perfectly reasonably, to express a view as
able to be more relaxed and to work alongside to the appropriateness or otherwise of
civilian populations. Undoubtedly, however, a force communication, I then see headlines saying that
commander has to have first regard for the safety of somehow or other they are trying to gag either
his troops and if his troops are coming under regular members of the Armed Forces or their families, so it
attack, which when the Americans were in Fallujah, is extremely diYcult territory for commanding
for example, they were, undoubtedly he has to adopt oYcers.a rather more robust response. British forces are no
diVerent.

Q174 MrCran: Secretary of State, I well remember,
as it were, waking up thatmorningwhen the decisionQ170 Mike Gapes:We saw that as Members of the
or the request was made public, and I have to say toCommittee when we visited our forces in May in
you that I did say to myself I just cannot believe thatBasra, and clearly in the circumstances there they
the Americans could not and cannot provide thedid have to change according to the threat they were
capability that we are talking about. Now, in answerencountering at the particular time, but clearly, as
to questions by Mike Hancock you gave a perfectlythe Americans will say to you and have said to us
good answer, it seems tome—it was, as I understandwhen we visited the NATO Command for
it, that within theatre we were able to provide theTransformation, we are very good at these kind of
expert capability that The BlackWatch provide, andoperations and they have things to learn from us
as a Scotsman I am delighted. However, what I amabout them.
rather more interested to know was did you seekMrHoon:Whether we think it is a good thing or not
assurances from the Americans that they could notwe have had a great deal of experience in places like
provide that relatively small amount of forcesNorthern Ireland conducting precisely these kinds
worldwide? Did they not have the capabilityof operations. There might be many of us who
elsewhere that they could have drafted in?perhaps rather regret that over 30 odd years British
Mr Hoon: Not in the notice period that would beforces have been in that position but we have learned

a great deal from that kind of operation. required, no.
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Q175 Mr Cran:Are you sure in your mind that the we would look very hard at any such suggestion. In
fact, we did look quite hard at such a suggestion andAmericans do not have that capability that The

Black Watch are doing, and could not have came to the conclusion that The Black Watch,
because of their experiences over the summer inmobilised within the time? And if you say it was a

question of not enough time, did you actually ask particular, were much the best force available.
those questions?
Mr Hoon: Yes, I did, and I am sure that somewhere Q178 Mr Cran: Just one last question: it is clear,
in the world the United States do have that because you have made it clear to the House of
capability and they could redeploy that capability to Commons, that the request came military to
Iraq, but the truth is that those forces would not military. I would just be interested, and I have not
have been able to reach their present location in quite got there yet—other questions have been asked
anything like the time that was required and given along this line but I personally have not got there
that it was necessary, and it was one of the things yet—was there a parallel political decision-making
rather overlooked at the time, to have these forces in line or not?
place, and the longer they are in place the more Mr Hoon: You mean on the American side?
secure they will be as they familiarise themselves
with their area and with the operations that they Q179 Mr Cran: Between the Americans and the
have to conduct, it simply is not possible to produce British.
that kind of force in the timeframe required. MrHoon:There was no formal political request that

I am aware of. I happened to see my American
counterpart the week before at a NATOmeeting; heQ176 Mr Cran: Again, it seems to me that is

perfectly logical. All I am keen to know is that these did not mention it. I think it probably reflects a very
diVerent tradition. I alluded to it already. The USquestions were asked and that you did satisfy

yourself that in timeframe terms and a lot of other political system and their constitutional
arrangements tends to devolve more authority andterms these troops could not have been brought in by

the Americans from elsewhere. I just want to have a decision-making down the military chain for longer
periods of time because, generally speaking, there isclear answer.

Mr Hoon: They could not have been brought in by not the same tradition of parliamentary
accountability, therefore it would not surprise methe Americans: they could not have been brought in

by the British either. that I was not approached in any formal way
politically. Interestingly, on our side, as soon as a
request was made it was elevated very quickly toQ177 Mr Cran:Another question. I would just like
ministerial level but, again, I am sure you wouldto know because you are in the middle of all of this
expect that, given the constitutional traditions ofand the rest of us are not. Again it is quite surprising
this country.to me that, clearly, planning has been going on in

relation to Fallujah for some time—it seems to be
Q180 Mr Cran:Would you have liked to have beenquite clear that it has been—and it just seems again
consulted before that point?tome looking in on the whole thing a bit strange that
MrHoon:The reason I am answering in the way thatthe Americans, planning as they do, expertly as they
I am is that I am not at all surprised that that is thedo, just about as well as we do, were not able to have
process. I think it does reflect rather diVerentthe timeframe set in that which would have allowed
constitutional arrangements not only in the Unitedthem to take in their own troops. Did you ask them
States but in other countries I can think of as well.why they did not do that either?
They would not necessarily expect to see this as aMr Hoon: I know the kinds of places in which
political request. It would be handled by theircurrently US forces are both deployed and are
military.engaged on active operations and I can say

reasonably confidently because they are the kinds of
places where British forces are also deployed and on Q181 Mr Cran: I find that extraordinary. It is

perfectly clear that, of all the decisions that I haveactive operations. I recognise, because of the
questions I have answered given the timescales, also seen lately, this has been a decision which has some

implications for the British government, it has beenI think it is necessary to bear in mind, that one of the
reasons why The Black Watch in particular were so in all the press, there has been a certain amount of

surprise, indignation, outrage and all the rest of it,well suited for the kind of operation that they are
embarked upon is that over the summer they have and yet you are saying to me that it did not come as

any surprise to you at all? It would have me.been engaged in very similar lines of sometimes
really very diYcult operations in places like Al Mr Hoon: No, hold on a second. I said it did not

come as any surprise to me that there was no formalAmarah, and therefore one of the choices that
anyone taking these kind of decisions faces is to ask political request. The request came on a military to

military channel. The diVerence is, and I am sure as awhat are the right kinds of forces, what sort of
experience do they need. I do not think it would be student of politics and of constitutions you will also

recognise, that there is a very particular view ofwholly sensible to bring in a battle group from a
completely diVerent theatre somewhere else in the issues here as they aVect Parliament and the

relationship between Parliament and ministers thatworld facing very diVerent kinds of problems and
put them down in Iraq. I would be quite concerned means that sometimes quite fine detail will be put

before ministers in a way that I do not believeabout that happening to British forces and I think
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happens in other countries, and I have given some credible, is it, for them to suggest that they could not
have done that had they chosen to do so, so it cannotexamples of that. It is not simply a comparison

between the UK and the US, and that is the case in be wrong for us to assume that in some way the
political dimension in the United States played amany continental countries. Ministers do not

routinely appear before the Cortes, for example. I do significant part in this deployment?
Mr Hoon: I think it is perfectly proper for thenot know howmany times a Spanish PrimeMinister

appeared before the Cortes—on a handful of Committee to press, to probe, to ask questions, to
try and establish as much about this deployment asoccasions in the course of a year. The French

National Assembly, the Bundestag are diVerent the Committee thinks fit and I have sought to answer
the Committee’s questions—yoursMrHancock,Mragain—there are very diVerent constitutional

arrangements and, therefore, it is not terribly Cran’s—as best I can in an entirely truthful way. If
the Committee wants to make an assumption that issurprising, which is the point I was making, that this

approach reached us in a diVerent way. at odds or at variance with the answers I have given
that is a matter for the Committee, but when I was a
young member of the Bar one of the things I wasQ182 Mr Cran: Chairman, I am finished with my
always taught to do was to ask open-endedquestions but may I just say you may not be
questions, not questions that assume the answer. Ifsurprised; I am frankly astonished that you have two
you want to assume the answer that is a matter forallies as close as the United Kingdom and the US
you, but I am telling you that that assumption iswith a highly controversial request that was made
wrong.and there was not very high level political contact

between members of the British government and
members of the American government at a much Q188 Mr Hancock: I find it strange that your
earlier stage. I am just astonished. political counterpart meets you a week before you
Mr Hoon: Chairman, again, I think it is important, are going to get a request which is going to
it may well be that Mr Cran is astonished and substantially alter the arrangement of our forces and
amazed and all the other words he uses— he does not mention it to you, and we are expected

to believe that. At the same time, his Generals must
Q183 Mr Cran: I do not use them often! have been contemplating this move on the ground in
MrHoon:—but it does demonstrate, does it not, that Iraq. It simply does not stack up, does it?
this was not regarded amongst amilitary coalition as Mr Hoon: I think I have set out to you what I would
controversial, surprising, astonishing, amazing, or judge to be the explanation of that. It is an
any of those other adjectives Mr Cran wishes to use. assumption that I am making in answering that
It was part of a routine arrangement that exists point, and the assumption I am making is that these
between military allies in a military deployment. matters, unlike the United Kingdom, because of our

constitutional arrangements, are not necessary
communicated in that way to the political leadershipQ184 Mr Hancock: In that case, Secretary of State,

you have no knowledge of whether the US military of the US or, indeed, in a number of other countries
that I can think of.commanders asked their political bosses if it was

possible to deploy a thousand extra troops into Iraq, Chairman:MrHancock, we have asked this question
five times; the Secretary of State is not going anyand you do not know whether they were told,

“Sorry, that is an impossibility in a run-up to an further; we have 25minutes to ask a number of other
questions and, frankly, I think we should proceed.election”, do you?

Mr Hoon: I do not know that. Kevan Jones, please.

Q185 MrHancock: So it might be right for some of Q189 Mr Jones: Secretary of State, I want to turn
us to assume that asking us at military level rather to the force structure that has been deployed and the
than political level suggests that the American battle group that it replaced was the 24th Marine
generals certainly knew that such a request would Expeditionary Force which is a large force with
not be granted, because it is not really credible, is it? obviously the extensive supply chains and other air
You were asked on a military basis on 10 October to cover and everything else. What we have deployed is
deploy 800 troops and 23 days later they become basically made up of armoured infantry.What other
operational, and the United States army, the largest elements can they draw upon in terms of what they
organised military force in the world, could not find need in terms of air support, logistics, which are not
800 people— being supplied by theUnited Kingdom element, and
Mr Hoon: What about the People’s Republic of is it the case that there is a need to draw down, for
China? example, US assets to assist The Black Watch in the

job they are doing?
Q186 Mr Hancock: No. I said organised, Mr Hoon: In the first place The Black Watch will
deployable military forces. operate in a discrete and defined zone of their own
Mr Hoon: They were very organised when I have but they will obviously and rightly, as you say, have
been there. access to a range of assets, including air cover,

emergency medical evacuation, a whole range of
support should that be necessary, as part, as you say,Q187 Mr Hancock: I do not think the Chinese

could get 138,000 people to Iraq as quickly as the of the tactical control that will be exercised by the
Marine Expeditionary Unit.Americans could, Secretary of State, and it is not
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Q190 MrJones:Could you explainwhat the system by the existing support, but I am equally confident,
as would happen anywhere else in Iraq, that wereis, for example, what air cover or other assets? Who

makes the decision in terms of the request from the there to be a short-term emergency where someone
needed to be evacuated out of there at very shortBritish side, for example, for air cover or any other

assets that might be needed that are not there on the notice those facilities would be available, and
available from the nearest unit, whether that wasground for the British?

Mr Hoon: There is a direct form of communication American, Polish, British, or whatever. That has
never been a problem.between the leadership of The Black Watch on the

ground and those who assume tactical control in the
Marine Expeditionary Unit, and therefore they will Q195 Mr Crausby: What about food and drink?
be treated for that purpose no diVerently from any Will the food and drink supplies be British or
other unit that comes under that American tactical American? I would hate to see them living on grits
umbrella, but theywill be diVerent to this extent, and and hamburgers!
I think it is important that I explain this to the Mr Hoon: I understand this force will be self-
Committee, that they have an agreed mission. Their suYcient; that they will be taking their own British
role has been specified and defined in discussionwith ration packs with them. Whether that is better or
the US and they will not, therefore, be able to worse than hamburgers, having lived on them for a
operate in a way that is outside the terms of that while myself, I am slightly reluctant to say!
agreed mission.

Q196 Mr Crausby: So what sort of supplies andQ191 Mr Jones: You say it is part of a joint equipment will need to be sent up to the battle grouporganisation. Is there any prioritisation there of, for from British forces in the south?example, air cover? Is it on an equal basis, for Mr Hoon: I understood from the briefing I receivedexample, to US marines requiring air cover? that they would be self-suYcient; that they would beMr Hoon: It has always been my experience that if taking with them suYcient supplies to last them forany troops on the ground are in any kind of diYculty 30 days. Again, should there be a diYculty, shouldneeding assistance that cover is there irrespective of there be extra resources required, I am sure they willtheir nationality. That is absolutely central to the be ferried up there along what is a very busy supplyoperation of a coalition force, and in all the time I route that is used routinely by very large truckshave been doing this job on a number of diVerent trundling up and down in both directions on aoperations I have never, ever heard any suspicion regular basis. They are in the same countrythat there is any diVerential treatment. connected by a very large road that is extremely
busy.

Q192 Mr Havard: Just quickly, are we to pick up
then something that Sir Mike Jackson said to us

Q197 Chairman:The battle group is amixture of allwhich is that they will fight with the Americans but
sorts of disparate elements obviously that havenot as the Americans and they will pull down the
worked together. Why was the decision taken not toresources to do that? In other words, the shape of the
deploy Challenger II tanks? Did you think it was notway in which they do their job will not be dictated by
necessary to have a heavy tank, or do we rely onthe fact they are dependent on calling on resources
anybody else’s supply of those? American tanks arefrom somewhere else?
always more available than ours.Mr Hoon: I have made clear, they have a defined
Mr Hoon: Indeed. The nature of the mission asarea of responsibility; a defined mission which has
devised and the military advice I received did not atbeen agreed with the United States; and I do not
any time suggest that Challenger tanks would beanticipate that they would need to go outside that
necessary.mission.
Chairman: I hope you are right.

Q193 Mr Crausby:Myquestions are also about the
Q198 Mr Roy: Secretary of State, can I, first of all,support for our forces and about how much our
welcome you. I want to discuss communicationsforces will depend on the Americans. To what extent
with families because we know this does cause awill the force be able to rely on its own support
problem, and that problem, Secretary of State, goeselements, and to what extent will they need to be
two ways. Let me tell you that in Scotland over thesupplemented by American assets?
last month hundreds upon hundreds of families haveMr Hoon: Well, they were supported in the
felt confused, betrayed, and left in the dark when itredeployment by theUnited Stateswho provided the
came to communication from the MoD.appropriate logistics to get them and their
Mr Hoon: About?equipment north, and they will go on benefiting

from American support, as and when it is needed.
Q199 Mr Roy: What they did with The Black
Watch. They did not know when to leave. They areQ194 Mr Crausby: What about medical support?

What level of medical support have they deployed waiting for someone to phone up to tell them, they
are waiting in meetings either up in Scotland or atwith?

Mr Hoon: They have their own medics with them. The Black Watch base, and many of them feel
extremely disgruntled at the real lack ofMy anticipation would be that for most of the kind

of problems that they will face that will be dealt with communication between themselves—
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Mr Hoon: One of the diYculties as we discussed London to the Falklands—any British soldier
earlier is that, as far as I understand it, the deployed anywhere in theworldwould have that free
information that appeared in the first place in service. The charges you are describing are the
Scottish media and then taken up in the English charges levied by the GPO for getting the parcel to
media was as the result of people being warned as us, and I am not responsible for that.
soon as the possibility arose that they might not be
returning to the United Kingdom on a date that had

Mr Roy: Maybe I am suggesting, Secretary of Statepreviously been suggested and that that information
for Defence, that you could speak to the Post OYcethen flowed out into the world, so I think it would be
or Parcel Post or whoever it is because let me tell youunfair to suggest that The BlackWatch had not been
that the families do not feel as though it is the Postgiven as much possible notice as they could be.
OYce. The families feel as though it is the
government that has charged them just so they canQ200 Mr Roy: Well, Secretary of State, I have to
send a parcel to their sons and daughters. But can Isay that The Black Watch obviously were given
just say on communication and the problems that wenotice but I think it would be quite wrong to say that
have, one of the other problems we had in Scotlandwe could not learn lessons from themistakes we have
over the last month or so was the commandmade over the last few weeks and, Secretary of State,
structure, or the perception of the commandplease do not sit there and say that no mistakes were
structure for The Black Watch. Many familiesmade because that is absolutely not the impression
thought straight away that the command structuregiven by the families. The families do feel as though
would be from the Americans straight down to ourmany of them have been left out. They also feel, let
troops on the ground, and I know you mentioned itme tell you, extremely angry, and I will give you one
in the House, but you have said that The Blackexample. In my oYce on Friday, one grandmother
Watch will remain under the operational commandphoned me to say that she went on Friday to send a
of General Rollo. What is the chain of command,parcel to her grandson and it wasmore than 2 kg and
Secretary of State, from General Rollo down to Ltthe Post OYce did not accept it, so she went back
Col Cowan, the Colonel in command of the Firsthome, and she said “I was aVronted when I went
Battalion of The BlackWatch? Is that a direct chainback to the Post OYce and I was charged £14 to send
of command, or is it an American one star that it hastwo parcels to my grandson who is serving in Iraq”,
to go through before it goes right down?so maybe there are lessons to be learned on
Mr Hoon: I have just explained that.communication and I think that is certainly one of

the things that we fall down extremely badly on.
Mr Hoon: Can I say to the Committee that the

Q204 Mr Roy: Explain it to me again just so that IMinistry of Defence pays for any 2 kg parcel to be
can get it right.transported from the United Kingdom to Iraq. The
MrHoon:TheBlackWatchwill be under the tacticalfull cost is borne by the Ministry of Defence from
control of the Marine Expeditionary Unit subject toMill Hill to Iraq.
a clear agreement as to the nature of their mission
made by British forces on their behalf and thatQ201 Mr Roy: Can I clarify that? Secretary of
means that they cannot be asked to go outside thatState, you arewrong because if you live in the sorting
mission, as previously agreed.oYce area in London it does not cost you anything

because you can send a parcel to your son or
daughter and it is then free of charge, so it is not true Q205 Mr Roy: And there is no change to the rules
to say it is throughout the United Kingdom and of engagement?
apart from anything else, Secretary of State— Mr Hoon: No.
Mr Hoon: I would be surprised—if I went into any
sorting oYce other than Mill Hill, which is the one

Q206 Mr Havard: There is obviously going to be awhere the Ministry of Defence sorting oYce is
lesson-learning process when we look at whatlocated, if I go into Kennington sorting oYce or

wherever it happens to be, I assume that the GPO happened on this exercise, doubtless. It is not just
charges me the same rate as I would pay if I were in The Black Watch who are involved. There is 40
Scotland. Commando and there are engineers and of course

there is what we call the Welsh cavalry. Certainly at
home, and I think it is something we ought to lookQ202 Mr Roy: But do you not think that
at, people understood that they were going to beassumption is absolutely wrong, that you have
deployed to Iraq but they did not think they wereassumed—
going into this sort of mission. How that wasMr Hoon: I am not responsible for the GPO.
handled is something that also ought to be looked at.
Mr Hoon: I invited the Committee to look at thatQ203 Mr Roy: In order to send something to the
because modern world communications is where wetroops who are doing such a good job, that you
began. These are serious and diYcult issues as towould be wrong to assume—that at least it would be
what we tell people. On the one hand I thinkMrRoygiven free of charge?
is criticising us for telling people too much inMrHoon: Sorry, we transport free 2 kg parcels from
practice. I assume you would be happier if we toldLondon to Iraq, and, indeed, from London to

Afghanistan, from London to the Balkans, from them much less.
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Q207 Mr Roy: Secretary of State, please do not Mr Hoon: I compare the present redeployment to
the position in certain parts of MND(SE) because,assume anything that I think. I think you are

absolutely wrong. Please do not make an rightly, outside of Basra there are fewer centres of
population. It is more “I am not sure that ‘more’ isassumption about what my thoughts on that might

be. You are quite wrong to do that. quite the word that I would think of; it has a slightly
diVerent connotation in the United Kingdom”Mr Hoon: Well, that was the implication of your

question. agricultural, it is not heavily populated, and the area
into which they are now deployed is very similar toMr Roy: No, it was not.
that. I am not suggesting for amoment that there are
not risks, that there are not threats to them. The

Chairman: Gentlemen, we have 10 minutes to go military advice that I received suggested those
please. threats were comparable to the kinds of threats that

this particular battle group faced in the course of the
summer in Al Amarah where they came under veryQ208 Mr Roy: The implication of my question is
regular attack. Fortunately, and this again is an issuethat of course the troops are the number one priority
for the Committee perhaps to reflect upon, there wasbut those troops have got families and at the
not the same level of interest or publicity in eithermoment those families feel left in the dark.
their movements or activities that there has been inMr Hoon: If I could explain, Chairman, the precise
relation to this particular redeployment and it maybasis, and I think I set this out for the House when I
well be that the Committee might think about thatmade the statement, was that these troops were
in the course of their observations because inevitablydeployed for the usual six month deployment. They
the more attention that is given to this kind ofhad been informally told that they would be likely to
redeployment the more risks there are in relation toreturn to the United Kingdom on 2 November. Not
the kinds of threats that they face.surprisingly, and I think perfectly properly, their
Chairman: Perhaps I can introduce Richardcommanding oYcer warned them as soon as he
Ottaway, who is a newmember of the committee andbecame aware of the possibility that they might be
who has some questions to ask.remaining in Iraq for longer than the period that had

been informally communicated to them, so that they
Q210 Richard Ottaway: Chairman, I was justmight be there for longer than 2 November. They
listening to some of the comments and thinking thatwere told that. Again, unless Members of the
when I went to sea you had no communication withcommittee are suggesting somehow that those
your family often for two months at a time, so it istroops should not tell their families that this
the curse of modern communication, which I agreeinformal date might not be met, then inevitably that
with. Secretary of State, do you feel that it is ainformation got back to the families, but that seems
coincidence that an assault on Fallujah is takingtome to be a perfectly proper process and that is why
place after the American presidential election?I was resisting the suggestion that mistakes had been
Mr Hoon: It is a matter for the Iraqis to decide themade, or is the Committee suggesting that we should
timing and nature of that operation.not, as soon as this kind of information is made

available, warn people of the possibility of a change
in the informal date that had been communicated to Q211 Richard Ottaway: So you do think it is a
them? It is easy to criticise but I actually think we coincidence?
have been through the implications of what they Mr Hoon: It has not happened yet.
are saying.

Q212 Richard Ottaway: But we know it is going to
happen by the end of November.Q209 Mr Viggers: You have said, Secretary of
Mr Hoon: I assume the American election is wellState, that the role that The Black Watch will be
under way by now.taking south of Fallujah is very similar to the role it

has in the south east, but Sir Jeremy Greenstock, a
Q213 RichardOttaway:We are safe on that, but wevery insightful observer, has pointed out that in the
know the deployment ends at the end of November,south east that is a much more cohesive area in
in answer to Mr Hancock’s questions, so it ispolitical and security terms, a virtuous cycle was
obviously happening in the immediate aftermath ofcreated by the British in that they reached out to the
the American presidential election.population. This contrasts with the Sunni areas
Mr Hoon: You say “obviously”. I have possiblywhere there were more disparate communities and
more information than you have on the subject buthe summarises, “Those underlying currents of
I am not going to reveal it to you.resentment, anger and frustration obviously were

going to come out in some parts of the population as
a wish to use weaponry and to kill people”. I do not Q214 Richard Ottaway: Is this deployment to back

up an assault on Fallujah?like giving wings to press stories in this manner,
there have been e-mails apparently from oYcers of MrHoon: It is designed to ensure that this particular

area of ground is occupied and dominated and thatThe Black Watch who question whether the
government fully understood the risks in deploying threats to security in the course of the next 30 days

are not such as to allow serious instability to takeBritish military force south of Fallujah. Can I give
you this opportunity of telling us what was done to place, but I accept it will be aVected if there is an

operation against Fallujah.investigate the situation before deployment?
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Q215 Richard Ottaway: So is it possible that there MrHoon: I think we have been through that already
in terms of the particular kinds of capability thatis going to be no change in operational activity

during the month of November? they require.
Mr Hoon: It is perfectly possible. I would not say
that it was likely. Q222 Richard Ottaway: I am not sure I heard an

answer yes or no there.
Mr Hoon: I do not know if you were here but I dealtQ216 Richard Ottaway: So what is the objective of

this deployment? with that question right at the outset. This is about
an armoured capability to replace the armouredMr Hoon: The objective of the deployment is to

ensure that there are coalition forces in this area capability that is being redeployed by the
Americans.providing support of a particular kind, an armoured

kind, in the event of there being greater instability as
a result of operations elsewhere. Q223 RichardOttaway: I was here for that. Do you

think that you are going then to be able to
demonstrate during the 30 days involvement aQ217 Richard Ottaway: But what is your

assessment of the changed operational diVerent way of operating the activity, a British way
as opposed to the United States way?requirements?

Mr Hoon: I would say that if there is a significant Mr Hoon: Again, I think I have dealt with that
question. I believe that that is amatter best left to theoperation against Fallujah there will be a significant

change in the level of activity in the area that The commanding oYcer on the ground. I do not think it
would be remotely sensible for politicians to tellBlack Watch are currently occupying.
commanding oYcers how they should deploy their
forces.Q218 Richard Ottaway: Is that why The Black

Watch has been moved up there?
Mr Hoon: Yes, that is part of the reason why. Q224 Richard Ottaway: A roulement force is

planned for October. Has this deployment aVected
that turnaround at all?Q219 Richard Ottaway: Do you think this

illustrates the lack of reserve capacity of the United Mr Hoon: A roulement was planned for the early
part of November as far as The BlackWatch and theStates troops?

Mr Hoon: I think it demonstrates, given the size of Scots Guards were concerned and that was one of
the reasonswhywewere able to agree to this request,the force that is being prepared, both Iraqi and

American, that inevitably if you take on extra because we knew that there would be an operational
reserve of Scots Guards readily available, which isoperations not previously anticipated there are

likely to be gaps created and we are filling one of the position.
those gaps.

Q225 Chairman: Thank you. You have to leave
now.Q220 Richard Ottaway: So it does illustrate a lack

of reserve capacity of the United States troops? Mr Hoon: Yes, I do.
Mr Hoon: A lack of reserve capacity to conduct a
large scale operation against a major threat to Q226 Chairman:We have a couple of questions on

roulement. I suppose we will have to write to you.security in Iraq, yes.
Mr Hoon: Thank you very much.
Chairman: We have an outstanding meeting whichQ221 Richard Ottaway: This is a deployment of an

extra two per cent and so presumably the Americans we can contact you about and hopefully send some
of the questions that you were not prepared to talkdo not have 102 per cent capacity and they need our

two per cent? about in public. Thank you very much.
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Q227 Chairman: Gentlemen, thank you very much establish a strategic task force on policing, which
for coming. This evidence session is focused on will bring together all of those within Whitehall and
continuing operations in Iraq and the inquiry the broader policing community with an interest in
follows last year’s inquiry into our Lessons of Iraq. seeing how we can improve our approach to
In late 2004 we took evidence from the Secretary of international policing. I want briefly to set the
State, principally on the deployment of the Black context, which is that I think we currently run a
Watch to Camp Dogwood. Following that session, pretty successful international policing operation.
we had the opportunity to visit the troops when we The British police oYcers who serve overseas are
went to Iraq in early December. Today’s session will second to none in their professionalism, expertise
cover a range of issues related to the coalition’s and courage. However, we have put that operation
eVorts to stabilise Iraq. We will hear from a range of together in a rather ad hoc fashion over the years, as
people dealing with the role played by civilian police the demand for policing—mostly in the context of
in peace support operations. This afternoon we will post-conflict reconstruction—has increased vastly.hear from the MoD about operational issues and In our view, that demand is not going to go away,security sector reform in Iraq—providing there are

and it may very well increase. It is incumbent on allnot too many votes on internal problems on the
of those involved, not just the British Governmenthours we keep. Maybe we ought to seek your advice
but international organisations and others, to see ifon that, Chief Constable. Perhaps a few ASBOs
we cannot do this a little better; to learn from theissued by the Committee this afternoon! Allowme to
past and tomake sure that those lessons are properlymake a very brief introductory comment. The key to
institutionalised in the way we approach policing inthe MoD’s reforms is, as Future Capabilities states,
future. In the Foreign OYce, we have therefore donegoing from platform-centric planning to eVects-
a number of things recently. First, we havebased planning. This implies thinking about the
restructured the way in which we in the Foreignpost-war scenario as the war scenario is planned.
OYce handle policing, and we have set up a newPolicing is likely to be an integral part of any peace
policing and civilian placements team which bringssupport operations. This was clearly the case in Iraq,
together diVerent areas of expertise, includingwhere some have been arguing that the successful

military operation came perilously close to being a secondees from police services. The second thing we
failed post-conflict operation, largely due to the lack are doing is trying to start this strategic task force. It
of attention to law and order. We therefore very has not started yet. The proposal has gone out and
much look forward to your comments, Dr Greene, we are awaiting final confirmation that all of those
Mr Pattison, Chief Constable Kernaghan, and Mr invited to participate are content. The indications
Rimmer—a wide range from policy-oriented are that they will be content. Some want slightly
academia, to policing, to the Foreign OYce, and the more detail about exactly what will be involved. The
Home OYce. If you have nothing specific to areas which we think it will look at will be precisely
contribute, please do not feel obligated to join in the role the UK should play in international
answering any question, because we have a lot of policing—so it will be the range of policy issues
questions to get through. If we cannot complete the associated with our policing deployments; whether
agenda, I hope you will not mind answering those we can improve our planning capabilities—this will
questions which specifically relate to your area of always be diYcult, but we are trying to move to acompetence. The first set of questions relate to situation where we can plan better to forecast theWhitehall co-operation, decision-making and

demand; whether and how we can set up a rapidpolicy. The Foreign Secretary said, in a speech at
deployment capability. Again, one of the criticismsLancaster House on 12 January this year, that a
levelled at international policing operations in thecross-Whitehall strategic task force on civilian
past is that they have not been able to move fastpolicing would be created, in order to make
enough. This is now something which has beenrecommendations to ministers. What progress has
reflected at the United Nations, in the recent Highbeenmade on this?Whowill chair and sit on the task
Level Panel report on UN reform. We will also lookforce? When will it report?
at how we generate forces in the UK forMrPattison: Perhaps Imight take that first, since, in
international policing. As I say, we currently have athe form in which you describe it, it is a Foreign

OYce proposal. The idea, as you say, is indeed to system in place which has generated a good number
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of serving oYcers for our contingents overseas; but Home OYce in this. Of course, in a sense this is
secondary to its primary responsibilities, butwe want to look to see whether that can be improved

in any way. In that context, we will want to talk a historically it certainly needs to build its capacity to
contribute to these activities. Third, in thinkinglittle about how serving overseas fits into a police

career, and what more we can do to register the through the membership of this task force, in
addition to having objectiveswhich expect to changemessage that serving overseas—
some structures, I think that it will be important to
ensure good mechanisms of connection with otherQ228 Chairman: That is really so very important.
aspects of delivery of rule-of-lawmissions. Those areMrPattison: It is a really crucial point. Those are the
to do with the judiciary, penal reform, and so on.issues, therefore. We will be bringing together all the
One of the inadequacies of policing missions up tomajor stakeholders. Our aim is to meet strenuously
now—not only the UK but elsewhere—has beenfor six or seven months, and produce conclusions at
inadequate interconnection between the policingthe end of that period.
components and some of the other components.

Q229 Chairman: You have not got to the stage of a
Q232 Chairman: Chief Constable, do you want tochairman?
add anything?Mr Pattison: The idea is that it will be chaired by a
Chief Constable Kernaghan: I very much welcomeForeign OYce senior oYcial; and, without
the creation of the task force under FCO leadership.prejudicing the responses of anyone else here,
I look forward to it making very clear proposals, andprobably me.
then the relevant Whitehall departments signing up
to those proposals.Q230 Chairman: That has set it well within the

tradition of decision-making and departmentalism.
Q233 Mr Viggers: Who will pay for this? I ask theMrRimmer:May I add to that from theHomeOYce
question because, whilst everyone in authority talksperspective?
about joined-up government, we all know that in
fact Whitehall is a series of warring fiefdoms,Q231 Chairman: Are you a candidate for chairman
refereed by the Treasury. I have known some goodtoo?
initiatives to founder because the cash has not beenMr Rimmer: Absolutely not, no. I have every
identified earlier. Obviously, if police forces areconfidence in Mr Pattison and the Foreign OYce
contributing, that looks as if it might be a council taxdriving this. I should explain that I am responsible
obligation, or it might be a Home OYce obligationfor policing policy in the Home OYce. Clearly, one
or a Foreign OYce obligation. So what thought hasof our focuses will be to ensure that we can
been given to the money?contribute fully to the task force, without diverting
Chief Constable Kernaghan: Could I make it veryfocus away from the domestic agenda, which is
clear—because there was a specific reference there toinevitably the priority of the Home Secretary.
police forces—that, to date, for oYcers who areHaving said that, the Home Secretary has written to
deployed overseas, the Foreign and Commonwealththe Foreign Secretary to express full and strong
OYce fully reimburse forces. So, in our case, Mrsupport for this initiative. We will play a full part in
Viggers, when an oYcer from Hampshire issupport of the Foreign OYce in developing the task
seconded overseas there is no liability on theforce and the options that flow from it, working very
taxpayers; that is, either central government or localclosely with ACPO. The other thing I want to
government tax payers, in Hampshire and the Isle ofexpress now is the appreciation the Home OYce has
Wight. The FCO fully meet that cost.for the individual and collective contributions that

have been made by police oYcers to Iraq and
elsewhere, particularly, in this context, in the last 18 Q234 Mr Viggers: Does that apply to the whole of

the initiative?Does the ForeignOYce regard itself asmonths in Iraq. Also—and not just because he is
here, we would have said this anyway—we also being the funder of this initiative?

MrPattison:Perhaps I can amplify a little what Paulappreciate the leadership that Paul Kernaghan has
shown in providing the drive that has been needed has just said. The initiative to set up the task force—

the task force is a committee, and costs lie where theyfrom within ACPO. We strongly agree with the
Foreign OYce that the process, notwithstanding fall. The costs of people attending meetings will fall

to those people attending. However, the coststhat, has been too ad hoc, and that is the clear gain
we expect from the task force work—to deliver a associated with the deployment of British police

overseas are indeed met, it appears by the Foreignmuch more structured approach to delivering what
we can. OYce—and that is absolutely true—but out of a

budget called the Global Conflict Prevention PoolDr Greene: Obviously you have been briefed about
the progress in Whitehall, and I welcome the task budget. This was an initiative in joined-up

government that was established a few years ago,force. At this point, I just want to make two or three
points. First, I think that task force would need to be whereby the Foreign OYce, theMinistry of Defence

and DfID jointly manage a budget which initiallyestablished with a view to changing some structures
as to how things are done, rather than improving co- comprisedmoney each of those departments had put

in, plus a top-up from the Treasury. That budgetordination amongst existing elements. Second, I do
hope that it reflects a greatly enhanced role of the finances a number of conflict prevention initiatives.
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It also has responsibility for financing the UK’s the domestic service. I appreciate that may cause
some wider issues, but we want good people to go,contribution to international peacekeeping costs. So

that is where the finance will come from for any with careers in front of them, who will both
contribute and be enriched by the overseas serviceadditional deployments. I should say that money is

always tight and there are competing demands, and experience, and then come back and contribute to
the domestic service. That is a major challenge.we need to look quite carefully at the demand for

policing against other demands related to conflict
prevention work. Q237Mr Jones: To be able to do that, you are going

to get what was just described. Basically, the only
people who will be deployed are those who areQ235Chairman:Will this fund be adequate? I know,
coming to the end of their career.because of my knowledge of the OSCE, that there is
Chief Constable Kernaghan: I have to say, for thea police unit in the OSCE—with a fabulous British
senior ranks, that is the situation we have beenpolice oYcer there—but with hardly any budget. It
managing over recent years.means that he cannot do very much. It looks fine on
Chairman: We will come back to that, because wepaper but, unless there are suYcient funds to deploy
picked this up very clearly recently.suYciently high-quality personnel, it just becomes

something that is satisfactory to the eye but, out in
the field, in the bush, in the dangerous environment Q238 Mr Havard: Can I ask you a diVerent
where our skilled police oYcers are required, they question? I did not hear you tell me when all this was
will not be there. So is the fund adequate for a going to happen, when is the report going to go to
substantial increased initiative? ministers, and when we are going to see something
Mr Pattison: Your point is of course right. Much happen.
depends on how much more policing we are able to Mr Pattison: The first meeting of the committee will
do. That depends not just on our ability to finance it; happen in February, now that everybody has
it depends on our ability to find the volunteers expressed their agreement to it. As I said, we are
willing to come forward to do it. That is a bit of a giving ourselves six or seven months to produce
challenge in its own right. So far, we have managed recommendations. The idea is that we meet at senior
to finance the deployment of 250-odd UK police all oYcial level once a month between now and then to
over the world out of this fund. I think that is quite thrash out some recommendations about how we
an achievement. Policing is now firmly registered as can do all this better.
one of the most important contributions we can all
make to post-conflict reconstruction, and I think Q239 Mr Havard: And report when?
that proposals to enlarge our policing contribution Mr Pattison: It will be in July or August.
will be judged in that context.

Q240 Chairman: Regarding the role of policing in
Q236Mr Jones:This is probably something that will peace support operations and crisis missions
be covered later on in terms of individuals, but it is generally, what are the respective roles of the FCO,
not just about cost, is it? If you are taking a senior the MoD, the Home OYce, maybe DfID, and the
oYcer, for example, out of a police force, that also Post-Conflict Reconstruction Unit? Who will do
has ramifications not just for finance but in terms of what in the future? You have touched upon that. If
the skills setting up that police force. How do you it is too complicated for us, perhaps you could drop
manage that, from the point of view of ensuring that us a note on this, because it does seem important for
you can fill a gap? Also, possibly with some of these our records to know who has been doing what.
deployments, you might not know when people are Perhaps you could give us a glimpse, and then send
coming back. Itmight be sixmonths; thatmight then us something in more detail.1
be extended to nine months. How do you manage it Mr Pattison: Of course, happily. Just to give you a
from an operational point of view? glimpse, in a sense this is still work in progress.What
Chief Constable Kernaghan: That is a very valid has happened hitherto, however, is that the Foreign
consideration. One of my assistants is shortly to OYce has taken on responsibility for the operational
deploy to Iraq. I am able to facilitate that with the deployment of our police overseas. This has
approval of the police authority, because it will take included things like working with police forces on
them through the last year of their service. If they the selection of recruits, on their contracts, the
were one of the younger assistants with a further reimbursement of police forces for their salaries. It
career, that would be amajor issue. Equally, I would has included the duty of care responsibility that we
say that it would be harder if we wanted the right have to police recruits serving overseas. It has
person from Warwickshire, which is the smallest included trying to develop training courses. The
force in England and Wales, as opposed to if we whole range of things have been done essentially
wanted a commander from the Metropolitan Police within the Foreign OYce, but drawing in expertise
service, the largest force in England and Wales. I from outside. We are not immediately planning to
believe that there has to be some form—Iwill not get change those arrangements. We are planning to
into the detail—of a central holding unit, a central make them more joined up with the rest of
service capability, where someone who goes Whitehall; but we are not immediately planning to
overseas is posted to that unit, that ability and, when
they return from overseas, they are reintegrated into 1 Ev 130
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change them.We are trying to improve them and the be able to allocate those resources. It is obvious that
the Post-Conflict Reconstruction Unit might be away they work. There is a question about the newly

established Post-Conflict Reconstruction Unit. It is location for at least some of these standing
capabilities, but that needs to be central to thatnot yet immediately clear whether responsibility for

managing the UK’s contribution to overseas work.
policing will eventually transfer to them or will
remain within the ForeignOYce.Wewill need to see Q243Chairman:Wewould not want it bogged down
how this develops. It may be that it is better that it in another set of bureaucracies; because what Iraq
stays within the Foreign OYce, because we will want clearly showed was that if you do not come in pretty
to contribute police to a number of countries where quickly with the security structures, you have lost
we do not necessarily have a big British presence in the game. So you cannot aVord to allow
terms of troops or others, but where we are acting in bureaucracy to prevail. We are obviously more
support of OSCE or UN objectives. It may be that oriented to what goes on in theMinistry of Defence,
falls, or will continue to fall more naturally to the with all of its perfections and imperfections, but the
Foreign OYce than it will to the PCRU. This is military are quite good at devising military doctrine
something we will need to discuss with them, and there has, fairly recently, been military doctrine
however, as they develop their own role. I will send on peacekeeping operations. Has there been
you a note on that. anything done in the Defence Academy, or in any of

the police establishments, or in the government
departments, or academia, on at least the outlines ofQ241 Chairman: Yes, that would be helpful.

Chief Constable Kernaghan: From the perspective of a doctrine? Not just how it might apply to us in the
UK, but how it might have an application rightthe police service, once the Foreign and

Commonwealth OYce identify a diplomatic need across the board—because there are other very good
police forces around, who hopefully have goneand they secure the support of the Home OYce, the

Scottish Executive andNorthern IrelandOYce, they through the same process that we are.
Chief Constable Kernaghan: Sadly, I do not believethen come and I try to facilitate that from a police

service point of view. I am involved and I appreciate that is the situation. We respond, we deploy people
on an individual mission; they do an extremely goodthe opportunity to be involved in early discussions

with FCO colleagues. However, we as a service lack job—and I am very grateful for Mr Rimmer’s
comments—on that mission. But there is noa preplanning capability. I do not have members of

staV attached to PJHQ, for example, to see whether repository—and we are talking about perhaps only
two or three people—to develop a doctrine. There isthere is a police role, and that is a major failing.

However, at this point in time, once there is a an outstandingly good publication by the Joint
Doctrine and Concepts Centre on peace supportpolitical will expressed, I seek to facilitate the

response of the domestic service. operations. There are no police oYcers studying
that. We do not look at it; we simply deploy people
on a mission. That is something we have got to do.Q242 Chairman: We hear a lot about joined-up
In some missions we will be a major player; in somegovernment and you have given one example where
missions we will be amarginal player; othermissionsit could be a little more joined up, because now it is
wewill not participate in at all. However, we do needalmost to be a seamless move from defence, right
one or two police oYcers who understand theacross policing, and even private security, and the
jargon, the language used bymilitary planners—andstructures have to reflect that.
that is what we need to go to.Chief Constable Kernaghan: Indeed.

Dr Greene: The budget question has been answered
in the immediate term, but I think that the Q244 Chairman: It sounds like a good PhD, if

somebody can do it in three months, Dr Greene.expectation should be that we will need standing
capabilities on at least two or three areas, maybe DrGreene:Yes, wewill set them on to it! I agree with

the point just made, but it is worthwhile elaborating.based in the Foreign OYce or whatever. The three
will be in those areas to do with police units, and so The EU police unit has been spending a significant

amount of time over the last year on developingon, that are ready to deploy and have the
preplanning and so on that the Chief Constable has doctrine for EU police operations, and that is

welcome. However, it is noteworthy that at presentjust mentioned. However, mission planning, as
experience and lessons learned have shown, is quite it tends to focus on how to integrate police

immediately, in the very first phases of deployment,a demanding business, where you have to integrate
recent lessons learned from previous operations. which is one of the traditional challenges—that the

police arrive too late for their roles, and so on. SoWithin the existing framework, therefore, that
cannot be done easily and in an ad hoc way on the that is important. However, in the rush to make it

clear that they have a doctrine which allows them tobasis of teams being quickly brought together about
this or that planning mission. So I think that sort of insert gendarmerie-like forces early in a deployment,

a whole range of critical areas of doctrine arestructure will need to be put in place. The reason I
emphasise it here is because I think that some of the presently being neglected and are not at all being

customised according to the relative capabilities ofneeds are so clear from experience that it would be a
pity if the strategic task force took six months the UK. These tend to be dominated by those sorts

of deployments to which France, Italy and Spain canwithout a framework already beginning to expect to
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best contribute, because of their standing deployed in Thailand and Sri Lanka. That is for a
diVerent set of circumstances, and the context willgendarmerie forces. Similarly, there is a rather

gestural attempt at doctrine in the UN at the determine how we sort out the funding for that. It is
absolutely clear, however, that assessing the fundingmoment, but it essentially boils down to being a very

limited exercise. I think that this is somewhere where implications of something like that, first and
foremost, is a central government responsibility.the UK is in an extremely good position to

contribute very strongly, not only across the board The costs do not simply get thrown at the relevant
police authority and police force.but particularly in relationship to how police

services, those experienced with community
policing, and those elements of policing that go Q248MikeGapes: I want now to go on to the lessons
beyond the paramilitary policing operations, can fromOp Telic and Iraq. One of the points that came
contribute rapidly and link with other elements of through very clearly in our visit to Iraq was that the
the criminal justice system. So there is a big gap. decision to deploy police oYcers there was taken late

in the day. As I understand it, it was not until April,
Q245Mike Gapes: Can I ask some questions, partly which is a month after the conflict started in the
following on from what was said but also based on March, that the Home Secretary wrote to the
the visit we had to the Az Zubyah Police Academy Foreign Secretary, promising UK policing
in Iraq in December? Mr Pattison, you said that 250 assistance to the coalition. In retrospect, would you
police oYcers were serving globally. Is that the total, agree that we should have been planning this far
or is that just those who are funded from within this more in advance, rather than responding to a
conflict prevention fund? Are there any other police situation after the collapse of the institutional
oYcers serving who are funded by other means? structure within the Ba’athist regime?
Chief Constable Kernaghan: Perhaps I might deal Chief Constable Kernaghan: I would agree entirely,
with the police service. As I understand it, as of Mr Gapes. The first contact to ACPO and to myself
December 2004 there were 235 serving police oYcers was 72 hours after the famous statue toppled in
seconded to the FCO for what we would call peace Baghdad. There was no engagement with the British
support operations. There were a further 35 retired police service prior to the invasion—I appreciate
oYcers on direct contracts with the FCO. There are primarily a diplomatic and military issue—but there
small numbers of police oYcers elsewhere in the was no liaison with the professional police expertise
world. That is an accurate observation. I can think prior to that. I think thatwas wrong.Wewould hope
of Jamaica, for example, where the Metropolitan in future never to be in that situation again. It may
Police have two or three oYcers providing very be you consult the police andwe say, “We don’t have
sensible, bilateral, operational co-operation with a role to play”, but at least there should be that
their Jamaican colleagues; but, in terms of the vast opportunity to seek professional advice. In my
majority of police oYcers, it would be 235 at this opinion, that was a failure of pre-planning.
point in time.

Q249 Mike Gapes: Our Committee has already
Q246 Mike Gapes: Those who are coming from the made criticisms of some of these aspects, but on
Met will be funded by London council tax payers? other areas. On the question of the actual work that
Chief Constable Kernaghan: That is obviously a the police are doing in Iraq, they work very closely
matter for the Metropolitan Police Authority and with the military. In fact, they have required
the Commissioner. I know they work with their protection by the military in order to establish the
Jamaican colleagues on matters which actually police academy that we visited. Was there prior
aVect the people of London, and it is done on a very consideration of that issue before the request came
professional basis. through for assistance?

Chief Constable Kernaghan: Pre the toppling of the
Saddam Hussein regime, there was no liaison that IQ247 Mike Gapes: I am just trying to be clear. One

of the issues, and it follows on from what Mr Jones am aware of withBritish police in any shape or form.
I deployed to Iraq inMay 2003, I think 3May, to seewas asking earlier, is about the relationship between

police authorities and costs. You said that all costs what contribution, if any, British policing could
make, and, if we could make any contribution, towere reimbursed. I am trying to be clear whether it

is all costs or all costs within one pot, whereas in specify what that contribution would be. My
assessment at that time—which was a fairlyanother pot there may be costs to me, as a London

council tax payer, which I would welcome if it benevolent environment in May 2003—was that we
would not have British police oYcers walking thestopped the number of Yardies and drugs coming

into London; nevertheless, we need to be clear streets of Iraq. I believed we could make some
limited policy contribution in Baghdad (within aabout this.

Mr Rimmer: There are a number of dimensions to secure environments), and we could also provide
training within, again, secure complexes. The Azinternational police activity, obviously. Onewhich is

very relevant at the moment is the excellent police Zubyah regional police training academy is a
manifestation of that second recommendation. Soservice response to the Asian tsunami disaster. In

that specific context—the Met, as you will know, there was no planning prior to that. We sent some
people to Baghdad; then we activated the Azhave taken a leading role in the police response to

that—there are currently 115 police oYcers and staV Zubyah Academy. It has to be within a security
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environment provided by the military because, with Chief Constable Kernaghan: I do not believe there is
any body commissioned to collect those memoriesrespect to my members, British policing is primarily
together. We do not have a Joint Doctrine andunarmed. You are talking, in the environment that
Concepts Centre. We do pass things on. We haveis contemporary Iraq, of placing heavy machine
one or two people out in the Balkans who are nowguns to guard compounds, et cetera. That will
on their second tour of duty. They obviously bringalways be amilitary role. I do not envisage that being
knowledge, et cetera. However, that is the keyperformed by UK police oYcers. We provide
element. We need some oYce, some body, to collectdiVerent expertise. They therefore have to be closely
that together in terms of mission planning. I have tointegrated, so that, whatever we are doing, the
say—and Mr Pattison referred to it—the FCO havemilitary and the police work very closely together.
restructured. I think that they have more people
supporting police missions, and that is very much to

Q250MikeGapes:Our involvement in Iraq is as part be welcomed. However, we need to develop doctrine
of the coalition, and themain player in that coalition along the lines referred to by your Chairman.
is the United States. The Ministry of Defence’s own
Future Capabilities document refers to the Q252 Mike Gapes: You need to do it here, but areexpectation that we will in future be involved in the American police doing it within the Americancomplex, large-scale operations as part of what will military structures and the American State
be US-led coalitions. Given that is the case, what Department’s discussions about future operations?
lessons have been identified for police missions or Chief Constable Kernaghan: I cannot comment on
contributions to police missions in the future, within the American Department of Defence, but bear in
US-led operations or alongside US military? mind that they contract out all policing overseas.
Chief Constable Kernaghan: The scenario you The police oYcers whom you have met from
suggest is particularly interesting. The United States America are not from American police departments
does not have a national police force, and they are or the American equivalent of ACPO. They are
very similar to ourselves in fact. They have a contract workers to a commercial organisation. The
multiplicity of police departments, ranging from one Americans have gone for that option. They simply
man or woman up to the New York Police award contracts to a commercial entity.
Department. In the early days in Iraq there was
perhaps a very idealistic view that what should be

Q253 Chairman: In Kosovo they were policemen.created in Iraq was 50% New York Police The Americans looked like something out of “In theDepartment, 50% Blankshire Constabulary—that Heat of the Night”—ten Rod Steigers! Frankly, it
mythical force which police planners always refer to looked ridiculous. In other police support
as “Blankshire”. This is a personal but also a operations, peacekeeping operations, I am sure that
professionally influenced judgment, but the one I have seen uniformed oYcers from small Georgia
thing Iraq does not need is five parts NYPD, five police forces, as opposed to being contract security.
parts Blankshire. We need to support the Iraqis to Chief Constable Kernaghan: I stand to be corrected,
deliver a police capability which meets their needs. Chairman, but my understanding is, whatever their
We should not be so arrogant as to come and say, provenance or background, I think youwill find that
“What works in Hampshire, what works in they are employees of one or two major commercial
California, will work for you”. We need to go in undertakings. They are not seconded from Georgia
there, deploy expertise, but come up with a solution state troopers or NYPD. They are private
that will secure the support of Mr and Mrs Average individuals, working on a contract to a company
Iraqi. I would equally say, in relation to a wider contracted to either the Department of State or the
coalition with other colleagues, “We have to see Department of Defence.
what capabilities you bring to the party”. On some Dr Greene: May I add something to this? Just as
occasions wemay say that theGermans take the lead background, a year ago, in co-operation with
on policing, or the French, or the UK. We should ACPO, the FCO policing unit, and so on, Bradford

co-ordinated a big practitioners’ lessons-learnednot come thinking that we have to contribute or take
exercise from the deployment of police and post-the leadership role. In essence, I think that this is
conflict police missions. The questions you areabout pre-planning for any involvement in another
raising are generic ones that apply, and therefore thecountry. What is the situation operationally? What
British capabilities need to be very much developedexpertise do they require? And—to use a military
in all of these areas. Perhaps I may elaborate on twophrase familiar to this Committee—troops to task.
or three points. One is that this needs assessment,We have to deploy the right troops to carry out the
dimension and mission planning, is a verytask.
challenging one and requires very serious
capabilities. It is not simply a question of deciding

Q251 Mike Gapes: The British—in fact, RUC how to deploy police in this or that area. You are
oYcers in the past—have done work in the Balkans normally intervening in a context which is a tough
alongside Americans. A few years ago I met an one in terms of peace-building, with many spoilers.
American guy from the NYPD, one of the senior It requires quite a detailed understanding of what
people. Has there not been any kind of transfer one is strategically trying to do. This means not

simply deploying police in an advisory capacity butthrough of that collective memory or knowledge?
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having a clear understanding of what capacity lessons they can identify from policing in Iraq. On
Iraq, I think that we should all bear in mind that thebuilding and intelligence gathering, for example,

might be needed; what sort of capacity building in situation immediately following the fall of Saddam
was immensely chaotic. We had to start fromterms of institution building within the local police.

So often our assistance, because we have not had the scratch.
standing capability, has been focusing on mentoring
and training—which, although very valuable, is Q256MrHavard: I am talking about a period before
often not central to the requirements. It requires we even went into the adventure.
much closer scrutiny than that. Similarly to do with Mr Pattison: There is the question of planning but,
continually upgrading assessments. This question of given the circumstances we found ourselves in in
how to link with the US is a generic one. Police May 2003, our plan then, to try fairly rapidly to train
forces tend to be relatively parochial in their a large number of new Iraqi police, was a plan which
professionalism in comparison with the military. Of seemed reasonable at the time. We put it into place,
course there are lots of shared understandings, but actively and with commitment, and it began to
styles of policing diVer. One sees horror stories of produce police. The challenge that the Iraqi police
diVerent police forces being deployed, with very has faced as a result of the insurgency has obviously
diVerent professional habits. They take six months been an extraordinary challenge, and thought needs
to understand where each of them is coming from, to be given by the Iraqi Government and others as
and then the tour of duty is over. There are so many to the best way of meeting the challenge of the
diYcult areas here. In a sense, this all speaks to insurgency. However, we worked hard to try to
reinforce the point that one needs a standing stand up a completely new police force in Iraq. We
capability that can get to grips with this: not simply are identifying the lessons. In some of the areas,
in terms of understanding a little more deeply the particularly the ones mentioned byDrGreene, there
complexity ofmission planning here, and seeing how has been a bit of progress over the last year or so,
you fit into a broad system. So often there are police particularly on the sorts of things Dr Greene
forces deployed, strengthening police forces, with identified: the importance of a needs assessment; the
very little sense of how one is going to detain people importance of better planning; the importance of a
who are arrested—because there is not the penal clear mandate for what the police are going to do;
resource or court procedure resource there. So this is the importance of doctrine—there is a gap on
a challenging demand. I am not being perfectionist doctrine. But in all of these areas we have been
here. The lessons learned from all practitioners are working with, in particular, the UN to try to
that, unless you have some sense of how those link improve their performance. They are not involved in
together, you are likely to fail in your overall Iraq, but their performance in other policing
objectives in deploying the police, even if the situations, particularly in Africa and elsewhere. We
individual policemen and women deployed there are making progress and we are registering the
perform exemplarily in their specific role. points. Some of the things that Dr Greene

mentioned—the need for intelligence and so on—
remain very sensitive internationally, of course.Q254MrHavard: But the lesson of Iraq was that we

knew a lot of these things. You had this information, Relations with the Americans—again, our view is
that there has been a great deal of contact betweenand the point that has been made by you, Chief

Constable, is that therewas a failure in terms of early our police people in Iraq and the Americans. We
have quite a lot of senior-level contact. At the sameenough involvement of the police. In the two police

forces that I straddle, I have been discussing with time we, in a sense, run the policing operation in that
part of Iraq for which we are responsible, and theone of my Chief Constables, Barbara Wilding, and,

as I understand it, your organisation was asking to Americans are active elsewhere. At a strategic level,
however, we think that our relations have beenbe involved. Is that right? So there is information

available. If people want to get involved, want to satisfactory. All of this complex of issues will be
looked at again as the Post-Conflict Reconstructioncontribute and have been excluded, then the process

now being described by the Foreign OYce will avoid Unit begins to focus on how the UK can better
prepare for meeting the demand of post-conflictit in the future.Will it? Do I have the confidence that

it will? reconstruction, and it will include a number of the
things we have all talked about. So we are notMr Pattison: It is of course true that a number of

lessons have been identified. In a paper that has been complacent.We have identified lessons. Somewe are
trying to nudge forward. The task force will indeedcommissioned by one of our experts, the author

draws a distinction between lessons identified and take a lot of these things forward, and I hope that, on
the basis of the experience we have had in Iraq andlessons learned. It is not a bad point to bear in mind.
elsewhere, we will be able to do these things even
more eVectively in the future.Q255 Mr Havard: It is exactly my question.

Mr Pattison: Lessons have been identified. We were
very grateful to Dr Greene for the paper he pulled Q257 Mr Viggers: It certainly seems that policing

was not so much an afterthought as an after-event.together, at the end of the conference which the
Foreign OYce sponsored, to identify more generic The policemen who first arrived there felt that they

were dropped in a vacuum and Deputy Chieflessons. Indeed, from the point of view of the
Americans, they themselves are looking at what Constable Douglas Brand, who served in Iraq, has
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written how, before he arrived in theatre, little heard expressions of goodwill and support this
morning from both the HomeOYce and the FCO—thought had been put into his role, how he should be

supported administratively, or his relationship with that the strategic task force will be addressing
exactly the points you are highlighting. The honestthe Coalition Provisional Authority. Indeed, I

understand that an internal Foreign and answer is that, to date, we have not done it; we need
to do it, and I amhopefully thatWhitehall will createCommonwealth OYce paper in December 2004 lists

the “...low level of mutual understanding between a structure which will enable us to provide a more
positive partnership with our military colleagues.military and civilian police” as a weakness of “the

current state of play with UK international MrPattison:As a footnote, the JDCCwill be part of
policing”.What is being done to ensure that policing the task force that we are setting up. So that will
and post-conflict circumstances are being taken into indeed help to bring the two sides together.
account in military planning? Dr Greene: Could I add one other point which
Mr Pattison: I think that this focuses on the whole springs from that? Again, it is to re-emphasise there
question of development of doctrine. There are two is the military-police dimension, which is strategic—
issues here. One is the experience of the British and let us at least start with that—but let us not
police. There, the experience of the British police in forget the other dimensions of rule-of-law missions:
working with the British military is pretty good. It the linkages with judicial, court procedures, and so
has developed well over the years and translates on. This is not rocket science, but quite often
pretty well to the sort of relations that British police missions are designed with all sorts of assumptions
are able to have with the military overseas. What we as to what is the backdrop, what is available. When
are really looking at, if I may say so, is the those assumptions are not met, a whole range of
international dimension of all of this. Let us focus other mission objectives are undermined. So the
particularly on the UN and the EU. In both of those main point I am making here is that, while it is
areas what is missing is a systematic approach to important that in the first instance it is the military-
these problems and, as we have already identified, police doctrine that needs to be developed, it needs
what is needed is a doctrine. We are trying to get, in to bring in people who are experiencedwith how you
particular, the UN to focus on doing a better enable police forces to operate eVectively in
doctrine; but it will clearly need to address the maintaining rule of law. As I say, that includes some
civilian-military interface. There is no doubt about expertise in how to link with the judiciary, and so on.
that. The UN recognise the need to develop a lot of Some problems in Iraq come from the fact that there
their work in policing doctrine, and we will try to is a very diVerent tradition in the criminal justice
work with them on it. We have a British secondee to system in Iraq—to the extent it existed. Police who
the UN Secretariat, who is trying to work on may well be very familiar with how to link with the
precisely these kinds of areas. I think that it is military—they were not, but they could have been—
therefore something for the international would still have been puzzled, without some doctrine
community.We need to put British experience at the developed about how to engage with those other
disposal of the international community, and try to sectors.
encourage others to learn from our experience of
generally good relations, to see how that translates

Q259 Mr Jones: The role of police both in Iraq andinto future international policing operations.
other places hasmainly been in terms of training and
trying to get the Iraqi police force up and running.

Q258Mr Viggers: I was prompted to follow this line The Chief Constable also referred to the fact that he
of argument by the fact that last week I studied the did not think that it was the role of our police in
military doctrine on the treatment of prisoners of terms of guarding duties, and those things. What
war. It is a document that dates from 2001. It is 106 role do they have in terms of counter-insurgency?
pages long and goes into the most detailed statistics Certainly in Northern Ireland—and we were there
on exactly how you treat prisoners of war, if you yesterday—one of the issues there was that it was
should take prisoners of war; and that this should be quite clear that the police took on the role in terms of
incorporated in a military doctrine, and military using their policing techniques, rather than that the
commanders should be thinking about this well in IRA would be defeated by military might. Is there a
advance. Should they not similarly be thinking—as role in terms of future deployment, in terms of our
we move into a rather more confused world where police in Iraq possibly taking a more active role in
military intervention might be, as it is in Iraq, in a counter-insurgency and policing techniques, rather
confused situation—that military doctrine should than just the training role that they appear to have

now?include this thinking at a very early stage, and should
not police oYcers be included in that strategic Chief Constable Kernaghan: In any overseas country
planning? the people who will provide the policing, be it what

we would call routine policing or counter-Chief Constable Kernaghan: Yes, I think that
military doctrine should include a civil police insurgency policing, have to be the local oYcers.

That is the key. You have to interact with the localdimension but, in fairness to military colleagues,
they need to know who to liaise with, and who is community. In respect of counter-insurgency

expertise, there is only one force in the Unitedgoing to contribute to it. At this point in time there
is no equivalent of the Joint Doctrine and Concepts Kingdom that can deploy that expertise, and that is

PSNI. No other force has any counter-insurgencyCentre in the police. I am hopeful—and you have
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experience whatsoever. It may have counter- Chairman, you commented about the tradition Sir
Robert Peel created. It was in 1822 and not, as someterrorism experience, but not counter-insurgency

expertise. Then I think you come down to the people in this city believe, in 1829. Modern policing
started in 1822.conflict between local priorities and international

priorities. Yes, I have no doubt I could gainfully
employ X hundred RUC OYcers, now inherited by Q261 Chairman: I believe in Dublin it was in 1800.
PSNI, overseas; but I rather suspect that my Chief Constable Kernaghan: The Dublin
colleagueHughOrde has a few things for them to do Metropolitan Police. We are talking about the Irish
in Northern Ireland, and that ultimately is about Constabulary. Perhaps I could say that there is no
resources and political priorities. We have a degree contradiction between counter-insurgency policing
of expertise that we can pass on. I have to say that and community policing. I think that is a false
this is not new. The Royal Ulster Constabulary sent dichotomy, but people seem to be wedded to it. I
a delegation to Greece at the end of the Second have been out, “armed to the teeth”, taking children
WorldWar, to assist the Greek police countering the across a school crossing patrol—one day
Communist insurrection. So this is not somethingwe community policing and the next day adopting a
have never encountered before. We do have slightly diVerent profile. So there is no contradiction.
expertise, but it is about obtaining individuals—and Again, I am very wary about getting involved in
I suspect the Committee will be going on to the changes in Northern Ireland. However, I think it
human resources dimension of it—identifying those would be fair comment to say that, as the situation
people with the right skills profile and then releasing improves—and everyone hopes it will improve—
them for overseas service, if they volunteer. There is you will lose, and you are losing through severance,
a very small pool of people with the requisite skills. a large number of people who have relevant

expertise in counter-insurgency. That is a fact of life,
you could say, and it is because of the “greaterQ260 Chairman: On this question of the police
good”. That is a matter of factual record: you areservice in Northern Ireland, we were very impressed
losing people from the serving police force of theby what we saw in the last few days. The model of
United Kingdom who have counter-insurgencypolicing in the Empire was not Robert Peel’s
experience.Bobbies but the Royal Irish Constabulary. The

RUC continued that tradition. Now the police
service of Northern Ireland is not of that tradition. Q262 Mr Viggers: Can I ask about the rule of law?
It seems to be a more community policing approach. “Reforming the police forces alone is of little value
Will that expertise have been lost as a result of any unless complemented by eVorts to create an
changes? With such a turnover in the RUC, right or impartial, eVective and trustworthy judicial system,
wrong, following the establishment of the police where suspected criminal oVenders can be brought
service in Northern Ireland, a lot of that expertise is to trial and justice.” That is a quotation from a
residing elsewhere—because so many newcomers Norwegian Institute of International AVairs’ report
have come in. Secondly—and this is a question you written for theUnitedNations. It is clearly true.Will
may not wish to answer, Chief Constable—it was your strategic task force be addressing issues of the
said to us that the police service in Northern Ireland rule of law, and perhaps oVering support through
is not seconding people any more, because there has prosecutors and lawyers, and even creating a rule of
been a veto given by Sinn Fein, who do not agree law mission centre?
with the operation anyway and therefore will not Mr Pattison: I would not exclude it. Rule of law is
countenance—and I do not know how they will not very important, as you say, in these post-conflict
countenance it—PSNI personnel being deployed to situations. Its importance has been recognised
areas where they are not in full agreement. This increasingly by the international community and by
might just be tittle-tattle you pick up in the bar, but the UK. There has been quite a lot of work done in
perhaps you could comment? the last fewmonths at theUN, including a big debate
Chief Constable Kernaghan: I will stay out, if I may, in the Security Council. In the Foreign OYce, we
with respect, of the political tittle-tattle dimension. I have now established a desk which, among other
am pleased to say on the record that PSNI deploy things, is looking at rule-of-law issues. So we are
small numbers but of extremely valuable oYcers, acutely aware of the problem you describe, of the
and Iraq would be the location or the environment I need to ensure that rule of law is done properly.
would cite. There are PSNI Superintending ranks in There are obviously connections with deploying
the south, working in Multinational Division (SE), policing, and I would not exclude that the task force
because they have knowledge of maintaining police- would look at that, as it tries to develop a more
military co-operation on a day-to-day basis. PSNI systematic approach to our deployment of policing.
do provide that, and that is a matter of record. I But rule of law is not something the UK can do
believe that some time ago their Policing Board alone; it is somethingwhere the eVort has to be to try
indicated that their priorities were domestic as to get the international community to focus on it. It
opposed to seconding people overseas; but we have is a complicated issue, because you need to take into
arrived, with the support of the FCO, at an account local culture, customs, traditions, and so
acceptable relationship with PSNI, so they do on. However, it is certainly an issue the importance
provide people. It would be inappropriate for me to of which we are fully aware, and will try to take

forward work on it where appropriate.comment on any other dimensions. Earlier,
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Dr Greene: I do think a rule of law mission, systematically. I mentioned the resolution on
Liberia earlier where indeed the Security Councilsomething centred round that, is very worthwhile. I

am glad that it is not excluded. I would think that looked very carefully at the mandate and there was
thought given to a needs assessment mission inpractitioner experience would indicate that it is

essential. Rule of law is a deliberately flexible advance to identify exactly what the policing
component would need to do, but the UN is not theconcept, and one would need to think about which

elements. However, an awareness of court only body involved in all of this, other bodies are
doing it to. The Africa Union is heavily engaged inprocedure, judicial reform—which is a very

complicated area—and penal policy expertise need policing work in the Sudan and it has had help, it has
had support, including from the EuropeanUnion, into be integrated into the needs assessment and into

aspects of the updating of mission planning how it goes about developing its capacity and
developing its plan for its work in the Sudan. Therethroughout. One of the challenges here is, just as the

British have diYculty finding senior policeman to again, we have been trying to encourage the Africa
Union to think in exactly the same way, namely todrop everything and to go on to deployment,

similarly with experienced folk from the judiciary have a scopingmission first to identify what needs to
be done and to draw up a realistic plan for theand penal service. So some of the structural issues

that need to be addressed in relation to policing are resources needed to carry that out, and the
European Union has oVered help to the Africansimilar in that other area, and should be considered

alongside it. Obviously there may be diVerent Union in terms of continued mentoring and advice
of AU Police. The EU is getting increasinglysolutions. Another dimension is how best to mesh

British policing missions with other countries’ interested in this area. Some years ago, the EU set
itself a goal for trying to have on call 5,000 EUpolicecontributions to other dimensions of rule of law,

particularly if you are entering into a country with by the year 2003. That goal was met and exceeded a
little, so there is a great willingness within thediVerent legal traditions to the UK. It is easily said,

but all experience shows that it has never worked up European Union to contribute to international
policing. The EU is not leaving it there and one ofto now. There is no experience where it has

worked—if one has reasonable eVectiveness criteria our objectives to the end of the year, including
entering our presidency of the EU, will be to try tofor working. That goes to show that it needs to be

thought through. There is an awful lot of learning get the EU to focus a little more on some of the
operational details of running police missions. Thethat needs to be done; but, learned once, it can be

redeployed in terms of how best to link missions EU has experience in this; it has been running the
police mission in Bosnia which it inherited from thecoming from a British tradition into countries which

have diVerent traditions in other spheres. The broad UN a few years ago, and what we hope is to look at
that and to look again at the lessons identified in thatoutlines of how that could be worked are already

moderately clear to a number of the practitioner in order that we can improve the running of police
missions by the European Union. There has beencommunity, and it needs crystallising institutionally.

I therefore think that it is a very good question. talk also of the EU developing what is known as a
civilian headline goal in the year 2008 which would
be another round of trying to identify the resourcesQ263 Mr Cran: On to policing and international
that the EU has available for policing among otherinstitutions. I know that in your various ways you
things including rule of law assistance and so on. Inhave already alluded to what is happening, but I
our view, we do not really necessarily need to havewould rather like to draw it all together. Everybody
the EU simply pluck numbers out of a hat. We needseems to be of the view that all is not well at that
to make absolutely certain that before we askinternational dimension. Indeed, if I quote Mr
countries to volunteer resources, we do have a clearPattison correctly, on an earlier question he said that
idea of both the likely gaps in the internationalthere is a lack of a systematic approach. We would
system and the capacity of the EU to fill those gaps.probably agree about that, would we not? The
So, there is quite a lot going on in various forms. Thequestion is what are we doing about it? Mr Pattison,
UK is playing a part, as I said earlier, trying to sharein answer to an earlier question you gave a flavour
our experience of running police missions and someof what we are doing about it. I wonder if you would
of the problems raised, particularly in the UN butjust give us some detail now? Somebody has to be the
also in the European Union, and, in turn, themotor for this in relation to international
European Union is trying to help otherinstitutions. Who is it? Is it us? If it is not us, why is
organisations which are doing this—right now focusit not us? Anybody who wants to answer that can.
is on the Africa Union because of the work they are
doing in the Sudan. So, there is a kind of cascade

Mr Pattison: The international community is eVect where I think British expertise and willingness
looking at policing in various forms and in various to drive the process forward will play an important
ways. As I said, the UN is looking at how it can do part.
policing better now but there are various elements of
this. One is the need for the UN to consider quite

Q264Mr Cran:That was a long answer and I do notcarefully some of the specific issues that emerge
mean to be pejorative about that but I am not surewhenever the UN is mandating a policing operation
what it amounts to because it seems to be taking ain a specific country and there, as I indicated earlier,

there are signs that the UN is doing this more hell of a long time to get what seems to be the aim
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we all want mobilised. For instance, Sir Emyr Jones- Mr Pattison: I do not think it is either of those
things. The UN is of course a very diYcultParry, the estimable man that we keep meeting in
organisation to change. All major big organisationsNewYork, theUKPermanentRepresentative to the
are diYcult to change and the UN is particularlyUN, said last year that the international community
diYcult. The UN is focusing quite hard on itspays insuYcient attention, it provides inadequate
conflict agenda, the prevention, the betterassistance to establish rule of law in post-conflict
management of conflicts and how you can constructsituations. He then goes on to say that we should
a country coming out of conflict better. Thehave and he says that this must be better factored
problems it faces are manifold and they are some ofinto an integrated response post-conflict
the problems we have talked about. One is thepeacekeeping. If I take that and I measure that
problem of knowing what to do. How do you knowagainst what you have said to me, my goodness, we
exactly what to do? We have only identified lessonsare going to be sitting around for a long time if we
as a result of our experience in various places. So, thejust have this cascading eVect. You have said there is
first problem, and it is linked to the doctrine idea, isquite a lot going on and that there has been talk, but
that the international community needs to have ait just does not amount to much, does it?
clear sense of what to do. There are then sometimesMr Pattison: We are not there yet. Sir Emyr Jones-
political problems on some of its agenda, there is noParry is absolutely right, a lotmore needs to be done.
doubt about that. One of themost contentious issuesI do not know where he said that but he may have
in the UN has been early warning: early warning ofsaid it in the context of the Security Council debate
a country about to collapse or about to implode inlast October.
internal conflict. This raises huge political tensions
in a number of countries that believe this will be a
licence for the UN to spy on their own aVairs andQ265 Mr Cran: He said it on 14 May.
they do not like it and that is tricky. Then there is aMr Pattison: Since then, we have had a Security
problem of resources of course. It is all very well forCouncil debate, that is the Security Council in New
us or the UN to say that they would like to do moreYork, which was a UK initiative, designed precisely
peacekeeping with more police and more experts toto highlight this problem. So, there is the UK at the
help them rebuild countries because the nextvery centre of trying to get more international focus
question is, where are these people coming from andon the links between rule of law post-conflict
where is the money going to come from to financereconstruction. There will be a follow-up procedure.
them? So, by the time you get through all of that, INone of this though can be done overnight. I think
do not think one can say that it is simply inertia orwe have the best opportunity that we have had for
that it is simply that there is a group of countries ormany years to eVect progress on this, particularly at
one particular country that is blocking it. I think thethe UN with the publication recently of the UN’s
problems are genuinely pretty intractable. As I say, IHigh Level Panel report on the challenges that the
do think there is a bit of a windownowwith theHighorganisation faces, particularly in the area of
Level Panel report and a desire to make sure that thesecurity, and the main thrust of that report is to link,
UN is able to develop a more credible capability inas it were, the military and the non-military aspects these areas.of security. So, security in development issues are Dr Greene: I agree absolutely and may I say that aslinked and security and rule of law is part of that. It somebody here who is not part of Government, I do

is part of seeing that security is not just military but think that the British Government—
also seeing it as building institutions in a country
that will endure. So, we have launched the initiative
in New York in the Security Council and we now Q267Mr Cran: I am not part of Government either!

Dr Greene: I think the British Government is widelyhaveHigh Level Panel which has, if you like, opened
internationally acknowledged as playing a leadingup the space inwhichwe have been trying to take this
role in creating some of these windows and so, inforward and that is exactly what we have tried to do.
that sense, there has been a lot of excellent workIt is work in progress and I would not for oneminute
done and I think the political sensitivities have beenwant to claim that we are there because we are not
very real about creating implicit precedence that thethere but, again, it is not that we are blind to the
UN is going to make a habit of dealing with theproblem and are not trying.
internal aVairs of countries and that has caused all
sorts of blockages which are illogical and not

Q266Mr Cran: That is excellent. We are not getting necessarily linked with national interest, just a
a wee bit further and that is splendid. Can you just preference for always treating these issues in an ad
tell the Committee, nothing can be done overnight, hoc case-by-case basis which means that you do not
Lord knows, we all know that, but international institutionally have the capacities. May I just
institutions have been around a long time, as indeed highlight two other points. One is that
has peacekeeping, so I guess the question might be accountability issues become very important in
asked, why are we still not yet there in achieving the international missions. They are important in all
aim that we want? What I would like to know is contexts but somehow, when something gets multi-
where is the impediment in the United Nations, if lateralised, accountability for poor performance
there is one, to achieving what we would like to somehow gets diluted even more than it would often

be. There are good evaluations and lessons learnedachieve? Is there one or is there just inertia?
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which point pretty quickly to some appalling to get this, that and the next thing. Is there a box
practices quite often that everybody around somewhere which says, “If required, we have to get
absolutely knew, you know people responsibility for policing as part of all of this”? Is that asked within
this or that area, but because of the diplomacy of the United Nations or within the EU or is it simply
UN, they very quickly do not and only the people not being asked?
very closely connected operationally become aware Mr Pattison: It is being asked, that is certainly right.
of it. So, the institutions do not learn some of the I was trying to think of recent mission mandates.
lessons as quickly as they should. One opportunity Quite a lot of them do include a policing component.
now which I understand the British Government So, I think this question is certainly being asked and
support is to improve the degree of transparency the principal behind it is certainly accepted, namely
around evaluation reports and so on, at least so that that increasingly what we regarded as traditional
they are routinely circulated amongst Member peacekeeping begins to look more like policing and
States that are contributing to the missions, if not that is a point which is, I think, now well registered.
more widely than that. That is one issue. The second Whether you are asking, as it were, military services
is that one element of the windows opened have been to do that policing or whether you are asking
suggestions in Secretary General’s report last specialist police units to do it is something that needs
September and also in theHigh Level Panel to create to be debated in each particular case and taking
some standing bodies within theUN to deal with this account of the circumstances. Certainly, thearea, a body within the secretariat that can support importance of policing in post-conflictrule of law peacekeeping and, in the nature of the

reconstruction is now asked every time the CouncilUN, that is one of the issues that is proving most
and others are addressing the problem.contentious around actually doing it, but I do think
Mr Cran: That is about as near as I think I am goingthat the art of this is reaching a point where you can
to get!institutionalise some lesson learning and some

capability without falling trap of obviously building
the UN institution like that, like topsy and it

Q270 Chairman: Dr Greene, I think that is a goodbecoming very expensive and counterproductive,
examination question, “Traditional peacekeepingbut I do think we have reached the stage now where
looks more like traditional policing, discuss.”it is really worth that final push of institutionalising
Dr Greene: I will make sure that I forward thesome central support mechanisms.
students’ responses to the Committee in due course!
On this check box, I was just talking to a FinnishQ268 Mr Cran: Who would you suggest does it? police expert by coincidence yesterday evening whoWhich country?
was deployed to Iraq as part of the multilateralDr Greene: I see what you mean. The mechanisms I
mission and there the policing box had obviouslyam talking about are ones that will formally be
definitely been ticked, but he arrived and discoveredinstitutionalised within the UN system and then you
that there were gigantic extraordinary gaps in thehave the problem of ... The art of it at the moment is
capabilities that were in that mission and, whenhow to manage that, so they do not spend the next
picking up the phone and saying, “There is this gap”,ten years in turf battles, but there is a second support
the system has not been institutionalised wellthing. When it boils down to it, there are relatively
enough that it would recognise that there was a gapfew countries that are consistently contributing to
and they were simply saying, “Well, can’t you dointernational missions in this area and each
that as well?” In fact, he was telling the anecdotenationally is learning lessons, over-slowly but
that, from then on, the whole nominal role that henevertheless doing it, and then attempting to
was deployed there for was lost, he had to ignore itcrystallise that within multilateral institutions. I
in order to fill what was obviously in an ad hoc athink there is a middle level where it would be very
completely diVerent thing. So, there is one boxuseful, as it were, coalitions of the willing, the UK,
rather than several boxes with a frank recognitionNetherlands, Canada, US and so on, to
that, if you have not ticked that box, then somethinginstitutionalise in a rather more robust mechanism

the way in which they can share information and needs to be done.
experience in order to support this multilateral
agencies and that would be very flexible and that can
be used within the context of an EU or AU or UN Q271 Mr Cran: Is anything going to happen in this
mission, but it tends to fall a little between two whole area as a result of the UK’s presidency of the
stools. There is a lot of coordination but again it EU because it is a diYcult position to be in, is it not?
tends to fall prey to the fact that as soon as staV You have to push all sorts of initiatives, pull handles
leave, then memory is lost and so on and so forth. and press buttons.

Mr Pattison: As I tried to say earlier, the short
answer is, yes, we are going to be focusing on theQ269 Mr Cran: I am very grateful for both answers.
whole range of EU civilian capabilities and thatCan I just be clear in my mind. When peacekeeping
includes rule of law experts and so on, but our focusmissions are undertaken, a complex business of
is going to be trying to improve the way in which thecourse, a lot of things have to be decided, a lot of
EU is able to do this rather than setting ourselves, ifboxes ticked, we have to get the forces, we have to

get the money, we have to get the support, we have you like, some easy slogans or headlines.
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Q272 Mr Cran: If I look at my notes here, you have spend an awful lot on post-conflict police missions,
on the one hand the new EU gendarmerie and, as I an awful lot, and a lot of what is done is justified not
understand it, on the other you have the fact that only in terms of the immediate contingencies but in
international policing—I am not sure if this is terms of sustainability and capacity building and yet
correct but you tell me if it is—is dominated by those that is often very badly addressed. So, just to
countries with that gendarmerie-type tradition emphasise, I think it is fully consistent with that but
rather than the tradition we have in this country and only if we take the full opportunities to build this
to which you referred. If all of that is correct—and, capability.
if it is not, tell me—is that going to hinder Britain’s Chairman: A provocative question that James did
participation in contributing in police terms? not want to ask, so I will ask it instead.
Chief Constable Kernaghan: If I can respond from a Mr Cran: I did not think that it needed to be asked
professional police perspective. I think it has to be, actually!
what is the mission?What are we seeking to achieve?
Then everything depends on which countries are

Q274 Chairman: Should the UK contemplatewilling to participate. You are quite correct that they
establishing a gendarmerie force of its own?have formed a European Gendarmerie Force which
Although it seems to me, Chief Constable, that theis really just institutionalising an informal club that
gap you pointed out earlier on is narrowing. Ouralways existed between our gendarmerie colleagues.
police are very good at riot control and more andI do not see it as a threat, I do not see it as negative
more are going out carrying guns. So, whilst we areand, in certain environments, they will be the right
getting better at being community policemen, we arepeople to deploy. I think it should never be an
getting better at being gendarmes. Has the gapexclusive association. I think the EU and the UN
almost narrowed that would make having ashould always be seeking to mix and match
gendarmerie almost superfluous?capabilities but the bottom line remains that, if you
Chief Constable Kernaghan: The gendarmerie forceare looking at a short-term need, it is so much easier
I am most familiar with are our French oppositefor the French to deploy a squadron of the mobile

gendarmerie than it is for the FCO to speak to me numbers. If you are in a small rural village in France,
and I then run round trying to get two from you and there will be a single gendarme providing
three from you, and that is the reality.Mostmissions community policing in every positive term youwant.
have a longer-term lifespan etc and I think that is They also deploy, at the other end of the spectrum, a
where our expertise and professionalism comes out. light-armoured capability because, at the end of the
I do not see it as exclusive or as us being edged out, day, they work to Ministry of Defence and it is a
far from it. I think it is professional. Some of our diVerent tradition. I think it is all about capability.
colleagues are extremely good and I do not consider Their only advantage is that, when the Commanding
the “gendarmerie” to be a pejorative term, they are General of the gendarmerie says to the Minister, “If
good colleagues, and it must always be for the you want 500 police oYcers, you will have 500 police
diplomats at the ultimate level to say, “What oYcers.” We have diVerent traditions etc with a
capabilities do we require given the situation we slightly more arcane procedure, shall we say, in the
are facing?” UK. I do not see personally that we will move to a

gendarmerie, though I am conscious that at least one
political party in this respected House has actuallyQ273 Mr Cran: Can I just be clear, Dr Greene, that
recommended the creation of a border guard etc butyou agree with that because what you said earlier on
that is for another place.in this session did strike me about these diVerent
Mr Cran: That is why I did not ask the question!traditions, diVerent ways of doing things and all the
Mike Gapes: Can I get back from capabilities torest of it. How does that sit with what the Chief
missions and the definition of missions. When weConstable has said?
visited Bosnia last year as a committee, we heardDr Greene: I do thoroughly agree with that. It is a
that it was only after seven years of police missions,question of how the opportunities for doctrine
first under the UN and, as you mentioned, nowdevelopment and for building the capacity are
under the European Union, that the structure of thegrasped. Right now, it is a problem because the
Bosnian Police Force itself was being reformed.systems are not suYciently well developed. So, it
Could you explain how you see the impact and themakes it really clear how the UK can make its
role of our mission in dealing with the internalcontribution within this context because, as I say,
dynamics, the internal culture and the internalwithin the EU context for example, nearly all of the
structures of the country we are working with and,really tough thinking about bringing police in there
in the context of Iraq, things were said to us abouthave been asking the question, how can a
the previous type of policing that therewas under thegendarmerie deploy within a few days or at the same
Baathist Regime which presumably is wheretime as the military in order that the military do not
basically the police go out, find someone and beat ajust set the whole agenda? There are all of those
confession out of them as being the culture and weother dimensions of doctrine which could include
have to then bring a culture where we are talkingrapid deployment, just not of large numbers but of
about evidence, we are talking about forensics andpeople who are really strategically involved with this
we are talking about presumably, though I am notor that needs assessment or this or that institution

planning. The second thing is the phasing of it. We sure what the Arab version of PACE is—
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Chairman: I do not think there is an Arab version with the way the policing was done and what we are
trying to do in terms of the British contribution is getof PACE.
across the message that the police are there to serve
the needs of the people and not the needs of the

Q275Mike Gapes:Well, clearly a diVerent approach corrupt or tyrannical state and that seems to me an
and I would be interested in how you see the role in important legacy that we can leave behind and it
dealing with the internal dynamics of the cultures matches the sort of gendarmerie’s capability in terms
and the societies we are dealing with. of actual eVective policing and bringing law and
Chief Constable Kernaghan: Again, I will leave it to order but it is something that, through British
Stephen to talk about the diplomatic defining of a training of police forces, we can hope to leave. That
mission etc. If I can take your countries in reverse is not going to be easy; it will not be easy in the
order. In respect of Iraq, I think if you were Balkans and it will not be easy in Iraq for all sorts of
deploying a British police oYcer, he or she will take obvious reasons, but that is the challenge and that is
with them a very clear ethical framework and that what I think we need to keep focused on.
should always be the case. I think a police force,
wherever it operates, must have high ethics andmust

Q276Mike Gapes:Can I put it to you that it is a veryhave respect for human rights etc. The actual
optimistic idealised view that somehow we canpolicing style must be compatible with the needs of
transpose culturally a democratic West Europeanthe community. At this point in time, I would argue
secular liberal tradition into a society which perhapsthat securing the streets of Iraq and providing a
is still going through a very diYcult transition andframework of security is the highest priority.
even where there may be underlying religious orSomewhere in the future, I have no doubt they will
cultural issues and values which are diVerent. Youdecide that traYc enforcement is a high priority, but
are talking about decades, are you not?that is somewhere further over the horizon at this

point in time. It has to be eVective. In Iraq or in any Mr Pattison: I am not saying that it is not easy but I
think we have to keep the vision and challengecountry, the public have to have confidence that the

police can provide security. There is a hierarchy of before us because that is what we are trying to do, we
are trying to build a community and build a policeneeds. Once there is security in the streets, they will

look for more sophistication, what the policy is on force in which the police are trusted members of that
community.domestic violence etc, etc. So, I think that we have to

go with our values, never lose our own values, and Dr Greene: I have to add that this is an absolutely
adapt and help the local people create a police critical question. Most missions have a combination
service/a police force which meets their needs. I in post-conflict context of somemixture of executive
would also say generally that you may have two policing, sustainable development and police
scenarios. When you go in immediately after the reform. I agree entirely with the two points that were
Army have secured the ground, if I can use that raised earlier. The long challenge is—and this is why
phrase, you may be dealing with an immediate post- I emphasised in I think my first intervention—that
conflict situation. You are trying to deal with this needs assessment and thinking about how the
perhaps armed groupings, trying to get them to lay police support mission fits with the overall peace
down their arms and buy into civil society. Further building. It is a question of quickly, or as quickly as
down the time line, you may ask, is that police is practical, identifying those sections of the local
structure right for this society? I am aware that, state that you can work with and one wants to build
within the last ten days, Wilfred Martens, a former and reform and improve their capacity and those
Belgian Prime Minister, has submitted a report on ones that essentially need deep structural reform or
the reconstruction of the policing forces in Bosnia what-have-you, and obviously that cannot be a
and the Bosnian Federation. That obviously was not decision that is only taken by the international
appropriate within the first six months after NATO mission, it needs to be done with local stakeholders
had intervened etc, but that is essentially, I have to which in itself is a complicated business, but I do
argue, a political and diplomatic scenario. We exist think that one of the characteristic errors that has
to provide whatever assistance we can but it has to beenmade here—and one can understand why—has
be relevant to the needs of the local population. We been quickly to focus on training and mentoring
do not give up our values but we try and do which are two very important areas whereas the real
something that is practical for the population and core issue here, once you start to settle from the
that is sustainable. That, I think, is always our goal: immediate post-conflict deployment, is institutional
when we leave, there is a structure which is eVective change. You are right that you cannot have an
and sustainable and enjoys the confidence of the idealised institutional change in the police force in a
local population. deeply corrupt system but often the local population

will take whatever they can get. The local policeMr Pattison: Just one thing which is partly linked to
point about the gendarmerie. There is one are often so poor that some degrees of

professionalisation and demonstrating some degreedistinction to be made here between executive
policing and police training and trying to leave a of service can be of help but often this involves quite

ordinary things like a proper system oflegacy behind and, as someone put it to me the other
day, almost by definition, the reason the accountability within the police, that the

appropriate ways of managing intelligence andinternational community is doing the policing in
these countries is that there was something wrong linking with civilian oversight authorities and
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linking with traditional authorities. Nearly every how much that contribution should be. Given our
economic capacity, given our international statuscountry which is in deep problem has some group

that is attempting to police already. Often it is an and our international posture and our needs, what is
our target, what are we doing tomeet that target andinformed militia or what-have-you and one needs to

develop the strategy about how to link with those. I where is that target going? Is it being developed?
think you have asked a very, very important Mr Pattison: On the question of numbers, there are
question and everybody is in agreement with the several points really. Calculating total numbers at
need to have some mechanism for identifying how any one point is a little tricky because of rotation, so
best to change the institution, what the international I have used the figure of 255 who are currently
community can do and what it cannot at diVerent deployed. Actually, in pledging our part of the 3,000
phases and how to phase it. That does require a fair target, we pledged a figure of 475 which is the figure
amount of flexibility in the initial mandating of the we have agreed with the Home OYce and ACPO as
mission, so that one can change the detailed the figure that we will all work together to try to
objectives as you learn. Quite often, one comes into deploy if necessary and that is subject to not just
a situation and it is not until after several months demand but also to suYcient volunteers coming
that you begin to realise what you can do and what forward. So, we already have, if you like, an
you cannot do and where the opportunities lie and agreement to in extremis work up to 475. Now, is
one needs the flexibility to do that, but above all to that enough? It depends how you look at it. Paul’s
have the capability to push through institutional paper—and we were discussing this outside—says
change. We know that in Iraq one of the biggest that the current total of UK police deployed
troubles is of vetting. EVectively, everybody has overseas amounts to only 0.16% of the in theory
been abandoned if you are a Baathist or whatever, available force. There is a diVerence about the last
so one has lost whatever residue of professional decimal point but I will not give you the detail. So,
force there everwas. That is true inmost cases. There looked at in that context, we are not doing a great
needs to be some philosophy of which groups you deal. I am not sure that numbers is the only way to
can work with and, in order to know that, it is not look at it. Influence and leading by example is, I
only a question of who was perpetrating gross think, in many ways a better way to look at it and
human rights abuses in the past, they obviously there I come back to the point which I have tried to
should not be part of the process, but having some make that our police are second to none in terms of
sense of strategy as to what you are really trying to the respect they earn, and our expertise ditto. Our
do in the next two or three years. So, it is quite an art, police advisers and the ideas we are trying to feed
which is why you need that strong analysis capability into the various international processes get a very
in order to build the mission appropriately. good audience and that may be as eVective a way of

influencing international policing as deploying large
numbers of police ourselves.Q277 Mike Gapes: When we were in Iraq, we met

some police oYcers who had previously been police
oYcers and we met others who were clearly young Q279 Mr Havard: So, it is better to ask the questionmen who just wanted to make a living and who had of not how much but what we are contributing andjust signed up for that reason, and the problem

the quality of what we are contributing?seems to have been, or at least my perception of it
Mr Pattison: Yes.was, that with the people who were recruited early

on, there was no real knowledge of who they were or
what they were doing, they were just taking numbers Q280 Mr Havard: I am critical of the fact that we
in and, afterwards, they would have to improve the have military personnel in various countries around
standards and they had people in the system who the world in jobs they should not do with resources
were not necessarily the best people. they do not have because other people are not
Dr Greene: Absolutely. stepping up and doing what they should be doing
Chairman: We will come on to this question fairly and therefore, if you look at somewhere like
shortly Kosovo, to me Kosovo is a policing operation with

the British military contributing to it. Why are the
British military doing policing? Because it is ofQ278MrHavard: There was some discussion earlier
strategic significance and importance and nobodyon about international targets and what Britain is
else is doing it. So, we make a contribution anyway.doing on a broader agenda and, as I understand it,
It may be that the shape and form of thethere is the commitment that was mentioned earlier
contribution ought to be changed and I canparticularly within the EU that the EU is going to
understand the diVerent ways of viewing it, but it iscome up with 5,000 policemen for international
really about the quality and the contribution, itmissions and so on and there will be a British
would seem to me, but I am making a speech nowcontribution to that obviously. Somebody
rather than asking a question. What I really want tomentioned 300 but I think you said 230-odd plus
know is where is that debate within the less thansome retired, so it is round about that area currently
joined up, joined up or however, perfectly seamlessinvolved in the process. I suppose the British
institutions of the British State to actually decidecontribution could be said to be 300 out of that 5,000
what should be the appropriate contribution in theas it currently stands, but really the question—and I

appreciate that it is a little diYcult to answer—is appropriate theatre.
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Mr Pattison: I think this is a debate we will have in deploy more. My own view as an outsider, for what
it is worth, is that without strong political impetusthe new Strategic Taskforce and we will need to

have it. such as impetus that might come from committees
like this, the decision to resource this appropriatelyMr Havard: You are investing a hell of a lot in this

taskforce. They are going to be busy boys, are they will not come out of theWhitehall system. I welcome
the taskforce and I think there is a tremendousnot?

Chairman: And girls! amount that can be done but, in the end, it is going
to be obviously decided at a higher level and exactly
as the Home OYce representative said here, there isQ281 Mr Havard: I am looking forward to reading
a big step for the Home OYce to decide to resourcetheir report in July.
this at the stage where the UK—MrPattison:Yes, we are investing a lot in them.Yes,

it is a big idea and I think it is time that the idea
should come to improve the way in which we Q284MrHavard:ForUK plc, if you do not pay one

way, you might end up paying another.approach all of these things. The short answer is, yes,
we are investing a lot in them. Equally, I think, as I Dr Greene: Yes, absolutely.
say, the time has come, the lessons have been
identified, there is a move in the international Q285 Chairman: Is there any international police
community that we need to do more policing and I mission, to the best of your knowledge, actually led
think we can look quite carefully at how we can do by a British police oYcer?
it better. Chief Constable Kernaghan: No but I can give you

the history because there have been so few of them.
I think a gentleman towhom you referred in passing,Q282MrHavard:That is going to be about capacity

as well as simply people going in and helping to Richard Monk was a UK Commissioner of the
International Police Taskforce in Bosnia and Christrain.

Mr Pattison: We are going to look at force Albiston was the Commissioner of the United
Nation’s mission in Kosovo police element based ingeneration, how we get the police to go on missions

and how many would be a reasonable target to aim Pristina and they have been, to my knowledge, the
only two UK oYcers who have held internationalat.
commissionerships.

Q283 Mr Havard: I went back to see Captain Ahab
again at a police station in Basra and what he said Q286 Chairman: As I have said, I think it is so

important for UK Limited at a relatively low cost,was, “I have policemen now, you helped me to train
policemen, they know which way is up and they one of the best I have ever seen and the biggest in fact

was a senior police oYcer in Sierra Leone whodon’t shoot one another but I have no forensics, I
have no CID and I have no way of making that link turned around a totally demoralised police force

that had been almost decimated by the insurgentsbetween somebody coming in to report a crime and
actually getting it into the criminal justice system.” and what was left was fairly corrupt and it was truly

amazing what he did. One of the problems—and, asMrRimmer: I have to say that part of that discussion
within the taskforce is clearly going to be around the we have alluded to it on several occasions, you can

see that we are rather fired up about it—is theHome OYce and ultimately Home OYce Ministers’
judgments about what level of capacity they believe number and quality of personnel who are potentially

able to go out to do an immensely significant job.in the context of policing certainly in England and
Wales for which they are responsible that they can You explained to us how responsibility for

international policing is shared by so manyprovide. I have to say, at this stage in terms of overall
capacity, they do not see that as the primary issue, government departments and ultimately it will be a

chief constable whowill decide onwhether to deploythey see it more in terms of your point about what
is the capability being delivered and that is partly a a PC, a sergeant or an assistant chief constable and

the chief constable will have a lot of pressures,reflection of how there are huge pressures on
policing domestically in the context of what they are especially amongst his senior oYcers. It seems to us

that there is very little incentive other than what onerequired to do under the national policing planning
by their police authorities. So, it is going to be a of my colleagues referred to as a personal sense of

adventure for police oYcers going on internationalgenuine analysis and a genuine debate that ministers
will look at, but certainly the Home Secretary’s missions whereas, if you are in the Armed Forces, it

is a bonus. If you are a copper, it is not. Our handsstarting point is to strongly endorse what you have
said, which is where are we going to add most value are clean on this because we trawled the world and

found a wonderful guy here whowas working, albeitand not just sign up to a figure.
Dr Greene: In relation to the capacity that the UK for a former Liberal Democrat Leader, which shows

how tolerant we are, Lord Ashdown, but, if you aredelivers, obviously we are internationally perceived
as punching below our weight in terms of our not in the defence side, it seems to be not only that it

is not helpful but it could be a hindrance because, ifdelivery capacity even though the quality is very high
even though the UK is punching well in terms of you are a senior oYcer, it might, in order to preserve

your dignity, bump you up a rank or two topolicy development and international cooperation,
and countries with very similar nominal policing Assistant Chief Constable whereas maybe you are

not and, when you start applying for that job, youphilosophies and core structures do manage to
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find that nobody pays any attention or quite the that ministers are very proud of the fact that we have
reverse, “Oh, you have been oV to X country not a locally-focused police service not just because we
doing real policing just proselytising the locals.” So, have, including Wales, 43 forces but their whole
what we are very concerned about is that the system culture and philosophy, for reasons Paul has
will bring up to the fore people of the highest described, is around serving the communities that
competence—and I am not in any way suggesting pay for them and to which they are accountable. In
that those who are there now are not of the highest reality, in some contexts, it is even more stark than
competence—but we want them to say, when they Paul has described with some appointment
apply for jobs, “Hey, this is a skill that I have processes. There are even issues about senior oYcers
acquired and I have done a great deal formy country from other forces coming into a particular force and,
in putting my life in danger as well as transmitting you know, ‘We are happy with what we have got.’
the values of a democratic policing culture to a So, there is a degree of parochialism about our
country that has singly lacked it.” So, with that system and our culture, if you like, and, in a sense, it
background—and I am sorry that I went into great is our version of what Mr Gapes was talking about
length because I want the people who read about it earlier in the context of Iraq. Those are not things,
to know where we come from on this—the question whatever Government is saying and doing, that
is, normal progression through police ranks depends change overnight. There are clearly some things
on reports and other assessments by superiors in the which, in terms of basic systems, can be properly
force. In this process, promotion requirement seem applied to give a push to this and I do not know if
to underline local service delivery over international Mr Pattison wants to raise because the Foreign
experience. How will you ensure that an oYcer OYce have driven it very sensibly, an appraisal
seconded to work overseas will not be handicapped? system for oYcers serving overseas which is much
What inducements are you considering to ensure more transparently tied in to their career
that good oYcers will volunteer for such development in this country because that was a very
appointments in suYcient numbers? basic and obvious gap in the sense of just sort of
Chief Constable Kernaghan: Chairman, you sum up airbrushing out history and career development.We
the dilemma. Mr Pattison highlighted quality not have within the Home OYce a broader
quantity and I think that we will never be deploying responsibility at the moment so far as our police
1,000 or 2,000 oYcers for the reasons Mr Rimmer reform programme to look at, to use the jargon,
has quite rightly highlighted. We need to be sending career pathways generally anyway because there are
good oYcers, not just in the interests of our huge sets of issues for the Police Service in this
diplomatic presence overseas but because when they country, demographically in terms of diVerent roles
go, they acquire further skills and they come back and in terms of diVerent challenges and capability
and enrich the domestic service. Frankly, for senior requirements over the next few years, and I want to
oYcers in particular, there is no incentive and there reassure the Committee that this is not the only area
are a lot of inhibitors. This is not a secret—I spoke where people feel that we do not have the balance
publicly to the Association of Chief Police OYcers right and we do not have the incentives right. This is
and the Association of Police Authorities at their an area of concern but it is one of a number where
annual meeting and I basically said, “If you submit we know we have to get the picture more developed
a well written and highly polished best value review and more defined and there is no doubt that
report, that will do far more for your career awareness raising, and I would say not just Chief
prospects than having served for six months in OYcers, ACPO, but actually police authorities
Baghdad.” I think that is wrong and that will be the particularly, is really important in this context
issue, the $64 million question if I can phrase it in because, without sounding pejorative, a number of
that way, and unless the taskforce, with political police authorities do not focus on this because they
will, changes that situation, I am afraid I will still be do not confront the information or they are not
reduced to personally canvassing individuals and confronted by the information until it becomes
whilst invariably good people—and I am not in any particularly unhelpful from their point of view like,
way decrying that—but we are sending people who “You have to give up one personnel and he/she isare in their last months of service who have an eye to needed tomorrow.” The final thing that I want topost-retirement employment. We need to be sending

say—and I am sorry to go back to it but I do thinkgood people to bring them back for even more
it is relevant in this context—is that, when there is achallenging domestic command appointments and,
very clearly defined requirement that the policeuntil we address that, I am afraid that we have a
themselves feel they have a capability to deliver andmajor issue.
the obvious current example is the Tsunami disaster,
then I genuinely think that it becomes a lot easier for
Paul’s job to crystallise the requirements and forQ287 Chairman: I think we will send the corrected
police authorities as well as police forces to quiteversion of the evidence session to all the Chief
readily respond and in my sense—and I think this isConstables and follow it up by a copy of our report
ourMinister’s view—the operational response to theto see that if that will stimulate. I hope it will.
Tsunami was actually a lot quicker and fleeter ofMr Rimmer: Could I add to that because I
foot than theWhitehall response. Operationally, theunderstand Paul’s frustration about some of this.
Met and more nationally police forces just got onYou have summed up the context, if I may say so,

extremely clearly but I do want to reinforce the fact with it. So, I think in summary there is a
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combination of factors, there is not just one magic whatever. Somebody suggested—this falls into the
bullet, that we need to be looking at coordinated definition of structural—that the Home OYce
through the taskforce in the next few months and, should issue guidelines to constabularies to
yes, I think absolutely your report in that context encourage them to designate a certain percentage of
will be helpful. their staV for international assignments. What
Chief Constable Kernaghan: I know that Stephen has about that?
given you a very fair assessment of the problems and Mr Rimmer: Under current arrangements, we
the restrictions on his ability and ministerial will to cannot envisage how that would be legitimate as a
change but, in recent months, we have had Home OYce role. The budgets of police forces are
developments which go against what we are trying to held by police authorities, they have to make
achieve. It is quite clear now that members of ACPO judgments through their annual plans and through
who are seeking more senior appointments are their accountability mechanisms as to how they
judged quite explicitly on their contribution to their allocate resources within those budgets and I think
local force, not to national work but to their local it would be hard to envisage within the current
force. The bonus scheme which is being brought in tripartite so-called framework that we operate the
is based on local performance etc. It is a very locally Home OYce in this type of activity getting more
centred system. We have had 52 local forces directive and cutting through the police authority
throughout the UK; we have to have some core role and I thinkwewould envisage, if that was how it
national capability—I have in shorthand in England was proposed, considerable reservations from police
and Wales referred to 43 plus one—be it a force, a authorities and so on.
holding unit, or an umbrella organisation. We need Chief Constable Kernaghan: Perhaps to complement
to actually look after the career development of Stephen’s response, I feel it would be interesting
people. Stephen, as I have said, has very fairly set out because, if you have a large force, one would assume
the landscape as it currently exists. We have to that, over a period of time, they would provide more
change that landscape and not just accept the oYcers than a small force and vice-versa. It might be
current power blocks which dominate it. useful for HerMajesty’s Inspectorate Constabulary,
Dr Greene: Can I just make one point which is very when they are doing their assessments, to simply ask,
strongly frommy own perspective as I am obviously “Have you actually advertised as requested by
not within the professional service but from talking ACPO and the FCO? Did you get a response?” Weto a number of people. Awareness raising, extra also accept volunteers and that is the core principleinducements, changes of procedure in the margins in this but I have to say that some forces do notare all essential but without a structural change,

advertise as requested and other forces do. So, somewhichmeans that there is a standing force into which
forces are sharing a disproportionate burdenprofessional oYcers circulate in and out and so on,
nationally compared to others and, at the moment,so it is not led predominantly in terms of local
there is no detriment in a force that simply says, “Wepolicing, and structural reform, I do not think that
don’t want to play, that’s the end of it.” I think theany degree of awareness raising will overcome some
Home OYce with the Inspectorate might ask one orof the challenges of career progression fast enough
two pointed questions. I have to say, as a Chiefto be able to deliver what we want. So, this is one of
Constable, questions and things that get measuredthe areas when I was referring earlier to the fact that
tend to get done.the Strategic Taskforce should be prepared from the

outset I think to consider some quite big structural
changes to how things are done, obviously not to Q289 Chairman: I know that this Committee has
transform our approach to local policing and local occasionally criticised the Ministry of Defence but
constabularies and all of that but something very on one of a number of issues where they must be
much along the lines that the Chief Constable complimented is when the crisis occurred inKosovo,
elaborated upon. I do not know of anybody who I they deployed—and I cannot remember the
have spoken to in the system who believes that this number—around 55 MoD policemen very quicklywill change simply through improved awareness and they were superb there and they fitted very wellraising and inducements on an ad hoc level. There is into the culture very positively, far better than aalso the other challenge that as soon as people return

number of policemen, often corrupt policemen, whoto the local force, structurally that knowledge is lost
had been got rid of no doubt by their interiorto the central system quite quickly and in fact those
ministries and to get them into an environmentoYcers have every incentive to immediately re-insert
where they flourished but in a rather less positivethemselves back into the priorities of the local force,
way, so if the MoD are capable despite all thebut it is so much better if, having come back from a
pressures they are under of seconding a massivemission, they can transfer some of the knowledge
number of policemen with experience of beingand expertise within the standing body that is
armed, that might be an example. I am notresponsible for coordinating future missions. So,
suggesting 55 but it shows you that there are policethere is a whole range of institutional reasons why
forces that do have the sense of social and politicalthe only way this can be tackled is through some
responsibility and realism to have made more than adegree of institutional change and innovation.
gesture but to have made financial commitment.
Chief Constable Kernaghan: That is a very goodQ288 Chairman: I think the idea of a central pool is
example. As I understand it, there was a politicalthat somebody may be plucked out at a certain level

and then employed by the Foreign OYce or diplomatic commitment that the UK would
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contribute to Kosovo. It was then discovered that three or four missions throughout their entire police
career. I would say, “Yes, if someone wants to oVerthe personnel being deployed would have to be

armed and then I believe there was frantic me a standing force, I would be delighted” but I do
not, with respect, feel it is a viable option and, as Iconsultation. The Royal Ulster Constabulary

deployed personnel as did the Ministry of Defence say, I have no doubt that the FCO and the Home
OYce would get into interesting discussions as toPolice but I think a positive note for the Committee

is that things havemoved on.Whilst at that stagemy who might pay for that standing force.
colleagues did not envisage oYcers from England
andWales taking part in an armed mission, Kosovo

Q292 Mr Viggers: How do you take advantage ofwas a step change and I think approximately two
the experience that an oYcer who has servedyears ago I got my colleagues to agree that if we
overseas and has then returned to his host force hasadvertise an armed mission, in other words
if you do not bring them together in some way tovolunteers know exactly what they are volunteering
gather some corpus knowledge?for, they can now be deployed. That is the case in
Chief Constable Kernaghan: I think it is important.Iraq. There are oYcers there from throughout the
It is positive that they go back into their own force. IUnited Kingdom and they all carry side-arms for
am not seeking to create a group of people who onlypersonal protection purposes. So, we actually have
police overseas. Actually, what they take overseas ismoved on over the last two years.
their domestic expertise and I want them to come
back and enrich their own force. So, I actually want

Q290Mr Cran: Before we leave this particular set of a constant cycle of personnel doing a mission and
questions and arising out of what the Chairman has going back. Let us use Hampshire as an example. I
been asking you, I just want to be clear in my mind want them to come back, go back to Gosport, go
about those oYcers under the current system, as it back to Basingstoke etc and they always have to
were, who contribute towards these international remember, and be very clear about it, that they are
policing missions. Are they in the main junior Hampshire oYcers because I know that I can ensure
oYcers, are they senior oYcers or are they high standards etc and they know they have to
specialists? What are we getting? reintegrate. I do not want people to gomission crazy
Chief Constable Kernaghan: Typically, you are and spend the rest of their lives going from trouble
getting someonewho has 10 to 15 years’ service, who spot to trouble spot. So, there are great strengths in
actually is a very good oYcer, knows they are bringing them back. My concept of a holding unit
competent etc and has a sense of adventure and etc would, for the more senior ranks in particular,
wants to be able to say after they have retired, “I giving them certain career guarantees and I think
actually did something a bit diVerent.” that, for the ACPO ranks, that is quite crucial
Predominantly and historically, the missions have because Hampshire and Warwickshire cannot hold
been at a very junior level but Bosnia is a good a vacancy, they will replace an ACPO rank and that
example. That mission has changed character over person may go on a mission in good faith for a year,
the years. We are now looking for people to sit the situation may change dramatically for the better
alongside middle or senior Bosnian oYcers and or for the worse and the FCOmay say, quite rightly,
advise and mentor them. Notwithstanding the after six months, it is no longer viable. What do we
expertise and qualities of our oYcers, a Chief do with that individual? I think we need a small
Inspector has more credibility doing that with his holding capability. It might only have 20 people at
Bosnian counterpart than a police constable from max that they can look after etc. A large bespoke
England and Wales. That is just a matter of fact. force I do not think is viable but I have to say that I
That is when this dilemma of getting quality would not reject it.
personnel becomes more acute. Chief inspectors, Dr Greene: I think the question is quite what one
superintendents, ACPO ranks are by definition means by standing force. I think what I would say is
people who are relatively ambitious and career that we do need a standing capability. I do not think
minded. That is the real dilemma. I think most that standing capability necessarily means that
missions will increasingly be looking for middle to police oYcers will be permanently throughout their
senior ranks which, as I say, just exacerbates our career assigned to it. I can see the advantages of
current problems. having cycling through. On the other hand, I think

it is really important that police oYcers who are sent
on policing missions do not immediately reintegrateQ291MrViggers: I would likeMrKernaghan to tell
into local policing the moment they come backus his thoughts on having a standing force and then
because a lot of information that gets gathered,I would like the other guests to comment on that.
lessons learning and so on really needs to be there. IChief Constable Kernaghan: In a fantasy world, I
am not aware of howwell developed a concept of thethink it would be tremendous but I do not think
43 plus one, the 44th constabulary that is customisedStephen would be prepared to pay for it and I think
for this, might function but it seems to me that it hasthat is quite reasonable. It is the perfect solution but,
some essential elements which seem to me to soundgiven our current structures, I do not see it as a viable
a little like a loose concept of a standing force whichoption. I would far rather have a group of oYcers
I hope and I think is consistent with what the Chiefserving in Hampshire or wherever throughout the
Constable was saying. In other words, I do thinkcountry who had a sub-specialism. It is known that

they do international policing and might go on two, that people need to be able to take career steps
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through this standing body, that is primarily some of the issues around embedding clear
understanding and capability around support forassignments for the support of international
international policing work should not bemissions. That does not mean to say they necessarily
coordinated by that agency. That is certainly anspend their whole career there but, if performing
option that we will need to look at in the context ofwell, they can progress while in it. I think it is quite
the taskforce.important that that has suYcient capacity that it is

not simply a residual entity, that it has some internal
dynamics that can really link with groups and it is Q293 Mr Viggers: Mr Pattison, as your taskforce
not simply a way of residually looking after people moves forward, howwould you see the thinking that
until their next local posting. I also think there may has just been expressed fit in with the Post Conflict
be certain ways in which it could be customised in a Reconstruction Unit and the Conflict Issues Group?
way that is not characteristic of, as it were, the other MrPattison:Letmemake a couple of points. On the
43 constabularies, one of which has a diVerent standing force, I do not think I have anything to add
balance perhaps between police oYcers and to what has already been said but there is one
civilians. Some of the police support missions do not element of the standing force which is something we
necessarily require only police oYcers, they need a will look at in the group and this is the question of
core of police oYcers but those experts on rapid deployment and trying to have a rapidly
institutional change, on how to manage changed deployable capability. We have something on paper
institutions, manage transport systems, all of the already but we need to refine this a little, but it is an
things that may be needed, managing intelligence area in particular where the Ministry of Defence
service forensics and so on may not always be thinks it might be able to workwith us on that. There
coming from a police force. So, you could imagine is certainly a question I think as to how we distil the
some context in which you have a standing body expertise that our serving oYcers have and we
which is embedded in some sense in police structures consolidate that. It is a very important question. We
but there are some personnel within that standing are doing it a bit—we try to debrief oYcers when
capacity that in a sense are permanently allocated to they return—and we are doing a bit more with the
it in a support function to do with helping with the contingent commanders, the commanders of the
institutional reform and capacity building and UK contingents, in order that they have a clearer
helping with the mission planning where you really idea of their role andwhat they can contribute to this
do need some experience in order to be able to do area, but that is an issue which we will need to take
that well. So, I would be more positive towards the forward in due course. You asked specifically about
concept of a standing force while not at all saying the PCRU.As I said earlier, the PCRUhas not quite
that I think we need to go down the route of having identified its role in this area. One of the things we
police professionals who essentially make their will be looking at is a database of police oYcers
career only in international operations. I think in interested in serving overseas or who have already
some cases they would lose credibility in some areas done so and that indeedwill also help us develop this
if they were to do that. As with all professions, there community of police oYcers with expertise onwhose
is nothing that hasmore credibilitywith a local hard- advice we can draw in future.
pressed police commander to meet somebody who
has recently met similar challenges rather than Q294 Mr Havard: As regards the standards issue,
international support challenges. So, I hope that there has been a lot of talk which I have seen
clarifies my own position. developed in the discussion this morning. You have
Mr Rimmer: These are clearly issues for the talked about the various forms of coordination that
taskforce to look at and I totally endorse the starting are going to come, the Post Conflict ResolutionUnit
point from Paul on this, but there is one specific to and the Strategic Taskforce and the question about
add to it because I want to stress that the Home maybe having joint doctrine and how you think
OYce is not remotely resistant to the notion of there is going to be some consistency in standards as
getting capability analysed more eVectively in this far as police advice is concerned, all the various
area and getting good practice in doctrine embedded agencies, and how the police are going to understand
in a more systematic way. They strongly support it themselves and that seems to be developing quite
that and a number of things are already going on well. I spoke to a number of policemen in Iraq on
across the policing agenda to try and reinforce that two separate occasions this year and one of the
and in particular ministers have proposed in the answers that come back—and I think you, Chief
White Paper which came out in November a Constable, alluded to it earlier on—is how the
national policing improvement agency which at its control and commandworks.Military oYcers going
core is designed—and we are working with ACPO into a major deployment can still be subject to the
and others to get this going as soon as possible authority of the Chief of Defence staV and
during the course of this year—to be the point at coordinate through PJHQ and PJHQ would have a
which the professional leadership of the Police role in the mission. Is there an argument that there
Service identifies key capability requirements and should be a senior police oYcer or an ACPO rank or
identifies the means by which those requirements whatever who actually does that level of
will be met. We already have a “starter for ten” in coordination of all of the various police oYcers who
terms of priorities on that but it is an evolving are out deployed on these missions as a way back in

the way that military oYcers would do to the Chiefstructure and there is no reason in principle why
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of Defence staV? Maybe that person could be Dr Greene: I think there are certain experiences
which all chief constables need to be aware of but itembedded in PJHQ or have a particular relationship
can become quite specialised knowledge. One of thewith PJHQ. That seems to be an issue about which
points I emphasised earlier on is the challenges ina lot of police oYcers say, “Why can’t we have that?”
potential police support missions or how to engageand I say, “I don’t know, I’ll go and ask.”
with the priorities of peace building. SometimesChief Constable Kernaghan: The situation at this
there are real dilemmas in how to prioritise policingpoint in time is that an oYcer from Hampshire
in a way that professional police oYcers can findvolunteers and they are then seconded to the FCO
really tricky. I can remember talking to an Italianand deployed by the FCO to the United Nations
policeman who was talking about strategies ofmission in Kosovo, for example. Their loyalty
policing in Pristina where, for peace buildingshould be to the UN Commissioner and he or she
purposes, he was essentially briefed to ignore all pastcommands the police there. What the FCO has also
crime because those guys were too tough to take ondone in fairness, is that there would be a double
in terms of the broader peace building process andhatted police oYcer, they will be working in the
those are real dilemmas that should not be ducked.UN—section commander, assistant chief of staV—
There are always questions of prioritisation butbut they will also be designated as the Contingent
there are cultures built up in the UK about what isCommander and they are primarily in a welfare role
the appropriate way of doing it which are notbut they are also there trying to ensure that the UK
necessarily the right ones for a peace mission. So, ifprovides a highly professional service and that is
one is to build this standing capability, it wouldpositive. In terms of strict military control ultimately
benefit from having somebody who accumulatesvia PJHQback toGeneral SirMikeWalker, Chief of
expertise on these professional trade-oVs andDefence StaV, no, we do not have that because every
understands and, having accumulated some of thepolice oYcer’s loyalty ultimately is to his or her local
expertise, understands some of the specifics of thatChief Constable. There is not a national structure, so
and although the Chief Constable here is extremelyit could be whoever was contingent commander,
experienced at this, there are a number of chiefsomething to do with the FCO, back to Barbara
constables around the country who will not be veryWilding in South Wales or myself in Hampshire. It
sensitised to it and may not be able to give the bestis not laid down but I think morally and support.professionally I take the view that I have a

responsibility to that oYcer, say, from South Wales
deployed in Bosnia, Kosovo or Iraq. I have a day job Q296 Mr Viggers: In a sense my next question runs
and that has to be my first loyalty, to the Hampshire on from what you have just said which is about how
Police Authority but I am very clear that, if there is a people are equipped to mingle in, pre-deployment
problem, and they are maybe asked to do something training. There is obviously a whole range of things

that someone would benefit from knowing beforethat they consider to be unprofessional, I am their
they go into a particular set of circumstances. Wefirst port of call. It would never arise because the
met oYcers in Iraq who had had no weaponsFCO would never ask them to do anything
experience before they had been out there, they hadunprofessional but theoretically I would want them
been the community bobby in Derbyshire and wereto come tome and say, “We do not believe this is best
now as it were, “Stick us on the range, give us a blockprofessional practice” and I find that people are very
and we will have a go!” This guy had to be trainedwilling to raise minor welfare issues when I am in
upwhile he was there.He is quite happy doing it nowcontact with them. They are quite perceptive about
because he knew it was experience for him, but therehigh-level strategies, where is the mission going?
is the whole question about how consistent and wellWhatmore could theUKdo?Actually, I have to say
structured in pre-deployment training . . .to the Committee that we are here because we are
Language, cultural, social mores, all of those sorts ofallegedly of a certain level of seniority but junior
things, the interface within diVerent criminal justiceoYcers talk about exactly the same issues that you
type system, one that is inquisitorial. All thosehave put to us. They may use slightly diVerent
things, a myriad of diVerent things and this questionlanguage but they are seized of the need for better
of proper pre-deployment training for these peoplecareer development and more explicit structure,
and some consistency in standards.“What do you want us to do?” and I find that really
Chief Constable Kernaghan: In fairness, the FCOencouraging. As I say, there is no formal structure
who sponsored this have provided consistentbut I take the view that I have a responsibility to all
training. As always, it could be longer. There is astaV deployed overseas.
cost factor about deploying people etc. We have toDr Greene: That strikes me as being as it should be
recognise that an oYcer from one of yourwithin the present structure but, within the standing
constituencies has grown up in the UK, they flick acapability, I do see a role in addition for having a
switch and light appears, they turn a tap andsenior oYcer who is looking out for—
drinking water flows. I make that point quite
seriously. They have not undergone basic military

Q295 Mr Viggers: That is what I am wondering. If training. Our gendarmerie counterparts will have
you have a minor grade, as it were, doing a sub- and people who have done national service in
specialism where it is maybe not the standard or continental countries will have. So, there is some

very basic stuV that they have to be taught. Yes, theywhatever, then maybe this comes into play.
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get a familiarisation with the cultural environment inter-departmental I do not know, but it cannot
constantly be up every year against the variousthey are going into and that is absolutely critical.

Hopefully depending on the task when they are in priorities in conflict prevention because it will be a
core capacity. So, I think that is important. On themission, they will be told, “It is inquisitorial; you

need to have a diVerent relationship with the training side, I have just two points to add. What
training there is tends to be focused on how tomagistrates towhat you are used to back in theUK.”

Yes, longer training would be desirable, I do not survive once you arrive and how you operate and
that is obviously of first order of importance andthink that anyone would deny that, but it is a

question of what is feasible etc. Just in relation to the that is a priority. I think there is some review needed
regarding some of the content of the training to dospecific example you raised, I am quite clear that we

sendUKoYcers with a personal protectionweapon, with how to contribute most eVectively to an overall
peace mission and some of the challenges associatedit is there to protect them in extremis. Hopefully,

they should never ever need it. Yes, there are some with that, but the second area which may be of
higher priority is how to ensure that there is apeople training Iraqi oYcers and we are ensuring

that it is professional with qualified trainers in relevant feed in of best practice, expertise andmaybe
supplemental training as the mission progresses andfirearms etc, but the Home Secretary quite rightly

and I have to say very clearly said, “I will not deploy particular demands become clearer. There tends to
be a sense of things are rushed enough and the policepreviously qualified firearms oYcers. Their priority

is to provide a service to the people of England and oYcers at the moment are on such short-term
secondments that you would not think aboutWales” in his case. “So, anyone who goes overseas,

we will train them for that specific role but we will in training them but we have to move towards slightly
longer term deployments and therefore there is someno way diminish the pool of qualified firearms

oYcers in theUK” and that was a very clearly policy work to be done on that sort of in-service focus on
how to operate better.statement when I first got them to send armed

oYcers overseas.

Q298 Mr Viggers: We are moving towards the
conclusion, so I must ask you to be fairly brief whenQ297MrViggers:You asked the question that I was

asking really in a sense in that it is all very well answering a couple of points in the nuts and bolts
area. What kind of training do you think isfunding but who is going to pay for it? Maybe we

should have somebody here from the Treasury to appropriate? Do we need a dedicated training
establishment?explain this. Is the ForeignOYce going to stump up?

Where is the money coming from? Do not tell me, Chief Constable Kernaghan: Again, what I would
“The taskforce is going to deal with it”! like to see is much more partnership training and

training at military establishments where that isMr Pattison: As I said earlier, the funding for the
deployment of UK police overseas will come from appropriate and, on occasion, some military

training with us. I may have covered this earlier butthis global conflict prevention pool where it has to
compete with a number of other priorities and we all we have to teach our people the language of mission

planning; they need to know what an SO2(G3) is. Ithave to negotiate with the Treasury for exactly how
much money is going to go into it every spending does not make them cleverer people but it means

that certain people will understand them and giveround. That said, so far we have done, I think, pretty
well in terms of getting funding for policing because them credit for their professional expertise. If we are

going under that umbrella—and at the moment wepeople do recognise that it is an important priority.
Obviously, the more money we have, the more time do not train people in these skills—we should be

sending people to Shrivenham, to the new Jointwe could spend doing more training and providing
an even better service. So, if you want to raise it with Service StaV and Command college, maybe for a

week, two weeks or three weeks, not to do the wholeTreasury colleagues, please do.
course but actually to understand where theirDr Greene: I have had experience of the global
colleagues are coming from and then they canconflict prevention pool and I think it is an extremely
display their own expertise. Again, it comes back to,good innovation and it has a lot of potential and has
why should a force send a superintendent for twoalready realised some of it. One analogy here is that
weeks to Shrivenham? I think it would be goodthere was a time—and I cannot remember the

precise status now—where peacekeeping operations practice but it does not aVect the local policing plan.
The European Police College, CEPOL, ran a verywere nominally funded through the conflict

prevention pool but in a sense were tagged a little bit good course about civil crisis management, about
planning, training people to be planners for externaland therefore not subject to the normal competitive

round of this or that project. I think that the conflict missions etc. Malta was represented, Cyprus was
represented, and I do not say that in a derogatoryprevention pool is the ideal vehicle right now for

funding some of the changes while we are still sense but they have very small police forces. TheUK
was not represented. It was a French Army Coloneldeveloping and exploring but I think ultimately—

and that is not toomany years hence—one should be who gave what I would describe as the idiot’s
guiding to military planning. It was superb; verylooking for relatively earmarked funding in order to

provide some sustained development in this precise and very concise. There should have been a
UK oYcer there but there was no UK forcecapacity. Whether or not that then is linked

intrinsically with the conflict prevention pool so it is individually represented because it was not in
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Hampshire’s interest and it was not in see that as a potential centre of excellence but
Warwickshire’s interest and it was not in the Met’s obviously that has to be taken into the wider agenda
interest to send someone. There should be someone between the Home OYce and the other
in the UK, myself or Stephen, saying, “We want an stakeholders.
oYcer to attend that course and we will fund them
to attend that course for two weeks.” That is where

Q302 Chairman: If Standing Orders still permitted,we need to move to in respect of training.
I would expel my two colleagues and spend the next
two hours on the next question myself but I am

Q299 Mr Viggers: So many of these things come constrained. Private security. You mentioned, Chief
back to motivation and money. Constable, that you would not want your membersChief Constable Kernaghan: Absolutely. to be exposed to danger in Iraq as well as the group

of people who do not operate to the rules. They get
Q300 Mr Viggers: Dr Greene, do you have any quite well paid but they are prepared to go out on the
comment to make? streets and large numbers of them, whichever
Dr Greene: Yes, I do. It is obviously a detailed area. country they come from, have been killed and the
I think there is significant scope for developing heroes of Iraq are the Iraqi police oYcers and the
training certainly in those areas around the various Iraqi police forces who are regularly butchered. A
dimensions of how to contribute to missions and so few years ago, the Foreign OYce had a consultative
on and that is obviously linkedwith this institutional document on private military companies and people
change, who you are training. One of the big issues mix up private military companies with mercenary
is to train people who are then going to be used for private security companies which is truly absurd. Is
this task and to build on that training. One there going to be a document emanating from the
additional point I think I would emphasise is that Foreign OYce as a result of their consultation?
giving assistance to police reform and capacity Linked to that is, one of the last acts of Paul Bremerbuilding of local police requires a number of specific when he left the CPA inBaghdadwas a document onorientation and training skills which do not

regulating private security because there are somanynecessarily arise in the military side and so on, it is
security opportunists: American and Britishmore the training skills of those people who are
companies and all sorts of companies operating withinvolved in development assistance elsewhere or
diVerential standards which is embarrassing andinstitutional change, and I think that needs to be
dangerous. People are going out there purporting tocarefully thought through and certainly developed
be experts who frankly should not be allowed tomultilaterally but I think there are a whole range of
walk around the streets of any of our constituencies.areas domestically where this should be done. I
Has there been any thought—there certainly shouldshould mention that I happen to know that one of
be—of somehow regulating the role of Britishthe areas in which the UK often wants to provide
companies who go out to Iraq? It is only a handfulinternational assistance in the policing sphere is to
of them who are operating and it seems to be thatpromote police reform domestically in countries at
there is an ideal organisation, the Security Industryrisk of conflict through providing local people with
Authority, who can do the task if it had the will andtraining on security reform and police reform and
the instructions so to do. They may not be able toright now there is no place in the UK that can really
regulate the individuals because many Brits are notdo that in a routine way. There are plenty of places
resident in this country and I understand it would bethat can provide specific training but there is a sort
impossible to license or regulate somebodywho livesof gap both in terms of training back here and also
abroad but it could certainly be possible to regulatein terms of the capacity to provide that training in
the companies who reside or operate in this country,region which is often more eYcient. So, if we were to
to certify them, approve them, instruct them todevelop the training for our own forces in this area,
go through the following procedures beforewe should look to synergies as to howwe can provide
committing a member of their company to deploy tothat extra value added to assist other countries in
Iraq or wherever else and that would ensure thatthis area.
only good companies would operate and those who
do not should have their licence withdrawn orQ301Mr Viggers: In order to maintain control over
approval withdrawn. Can you give us someindividuals, would it be sensible to extend Her
indication as to what thinking is going on in theMajesty’s Inspectorate to ensure that they have
Foreign OYce and if there is any thinking going onaccess to those who are overseas and perhaps inspect
in the Foreign OYce about how to regulate securitythem or even certify them?
personnel operating outside the UK on missionsChief Constable Kernaghan: In fairness to the
such as Iraq and there are others.Inspectorate, they do go and inspect some of our
MrPattison:There is certainly thinking going on.Asoverseas commitments such as Cyprus Sovereign
you said, a few years ago, theGovernment producedbase areas etc. It is generally because our people
a Green Paper and we followed that up withwhen they are overseas are not UK cap badged, they
consultations with interested parties includingare working for an international organisation, be it
representatives of a number of companies in thisthe UN or EU. I can see sensitivities in respect of
sector and, as a result of that, whatwe are now tryingthat but it is important that we send extremely good

people and I think in fairness to Centrex, they would to do is to look quite carefully at what proposals for
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regulation might be brought forward.2 This is not an the new interim government was set up and a letter
easy area as I think you yourself suggested, of understanding or whatever it was that came from
Chairman. The question of definition is a very tricky Colin Powell. Why is it that those sort of principles,
one. We all know the diVerence between a private or were they perhaps taken into a broader discussion
military company and private security company about all the other organisations that there are in
when we see it but actually trying to define it for the Iraq, so that there was a general understanding of
purposes of legislation is rather diYcult. What we how they are regulated and how they relate to that
are doing I can tell you is looking at two broad international UN, we are told driven from the UN
options. One is the option which is essentially the resolution, process?
option adopted for the security sector in the UK Mr Pattison: There is a diVerence between a status
which is, if I can describe it loosely, the licensing of of forces agreement which traditionally would apply
companies and I think it is the sort of option you to regular military forces sent by one country to
have just suggested who might apply to Iraq and another and the employment of private contractors.
other situations where there are British companies It is clear that, in the area of private contractors,
overseas. One option would be to try to do that and there is a bit of a gap in terms of proper
to, as it were, have an approved list of companies. accountability and so on and standards and that is
The second—and they are not necessarily mutually why we have sought through our contract with
exclusive—is to focus on the licensing of contracts Armour Group to ensure that we plug it and we
which in essence would be rather similar to the would do the same in respect of any company that
procedures we have for the licensing of defence we wished to employ.
exports. There are arguments for and against and I Chairman: Perhaps you might speed the process up.
will not rehearse them all. In essence, one of the It is taking a long time. I know some of the problems.
arguments is that particular contract may be more People thought that mercenaries went out with dogs
sensitive in a certain situation than it is in another of war but they are still around. Only total idiots
situation, somaybe you have to have a slightly closer would plan a coup attempt in South Africa which is
system of regulation, but none of this has been probably the only country in the world that hasdecided, these are all the issues that we are currently anything approaching tough legislation but that isgrappling with. In terms of Armour Group in Iraq,

not a problem for this Committee. I think there is aof course, as you know, the Security Industry
degree of urgency about it because I think countriesAuthority’s remit would not run to companies
have to be protected against that malevolent andoperating outside the UK, so, if you like, there is no
incompetent sector of the private security industry inimmediate read across. What we have done with
this country and elsewhere and the good companies,Armour Group is actually draw up an extremely
of which there are many, like Crawl, and Neutraldetailed contact with them which covers a very wide
RisksAcrossAmerica is an excellent company doingarea of issues including the sort of people they
very, very good jobs and they should be keptrecruit, their answerability ultimately to the
protected against the charlatans.Consulate General in Basra through senior police

advisers there and the circumstances in whichwe can
ask their personnel to be removed and so on and Q305 Mr Havard: There is the broader conceptual
so forth. question which is the extent to which, if you like,

there is not proper organisation and there is not
proper contribution from the countries, whether itQ303Chairman: These are people the Foreign OYce
be through standing arrangements or sub-employs for your contracts?

Mr Pattison: Yes, this is Armour Group. This is the specialisms or whatever. These outfits start to
contract that we have with them. We have been very substitute or they come in through legitimate
careful in drawing up the contract. We had it for an governments and that is a serious issue. Can I just
initial period of six months and we are just on the mention something parochially, we talk about
point of renewing it. So, we are very aware of the oYcers being deployed to these things, I was
concern surrounding the use of private companies, speaking to the Chief Constable the other day who
security or military, in this area. We have tried in the said that the other end of it is police oYcers who
Armour Group context to address those concerns want to go oV for two years’ deployment to a shed-
through the contract, careful reporting channels and load of money from some of these companies and
monitoring and, on the broader area, we are then come back and be a police oYcer. I spoke
grappling with Whitehall colleagues with some of yesterday to a member of the British military who
the real diYculties of designing an eVective but not has resigned from the British Army to go and work
unduly cumbersome regulatory system. for these outfits for 12 months to pay oV his

mortgage and then become a policeman. Chief
Constables are saying, “You can’t go. I am notQ304MrHavard: The Foreign OYce has done what
letting you go for those sorts of purposes.” So, thereyou have just described in terms of making itself
is an issue around who is actually making up thesecontent with what is happening with that group.
bodies and what these bodies can do in terms ofBritain is part of a broader discussion. There is a sort
drawing out resources from the police. I do notof status of forces agreement which came out when
know whether there is a consistent approach in
relation to how people are allowed to go, when they2 Ev 131
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are allowed to go or on what terms. Is there any profit and commerce that you would have to speak
about very clearly because our oYcers, particularlycoordination or is it down to each individual police

force? serving oYcers, have limited skills. If they are ex-
Special Forces or ex-Army, yes, they may want to goChief Constable Kernaghan: At the end of the day,

there is an option in the Police Service called Career oV and do that but actually what are they going to
do, who are they going to work for and that, I feel,Break which is a very positive HR innovation where

people go oV to pursue a qualification or just to is a professional obligation.
achieve something in life that they have always
wanted to do. I think I can speak for all my Q307 Chairman: If the company is approved, that

would be less of a problem because you realise thatcolleagues when I say that if someone submitted an
application and said they wanted to go and work for they are operating in a legitimate area of business.

Chief Constable Kernaghan: Indeed.a private military or private police contractor in
Iraq, I think we would sit them down, counsel them Mr Pattison: I would just like to raise a quick

footnote to the point raised byMr Havard. Armourhard and probably would not give them that option.
Ultimately, they can resign but I assure the Group, in our contract with them in Iraq, have

agreed not to recruit serving police oYcers.Committee that it ranges fromwhat we call blue chip
to frankly cowboys and I think that most chiefs feel Dr Greene:One additional point and I think you are

absolutely right to raise this point and it is verythat they have a professional and moral obligation
to their staV to give them the best advice that they important and I would share with all of the other

responses, but the private security company issue iscan and I would be very opposed to any one of my
oYcers going to Iraq unless they are either wearing also a very good illustration of the way in which

policing missions need to be integrated with othermilitary uniform or they are on a secondment to
the FCO. dimensions of rule of law. In nearly every post-

conflict country, most of the policing is done by
private security companies, militias, a whole rangeQ306 Chairman: Chief Constable, I do not want to

dissent from your views, there is little time, butmany of completely unregulated in all sorts of diVerent
standing and one of the first acts of a peace supportof those people who are undertaking jobs working

for contractors do exactly the same jobs that the mission should be to contribute to the regulation of
those and have a clear understanding of how to getmilitary ought to be doing but cannot or will not and

many of the personnel are ex-military perfectly to get to grips with them and that obviously involves
some sense of priorities but also some sense of howrespectable people. So, I hope that when people do

consider the role of private security, they do not take to use and the sort of regulatory structures that we
are developing ourselves and adapt them to thosethe Dogs of War video in their minds because these

are very, very brave peoplewho are doing the job not conditions. In general, it is not realistic to get them
out of the game but to have some specific rules likejust on behalf of the UK but, in the case of the

Foreign OYce, for UK Limited and therefore how many machineguns they can carry to be very
crude, but accountability rules and so on often mayanyone who might want to go oV and work for a

reputable company, VIP protection, guarding need to be brought into play very, very quickly and,
in practice, they are almost the last things and oftencritical national infrastructure, is doing a job that is

equally noble although rather better paid than the are still not addressed before the mission leaves.
Chairman:Gentlemen, thank you very, very much. Iguy or woman or goes out wearing the uniform and

wearing the cap badge of a British regiment. think that was exceptionally interesting and very
relevant. It may be that fellowCommittee ChairmenChief Constable Kernaghan: I do not think there is

any light between us at all, Chairman. I am simply will wonder why the Defence Committee is dealing
with such issues. However, we are very broad basedsaying that, as a serving oYce, I feel I have an

obligation to set out the blue chipped to cowboy in our activities and I hope that, when we produce
our report, it may have some influence on the seriesspectrum etc. I quite agree with you that there are

certain functions being carried out out there by of debates but we really appreciate very much your
presence and your contributions. Thank you veryextremely reputable personnel but equally there are

perhaps risks being taken in the name of individual much.
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Chairman:Welcome to this further evidence session of the Post-Conflict Reconstruction Unit jointly
that is focused on continuing operations in Iraq. The sponsored by the Ministry of Defence, the Foreign
inquiry follows last year’s inquiry by the Committee OYce and DfID. The director of that has been
into lessons of Iraq. In late 2004 we took evidence appointed, as you know, and we are expecting the
from the Secretary of State principally on the Unit itself to have an initial operating capability
deployment of the BlackWatch at CampDogwood. later this year. It is not only concerned with policing
Following the sessionwe had the opportunity to visit but it is intended to deal with a range of, if you like,
the troops when we went to Iraq in early December. non-military issues in the immediate post-conflict
This afternoon’s session will cover a wide range of stabilisation phase and certainly dealing with
issues all related to the Coalition’s eVorts to stabilise policing as well as immediate reconstruction will be
Iraq, including security sector reform. In the run up one of the issues it would deal with. We would
to the elections in Iraq these are very topical issues. imagine that as the Unit develops that it would
We expect to be interrupted by a series of divisions identify oYcers that might be available for
in the House at about quarter to five. If we have not deployment into a post-conflict situation. I think
managed to complete our session at that point— that will probably be one of the main strategic
which we will not—then I understand that you are lessons we have learned but I could ask Major
able to come back on 2 February and we are very General Rollo to say something about his
grateful to you. The first question is from Peter experiences as GOC in MND(SE) and then perhaps
Viggers. Lt General McColl to talk more generally about the

Civilian Police Advisory and Training Team which
was based in Baghdad.Q308 Mr Viggers: It is convenient to start with the
Major General Rollo:Frommy perspective you havemilitary to police cooperation issue as we took
to look at each situation as it comes. It seems to meevidence on this subject this morning from several
to be more important to adapt to what you findwitnesses. The policing dimension of the operation
rather than necessarily to say that there is a firm,in Iraq was not considered until the fall of Baghdad
clear doctrine which says we should do this everywhen the Association of Chief Police OYcers
time. Coming to it in July I found there was a largereceived the first call from the Home OYce. What
police force backed up by a relatively small butspecific lessons for international policing would you
relatively well-trained national guard.Wewent fromsay have been learned as a result of Operation Telic?
there through August and the upsurge of violenceMrHoward:Perhaps I could start and then I will ask
then. That went away after Najaf and Sistani’smy colleagues to join in and give more expert
intervention. The things that were important to metestimony. I think that we have gone through a
were to improve the quality of the police force andprocess of recognising in Iraq that we needed to
that had both an immediate and a longer termprovide support for the formation and training of a
component. The immediate component was tomakepolice force. That has gone through a series of
sure that, should there be a return to violence, therestages. We have actually deployed police oYcers
was a section of the police force which we wereintoMND(SE) and they also operatedmore broadly
completely certain we could rely on for public order.across Iraq fromanumber of nations. I think that we
Therefore we re-enforced the development of whathave had to take into account the security situation
we call a tactical support unit of about five hundredaswe found it and there is a sense inwhich it has been
people and expanded the concept across all fournecessary to focus on policing to deal with the
provinces. In the longer term there were measures tospecific security situation which has tended to be
improve both the command and control of the policemore at the law and order end and preserving law
force and also the quality of the people in it and thereand order rather than necessarily community
was a Baghdad driven programme to do that. Thepolicing and so on and so forth. Our training and
other aspect was counter-terrorism and some of theadvice has focused on that. That is evolving and will
more specialist provision. That, again, becamemorecontinue to evolve and will of course vary across
possible as we had increasing numbers of policediVerent parts of Iraq. In terms of lessons learnt I
available to act as instructors through the Armorthink policing is perhaps one of a number of post-
Group andDynacore. There are a number of strandsconflict lessons which we have learnt from both Iraq
you could take forward but the key was to adapt toand Afghanistan. One of the things that the

Government has done is to announce the formation what we found and adapt it to the circumstances.
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Q309 Mr Viggers: Perhaps before you answer Mr Howard: That is certainly our intention. I am on
the board which supervises it as the representative offurther, General, I read last week that the Ministry
the Ministry of Defence and we are very keen thatof Defence handbook on the treatment of prisoners
this Unit is a Unit which actually delivers eVect onof war runs to 106 pages and I realise the extent to
the ground when it is needed. So yes, that is ourwhich it is an inherent part of military operations to
intention, but it is still developing; we are stillplan for other aspects of the battle, to plan in detail
recruiting staV. In particular we need to develop thefor how you would handle prisoners of war. Surely
database of outside experts that the Unit can call onthere should have been similar planning for handling
to be deployed. Of course, that is not just police as Ipolicing matters.
said; it is a variety of experts. I am confident that thatMr Howard: I endorse what Major General Rollo
is what we would want to do and that is what we willsays; it is a question of the situation that we found
aim to do.on the ground at the time. I think that one of the

things that happened at the end of the combat phase
of Operation Telic which was not really expected Q311Mike Gapes:MrHoward, can I ask you about

the MoD’s perceptions in March of 2003 as to whatwas the extent to which the existing Iraqi security
was going to happen with regard to this situation? Inforces—and you have to recognise that the Iraqi
the evidence session this morning it became quitepolice before the war were a rather diVerent animal
clear that the Foreign OYce and the Home OYcefrom the police now—as a whole very largely melted
had not done anything or thought about thisaway. We found ourselves in a situation where there
question of policing and you referred to the collapsewas a very large security vacuum. There was a
of the Ba’athist regime. Did theMinistry of Defencevacuum in other areas as well in terms of civil
have any prior thought about that issue? Did yougovernance. As Bill said, what we had to dowas deal
talk to theHomeOYce or the FCO before the actualwith the situation on the ground as we found it. I
start of the operations in March?believe that the Coalition actually moved quite
Mr Howard: I was not in this post at that time. Inquickly to try to recruit Iraqis locally to provide
fact I was in a related post, I was Deputy Chief ofrudimentary police services. It is not the way ideally
Defence Intelligence at the time which was pre-war.we would have gone about it, but, as I say that was
I was certainly aware of intelligence assessments ofhow we reacted to the situation on the ground.
the possible course of conflict if it should start. I doPerhaps I could ask John to say something about the
not recall anything from those assessments whichBaghdad perspective on this.
suggested the complete disintegration andLt General McColl: The Iraqi police training was disappearance of the Iraqi security forces that we

wrapped upwithinMNSTCI run fromBaghdad; the actually experienced. However, those were from a
Multi-National Support Training Command based military or a defence perspective and obviously the
in Iraq had an element in it which was devoted to the focus was primarily on Iraqi combat units rather
training of the police. The numbers of those police than the police service which, as John has said, was
were revised during the six months I was there last very much the lowest of the low and really did not
year; they were revised upwards. I think the point figure in our calculations. I am not aware of
about reassessing the requirement and adjusting to anything from my knowledge where we explicitly
the circumstanceswe found ourselves in is absolutely looked at how we should deal with policing in the
right. Not only that, but there was also the aftermath of conflict. I think in general we were
requirement to alter the way in which the police were thinking about how we would work with the civil
perceived and the idea of police primacy which authorities in Basra which was obviously the
certainly was not something which was the case in principal city that we would be occupying.
the posts at Almeira; the police were very much the Obviously security was part of that. I do not recall
bottom of the pile which explains some of the anything specifically about policing but I could
problems we had about the quality of the people we research that for you and come back to you.
initially had in the police. There was a requirement
over time to review that and try to improve it; that is Q312 Mike Gapes: That would be helpful because
still going on. In terms of lessons that came out of it, clearly there is a real lesson to be learned here for
I do not think this is somethingwhich the policewere future operations, a gap where you have to start
able to do on their own in the particular again with the training—we have seen the training
circumstances of Iraq and I think the same thing is that goes on and the various other things when we
true in Afghanistan. I don’t think it is something the visited—and there is that period where there is
police can do on their own. I think the lesson is that nothing. That is part of the problem. The legacy of
there is a requirement for an integrated approach— that is what we are still dealing with today. It amazes
police and military—which varies depending on the me that no-one in any of the departments seems to
circumstances. have given any forethought to that issue in February

and March of 2003.
Mr Howard: All I would say, to repeat what I said

Q310 Mr Viggers: Are you now confident that the earlier, I do not think anyone expected the sheer
Post-Conflict Reconstruction Unit will be given the extent to which the security forces and the bodies
mandate and the funding and the place in the that would supply security in Iraq would simply just

disappear. It would have been not unreasonable toWhitehall policy process to be eVective?
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have expected some of those still to be have been the time that the conflict phase is embarked upon
they will be starting to join up those capabilities—intact for us to plug into and help manage with the

local civil authorities, but in fact there were none. not just police but more widely within the civil
sector—that are needed to be employed rapidly inWhile I accept there are lessons to be learned I think

we need to be careful that we do not draw an the post-conflict phase. With some degree of
assurance, but only as viewed through Ministry ofabsolute doctrinaire lesson from the particular

circumstances of Iraq. General Rollo was very Defence eyes, the advent of the PCRU and the work
it has embarked on should go a long way towardseloquent on that point.
rectifying this identified shortfall.
Mr Howard: An important point to add perhaps isQ313 Mr Havard: We took a lot of evidence this
that we would expect the PCRU to be very closelymorning—you can read it later—that we have a
involved in planning for any future operations—thisPost-Conflict ReconstructionUnit, a lot of talk with
is an essential part of what we do—so that they arethe police this morning about the Strategic Task
aware of what the military planning is and can planForce (which seems to be going to do a lot of things
accordingly.between now and July) largely run by the Foreign

OYce but with the rest of you involved. There was a
lot of talk by the police about doctrine to deal with Q315 Richard Ottaway: I appreciate that lessons

have been learnt, but you almost seem to bethese issues. There is military doctrine but they need
some sort of doctrine centre to understand how they admitting that there was no planning at all for the

post-war conflict period so far as the police werego on and how these things mesh together. There are
all these processes being unveiled to us which we are concerned.

Mr Howard: As I have said, I would need to checkbeing told would obviate the problem that we saw
last time, which is that some of these things were not that in our records to see if there are any documents.

I should make the point that in the Ministry ofnecessarily done as quickly as they should have been.
I have a local chief constable who says tome that the Defence our primary concern was, in the first

instance, the defeat of the Iraqi forces, and also thepolice were actually asking to get involved in this
process and yet the process did not allow them the general provision of security. Our interest would

have been, as quickly as possible, to be able to handinvolvement as they would like it. It is a question
about embedding people, is it not? You had military over to appropriate civil authorities on the ground.

The fact that those civil authorities—including thepeople from Britain embedded in the American
planning process and vice versa, so how is this police—simply were not there was a factor that we

had to deal with at the time. I do not think planningprocess embedded in? How are they going to be
involved? You then meet circumstances which for establishing from scratch a civilian police force

would have been one of the things that we wouldchange so how then do they adjust?We did not seem
to have processes to deal with that; we seemed to be have assumed we would have to do prior going

into Iraq.dysfunctional. Has that lesson (a) been identified:
yes; (b) learned: maybe; and (c) applied? That is the
bit I am after. Q316 Chairman: Any future operation—which will
Mr Howard: I think you are right about processes. not take the form of Iraq—will need to be up and

running far quicker because that fatal couple of
weeks had long-term consequences. The nextQ314 Mr Havard: So are they going to be involved

in the planning next time? conflict is not the same as the last one, but the luxury
of training people like in Bosnia or Kosova is aMr Howard: I would like to think so. Of course, this

is not necessarily something for the Ministry of luxury we cannot expect as a matter of routine. We
will come back to this next week and, as Mr HavardDefence.

Major General Houghton: You are quite right to has said, the session this morning was very
interesting and I am sure you will have a look at itidentify that nationally we have not previously held

a standing deployable capability of police before you come next week. I have a question in two
parts—one is now and the second part will be theinstructors or trainers; this has been done on an

opportune basis, a voluntary basis at the time. As we first question I will ask nextWednesday—and that is
about the elections. The determination of thehave gone into a conflict situation we have relied

upon our own military police capability and the Coalition and the interim government to hold the
election is matched by the resolve of the insurgentsability of our military to train domestic police in

skills appropriate to immediate post-conflict and their terrorist allies to disrupt the election. I am
not going to fall into the trap of what I would accusesituations to bide time for this more voluntary eVort

to be generated within the UK. But also in an themedia of, of being obsessedwith the negative side
and neglecting the positive side. There are 125international context there are other nations who do

have deployable police capabilities: the Italian political parties which I think is positive in the Iraqi
context and there is excitement about voting and theCarbonari and French Gendarmerie and those sorts

of things. I think, as Martin said earlier, the will to vote despite the negative side of people getting
killed andmaimed in order to exert their pressure onidentification that this was a national shortcoming is

represented by the formation of the PCRU and the a future Iraqi government. Without wishing to let
the enemy know what the planning is—which is notfact that they will now proactively be involved in the

planning for the post-conflict phase ab initio and at something I would particularly relish and you would
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not fall into the trap if I were setting it, which I am centralised collection and that sort of thing. I think
within the constraints of security that is as much asnot—is please can you tell us what you believe the
I could sensible give as a flavour for the sort ofstrategy to be overall in Iraq and certainly in our
security that will be laid down.own area of the diVerent layers of defence and the

fact that in one area a lot of policemen have not
turned up for their duty? In some areas there will be Q317 Chairman: You did not mention the UN
far too few police oYcers which I hope is a gapwhich protection force protecting ballot oYcials. Are they
will be filled by the Coalition troops who are there. an important element in this?
Obviously being very careful, perhaps you can give Major General Houghton: The UN protection force
us a few insights and then next week the first is there purely to act as either inner- or mid-ring
question is: congratulations, it all went all; or where security for UN personnel, not for the IECI
were the mistakes made? personnel.
Mr Howard:You are quite right to say that it would Mr Howard: IECI personnel are Iraqi and it is
be inappropriate to go into detail, but I would like essentially an Iraqi operation although it is
to make two points. Firstly, the security situation sponsored by the UN.
will vary enormously across diVerent parts of Iraq Chairman: All right, we will move away from that.
and so there is no one size fits all here. The second All I can do is to express the hope that all these brave
point in principle is that as far as possible we want people who are coming out to vote will be in
security for the elections to have an Iraqi face rather suYcient numbers to create legitimacy for the
than a Coalition face and that the Coalition should election and I hope that our forces and other
be there in support of the Iraqis providing the first coalition forces will be very secure. It is not going to
line of security. be an election as one would find in Switzerland or
Major General Houghton: I absolutely endorse what Norway but I hope it will provide suYcient
Martin has just said. The nature of the security legitimacy for any new administration. That is my
operation will diVer from place to place and one of personal view.
the guiding principles is that the security should
wear an Iraqi face. If one likes to tier the levels of Q318 Mike Gapes: The United States is sending asecurity that will be provided then it would be at the retired four-star army general, Gary Luck, to do a
ballot boxes in the polling stations—ofwhich I think complete assessment open-ended review of its entire
there are 5,300—that that would be an Iraqi police military operations in Iraq which, as I understand it,
face because that would be the most normal level if includes troop levels, training programmes, what
there was a relatively normal level of security in that they are doing for the Iraqi security and also
particular area. The second level is that of Iraqi counter-insurgency. Can you tell us, is our
reaction forces primarily held within the army— Government in any way—or are British oYcers
although some with police—whether within the involved in any way—in that process? Will they be
Iraqi intervention force whether the Iraqi National working with that assessment team over the next few
Guard or Iraqi national units. Then as a backup to weeks? Do we have any civil servants involved or is
that Multi-National Corps forces held back as a this a purely American operation?
mobile reserve so that they could move to have an Major General Houghton: The Luck Commission
eVect in time and place in a particular area where has been and gone and is now back. He returned last
there might be a particular security problem. week. We have had, as it were, a hot de-brief of its
However, I think more widely you need to put the findings. The UK contribution to it was two-fold.
nature of the security of the elections into the nature We had a naval captain, Bob Sanguinetti, as part of
of the security campaign as a whole. For example, the military element of the team; we also, on behalf
the decision to mount the operation in Fallujah of the UK, had a senior policeman, Colin Smith,
before Christmas was seen very much as a need to ACC from Hampshire. You are quite right in the
break some of the resistance of the insurgency and nature and scope of the mission: it was to do some
shatter and dislocate them in a way that they would sort of audit purely about the security line of
be put on a back foot at the time of the elections operation and not the overall nature of the campaign
themselves. The nature of the security operation has which clearly involvesmany other lines of operation.
been building for some time. There are also certain Its principal focus was an evaluation on how well
resorts to emergency powers that Mr Allawi’s capacity and capability building was going within
government intends to take. You might have heard the Iraqi security forces. It is probably premature to
them in the press in terms of restrictions of reveal the considered view of that because it has not
movements and motor cars and this sort of thing, so yet been formally briefed in through an American
that it would be easier for Iraqi security forces and chain of command and we really only have the read-
Coalition forces to interdict potential suicide bombs, out from our element of it which did not have access
vehicle borne IEDs on the move. I think the final to every single piece of thatmission’s activity. I think
thing I would say without straying into anything that the bottom line would be that by and large the
that is too secure, is that the nature of the security nature of the ISF capacity training capability plan in
operation for the elections does not end with the overall terms is fine. There are no silver bullet
closing of the polling booths late on the day of the solutions yet to be unearthed but there are definitely
elections. There is the need to preserve the security some elements which, over the next twelve months,

the capability and capacity building needs to focusof the ballot boxes and all that as they are moved to
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on. I think I would perhaps summarise that as being Mr Howard: It has not come across to me.
less a concern with numbers, less a concern with the
kit, training and recruiting bit; greater emphasis on Q324 Mr Havard: I want to turn my attention to
leadership, greater emphasis on mentoring and force levels. We seem to see a situation—as I
battle and operational inoculation and a greater understand it and I may have it wrong in which case
emphasis on growing those elements of security you can correct me—where the United States in
capability which are fundamental to the Iraqi particular is now making declarations about
security forces inheriting the responsibility for the maintaining or bringing its force levels to a
prosecution of a complex counter-insurgency. By particular status for 2006. We have seen the
these things I definitely mean the operationalisation President talking about potential four year periods.
of an Iraqi C2 mechanism and greater capacity Force levels are related to exit strategies and all the
within its intelligence gathering capability. rest of it and maintenance in between. Given the

circumstances on the ground, we have now
committed an extra four hundred with the FusilliersQ319Mike Gapes: Is there actually a report that has going out and so on. Do we have suYcient resource

been completed as a result of this visit or are you just there now? Are suYcient troops on the ground to do
talking about verbal impressions? the job? Is that the assessment or are we going to see
Major General Houghton: It is not the intention of some more additions in the near future?
General Luck to commit to paper a written report. MrHoward: I think in broad terms it is very diYcult

to speculate precisely what is going to happen in the
months ahead and the deployment of the FusilliersQ320 Mike Gapes: So I cannot ask for a copy?
has a very specific mission which is to do with theMajor General Houghton: No, in hugely cultural
elections and that obviously makes complete sense.American style he is producing a PowerPoint
I think in overall terms we certainly would notpresentation. The degree to which he might
anticipate any significant increase in force levels.subsequently be required to commit some of it to
What I think we may see is a continuation of thepaper one does not know. process which is already happening, which is an
increasing emphasis on support, advice and training
for the Iraqi security forces which in turn willQ321 Mike Gapes: Have you seen the PowerPoint
increase their ability to actually deal with thepresentation?
operational security issues which means in turn thatMajor General Houghton: We have seen some
we should be able to do less of that. That may meanextracts from the PowerPoint presentation but they
that we may change the detailed structure of ourare stamped, as it were, “Not yet for release”.
forces. Indeed, that has evolved over many months.Mr Howard: It would be unreasonable for us to say
At the moment we do not have any plans for majormore when even the President has not been properly
changes either downwards or upwards in forcebriefed. The point I would add to that is that it also
numbers and I think—maybe General Rollo mightincludes the development of the relevant security
want to comment here—that in general the numbersministries as well; that is an important part of it. It is
we have on the ground are about right.also worth saying that we have been doing our own Major General Rollo: It was not amajor issue forme;thinking and have reached very similar conclusions I felt I had enough people. What did occur during

as it happens. We think about these things as we go the time I was there was that the task evolved. We
along as well. started focusing on security assistance; we had to
Lt General McColl: You asked about the British take people oV that in August to deal with al-Sadr’s
contribution and I would like to make the people and then gradually over September, October,
observation that in the course of these consultations November we were able to take people out and put
in theatre he would also have had contributions themback into the training taskwhichwas really our
from British staV oYcers and British commanders main eVort in improving the Iraqi forces. I am sure
who are embeddedwithin themulti-national force of that direction will continue into the New Year.
Iraq and the MNSTCI organisations that I referred
to earlier. In terms of influencing and informing the

Q325 Mr Havard: Once the elections are out of theoutcome of the PowerPoint presentation that is
way and the force formations are as they are to dealbeing produced there would have been a British with the current circumstances, we have a number ofcontribution in that sense. nations who are part of the Coalition who are
making quite clear declarations that they are going
to withdraw in the period shortly after the elections.Q322Mike Gapes: I have also understood that there
Whatever exactly that means for each one is slightlyis a separate fact-finding mission including British
diVerent. The question really—one of the big onespeople studying Iraqi policing. Is that true?
for the British I would imagine—is the questionMr Howard: It may well be the case; I do not think
about the Dutch withdrawing from Al Muthanna.it is sponsored by the Ministry of Defence.
We heard from people on the ground about the
potential there for the British dealing with that

Q323 Mike Gapes: I was just wondering if the MoD circumstance. You will have known it yourself and
you will have experienced exactly the same thing: towas involved in any way in giving advice on that.
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a large degree we are policing and keeping that Q328MrHavard:There is then the question of aUN
protection force maybe making a contribution inprocess going by consent. There is the whole
diVerent ways. We do not have the time to go intoquestion about the Dutch leaving and whether or
the detail of that, but has there been any discussion,not the Danes, for example, are going to replace
what is the assessment of the UN protection forcethem. What is going to happen as far as British
being able to contribute over the medium term anddeployment and other deployments are concerned to
the longer term in terms of the numbers of people ondeal with that circumstance?
the ground?Mr Howard: The position with the Dutch is now
Major General Houghton: To get the terminologypretty clear I think. The Dutch Prime Minister is on
absolutely spot on, this is not as it were a UNrecord as saying that their forces will leave in the
protection force; it is a protection force for UNmiddle of March. We will be sorry to see them go
people. There is a diVerence and what we are talkingbecause we think they have actually done a really
about here is the provision of security for UNpeoplegood job in Al Muthanna. It is also worth pointing
deployed. There are eVectively three levels of theout that Al Muthanna is one of the most benign
security. There is what is called the inner ringprovinces in Iraq which I think (a) reflects credit on
security which has by and large been generated bythe Dutch and the Japanese who have done a very
new force contributors, for example, Fijians and Igood job there; and (b) it also means that it is not think Bulgarians (but I would have to come backnecessarily the major operational crisis that you and confirm that). They provide, as it were, the close

might otherwise think. You are right in saying that personal security of UN personnel. Then there is the
the British have responsibility; of course we do middle ring which by and large falls to either ISF or
because we are in charge of MND(SE) and this is all multi-national forces within compounds within
part of MND(SE) and the GOC as we speak is which the UN live. Then the third is the outer ring
considering options for how we can replace the security which is provided in depth by the normal
capability represented by the Dutch, not necessarily pattern of security activity diVering from place to
on a man for man or like for like basis. Those place, generated either by multi-national core forces
options will be considered and if it means a change in or by ISF forces.
British force posture in MND(SE) we will obviously Major General Rollo: If you look at Basra just to
announce that to the House when we are ready. illustrate that, the outer ring is clearly the Iraqi

police force, the national guard and ourselves
around Basra. Around the particular location that

Q326 Mr Havard: Are you talking about they were considering operating there was already a
deployment within the resources that are currently secure perimeter for the various national consulates
there or are you talking about additional forces? that were based there. There was then a requirement
Mr Howard: I obviously would not want to for so-called inner ring security and that was going

to be filled by another nation. Things havemoved onspeculate in advance of any announcement made by
since I was there.the Secretary of State but obviously the GOC will

have looked at a range of options and that will
include looking at redeployment of forces. Q329 Mr Havard: Do you think that might be

suYcient in that regard?
Major General Rollo: I would think so, yes. The

Q327 Mr Havard: It is reconfiguration of outer ring clearly will vary from time to time but the
deployment on the ground of existing resources or middle ring is a secure perimeter already, that is the
maybe changing the package within the overall one that contains the consulates. The inner ring is
numbers. I wonder whether there is a military double insurance, if you like.
assessment of that.
Major General Houghton: At the moment we have Q330 Mr Havard: I want to ask you about the
8700 deployed to ground, that includes 400 from the NATO contribution nowwhich is about the training
EHRR that went out in order to provide the and so on. There are a lot of declarations about the
additional cover for the election period. We would training mission and who is involved, but I think the
hope that by the end of February they would be question is whether or not we are going to see
recovered bringing that figure down by another 400. switching from Coalition to NATO in some parts
Clearly the Dutch have made their statement. and whether that is going to be productive or not. Is
Currently the Dutch conduct that task with the this going to be new involvement or just diVerently
deployment of about 1,400 strong. The staV work deployed involvement?
assesses that actually by sensible redeployment of Mr Howard: The first thing to say is that the
assets the Dutch could be backfilled using only a planning for the NATO training mission has been
figure of perhaps an additional 200. That is no more very closely co-ordinated with the Coalition. We see
than a contingency plan pending political decisions the NATO mission as an important contribution to
and subsequent announcements, but we are not the training of Iraqi security forces and being
talking about significant changes in numbers, complementary to what the Coalition is doing. I
primarily a redeployment to cover a change in tasks. think it will be very much focussed—certainly in its
Primarily it is an internal rearrangement and re- more advanced stages—on things like oYcer

education, things like staV colleges and that sort oftasking.
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expertise. The work at the moment is more or less in aware of any current initiatives. They have come and
they have gone away. It is obviously politically veryits infancy, it is just developing. I think it will

probably move from being directly under the sensitive for the countries concerned. If the
diplomacy and the politics could be resolved and ifCoalition to NATO. There are 60 staV at the

moment and it will expand. There will also be quite it were something that the Iraqis wanted—and this is
the crucial point—then clearly we would support it.a lot of people who will be there to provide

protection as well fromNATO nations. The focus, I
think, will be very much on headquarters and Q332 Mr Havard: So in terms of force deployments

the situation is as is. We are all waiting for theministry type institutions and also on providing
oYcer training for the Iraqi security forces. elections. We will have to see how the circumstances

then develop. That is roughly where we are and that
is all we can see at the moment, is it?Q331 Mr Havard: The Iraqi Prime Minister talks

about a possible—in inverted commas—“Islamic/ Mr Howard: The election is clearly a crucial point. I
would not want to suggest a kind of cliV-edge: itMiddle Eastern” Force and the development of such

a thing to come in a do this because of the questions happens, we get the results and everything changes
in terms of security forces, because we are alreadyof political legitimacy as he would see it and so on.

Is there any planning for a Force of that nature? evolving our security posture and it will continue to
evolve. The results of the election will be a factor weMr Howard: The concept has emerged from time to

time over the last eighteen months. It has never will have to take account of.
Chairman: One of the reasons we are concernedreally so far got beyond the kind of diplomatic stage

of working out whether it is politically acceptable. In about security for UN personnel is that one of the
victims of the atrocity a year ago was a young ladyterms of military planning I do not think we have

ever actually factored into our forward military who worked in the library in the defence and
international relations section of the House ofplanning the likely or imminent arrival of an Islamic

force. This is something you would probably need to Commons library. Well, thank you very much for
those answers. We look forward to seeing you againspeak to the Foreign OYce about in terms of getting

the up-to-date diplomatic picture, but I am not next Wednesday.
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Q333 Chairman:Gentlemen, welcome back.We will Q334 Chairman: When you have small Armed
be continuing with our session on British operations Forces the loss of any soldier in any circumstances
in Iraq. Thank you for making yourselves available. is distressing. Obviously we, on the Committee, send
Last time we ended our discussion with a series of our condolences to the families and friends of those
questions about troops in multi-national divisions who were killed wherever they stand. General, you
south and the strains that the Dutch withdrawal mentioned security support for the election turned
fromAlMuthanna province may place upon British out very well. Were there any incidents involving
forces. Since then the Secretary of State has British troops? What did they disrupt or disturb or
announced further deployments to cover any gaps find?Was there any departure from your description
which have arisen.Wewill return to that later on this last week that they would operate on the third outer
morning. Last week I told you we would start the tier of a security ring? Were there occasions when
session with questions about the elections. I, for one, they had to go closer in towards the polling stations
am absolutely delighted, despite the loss of life, that in order to support the Iraq police?
the elections passed oV far more successfully than Major General Houghton:No, there were not. There
many in themedia and some here had feared or, dare were—and there was some press coverage of it—
I say it, in some cases hoped. We will come to this some pre-emptive operations on the eve of election
shortly. Obviously what marred the election further day during which there was some interdiction of
was the loss of the aircraft and British personnel. explosives and bomb making materials which was
Without prejudging any inquiry that is obviously very good, intelligence led. There was no
taking place, is there anything that you would like to requirement for British soldiers to close in on key
add towhatmight have appeared in themedia which point defence of election sites, they maintained a
may or may not have reflected reality? reaction force capability in depth. There was some
Mr Howard: First of all, obviously we share your element of framework patrolling which went on.
pleasure at the outcome of the election. We were Across the piece, as a whole I would echo Martin’s
very pleased; I think it was highly successful. If it will comments that security on election day passed oV

help the Committee, General Houghton will be well in the round. I think it reflected great credit on
prepared to say something about the security the security arrangements provided principally by
operation and how that went a little later, when it is Iraqi security forces but also, of course, the
convenient. We were very pleased. I think there was supporting troops of the multi-national force. To
a very good turnout, particularly in the North and give you just a statistical feel for what went on on the
South. As expected, the Sunni turnout was low but day, there were in overall terms a total of 260
in some areas it was encouragingly high, where there incidents reported, 108 of those targeted directly
was less intimidation perhaps. It is, of course, just against election sites, polling booths, that sort of
the first step and there is a process which you are thing, but the lethality of these attacks was low,
familiar with of going through to draft a reflecting the fact that many of them were either
constitution, a referendum, and then elections at the poorly planned or else pretty speculative in nature,
end of this year. So a very good start. Without pre- firing small arms from great distances, more to have
empting what Nick may say later on, I think the some sort of an atmospheric eVect rather than
general view was the security operation went well targeting specific people. No single attack
both in terms of performance of Iraqi security forces penetrated any polling station. There were a total of
and the coalition. On the crash of the C130, I think eight suicide bombers and collectively those eight
the first thing to say is that everyone in the Armed suicide bombers caused ten deaths and 33 injuries.
Forces and the MoD is thinking of those who have
lost their loved ones in the crash. It is too early to say
very much about what happened on the day, there is

Q335 Chairman: Overall?a very thorough investigation which is underway
Major General Houghton:This is overall in Iraq. Thenow. I think I would prefer not to come up with any
total casualty figures for the day were 44 killed anddetailed points when that investigation goes on. In
161 injured and whereas one certainly cannot makeanswer to your direct question, Chairman, I do not

think there is much I can add at this stage. light of that, it being very sad, I think that against
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what some of the worst case prognoses might have force architecture within the Iraqi security forces.
Martin is right to reflect that in general terms, notbeen, this can be seen as a relatively good success for

the nature of the overall security operations. just for the elections but in operations leading up to
the elections, the turnout within the Iraqi security
forces has been a general reflection of the nature ofQ336 Chairman: Were Armed Forces involved in
the security situation in the area in which they areescorting ballot boxes to wherever the collecting
operating, the level of intimidation that they andpoints were?
their families are subjected to in the localMajor General Houghton: To be perfectly honest, I
environment and the degree of training and battlewill have to come back to you on that, that certainly
inoculation which has gone into the preparation ofwas not the plan that they needed to. I would not
those particular units. Clearly this varies quitewant to give you a definitive no without checking
significantly across the piece. In the normal run ofthat out.
things we would expect to get some sort of
percentage feedback on the figures for turnout on

Q337 Chairman: Maybe in support of those who the day because this feeds back into the training
were carrying them. If it is possible, when you have mechanism.
more information, perhaps you could give us a fuller Chairman: It is rather humbling for politicians who
account because that would be very helpful.1 I think ponder over the elections in Iraq and the bravery of
we are all delighted—except some journalists who people involved, when you think that at the last
are now having to revise what they wrote—that the election 40% of the electorate in this country decided
elections were very successful and have led to a for one reason or another not to vote without any
democratically elected sovereign authority and we threats of being beheaded en route and so it is very
have been able to play an important part in encouraging for the future of what I hope will be a
achieving that objective. It is much too early, I democratic Iraq to see people who were courageous
suppose, to start thinking about security for further enough, especially those people who were Sunni
elections but I think we are reasonably satisfied. where the threats must have been infinitely greater
While we will get to a more detailed discussion of for them to vote. I think we ought to express our
security sector reform later in our discussions, can admiration for everybody concerned in the process.
you provide us with an assessment either in full or in The last question on this: I know areas other than
part now, or if you cannot provide it in full now our own are not your responsibility but if in the
perhaps by letter, as to how the Iraqi security forces course of your work you come across any studies
performed? Was there evidence of them all turning which are more or less open sourced in other parts
up for work? I know we were informed in some very of the country I think it would be very helpful if you
dangerous parts of the country there were a few would not mind alerting us to the authors or maybe,
sickies sent in to their employers and a lot of people with the permission of the authors, pass them on to
did not turn up for duties. us because this is such an important part in the
Mr Howard: Is that during the election, Chairman? evolution of contemporary Iraq. Thank you very

much. We have a few questions on the coalition
Q338 Chairman: In the run-up to the election, were troop levels.
they fully manned?
Mr Howard: I think the picture with Iraqi security

Q339 Mr Viggers: The Prime Minister hasforces varies from unit to unit and province to
commented on the handover of control and hisprovince and we can give you a more detailed note,
spokesman said that the Prime Minister was settingcertainly, rather than go into all the ins and outs
out “a timeline, rather than a timescale”. I do notnow. In general, I think in certain areas, even against
know if you can distinguish between the two?quite demanding opposition, the Iraqi security
MrHoward: I think the way we would see it, and theforces have done well. For example, units performed
way Prime Minister Allawi has seen it also, in hiswell in Fallujah in support of coalition action, also
statement last week on the subject of 25 January, isin Sada City and Samara and Najaf. There have
that in looking ahead to the potential withdrawal ofbeen other occasions where they have performed less
British troops and coalition troops more generally,well, I thinkMosul would be an example of that, and
it is more a question of defining the right conditionscertainly in some areas there have been problems of
under which that withdrawal could take place. Idesertion and absence without leave. It is varied
should make the point, also, that no-one wouldacross the piece. I think generally in MND (South
expect the sudden withdrawal of everything, it willEast) we have had perhaps a better performance
be a staged process and it will be linked to theoverall. No-one would suggest that they are fully
security situation in the province but most of alleVective at this stage to take on full security duties,
linked to the ability of the Iraqi security forces tothat is obviously a priority for our policies during
take on responsibility, both at provincial and2005. Nick, do you want to add anything?
national level for containing and ultimatelyMajor General Houghton: I could not
defeating insurgency. The Prime Minister’sinstantaneously give you—and they are not yet
spokesman obviously speaks for himself but theavailable, as it were—percentages of turnout figures
thinking that we have in the Department is that weon the day for the various elements of the security
try to find conditions against which reduction can
take place, and ultimately withdrawal can take1 Ev 126
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place, rather than saying “It will happen by date X”. Q343 Chairman: I can see why you have risen up the
As our thinking refines itself, and as we are clear hierarchy, Mr Howard, a very Yes, Minister
about progress on development of Iraqi security response. We will look forward to asking you when
forces, it may be possible to give more precision more information is made available. Before Peter
about timings but at this stage I think we would be finishes, there were some stories in, I think, it was the
quite cautious about putting a date on it. International Herald Tribune that some countries in

the European Union which were pretty hostile to
sending in the troops seemed to be, byQ340 Mr Viggers: At the moment it is going the
congratulating the parties in the elections and otherother way, is it not, with Ukraine and Portugal
statements, indicating, according to, I believe, theannouncing their withdrawal; with Poland, the
Herald Tribune, that the door is not completelyNetherlands and Hungary saying they will be
closed as far as some countries who were opposed towithdrawing their troops after the election, in fact
the war and not deploying troops. Is the doorwe are increasing our commitment by a net 220
slightly ajar? Do you think there may be countrieswhich will reduce to 150, according to the Minister
who have not committed troops, if they believe in theof State.
preservation and enhancement of democracy inMr Howard: Each nation has to decide on its
Iraq, that may now be prepared to send troops incommitment to the coalition, and a number of
order to assist the emerging government to secure itsnations have said they are going to make changes
own structure and identity?and make reductions. It is worth saying that other
Mr Howard: I think there are some signs of that,nations have said, also, that theywill stay the course.
Chairman. Certainly the public statements made byThe Japanese announced that they are staying until
a number of governments in Europe and elsewherethe end of 2005, as have the Koreans, so the picture
I think have been supportive of what happened onis by no means universally one way, and there is still
Sunday, and the outcome of the elections, and thata very strong coalition presence both in MND
is clearly a good thing. In terms of commitment,(South East) and elsewhere across Iraq. I think the
there are indications that quite a lot of countries areimportant thing is that the coalition, working with
prepared, for example, to contribute to the proposedthe Iraqi Government, sets out a clear strategy for
NATO training mission which will have athe forthcoming year, to 2005, whichmakes progress
component inside Iraq and a component outsideon the security frontwhichmatches the progress that
Iraq. Some countries will be more inclined, I think,we hope is going to occur on the political front and
to confine what they do to operations outside Iraqwhere we made a very good start last Sunday. You
rather than inside for political reasons. I thinkare right in the sense that some nations have decided
outside of that framework there are alsoto scale down or pull out but I think that is part of
indications—more than indications—somebeing within a coalition.
countries have oVered to provide training, for
example, for police forces rather thanmilitary forces

Q341 Mr Viggers: Are you able to give us further outside Iraq. I do not think it would be appropriate
information about the Luck Commission, the for me to list now all the indications we have had
inquiries/investigations made by General Luck in because I would need to check the extent to which
Iraq which were reported back to the American that has been made public by the governments
President? concerned. If it would help the Committee we could
Mr Howard: I do not think we can add anything to try and produce a snapshot on paper of where we
what we said at our last evidence session. I think the think things are. It may have to be classified.
American administration is still considering the
findings of the Luck review and I think it will be
premature for us to say anything more until we are Q344 Chairman: In a couple of weeks, clearer and
clear about what the President, the Defence closer to the publication of our report, at least if
Secretary and others have concluded about that. some countries who were being diYcult to NATO in

training the Iraqi Army, if they consider
withdrawing that veto or obstreperous behaviour asQ342 Mr Viggers: Are you able to comment on the
a nation to other people whowant to assist, then thatpress story that appeared to be quite authoritative in
in itself would be exceedingly welcome.its source that there has been an agreement between
Mr Howard: Yes.our Secretary of State, GeoV Hoon, and Donald

Rumsfeld, Secretary of State for Defence in the
United States, about the withdrawal strategy?

Q345 Mr Viggers: Can I say if you are producingMrHoward: I have seen a number of reports on that.
such a memorandum for us, it would be extremelyI do not think I want to comment in any detail other
helpful if you could include anything you can saythan to say we are obviously in touch with the
about the possible NATO involvement in Iraq andAmericans and as we draw up our suggestion for a
possible EU involvement in Iraq?strategy it is something we need to discuss with the
Mr Howard: Certainly we can do that. I wouldUS authorities. Obviously that will happen at all
rather do that because the NATO situation is quitelevels, including between the Defence Secretary and

Mr Rumsfeld. complex and I cannot remember all the details, so it
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is easier for me to put it down on paper and send it quality as well as the quantity of Iraqi security forces
to you. to give them assistance at first hand in some of their
Chairman:We know the general principles. street craft, battle inoculation, that sort of thing. Bill

might be able to comment further about the
experience in MND (South East).Q346 MrHavard: I just want to go back to this Luck
Major General Rollo: If I split it out into theCommission. I have not seen the PowerPoint slides
National Guard and the police, when we startedmyself that we heard about. One of the things which
raising the National Guard in the South East—andcertainly is in discussion in America is the question
this was before my time—we did it in a slightlyabout how you give resilience to the Iraqi forces,
diVerent way from other people by giving the task tohow you build them up and all that. One way of
a single infantry battalion which then split out. Fordoing that, it is suggested, is that in some way or
instance, each of the National Guard battalions wasanother you can integrate coalition forces into Iraqi
looked after by a company, either initially theunits, whether this is the National Guard Units or
Parachute Regiment and then the Argyll &the emerging Army, I am not quite sure, in order to
Sutherland Highlanders and then so on down, youbolster them in terms of their eVectiveness but also
might end up in the end with a junior lance corporalas mentors to expand their training and so on.What
or a private soldier instructing a particular section.I am wondering is whether or not this is an active
That worked extremely well and they were broughtdiscussion and whether or not there have been
to a relatively high level of training, relativelyrequests from the coalition partners or from the
extremely quickly, and that process ran really untilIraqi Government or anyone else in order to
the beginning of July. At that point they said “Weexamine putting in British troops into that sort of
are ready, we can do this on our own, please back oVprocess?2
a bit and we will be fine”. For the sorts of tasks theyMr Howard: Again, I do not think I want to say
were being given to do with rural security initially itanything more specifically about Luck.
all appeared to work very well. In some areas it took
a step back with the outbreak of violence in August

Q347 Mr Havard: Sorry, I mentioned it in that when they came under a lot of additional pressure. I
context because, as I understood it, part of the was quite careful that I did not ask them to do things
argument fromLuckwas that if you do this then you which, in my view, they were not ready to do either
bring forward their capacity more quickly and hence because they did not have the firepower to do it or
you bring forward your exit more quickly. because morally and politically—and you are
Mr Howard: There are a number of ideas being talking about people having to fight people from
addressed both in the US and in London about how their own town—I felt it would be placing too greatbest we can mentor and bolster Iraqi security forces. a burden on them, I would rather keep them in beingAs of today, I am not aware of any requests which and then be able to pick them up and move them onhave come for us specifically to integrate groups of afterwards rather than to confront them with apeople into Iraqi units. We are working already very

challenge they were not ready for. What becameclosely with Iraqi units. For example, the
clear in that process was that you needed both toheadquarters of the 10th Iraqi National Guard
continue the process of improving their standards ofDivision is co-located with the headquarters of
training and to provide that helping hand andMND (South East). There are diVerent ways of
human contact which said “Look, we understandapproaching this but the basic objective is to bolster
the political pressures you are under, we understandthe capacity of Iraqi security forces ultimately for
from your point of view this is still a society that isthem to act on their own. I think it is important, also,
pretty damaged, the political future is not clear, youto say that it is not suYcient simply to bolster the
do not know who your boss is going to be or whichfighting capacity of individual units, it is important,
political party is going to be in power next year, butalso, that the necessary command and control higher
nevertheless you are servants of the state and yourdirection logistic support is there also. This is not so
fellow citizens expect you tomaintain order.”We setobvious and a bit harder to measure but it is just as
up a process, therefore, of partnering again and ofcrucial as building the capacity of front line units
restarting that process of saying to each battalionthemselves.
“There is a commanding oYcer who will come andMajor General Houghton: Bill might be able to
give you whatever level of mentorship is appropriatecomment from his experience first hand within
and likewise the companies will do the same”. WeMND (South East). On the business of military
put in place, also, a number of training programmes,assistance to Iraqi security forces, there is an extent
really from the bottom up to take their junior NCOsto which this, as a concept, has been enacted already
and give them a three week package. You could seewithin MND (South East) where the degree of
that from day one, when they were all fairlyintegration between British forces and forces within
uncertain, by day two the thing was rolling, and theythe multi-national division have been, to an extent,
were enjoying it and they were good. That processmentoring the ISF. This has not been as easy to do
has continued, I know, because I spoke to Generalin those areas of Iraqwhere the nature of the security
Riley last week. On the police side, again there hasenvironment had not allowed it to that extent.
been a similar process.Whereas earlier in the yearweClearly this is one way of helping to accelerate the
were focusing very heavily on people going in on a
daily basis to police stations, I think after a while2 Ev 127
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that process has reached its sell-by date in a way, it outside NATO, means they will not go back? Or if
there is a NATO heading or if there is another UNis no longer welcome or probably necessary. Where

we have put a lot of focus has been on the special resolution, which there has to be, will this then mean
that the countries that have taken their forces out orunits because, again, it seemed to me that each

governor needed to have an organisation on which are about to take their forces out will reconsider and
come back under another heading?he could completely rely, which was trained and

equipped to the right standards to take on public MrHoward: I think that is entirely possible. Indeed,
some countries which are scaling down theirorder challenges which were there and also on the

command and control where we produced these presence, as it were, on a coalition basis within Iraq
are switching their eVort to supporting the NATOintegrated joint options, and I think you may have

seen at least one of them when you went out there, mission in a diVerent way. A number of nations have
done that. As the political process moves on, whatwhere we have military and police staV integrated

with the representatives of the various Iraqi services. you have described, I think, could well happen. But
it is rather diYcult for me to speculate and say,That is a long answer to your question.
“Well, this country will do that.” As I say, wewill try
to cover some of the detail on this in the note that IQ348 Mr Havard: That is helpful. We will deal with
have promised, but certainly some countries havesome of the detail on those issues later on. The
already indicated that, although they will no longerpresentation of British regimental sergeant-majors
formally be part of the coalition, they would actuallyleading Iraqi troops, an integration of British forces
take part in the NATO training mission, either asinto Iraqi forces to bolster, is some of that a
trainers or, indeed, in providing protection for thecaricature?
NATO training mission.Major General Rollo: No, I do not think that is a

vision you should have in your mind.
Q352 Mike Gapes: We also understood that there
would only be 300 people as part of this NATOQ349 Mr Havard: It is not one I have in my mind, it
provision there, so there is a problem of manpower,is one that has been put to me and that is why I am
is there not, in absolute terms? Would there not be aasking you the question.
need for some other mechanism, if we are going toMajor General Rollo: Certainly that was not what
get the outside assistance up higher? Or,was happening while I was there and I do not believe
alternatively, the United States and ourselves will beit is now.
expected to do even more.
Mr Howard: I think there are a number of points inQ350 Chairman: Obviously you cannot have the
that. First of all, we need to distinguish between thetroops being trained and organised in one part of
number of trainers which NATO are providing—Iraq totally diVerent from other parts. What level of
and I think that is the 300—but there will also beco-ordination is there between ourselves and the
quite a number of others who will be committed, asAmericans so we are not going oV in diVerent
it were, to protection. In a sense, that helps deal withdirections or seeking to imply diVerent values that
the numbers problem. The other issue really goesmight make integration of total police forces or
back to what I said earlier on about our strategy forsecurity forces generally more diYcult?
2005, which is increasingly towards providingMajor General Rollo: If I might refer back to
training, support and assistance to the Iraqi forces,General John in a second. From the National
which would in turn imply that, as they becomeGuard’s point of view low level infantry skills are
more capable, we would need to do rather less forlow level infantry skills, there is no tremendous
inward operations—which is what can sometimesdiVerence in doctrine or anything else in terms of
lead to the numbers. I think that just doing ahow you train a rifle section or a platoon. On the
numbers’ analysis is probably too simplistic. It reallypolice side, there were national curricula for the
needs to be related to function and the developmentvarious courses that were run. In some cases we
of Iraqi capabilities rather than just saying, “Well, ifdeveloped them and sent them up to Baghdad and in
the number of coalition troops changes by thissome cases they came down from Baghdad, and that
amount, that has that particular eVect.”was fine. There was an increasing degree, I think—

but, again, it had become relatively mature before I
Q353 Mike Gapes: But you are going to send us agot there—of central control over what was being
detailed note.taught, even though it was being taught by diVerent
Mr Howard: I shall certainly send you a detailedpeople. But inevitably, you will get a diVerent gloss
note about what other nations are doing and on theif you are a policeman being taught by a carabineri
NATO proposals and also what we know of whator a Dutch Marechausse oYcer in one of the other
the European Union is considering.two provinces, than you will by somebody from

Devon or Cornwall constabulary down in Basra.
But the subject matter is essentially the same. Q354 Mr Cran: On to the insurgency, the structure

of it and how many, if you can answer those
questions for the Committee. Because this is aQ351 Mike Gapes: Could I take you back to

something Mr Howard said just now about the destabilising influence, without any question of a
doubt at all. Happily, as the Chairman said, not aswithdrawal of some countries. Do you think the

withdrawal of countries, some in NATO and some destabilising as prevented the elections at the
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weekend—so that is a good thing. Structure first. there we analysed the number of attacks that were
emanating from Zarqawi and his people, and it wasGeneral Abizaid, the former head of US Central
around 1% of the total attacks. So, whilst they areCommand, in November 2003 said this was a very
very high profile and whilst they are very eVective inloosely based organisation. Do any of you have a
terms of grabbing the headlines, in terms of thefeel for the structure of the south? Is it loosely based?
numbers of attacks they are actually quite limited.Is it rather more organised?
Which brings us on to the third group, which is theMr Howard: Perhaps I could kick oV and then I
former regime elements. I think, by commonmight ask colleagues to chip in.We did touch on this
consent, over the last year they have developed inat the last evidence session, Mr Cran. I think it is a
terms of coherence and sophistication. I do not thinkcomplex insurgency, in the sense that it is not a single
we can deny that. They are trying to representunified group of people. There are a number of
themselves as freedom fighters, in terms of thecomponents within it. At one end of the spectrum
western and multinational force and coalitionis a sense of perhaps alienation and
presence, and, in doing so, bind themselves with thedisenfranchisement among the Sunni population,
other two groups that I have just mentioned.which in some cases spills over into relatively low-
However, I do think the recent successful electionslevel violence. It is worth remembering that Iraq has
will have been a significant blow, in terms of tryingtraditionally been a very weapons-rich society—
to dent that, because I do not think there is a greatthere have always been lots of weapons around—
deal of support for the former regime elements butand also, to some extent, that may manifest itself in
they can develop support based upon this idea ofsupport and sympathy for those who are at the more
being some kind of freedom fighting organisation. Iextreme end. Thatmoves forward through groups of
think those are the three elements. There is no doubtpeople who were part of the former regime, who,
which poses the major threat, and that is the formeragain, even more so, feel disenfranchised and,
regime elements and those who coalesce aroundmoreover, perhaps have the training and residual
them, and those are the people we need to target.organisation to carry out attacks. That then, again
Certainly the development in democracy that wegoing through the extremes, moves into people like
have seen just recently is by far the most eVectivethe Zarqawi’s group, who are motivated by a wider
way of doing that.Jahadi Islamist agenda, if you wish to characterise it

that way, who have recently associated themselves
with al-Qa’eda. These are people, as we all know, Q355 Mr Cran: Given your background, do you
who have carried out the most appalling atrocities have a feel, in relation to any one or other of those
and the most devastating attacks. The fourth three groupings, what the influence of, let’s say,
identifiable componentwould be Shia extremists like those coming in from Syria or other countries
Muqtada al-Sadr, who have been responsible for around is? Is it hugely destabilising?
violence but who currently seem to be more Lt General McColl: I think the multinational force
interested in taking part in the political process— commander General Casey is on record as saying
though we will have to watch that. Swirling all that the freedom with which the movement of
around that is the criminality and violence personnel and resources across the Syrian border,
associated with that, and some of that overlaps. So particularly in association with the former regime

elements, is allowed to happen, is unhelpful. And Iit is actually a very complex picture. You mentioned
would agree with that. From the briefings that I wasnumbers. I would be very dubious—and I have
given over the six months out there, they arestudied this for a couple of years now in my previous
unhelpful, deeply uhelpful.capacity—of trying to put numbers and say, “There

are x thousand insurgents.” I think that is actually
quite a dangerous route to go down. That is my Q356 Mr Cran: If I could just be unfair for a second
general characterisation. John, would you like to say and ask any or all of you to prognosticate, that is, to
anything, from sitting in Baghdad and a bit closer look into the future, because I suspect the strength
to it. of the insurgency is going to be one of the elements
Lt General McColl: Yes, I will give a Baghdad that is going to enable us to exit Iraq either rather
perspective, frommy experience last year. I think the more quickly or rather slower than we would like.
insurgency can be divided roughly into three. The The question is: Are they weakening, do you think? I
first element is what I would describe as the Shia am particularly interested, General McColl, in what
militias, epitomised by al-Sadr and his people. They, you said about the eVect of the elections. Do you
in the uprising in April and then in the uprising in think they will weaken because of developments that
August, were dealt, I think, a fairly serious blow— have taken place and lose a bit of heart?
and one can see that in some of the ways in which Lt General McColl: It is diYcult to quantify, but I
they have modified their behaviour—and whilst I would think there are grounds to assume that it will
think they will continue to be a threat, particularly weaken their level of seed-corn support. I do not
in the South, I do not think they will represent a think there is any doubt about that. Also, positively,
strategic threat. The second element is Jihadists, I think it will develop the legitimacy of the Iraqi
epitomised by Zarqawi and his group. I think that, security forces. Because one of the key factors in
as long as there is a significant Western presence in their eVectiveness is the degree to which they are
Iraq, we will continue to see significant Jihadist considered to be legitimate nationally and locally

and I think the fact that they are nowworking for anactivity. Having said that, during the time I was
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elected Iraqi Government will develop that sense of Q360 Mr Cran: If I could go on, Chairman, to the
question of numbers. I know, Mr Howard, youlegitimacy and directly impact upon their

operational eVectiveness. rather dismissed this and said you are not getting
into that, but I rather would like to get into that forMr Howard: I would completely endorse that. I

would add that there will be an onus on Iraqis, just a second because others have. General Abizaid
himself in November 2003 said he thought thereparticularly Shias and Kurds to find a way of

bringing Sunni people into the political process that were around 5,000. General Shahwani, who as I
understand it is the Iraqi intelligence chief, says theregoes on. The more that can be done and be seen to

be done, the more that will tend to undermine any are 40,000 hard core fighters, along with 200,000
part-time fighters, who provide intelligence,broad support and sympathy for the groupings. But

I do not think we should think it is just going to go logistics, shelter and all the rest of it. Have youmade
any estimates of this? Other people are, but are youaway very quickly. I mean, there are still people out

there who are very determined to do that, and the not doing it?
motivation of someone like Zarqawi is really not Mr Howard: We obviously do intelligence
influenced by elections at all. The only other point I assessments of the insurgency all the time but I do
wouldmake is that it is a fact that, if there is a unified not think we try to put any precise numbers. It is
theme across those who are responsible for the interesting that the two numbers you have quoted,
insurgency, it is the hostility to the coalition, to those Mr Cran, are wildly diVerent and may equally be
who they describe as “occupiers”. In that sense, the valid or invalid depending on how you measure it. It
extent to which the security profile is seen to bemore is so hard: do you count someone as being part of the
and more Iraq and less and less coalition may also insurgency if, because they do not have a job and
help to demotivate, particularly the “softer end” of because they feel they are being excluded, they
the insurgency, if I may describe it like that. But this occasionally go out and take a pot-shot at a passing
is speculation, Mr Cran, you understand that. convoy? Is that someone you would include in the

insurgency? I think that is debatable. At the other
end of the extreme, someone who is making bombsQ357 Mr Cran: I realise that—and I guess
and planting bombs clearly is part of it. Experiencespeculation goes on the whole time in the MoD: “If
of insurgencies elsewhere suggests that sometimesthis happens, what are we going to do?”
the hard core could be quite small, but I think itMr Howard: Quite.
would be very diYcult for us to come up with a
number that is really verymeaningful. But I have notQ358 Mr Cran: So I think it is fair to ask the actually sort of double-checked on our most recentquestion. Do you think, given your professional intelligence assessments. I will go back and checkbackground—and I suppose I am really looking at again to see if we have come up with numbers, butGeneral McColl now—that we can get the Iraqi my feeling is that they would have to be hedgedpolice force, and, for that matter, the Iraqi armed around with all sorts of caveats. It is not a questionservices, to the professional level that they of not wanting to give you numbers or dismissingthemselves are going to be able to deal with them, but it just is a precision which is not justified.insurgency?

Lt General McColl: Yes.
Q361 Mr Cran: I must say I am surprised that you
have not tried to estimate the numbers, if for noQ359 MrCran:Could you give us an idea of how far
other reason than as a policymaker, and perhaps theaway that might be—and, again, I am asking you to
Secretary of State for Defence, perhaps the Primespeculate, but I guess you are all doing that anyway.
Minister, knowing that they would like to get out ofLt General McColl: They need to be eVective based
Iraq sometime, I would like to know whether theon the threat which opposes them. Therefore, one
insurgency is growing or getting smaller. Yet noside of the equation is the eVectiveness of support we
estimates of that have been made between ourcan give to the Iraqi security forces. There are
American allies and ourselves.positive signs there. This is very, very tough,
Mr Howard: I can double-check to see if we haveparticularly in the Sunni areas, but there are
produced any numerical analysis, but actually thedefinitely positive signs and I think the way in which
more useful analysis for us is an analysis of incidentthey performed over the election period is a sign
types and numbers. That is a better measure of thethat, even in those diYcult areas, they can deliver
eVectiveness of the insurgency. The extent to whichsecurity. But on the other side of the equation is the
they are using new technology in their weapons anddegree to which the insurgency continues to generate
things like that, is more useful to us in measuring thegeneral support, particularly—and I am now really
strength in insurgency. It is actually more useful tofocusing on the FRE elements and the support
people on the ground who have to deal with it.around the FRE elements, as Mr Howard said—in
Major General Rollo: If I may go back very slightly,relation to the idea of freedom fighters against
while we all share an analysis of the three diVerentoccupancy. Once we begin to undermine that, then
groups within the insurgency, they do of coursethe pressure may well begin to subside slightly in the
apply at diVerent levels in diVerent places. In theinsurgency and that, again, will impact upon the
South-East, if I may take them in turn: Zarqawi—Iraqi security force’s ability to deliver eVective
where we had the bombs last April and then virtuallysecurity. So I think those two things combined give

grounds for optimism. nothing until, as I understand it, some things very
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recently around the elections—no attraction there, collective view, based on where we are at the minute,
that this is containable; that is, the threat that theno apparent interest in coming down there, and not

much of a welcome to be had, for fairly obvious insurgents pose is indeed containable. It is
containable not only when British and Americanreasons: he does not like the Shia; they do not like

him. The FRE—again, Sunni-based—at present, forces are in Iraq but also when we depart.
Mr Howard: That is our assessment. We cannot sitcertainly in terms of activity, at very low levels: one

or two bomb making teams, a trickle of incidents. back in a satisfied way. It will still require a lot of
hard work in terms of dealing directly with theThey do not go away, every nowand again you catch

some of them, and then nothing happens for a insurgency and building up the ability of the Iraqi
security forces to deal with it. But, yes, if that worksperiod—which I think reflects on the fact that the

numbers you are dealing with are small, because a and that continues—and, crucially, the political
process continues and has the broad support of therelatively low level of attrition on them appears to

have quite a major eVect on their activity. Then you Iraqi people—then certainly the insurgency is
containable.have al-Sadr and his militia or his organisation,

which, seen from Baghdad, is definitely a second
order problem, but, seen from Basra, is clearly my Q363 Chairman: I suspect the IraqiGovernment will
principal problem. Not an issue in June and July, be rather robust in seeking out those who are trying
because he was part of the political process; in to destroy it. I have one small question that youmay
August, clearly it was a very big issue. If you look at or may not be prepared to answer. They seem to
the number of incidents in August, there was a huge have a limitless supply of young men and women
great spike, and at the end of August, broadly who are prepared to kill themselves and anybody
speaking, it went right back down towhere it was. So else within distance. Do you have any idea who is
the politics of this are critical. If al-Sadr is within the supplying these people? Are they Iraqis? Are they
political process and is content with that, then, while external? Is it a mosque that is the breeding ground
he may have some people who do not want to go for suicide bombers? Are you prepared to disclose
along with that or continue to carry out a low level anything on that which you might have?3
of attacks just to prove they are still the big men or Mr Howard: I think there are probably limits to
they are still in town, essentially it is not a major what we can say in open session about that. We
security issue. Were that to change, it would be, but could look to see if there was any written material
this is where I would come back to your point on which we could provide on a classified basis for that.
numbers. In August, they were quite a strong But the one thing I would say is that I do not think
organisation, there were quite a lot of people there is any single source of supply. The suicide
around; after that, in terms of activity and the bombers have more exclusively been involved with
number of people taking part in hostile action to us, Zarqawi. He has been a major source of them. He
very small. How you estimate that in terms of has declared Iraq as a key theatre, if you like, for a
numbers is quite diYcult. broader campaign against the West, and so there is
Major General Houghton: There is a fascination on an element of people going to Iraq because that is
numbers, both on howmany numbers are within the where the action is, where the fighting is—rather in
various insurgent groupings and, indeed, on the the same way as Afghanistan was 10 years ago. But
other side, what is the numerical strength of the I do not think I would want to go into any more
build-up of the Iraqi security forces. But, in many detail on that.
respects, although it is interesting, because you can Lt General McColl: The analysis, at least during the
put a numerical metric against it, it is not that time Iwas there, was that relatively few of the suicide
relevant to the pursuit of a counter-insurgency. It is bombers are Iraqis. The majority of those come
actually to do with the motivation of the leadership from elsewhere across the Middle East and from
and the mechanisms that command control, elsewhere.
intelligence feed, and those sorts of things within
both the insurgent side of the equation and the Iraqi

Q364 Mr Jones: On this point about numbers, Isecurity force side of the equation. Most things can
wonder whether it is a view shared by our US allies,move. A relatively small number of people, well
because, when David and I visited Afghanistan amotivated, well led and with a good cellular
year ago, the head of operations from the US side instructure which is intelligence-fed, can be a
Pakistan was very much talking about how he sawsignificantly dangerous insurgency but in numerical
his role as that of counter-insurgency and it was aterms it can be quite small. I think we ought to try to
body count. He referred to the fact. Is it a diVerentresist the temptation for a numerical quantification,
philosophy they have in Afghanistan from that inas if you only defeat an insurgency by attributing a
Iraq? Or are the Americans saying one thing—certain numerical strength within it. Clearly that is
Mr Howard: There are obviously diVerences innot the nature of the way the counter-insurgency
philosophy, in terms of how we present thingsoperation is conducted.
between the US and the UK, and I am not in any
sense saying one is better than the other. There is

Q362 Mr Cran: I think you have all convinced me. also a sense in your specific example, Mr Jones,
What you now have to do is to get all these other where a coalition force, whether in Iraq or
generals to stop talking about numbers and then it
will stop us talking about numbers. Is it your 3 Ev 128
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Afghanistan, is able to say, “We have killed or and very often coalitions with the Americans. Are
there specific lessons coming oV the ground and howcaptured x numbers of insurgents or terrorists” and

that is clearly a perfectly valid statement to make. are they being accommodated?
Mr Howard: In general, we are always learning
lessons, because, as the insurgency develops, we

Q365 Mr Jones:Hewas far more open than that. He develop new tactics to deal with it. I think at the
saw this like a successful indicator of his operation. heart of it we need a clear campaign plan. I know
He had photographs of “dead Taliban” as he called that John,when hewas in Baghdad, was very heavily
them, “a body count”. Certainly we saw that and we involved in producing the overall coalition
very alarmingly said, “How do you know you have campaign plan for dealing with insurgency. Perhaps
got the right people?” you would like to say something about that, John, to
Major General Houghton: I think if you are talking give a background.
about at a particular time, 12 months ago, Taliban, Lt General McColl: Just to give some balance to the
then you are talking about a diVerent nature of impression of the way the Americans consider and
operation and enemy. You are not talking about think about the campaign. I particularly make the
necessarily a counter-insurgency; you are talking point that when General Casey arrived and
about relatively well-founded military capability Ambassador Negroponte arrived they were very
which was indulging in relatively conventional open clear that an integrated campaign which wrapped
tactic. In that respect, an attritional approach to together the security line of operation, the
determining success does have some merit in it. But, governance line, the economic line and the
if you are talking about a relatively covert counter- information line, was absolutely critically. In fact,
insurgency, then the attritional approach is not the when General Casey arrived, part of our initial
right one. I think we are contrasting two separate conversations was a comparison of the way
theatres and enemies there rather than necessarily operations were conducted in Vietnam and the way
talking about the same thing. in which they were conducted in Malaya and the
Lt General McColl: I would just make the lessons that could be drawn from that and the
observation that the security line of operations, both requirement for this kind of integrated approach.He
in Afghanistan and in Iraq, will really only serve to set in train a set of work, in which British oYcers
contain the insurgency. Winning the insurgency is were centrally involved, to produce a campaign
won along the lines of governance and economy, which did wrap together all of those lines of
and, within that observation, I do not think it is operation and, indeed, which integrated with the
particularly helpful to talk in terms of numbers and Iraqis—because of course the Iraqis were critical to
body counts this as well. So I think it would be unfair to

characterise the American understanding of the
counter-insurgency campaign as in any way beingQ366 Mr Havard: If I could turn to the counter-
naive. Of course, there are—and we have discussedinsurgency operations, their conduct and so on and
this before—significant diVerences in the way inthe lessons we have learned as far as that is which the Americans have to conduct theirconcerned. By accident, I saw a programme on the campaign, by dint of the areas of Iraq in which theytelevision last night dealing with the Americans in are based and the threat with which they are faced.Vietnam. They started oV by measuring business as Mr Howard: Just on Fallujah, which you havean attrition rate of the numbers of Vietnamese they picked up, Mr Howard, there is no doubt that inwere killing. There are parallels in terms of how you October and November Fallujah had to be dealtdeal with operations on the ground, because there is with. One could argue about the best way of dealing

a great diVerence between the methodologies with it and the timing, but the point I would make is
employed by the British and the Americans. As you that, firstly, it was ultimately the Iraqi Government
know, this is a matter of some contention. Mention that said, “This has to be dealt with” and for very
was made earlier on of the conduct of operations in political reasons it had to be dealt with. Secondly, I
relation to Fallujah, for example, where the net would say that it was actually successful in dealing
eVect or result of Fallujah may be to disperse people with the problem of Fallujah. It had become a sort
or to undermine them andmake them, as I think you of ungoverned space, where terrorists were able to
said, General, now to be “not a strategic threat”. But operate freely, and that is no longer the case. There
the question all the time is: Are the counter- are still lots of problems, in terms of restored services
insurgency techniques being done in such a way that and so on, and that work needs to go on, but it would
they are, if you like, killing it oV? Fallujah was at one certainly be wrong to describe the Fallujah
point billed as the death blow for these people. operation as a failure, because actually it did succeed
Clearly, it was not that. All the questions about in what it was intended to do.
proportionality of response, human rights issues,
how you deploy on the ground are obviously the
meat and drink of this discussion. I would like to Q367 Mr Havard: I do not want to debate Fallujah

with you but I would say that you destroyed two-know, in conducting counter-insurgency operations,
are there specific lessons we are learning about how thirds of the city, you knackered the infrastructure

and murdered other people—human rights issues.we change our own approach and how we will
deploy? Because future capabilities tell us that more There is an alternative view about what actually

went on in order to achieve that success, therefore,often than not in the future we will be in coalitions
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in relation to neutralising some capacity for deal with the crime. So there is a question on how the
Americans work and how the British work day toinsurgence. So proportionality and how you do it,
day and what lessons there are on that.that is a diVerent debate, in one sense. But in a sense
Mr Howard: I think I might ask one of my militaryit is not, because it is how do you win the hearts and
colleagues to say a little about that. Shall I start withminds thing; how do you conduct operations that
you, Bill, and you can talk in general terms.are hard operations to sort people out, pull them out
Major General Rollo: I suppose my preamble wouldof the community, all of that, at the same time as
be that I did not feel I was conducting a counter-doing that. This is being done day-to-day on the
insurgency in the South East. There was not anground as well. Fallujah is one big incident, but there
insurgency—there was in August, but the rest of theis a lot of that activity happening, with small
time there was not. I had a counter-terroristplatoons out doing it day by day. I am trying to find
campaign going on, against a very small number ofout what the lessons we learn are and how we view
people, and quite a lot of what I did was designed tothat coincidental with the Americans. Because, if
make sure I did not have to do a counter-insurgency.you are saying to me, “We have one single area
The maintenance of consent was always on ourwhere the Americans are operating, which is where
minds, and, fundamentally, we intended to win it byall the bad boys are, and we have another area in the
making progress politically and on the economicSouth which is more benign and therefore we can
side, which would remove any underlying reason foraVord to employ diVerent tactics,” to some extent
.... We went back to motivation, Chairman. But ifthat would be true. But that is not really getting at
you felt that part of al-Sadr’s motivation and abilitythe question I was trying to get at of how you are
to recruit was based on the fact that there were apart of a combined approach, so that you get some
large number of unemployed young men, thenunity across thewhole area in terms of the end result.
clearly getting the economy going at one end, andBecause we are trying, as I understand it, to keep
having a political process which is clearlyIraq within its current borders, not break it into
independent of us, was part of removing thatthree states.
motivation. That is what we were doing. If I lookedMr Howard: That is certainly true. I think John
at my peer group, the American divisionalmade a very telling point in describing the
commanders, who I used to meet up with once adevelopment of the campaign plan with its three or
month, and the sort of conversations we had roundfour lines of operation, of which security is only the table, there was absolutely no doubt in theirone—and that campaign plan is a national campaign minds that they wanted to be able to do the same

plan for Iraq, but the point to make is that, in thing, that money was ammunition. When I think of
diVerent parts of Iraq, the emphasis inevitably will General Corelli in Baghdad, he could not have been
be on diVerent parts of the lines of operation. In clearer that the way to solve the issues there was by
areas such as MND (SE), overwhelmingly the improving life for the occupants of the North East.
emphasis can be on governance, on economic He would wax eloquent on it, if I may put it as
development and on the so-called “hearts and politely as that. He was vehement about it. So there
minds” operations, and, elsewhere in Iraq, where was no lack of understanding at that level about
indeed we do not operate and where the Americans what they wanted to do. If you look at the minor
are operating very eVectively, the same thing applies. tactics, we were fortunate in Basra in that we did not
But when you are facing an insurgency which is on the whole face a threat from suicide bombers, and
actually becoming very violent and very eVective, that allows you to treat people normally: soft caps
from time to time you will need to take the harder- when you can, you drive normally. When you go to
edged security measures. It so happens that they Baghdad, or, indeed, when the BlackWatch went up
tended to be concentrated in particular areas for to North Babel, the threat was diVerent. If a car had
reasons we have discussed. driven around a roadblock in Basra, you would not

immediately think it was out to come up beside you
and blow itself up, which allows you to treat it in aQ368 MrHavard:Could I step down a level from the
number of slightly diVerent ways. In North Babel,big picture to the operations on the ground. The
that was diVerent, and the rules were diVerent, andsuggestion is that in the short term the US and UK
everybody understood it—both the civil populationoperational concepts are antithetical and in the long
and us—that that car was a potential suicide bombterm are mutually exclusive. What I am trying to get
and had to be treated as such. People’s response hadat is that wewent on a number of occasions—andwe
to sharpen up as well, and it was not so easy to playvisited Northern Ireland last year, and essentially it
the “soft caps/hearts and minds” side. To someis the Northern Ireland experience, the Malayan
extent, you respond to the threat you face. I thinkweexperience, the Cyprus experience of dealing with
always understood it, but going to North Babelcounter-terrorism, counter-insurgency—the same
made that very clear.sort of idea—and what you will see is this nexus

between the military and the police and how you
deploy on the ground. In Northern Ireland, you can
see the way in which the British would work: they
would expect to deploy in a way that, once they had
an incident, they would tend to be more moving Q369 Mr Havard: So that was more counter-

insurgency than counter-terrorism.towards trying to hand it over to the police service to
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Major General Rollo: Very much so, yes. Marines, has said that nobody trusted the Iraqi
forces to “protect their flanks”, so, when themarines
had conquered the city, the Iraqis were bussed in toQ370 Mr Havard: It was all a matter of stopping it
give the illusion of Iraqi involvement in thehappening and—
operation. I have to say, having visited Iraq, IMajor General Rollo: Yes.
understand where he is coming from: I am not thatLt General McColl: I would just make the point that
sure that I would want Iraq forces to protect mythere is an element of attrition in counter-
flank. But it is quite an issue in the longer term as toinsurgency. You do need to deal with the threat you
how we bring Iraqi forces on. Does that attitudeare faced with and so there will always be an element
apply to UK commanders as well? For example, areof attrition, and the degree of attrition depends upon
we prepared to cooperate with the developing Iraqithe threat—which really is the point Bill has made.
forces, sharing crucial intelligence with them?In terms of the synchronisation of the campaign,
MrHoward: I think there is a basic point to be madethere is a process in Baghdad for the synchronisation
on your first point, Mr Crausby, which is that,of the campaign, to which Bill has just referred,
ultimately, in carrying out a military operation youwhich occurred once a month, in order to make sure
need to take into account the capability of the unitswe were all following the priorities along the lines of
taking part. In the case of Fallujah, which is the onedevelopment. Interestingly enough, my recollection
you mentioned, clearly there was Iraqi participationof those synchronisation boards was that they were
but thatwas limited to taskswhich both the coalitionall about the economic line of operation. It was all
commander and the Iraqi command chain felt theyabout how we could improve the lives of the
were capable of doing. So there is going to be anindividuals. And, when there was not discussion
element of being able to do what they can do, and,about that, it was normally about governance and
as we said earlier, there is still quite a long way to gothe way in which we were going to empower people.
to develop UK forces. In terms of UK soldiersSo, if there is what you might regard as an over-
working with Iraqis, I will ask Bill to say a bit morereliance upon attrition in the American area, it is not

because that is what they want to do, it is because about what went on in MND (SE), but I will repeat
that is what they have to do because of the what I said earlier on, that there is petty close
circumstances they are faced with. The final point: coordination. I mentioned that the Iraqi divisional
you mention police primacy. There is a clear headquarters is now co-located with the British
understanding in Iraq of police primacy amongst the divisional headquarters. The issue of sharing
Iraqis and, indeed, with the Americans, but in order intelligence is obviously a potentially sensitive one. I
to do that you need to have a circumstance in which think it would probably be true to say—andBill may
the police can operate and you need a police force want to comment on this—that, where we are able to
that can operate, and in a lot of the American areas share intelligence, I think we will want to do that
neither of those two factors currently exist and we with the Iraqis, but there is always an issue about
are in the process of generating them. security—protecting sources and so on—and that

applies whoever you are working with and not just
Iraqis.Q371 Mr Havard: That was another question I was
Major General Rollo: Again, it is all based on trust.going to tackle, as to howmuch influence you had in
We have one example of that in Fallujah. I think itrelation to Baghdad, but you have already answered
also depends on what the situation is and: Trust tothat. The other thing we learned from British police
do what? It developed when, again in July, the cryoYcers on the ground—which was the second point
from the Iraqi security forces was, “Thank you veryyou justmade, and it will probably come out later on
much, Brits, you have got us here and we now havewhen we discuss the relationships with the police—
had transfer of authority and we want to push on onis the question of police supremacy and the fact that
our own.” That did not mean to say we took ourthey cannot cope. There was not enough forensic
hands completely oV, and we continued to meet andability, there was not enough ability to hand it over
support and mentor and train. I think, after August,quickly enough. There seemed to be a huge gap that
that cry became a bit more realistic. But over the lastBritish police oYcers were saying needs to be

developed and needs to be dealt with. But maybe two months that I was there, there were an
that will come out in future questions. increasing number of operations where we were
Lt General McColl: I would be very happy to take working jointly. For instance, if we were doing
it now. search operations we always wanted to have Iraqi
Mr Havard: It is for the Chairman. Will we be police with us, and if an arrest were to be made then
coming to the police service later on? ideally we wanted an Iraqi to arrest somebody. But
Chairman: Yes, please. increasingly we produced more integrated

operations, not only between us and the Iraqis,
where, for instance we might provide a cordon andQ372 Mr Crausby: I would like to come on to some
an element of Iraqi police would do the search, butquestions about cooperation between the coalition
also to get the Iraqi forces to work with each other:and Iraqi forces. It has been suggested that the
so you would have Iraqi police doing a search, withAmerican military command were not prepared to
theNationalGuard doing the cordon, and wewouldenter into serious partnership and interoperability
be further out or just in over-watch. That feeling ofwith the Iraqi forces. Paul Wood, for example, the

BBC correspondent whowas embedded with theUS mutual competence, both between them and us,
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and—frankly, much more important for the Ministry of Defence has been in existence for a year
yet, and, from the point at which sovereignty wasfuture—between the police and theNational Guard,

takes time to build and we had a number of joint transferred, it is only sort of seven months. It is
hardly surprising that the ability of organisationstraining programmes designed to build it. In terms

of intelligence, I thinkMartin has put his finger on it: like the Ministry of Defence and the Ministry of the
Interior is still relatively rudimentary in such a shortsource protection is very important. That is an area

which, I was quite clear, we needed to improve, and time, and, particularly, in such diYcult security
circumstances. So there is a big task there to be done,we put in place mechanisms to share intelligence.

Part of the joint OPS for us was a section where but we have identified it as one of our priorities.
intelligence could be produced, stored and analysed,
but I would certainly say that is an area where there

Q375 Chairman: I am taking a question out ofis further progress to be made. But the most
sequence on detainees. In 2003 there were 130important thing I want is for the Iraqis to develop
internees in the Division Temporary DetentioneYcient intelligence services for themselves. The
Facility in MND (SE). When we were there on 18more we can step back and let them get on with it,
December, there were 18, although that figure mightthe better.
have changed in the month that has elapsed. The
continuing need for this power was set out in the

Q373 Mr Crausby: What about Baghdad? Do you letters dated 5 June 2004 which were sent to the
have any comments from Baghdad? President of the United Nations Security Council by
Lt General McColl: I made the observation that the US Secretary of State Powell and the Iraqi Interim-
Iraqi forces are ofmixed capabilities, andwe do need Government Prime Minister Allawi, describing the
to be careful about the ways in which they are tasks of the centre as authorised by the UN Security
committed in order not to over-face them, and, Council resolution. We did not meet any of the
indeed, also, in order to ensure we do not expose our detainees, because that is forbidden—and rightly—
own troops. There, reliability is a combination of a by international law, but we were told they are a
number of factors. It is a combination of training, mixture of former Baathists, al-Qa’eda terrorists
experience, threat, and, I think, critically, and a few “ordinary” criminals who have been
legitimacy: legitimacy in the eyes of the people picked up during operations. The cases of internees
within which they are operating. I think that is are reviewed regularly. The ICRC are informed
particularly so with the police forces and the Iraqi regularly and have unlimited access. I have several
National Guard, who are of course locally recruited. questions around this. I am constrained obviously
I come back to the point that I made at the very by constraints, as the court martial is taking place.
beginning, which is that I think the recent elections We are not allowed to ask any questions on the
will be important in that respect. It will not happen individual cases of those facing trial or inquiry.
immediately but I think over time we will see an General Rollo, the US and the wider coalition has
increase in that legitimacy and, therefore, I hope, a faced tremendous criticism over the Abu Ghraib
significant increase in their local eVectiveness. scandal and the abuse of the Iraqi detainees. A High

Court ruling has ordered an inquiry into the
September 2003 death of an Iraqi citizen and a courtQ374 Mr Crausby: The future is obviously the Iraqi
martial is underway. Have these incidents, scandals,National Intelligence Service to be improved, but we
whatever word one wishes to use, made the job ofare advised that their ability is, to say the least,
UK forces on the ground more diYcult? If so, tolimited. What is being done to improve it?
what extent?Mr Howard: Perhaps I could say something about
Major General Rollo: I was not there when the Abuthat. You are right that INIS is relatively embryonic
Ghraib stories broke, and nor, clearly, have I beenat this stage. Of course, it is only part of the picture.
there recently. I was there when there was the flurryThat is the intelligence service, and there needs also
in, I think, September when a bunch of photographsto be a broader intelligence architecture which is
did appear in the press alleging similar behaviour,able to task any agencies, is able to analyse
and there were mixed reactions, I think. There wasintelligence and reach useful conclusions for analysis
not, certainly, a discernible change of mood, but wewhich helps policy-making and the conduct of
obviously monitored the local press and the Araboperations. That machinery at the moment is pretty
television channels quite closely and, on the oneembryonic and I thinkwill need developing. It is part
hand, there was: “Well, told you so, they are all justof what I described earlier as developing the higher
as bad as each other” and, on the other, the articlelevel sort of superstructure of the Iraqi Government
that sticks in my mind was the one, a really furiousto be able to conduct and direct operations. We
article, by an Iraqi, saying, “How on earth can youbelieve that there are things we can do to assist in
compare the two? How can you compare—even asthat. It is certainly one of the areas that the British
bad asAbuGhraib is—thatwith what Saddamdoes,Government and, I have no doubt, the US
or, indeed, what happens elsewhere in the ArabGovernment will be looking at pretty closely during
world?”—his words, not mine—and: “Who are we2005 as we try to develop these top structures. It is
kidding? This is just posturing and rank hypocrisy.”perhaps worth making the point that the key
I think people take themas they find them. People onministries, if you like, have only been in existence for
the streets of Basra knowhow they have been treateda very short time. Imean, even at themost optimistic

end, when they were first formed, I do not think the and how British soldiers behave to them and they
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behave accordingly and respond accordingly. Major General Rollo: I would.
People are human. I think the record speaks for
itself. We would not have the low level of violence, Q381 Chairman: What plans are afoot to transfer

cases of detainees in British custody to the Iraqithe really—still, I think, on the whole—very
amicable relations we do have there, if there had authorities for criminal prosecution?

Mr Howard:We have a policy in terms of detainees.been an overwhelming belief that we were all like
that. It just did not happen. When we hold them, there are three things we can

do. First, if they, in our judgment, represent an
imperative threat to security, as defined in theQ376 Chairman: General McColl, you would have
Security Council resolution, then we can detainviewed the situation from the North. Did you detect
them, subject to the safeguards, Chairman, whichany deterioration in relations—really bad publicity,
you have already mentioned. The second class ispeople very, very angry at what had happened—(a)
where we have picked someone up who on the faceunder theAmerican control and (b) in the area under
of it is guilty of criminality, in which case we wouldour control?Was the job of the troopsmore diYcult?
hand those over to the Iraqi authorities. Anyone elseMajor General Rollo: I was in Baghdad when the
we pick up, for whatever reason, who does not fallAbu Ghraib issue broke. I would reiterate the point
into either of those categories, we release.We do onethat Bill made, which is that there was significant
of those three things. So, yes, we do pass those whocommentary making the observation that there was
are prima facie guilty of criminality across to theno comparison between the treatment and the way
Iraqi authorities and that has been going on forin which we were conducting ourselves and Saddam,
sometime.4and it was unreasonable for that comparison to be

drawn in Al-Arabiya and Aljazeera, which were the
Q382 Chairman: When we were there, it was prettytwo major outlets which were influencing Iraqis.
deserted. One British newspaper reported that aHaving said that, there was significant exposure in
British citizen was transferred from that detentionthose two outlets and others, and there is no doubt
centre to a court in the UK. Is that correct?about it that that did get across to the Iraqis at large.
Mr Howard: We do have one British citizen who is
detained at the moment. I did not think he had been

Q377 Chairman: And to a wider Arab and transferred to the UK, but perhaps I could check on
international community. that particular case and come back to you.
Lt General McColl: Indeed.

Q383 Chairman: The reference we had—and we do
seek all sorts of information to see if it is worthy ofQ378 Chairman: Which was and still is informed.
our attention—was The Sun, 24 January last year. ILt GeneralMcColl:Of course, it had an eVect on the
am sure you are an avid reader of that illustriousway in which the coalition, and the multinational
newspaper.force, in particular, was regarded. Having said that,
Mr Howard: All the time, Chairman!I sensed that the majority of that criticism was

focused on those who were directly responsible; I do
Q384 Chairman: We do now! Perhaps you couldnot think there was a general condemnation of the
drop us a note.5way in which the force in general, and the British in
Mr Howard: Certainly.particular, were conducting themselves.

Q385 Chairman: For those who will not beQ379 Chairman:Did it have an eVect on our Armed
transferred to the Iraqis for prosecution, what plansForces, diverting time and energy away from what
are there to transfer the responsibility for physicallythey might otherwise have been doing either on
keeping those detainees to the Iraqi authorities oroperational or reconstruction matters? Were there
other facilities?demonstrations, increasing violence?
Mr Howard: I think, if an individual is not beingLt General McColl: Some of the incidents that took
handed over to the Iraqis because he is going to beplace, I think, could be attributed to the adverse
prosecuted because we think he has committed apublicity which was associated with it, so, yes, I
crime, he is simply released.We would not hand himthink there were some aspects of the threat which
over. He would just be released into the community,could be reasonably associated with that adverse
unless he is being held under UNSCR as anpublicity. But I am not in a position to quantify it, I
imperative threat to security.am afraid.
Chairman:Thank you verymuch.Nowback into the
sequence of questions, turning to the cost of security

Q380 Chairman:As far as the British are concerned, sector reform.
they worked very hard—generally very
successfully—at creating a very good image. Do you Q386 Mr Viggers: Could I ask, first, about the
think this temporarily dented or permanently dented numbers of those who are Iraqi trained security
it, to a limited extent or severely? personnel? The estimates have varied dramatically.
Lt General McColl: I think the eVect of the Abu The Secretary of State for Defence told the House of
Ghraib issues did not significantly adversely aVect
the reputation of the British forces. That would me 4 Ev 128

5 Ev 128by view in theatre. Would you agree with that?
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Commons on 10 January that 115,000 Iraqi security talking about another 3,000 or 4,000 there. The big
personnel are trained, equipped and operating numbers rest within the Iraqi National Guard,
across Iraq. We have had General Schwitters of the where there are 42 operational battalions—
United States saying that in August 2004 only 3,000 battalions again varying in strength, but you could
of the men in the Army can be regarded as trained. take an average of about 500 strong—so upwards of
We have had General Petraeus, also of the United 20,000 in the Iraqi National Guard, and a couple of
States Armed Forces, saying that in September 2004 special operational battalions. These, if you like, is
there were 164,000 Iraqi police and soldiers (of their SF type equivalent—probably about 1,000
whom 100,000 were trained and equipped), along strong there. I caveat all those because they are, sort
with 74,0000 facility protection forces participating. of, moving and dynamic figures; the quality of the
Wildly diVering estimates—which is not surprising, training diVers within each; and you have heard
because it depends what you mean by trained. Can previously of the fact that there are—as I think the
you please give us a realistic estimate of how many British Army would call them—“retention
Iraqi forces are now trained in the security field?6 diYculties” with some of them. But I would be very
Mr Howard: The picture is complicated by the fact content, as it were, given that broad order sort of feel
that the Iraqi security forces have a number of to it, to commit to paper a more detailed assessment
components: National Guard, Army, facilities of quite where all the various elements of the Iraqi
protection, order enforcement, etc. Nick will security architecture were deemed to be at the
probably go through that in a bit more detail. Also, moment. But that is a reasonable, broad order
there is a question, whenwe talk about training, as to statement.
which level. Trained to carry out, for example, basic
policing functions is very diVerent from being fully

Q387 Mr Viggers: Thank you very much. Howtrained and equipped to carry out hard-edged
confident are you in the skills and willingness of thecounter-insurgency operations. So there is no one
security forces to fight the insurgents?definition of trained.With that observation, perhaps
Major General Houghton: It is almost an impossibleI could hand over to Nick.
question because it will diVer from region to region,Major General Houghton: Essentially, you will get
from battalion to battalion, from individual tofromme a fourth version of what the numbers might
individual. I think I indicated when I tried to steerbe. But, first, just a bit on what Martin has said. It
people away from the numerical assessment that it isis complex, because within the overall Iraqi security
things other than numbers that are important inarchitecture there are many things which may or
determining the competence and capability ofmay not feature and within that there are diVerent
Armed Forces. It is the old: the moral is to physicallevels of training accomplished. In very broad,
as three is to one. It is to do with the motivation ofoutside terms, you have the Army, the navy, the air
individuals; it is to do with the competence offorce, the police, the department of order

enforcement and the facilities protection service. leadership; it is to do with—General John
Within, for example, just the Army, you have the mentioned this—a sense of legality which they enjoy
Iraqi Intervention Force, the regularArmy, the Iraqi within their own local community; and it is a sense
National Guard, and some special operations of overall motivation and purpose in what they
battalions. If I could take them in bite-sized chunks: stand for in a new and democratic Iraq.One can only
in the facilities protection service the level of training but think that the success of elections over the
is relatively minimal, and 74,000—the figure you weekend buoys up elements of all those ingredients,
had, I think, from General Petraeus—is probably and that it will vary over time. It will probably not
about right. In the department of border be a linear progression, there will be setbacks, but I
enforcement (which itself is an amalgam of border think that, given the nature of those elections, given
police immigration police and customs services), it is the undoubted willingness of vast numbers of Iraqis
certainly in excess of 16,000, with a target figure of to volunteer for service in the various components of
28,000—so, as of today, 20,000 is probably a broad their security architecture, I think one can take a
order of those who are the trained and fielded. strong degree of comfort and confidence.
Within the police, the aim is to be at 135,000 by the
end of this year. In terms of those who have formally

Q388 Mr Viggers: The head of one of the parties inundergone any element of training, we are looking at
the election, the Supreme Council for the Islamicabout 90,000—again, as of today. In the navy and
Revolution, has said that if his party were to gainair force, a relatively small number. In the navy you
power he would purge Iraq’s Iraqi security forcesare talking about the manning of five patrol boats
and intelligence service. Would that be a seriouslyand five inflatables, and you are talking about a
counter-productive step?small number of hundreds. Within the Army, the
Mr Howard: I have not seen that statement, MrIraqi Intervention Force, of those who are trained
Viggers, but I am not quite sure. Purge them of whatand equipped and fielded we are now at 12
exactly? Of particular types? I think I am morebattalions, so perhaps about 6,000. In the regular
inclined to give weight to statements from PrimeArmy, the six operational battalions at the moment
Minister Allawi and those who are keen to build theaspire to be nine by February, so you are probably
capacity for security forces and also want security
forces to represent the ethnic make-up of Iraq as a6 Ev 128
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whole. Without knowing more behind what was Mr Howard: We will try to do that.
meant by that statement, it would be rather hard to
pass judgment on it. Q394 Mr Havard: On security sector reform, there

are obviously numbers in America around being on
a continuum of $30 billion to $100 billion, and nowQ389 Mr Viggers: Are you able to recruit from the
the President has gone back for more money.United Kingdom people who can assist in the build-
BetweenMay, our previous visit, and December, weup of security forces in Iraq? Are you successful in
saw a lot of development in infrastructure,recruiting from the police and other areas?
particularly of the water and sewerage system inMr Howard: It is rather hard for me to give a
Basra, and when we get there in December we arecomprehensive answer to that because, of course, I
told, “Themoney is not coming, and it is not comingcan talk about what theMinistry ofDefence is doing
because it has been diverted specifically to deal withand the Armed Forces. It is rather diYcult for me to
the increasing costs to the security sector reform.”comment on others. A lot of the assistance, of
That is disappointing because these things are notcourse, is being provided by serving oYcers, soldiers,
mutually exclusive, as everybody has beensailors and airmen, and, indeed, civilians from the
demonstrating today. What is happening with theMinistry of Defence and other organisations. Yes,
costs of security reform, if the money for the waterwe have been able to find the right quality of people
infrastructure in Basra has been stolen in order toand will continue to do that. We have contracted
deal with it?others to carry out some training, and that I think
Mr Howard: I have not come across that particularhas been successful. Armour Group, for example,
phenomenon. As I have said, I will try to provide ahave helped with police training, but that is more of
note on British costs for security sector reform.a Foreign OYce issue. In general, we have not had
There have been issues about money designated forany major problems in being able to find the right
reconstruction having been focused more onlevel of expertise to assist. I think there have been
Baghdad and the centre of the country, possibly atsome issues about whether we have been able to get
the expense of the South East, which is somethingsuYcient policemen out to train—I think that was that we will be concerned about given ourthe issue that came up in you evidence session from responsibilities down there. But that is more fora fewweeks ago—but I am not really in a position to reconstruction elsewhere rather than money beingcomment on that. diverted for security sector reform.
Major General Houghton: I have very general
views—but, again, I will revert to Martin’s note forQ390 Mr Viggers:What is the cost of security sector
more accuracy.When, 18months ago now,MrBushreform in Iraq? What contribution is the United
went to Congress for a congressional supplement toKingdom making to this?
finance certain activity within Iraq as a whole, aMr Howard: I do not have a figure for that, Mr
congressional supplement of about $18 billion wasViggers, but I shall try to come up with a cost.7
voted. The way in which they voted was against
certain pre-determined headings as to where that

Q391 Mr Viggers: Who is the budget holder for money should go: so some was allocated to security
this sector? sector reform, some to the major industrial
Mr Howard: Within the United Kingdom? reconstruction projects and that sort of thing.When,

in the immediate aftermath of the passage of
sovereignty and Ambassador Negroponte went

Q392 Mr Viggers: Which department is subsidising over—this might well have been in John’s time, and
the reform of the security sector in Iraq? Is it he might have more granularity than me—the whole
defence? If so, who is the budget holder? of that congressional vote was subject to a re-
Mr Howard: It goes across a range of departments. scrutiny to make certain that it was being
DiVerent departments have responsibility for apportioned in the most appropriate way to the
diVerent elements of the security sector reform. The current circumstances, and I am pretty confident
Foreign OYce are helping on policing, as is DFID. that as a part of that re-scrutiny there was a
We, as I say, are providing assistance to theMinistry movement of some elements of the UN
of Defence and to the Iraqi security forces. In terms Congressional supplemental over into the security
of who the budget holder is, again that would be sector reform area and away from some of themajor
spread across the diVerent topical budgets within the reconstruction projects.
Ministry of Defence. A point I would make is that,
where the Ministry of Defence has incurred

Q395 MrHancock: I listened very intently last nightadditional costs as a result of doing this, we will get
to a File on 4 programme about finances in Iraq. Itthis, reimbursed by the Treasury under normal
was talking about the huge sums of money that wereroutes from the contingency fund.
available, cash—$1.7 billion in one instance, all in
cash, being made available—and it being dispersed
very willy-nilly with no proper audit chain, a lot ofQ393 Mr Viggers: If the numbers are not readily
it financing the training of police and what-have-available, would you please write to us?
you, and senior American oYcers being very critical
of the way in which the cash that was available in the7 Ev 146
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country was handled, and the way in which the Major General Rollo: I used to send my chief
programme for the training was actually being engineer oV to find them, wherever theywere, and he
financed and who was controlling it. I am interested successfully did that. In terms of USmoney and how
to know in the sectors where we had sole it was controlled and for what purpose it was spent,
responsibility, were we taking orders about the way like all the divisional commanders I had an
thatmoneywas spent from the coalition commander allocation ofwhatwas calledCERFs—which I think
(ie, an American) or where they decisions that were were Commanders’ Emergency Reconstruction
left to our commandeers tomake, to exercise theway Project Funds, or some combination of the same,
in which that money was properly spent? Because but I knew what they were for anyway. I had a
there are some very serious questions that are being delegated authority to authorise the release of those
asked now in theAmerican administration about the funds up to $500,000 for particular projects. That
way the money was used and where this money was a maximum value of a single project. And there
ended up. was a similar UK system.We had a system of boards
Mr Howard: I will ask Bill to comment from the where people would recommend projects up
MND (SE)’s point of view, in a moment. I think I through the brigade commander and to me,
would distinguish between the cost of security sector depending on the value. If, indeed, there was
reform, which, as I say, if we are talking about what something which was more than $500,000, then I
we, the Brits, have been doing in MND (SE) would could apply to General Metz—up to $5 million, I
be the cost where we are providing training teams or think—and he would either authorise it or would
contractors—and equipment as well. You will be not. He had set out the intent very clearly as being
aware that we have actually authorised something for emergency reconstruction rather than for long-
like £27 million worth of relatively small-scale term stuV which should have been done by the
equipment for Iraqi forces. That process is supplemental. So this is not the $18 billion; these
controlled through our normal budgetary processes. were funds that were allocated to me. We had a
The commander, someone like Bill, has a command process which looked at what we were trying to
secretary who deals with the finances. That is one achieve and then allowed us to score individual
issue, and Billmaywant to say a bitmore about that. project proposals against a variety of parameters
There is another issue, which is about which basically would say, “Right, that quite clearlyreconstruction—where the money, as well as from fits all the parameters, that will be our topBritish sources, comesmore fromAmerican sources.

priority”—because there were always more projectsI think it would be helpful, Bill, if youwould say a bit
than there was cash available. In terms ofabout how that works, because you are much more
accounting, first, we had to satisfy US accountingfamiliar with it than I am.
rules—and there was normally a US oYcer or a USMajor General Rollo: If I may go back half a stage,
authorised oYcer who had to do the detailed controlto the first question about money having been
of the release of the cash—and, secondly, we alsodiverted: I think, in broad terms, that was correct
applied our own accounting rules to it as well. Haveand that was a frustration to me, but I did
I half way answered your question?understand the logic behind it. The logic, basically,

was that more eVort was needed to go into building
up the Iraqi security forces—and in the Q397 MrHancock:Did you have large sums of Iraqicircumstances of last summer that seems a

money as well?reasonable decision—and that took money. Indeed,
Major General Rollo: Not in my time.unless you had a better security situation, you would

not be able to spend the money on reconstruction
anyway. So that is the first part of the argument. The Q398 Mr Hancock: What happened to the money
secondwas that nobody else is going to provide extra that was available in Basra? A suggestion was that
money for building up the ISF, but somebody else there were large sums of Iraqi money around—
might well provide additional money for amounting to well over $1 billion in cash—which
reconstruction—and it is not just the US was around for the military in the first six monthssupplemental out there; there is also all the money

and which is now no longer accounted for. Nobodythat is in US trust funds and is, technically, at least,
seems to knowwhat happened to it.Were there largeavailable. So at a macro level I could be very grown
sums found in Basra?up and understand that issue; clearly at a micro level
Major General Rollo: I am not sure what we are on?I was bouncing up and down, as you would expect,
Within my time in command, the sources of myon Basra’s behalf, saying, “This is terrible” and then
money were either down through the Americanclearly getting on with it and seeing what were the
system—most urgent things and what could I do with the

money that I had available.

Q399 Mr Hancock: Through the coalition.
Major General Rollo:—through the coalition orQ396 Mr Havard: It would be diYcult to find
directly from UK funds under a separate schemesomebody from the UN to talk to about Basra,
called QuIPS (Quick Impact Projects).would it not? That is the other part of the problem.
MrHoward: Is this money, Mr Hancock, which wasThey seemed to be missing from the barricade when

I was there. from the oil-for-food scheme, for example?
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Q400 MrHancock:Money in Iraq banks in diVerent Lt General McColl: I would also like to emphasise
the importance that the military as well as theholdings. The suggestion is that there was so much

money around that military oYcers were using it to civilians, Negroponte and others, attached to the
economic and governmental lines of operation. Sobuy support for their personnel and what-have-you,

but there was no proper accounting over where this this was not taken lightly this decision; it was taken
after a great deal of soul-searching.money was going. There were literally hundreds of

millions of dollars floating around the country and Mike Gapes: Sure, but it caused a lot of discontent
a lot of it is now unaccounted for. Nobody seems to among the people who were dealing with the
know where it has gone. I want to know, when we reconstruction—as we heard.
were paying, was it British taxpayers’ money that Chairman:We are going to have tomove on.We still
was being used or was it money that was already have a number of questions. A lot of this is based on
available in Iraq? The coalition admit, the the US General Accounting OYce report, but we
Americans admit, that they had all this money and will certainly serve notice on DFID that we will be
it was brought in to them by the various units that asking some questions.
found it and discovered it.
Mr Howard: This seems to me to relate to a period

Q404 Mr Havard: In terms of capacity within theshortly after the end of hostilities.
country, I would like to turn attention to the Iraqi
Ministry of Defence and the Army. Quite clearly

Q401 Mr Hancock: The first six months after. there have been all sorts of changes. There were
Mr Howard: Could I take it away, Mr Hancock and declarationsmade about the size and shape ofArmy,
check, because Bill was there a little later than that. and it was then changed and so on, and, as I
Mr Hancock: Yes, of course. understand it, structures are nowmoving forward in
Chairman: We have DFID coming in next week, so terms of developing a Ministry of Defence. The
we will serve notice on them to answer these question of the Army we can perhaps come to a bit
questions. later on. One of the things that quite clearly might

have been diYcult, as it says euphemistically here,
was “recruiting experienced professionals” to theQ402 Mike Gapes: Could I ask a question that Iraqi Ministry of Defence. That echoes back to therelates back to what Major General Houghton said point about “purging”. There is the potential for allabout this diversion, in response to Dai Havard’s sorts of internal conflicts here, and whether or notquestion—the $18 billion voted by the US congress you are going to develop a “non-political” executiveand the reallocation by Ambassador Negroponte. sort of approach to aMinistry ofDefence orwhetherWe were told when we were in Basra in December it is going to be stuVed with people’s mates andthat $3 billion had actually been taken away from relatives and various other people. In the structurereconstruction and transferred into security sector of theMinistry of Defence, as I understand it, a PUSreform. Can you confirm that that is true? has now been appointed, but then the PUS isLt General McColl: If I may pick that up, because I actually the Deputy Minister, so quite clearly is notwas there at the time. I cannot confirm the figure of independent in the way that we would see it for$3 billion. I can confirm that there was some somebody in the British system. Could you makerebalancing from restructuring across to security, some comments about what is happening in terms ofwhich, in the context of what was going on in the forming this Ministry of Defence structure, forcountry at the time, did make sense. Because, not example?only is there a requirement to allocate funds, but Mr Howard: As I have said, it is a relatively newthere is also a requirement—as the Americans would organisation. It is being developed in diYcultterm it—to “turn dirt”, and to turn dirt they need to circumstances. But I think progress is being madehave a secure environment in which the contractors and the various component parts of the Ministry ofcan work, etc. In terms of the sequencing of the Defence, policymaking, budgetary control, etc, areoperation, the requirement was to create some kind developing. The quality of the staV in each place andof stability and security within which the contractors their ability to do work is variable but it iscould then enter the country and do their stuV. improving. We are making a contribution to that, in
that, under anAmerican sponsored scheme, we have
a senior British civil servant who is working withinQ403 Mike Gapes: You would not say the figure of
the Ministry of Defence, advising the minister and$3 billion would be completely wrong.
the Secretary General (which I think is theMajor General Houghton: No, I think that is about
Permanent Secretary figure you are talking about)the right order.
and Mr Shaways. He leads a mixed team, includingLt General McColl: I would not say that.
other British civil servants and also otherMajor General Houghton: At the same time, there
nationalities—there are Australians, Americans,was a process in re-costing what the Iraqi security
Italians, within that team—who are going through aarchitecture was going to cost. It was quite clear,
process of developing the ministry of defenceagainst the initial amount of money, that it was not
further. They are also working on the jointaVordable. Dr Allawi had set himself an ambition
headquarters, headed up by the Iraqi Chief of StaV,for his security architecture that then had to be
which is co-located within the Ministry of Defence.costed, and it was in the context of that that they

realised they needed to make good— As I observed earlier, progress on this is still at a
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relatively early stage, because it has only existed for Ministry of Defence has the ability to make forward
plans for budgets, equipment and so on and so forth.a short time, but I think we are quite encouraged by

the extent to which the Iraqis have played into this These are things which are happening but on which
we need to make more progress, and they are muchand are taking part and are responding to the

training advice that we give to them. It is worth harder to measure than just numbers of people on
units. But you are quite right to pick it up as an issuesaying that, unlike our own Ministry of Defence,

they have faced problems of assassination and which attention is being given to—and one which
will need to continue to be given attention to.kidnap—which has been quite a major de-

motivator, to put it no more strongly than that. But,
despite that, quite a lot of progress has been made. Q407 Mr Havard: The suspicion goes further. The
If I may say, I was in Baghdad two or three weeks suspicion is that the Ministry of the Interior and the
ago and I visited theMinistry of Defence to visit our Ministry of Defence, the various ministers and their
own team and the Minister and the Secretary ministries, are establishing their own internal
General and the Chief of StaV—and I also visited the structures, with units loyal, as it were, to that
new building of the Ministry of Defence, which I ministry or the people creating it, like special police
hope at some point the Committee will have a commandos and so on. This could very quickly slip
chance to visit when you finally manage to go to into this sort of process, could it not?
Baghdad, which is extremely impressive. The fact Mr Howard: The special police commando is an
that a big project like that has been delivered more interesting example. They have actually been quite
or less to time, more or less to cost, in circumstances eVective when they have been deployed on
where the building previously had been destroyed, I operations.
think is a testament to a project which is 99% Iraqi.
So there is a long way to go and— Q408 Mr Havard: Are they loyal to the Interior
Chairman: Perhaps the MoD should learn from the Minister or the Minster of Defence?
Iraqis in delivering projects on time! I am sorry, I Mr Howard: You have raised an issue which is
could not resist that. something that I think needs to be considered and

watched. Ultimately, these are Iraqi decisions. The
Iraqis need to produce machinery which suits theirQ405 Mr Havard: You do not want to give the

Committee ideas about getting into— own culture and their own traditions. It would be
quite wrong of us to impose upon them our ownMr Howard: Perhaps I should not have mentioned

that! I think the prospect is there ofmaking progress. structures. Where we can provide advice, it should
be on principles and on ways of doing thingsThere are significant weaknesses. We have already

mentioned intelligence, and the extent to which eYciently and eVectively. This is not to deny the
problems you describe are there, but it does seem tointelligence is dealt with in theMinistry of Defence is

part of that problem. We need to work further. The me they need to be dealt with by the emerging Iraqi
political structure rather than for us to say—other point I would make is that the Ministry of

Defence is only one of the ministries concerned with
security. The other key one is the Ministry of Q409 MrHavard: There is also discussion about the
Interior, which has responsibilities for, particularly, Army itself. It is going to be this shape, this size. It
police—I do not know whether it does border has moved around. As I understand it, there will be
enforcement as well. I think it would be true to say four Army divisions, and the National Guard then
that progress there has been not as fast as it has been may be converted later on and subsumed into the
in the Ministry of Defence, so there is another area Army. Is there a final plan? What is the structure
where more work will need to be done. going to be?What is the situation currently? Because

our military, our Army, as it were, are presumably
already in the process of training and putting itQ406 Mr Havard: I was interested in that and the
together, are they not?potential of interfacing and the potential diYculties
Lt General McColl: And changing ourselves at thethat go with that. You mentioned border control,
same time.but there have been particular comments about

water-based activities and whether that is a matter
for Coastal Defence or the Iraqi navy. There does Q410 Mr Havard: Absolutely. No point in being a

one-trick pony.not seem to be any clear Ministry of Defence
structure in this to deal with that in the round. There Lt General McColl: That was not supposed to be a

cheap shot. The point I am making is that they areare issues like that, are there not?
MrHoward: I would agreewith that. As I said earlier changing, but all armies change all the time. In these

particular circumstances they changed—and I wason, in thinking about the development of Iraqi
security forces as a whole, quite a lot of emphasis has involved in a number of those debates—partly as a

result of the consequence of the situation, partly asbeen placed on getting the numbers in and making
sure that they are all equipped, but it is just as a consequence of the views of politicians who were

coming into the frame and having new perspectives,important that we do the more intangible things like
developing the ability of theMinistry ofDefence, for be it Allawi, be it the Ministry of Defence, be it the

Ministry of the Interior—so all of their views had toexample, and the Joint Headquarters to direct
military operations and to support them through be taken into account. I think what is interesting is

that we are about to get a new set. It would be highlylogistics, and, looking further ahead, that the
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surprising if they did not appear on the scene with capable of actually taking these tasks on. They will
their own ideas about the way in which they think do it in their own way. It will be important—and,
the operations ought to be conducted and the way in again, this is an Iraqi process rather than a British or
which the organisation ought to be constructed. So American process—that the Iraqi department does
we can expect— actually attract the right sort of people and employ
MrHoward: I think you are right. The ministers will the right sort of people to come and carry out these
almost certainly be diVerent once the political tasks. I mean, I met Professor Shaways, who is
process which started in Sunday’s elections pans out. SecretaryGeneral at theMinistry ofDefence, and he
Major General Houghton: To a certain extent this is an extremely impressive individual. I hope he
was foreseen when they first wrote the TAL continues under the new arrangements. There are
(Transitional Administrative Law) which prevented others within the Ministry of Defence who I suspect
both the Transitional and the Interim-Governments are less impressive. There are good people there and
from making a whole range of destiny decisions it is up to the Iraqis to make sure they staV these
about ultimate matters relating, perhaps, to the ministries with the right quality and the right mix of
Constitution, security sector architecture and all expertise, both civilian and military.
that. So there has to an extent been a tension Chairman: It is very encouraging for those who do
between what has been able to be determined in not like the size of the British Army to know the
terms of long term force structures and what has Iraqis can go from zero to 115,000 in two years.
been needed to be decided upon in order that the There is some hope,General, if you find the numbers
Iraqi security forces are such that they can inherit the are not adequate.
requirement to prosecute what will still be a
relatively complex counter-insurgency at some stage

Q412 MrHancock: If I can take us back to the policein the future. So it is perhaps not surprising that the
but also reflect on what you have said about thenature of the ultimate security force architecture is
Army. Is it possible for a nationally accepted policedynamic and I think will probably remain dynamic.
force to exist in Iraq, where a policeman from BasraMajor General Rollo:Can I put a provincial gloss on
could operate in the North? Is it possible forthat: on the one hand, if you are in Baghdad, I

suppose, or if you are looking at Baghdad, you can members of the Armed Forces actually to operate
see a risk of minister producing bits of armed force across the country, in any location, with impunity,
which are loyal to them—and one has to say that the with respect, and a general acceptance that they are
TAL set up some fairly decentralised institutions— there doing a national role rather than on the whim
and from Baghdad’s point of view, looking down at of a particular element?
us, I suspect they felt they probably did not have Major General Rollo: I think the short answer to
enough control over what was happening. I sawwith your question is yes. It has happened in the past. I
certainly mixed feelings, right at the end of my time, spoke frequently to Iraqis who had previously
the requirement to send policemen, my particularly served in the Armed Forces or the police who had
well trained ones, to Baghdad. On the one hand, I served elsewhere. I think actually it is terribly
did not want, frankly, to see them go—particularly important that it does happen like that. I think there
as I was not sure whether they were going to come are risks in the current policy which seem to infer
back—but, on the other hand, what was important that only local people should have authority. That is
was that there was the centre asserting control to understandable, if you think that they associate
move force to where it was required—and I could people from outside with repression, but it is not
not argue about the fact that it was quiet with me helpful because the local man is subject to all the
and it was not quiet where they were going. And the local pressure. There is quite a sound argument, I
other thing that impressed was that they went, and think, for having a police chief from the North in
there was that degree of discipline and authority Basra. That was not always an argument which was
within the system. I saw that, frankly, as a locally appreciated, but the theory, I think, is sound.
thoroughly positive sign. You want a guy who is not susceptible, putting it

bluntly, to local corruption and local pressures.
Likewise, with the National Guard, which wasQ411 Mr Havard: You have anticipated my last
raised locally, it was one step above the police, whoquestion. You said yourself earlier on that this
were quite definitely, seriously local, and we putcommand and control thing is key to the current
them in a barracks and said, “You are liable to besituation but it also has to be in terms of the future
moved around.” They have now been incorporatedstructures. I am very interested in what you just said
into the Army—I think that was one of Primeabout that. They are having diYculty, are they not,
Minister Allawi’s last moves before the election, andin formulating that structure? This is the key area, is
I remember having conversations with several ofit not? Is it diYcult getting people with experience,
them and saying, “Look, you have got to get used toand therefore are we and others going to have to
the idea that you are going to move around. Youcontinue to contribute for some period of time to
cannot sit outside al-Ahmarah and say that is wheremake sure they can do that properly?
you want to spend the rest of your life, and nor, ifMr Howard: It is certainly a key area. I would
you want a career, is that what you will want.” So Icompletely agree with that. I also think it is a priority
do think it will happen, but, like everything, it willfor us to provide assistance where we can. But that

does not mean to say I do not think the Iraqis are take a bit of time.
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Q413 Mr Hancock: Was there much discussion counter insurgency. There is that distinction. Of
course, in dealing with insurgency, the police areabout how you would prioritise? Which was the

most important force to get up and running only part of the answer in fact. There are other Iraqi
forces. In that sense, the heavy end of the equipmentnationwide? Was it the police force or was it the

military? budgetmight not necessarily have gone to the police,
itmight have gone to units like the Iraqi InterventionLt General McColl: There was some discussion of

that nature.May I go back to the first question. First Force who were required to do more demanding
tasks. That is not to say that it all went perfectly well:of all, I think a nationally recruited, ethnically

integrated police force is undoubtedly in the there were problems about making sure the
equipment was delivered. I think there werenational interests and generally accepted as such. It

is quite diYcult to do, because that is not the way it problems early on about getting the stream of
equipment delivered into all Iraqi security forces.has been done recently. Having said that, we do need

to be careful about committing formed forces from One of the reasons why we supplemented it with UK
funds in MND (SE) was to try to increase the flowone part of the country into another. For example,

Kurdish troops into Mozul—a very sensitive area, of things like individual weapons, body armour,
communications and so on. I think the flow now ofand probably not something we would wish to do.

So there are sensitivities and subtleties there which equipment to the Iraqi Armed Forces is actually
pretty good. After a fairly shaky start—and thereare best handled by the Iraqis. However, the point

about an ethically integrated force is undoubtedly were reasons for that—I think it is actually going
rather well. But John is probably in a better positionsomething that is in the national interest.
to comment in detail.
Lt General McColl: I would just make theQ414 Mr Hancock: On the question of prioritising
observation that there was a very clearwhich was the most important force, your colleague
understanding of the requirement to give the policeNick made the point that there were so many
the equipment to do the job. Having said that, theversions of the military and other elements there.
whole Iraqi security force generation programmeSurely a national police force should have been the
was a huge programme: 250,000 I think it will be bymajor priority.
the spring of next year—really, from a standingLt General McColl: Indeed, and it was recognised as
start. So the whole equipment and training of that issuch. In discussions that I observed with General
a huge undertaking. Inevitably, the speedwithwhichPetraeus and General Casey, there was discussion
the Americans, particularly, but ourselves as well,about priorities and there was a very clear
have been able to deliver equipment has not been asunderstanding of the importance of the police force.
fast as we would wish—or, indeed, the Iraqi policeOf course, the diYculty with the police force, as we
force or, indeed, the Iraqi National Guard or thealluded to earlier, is that it had further to go than
Iraqi Army. There are areas where people have beenothers because it was, during Saddam’s era, the
regrettably ill-equipped to do the job, but that islowest of all in terms of priority and in terms of those
rapidly being turned around and the equipmentwho would consider joining. So there was a huge
really is coming on stream now. I think, during themountain to climb there in terms of developing a
latter part of our time in theatre, we observed itforce which was in the lead in the counter-
coming on stream very forcefully.insurgency fight.

Q416 Mr Hancock:You suggested that the police inQ415 Mr Hancock: If that decision was made, and
the old regime were at the bottom of the pecking pilethe police were given that sense of priority, where
and had low esteem and what-have-you. The onewas the back-up that was needed to give that force
thing you want is a police force in which the publicsome pride in itself; the right equipment tomake sure
has some confidence, not only in a security sense butthey were as well armed as the people they were
in a policing sense.having to deal with? Why was it that they were not
Mr Howard: Yes.all given the right sort of vehicles? One should ask

really what happened to the equipment that was
there before? Did it suddenly evaporate, was it all Q417 Mr Hancock: To know that all the day-to-day

crime is going to be properly detected and is goingdestroyed, or was it all sold oV or looted. There
seems to be a strange dilemma, does there not? I to be tackled in a proper way. Do you sense that is a

possibility? Or is it already happening? Is therelistened to Iraqi policemen on Sunday being
interviewed and they said, “They have asked us to greater confidence that this new police force is

something that the public can feel confident in, or isprotect this polling station but we have got weapons
here with hardly enough rounds of ammunition for it just much of the same?

Major General Rollo: There is a mountain to climb.all of us to have a full clip.” That did not seem to be
the right way to equip a police force who were In Iraq traditionally the Army has been the defender

of the nation and that has been the service whichputting their lives undoubtedly on the line.
Mr Howard: In talking about the importance of a people ascribe to join. And the police force has not.

What are the components of police morale?We havenational police force, that is absolutely right, but, of
course, that is to provide general security, general touched on quite a lot of them this morning:

legitimacy, training, equipment. As John McCollpolicing. It is not necessarily, in thinking that, that
we were thinking about their desire or their ability to has said, we could do the training; the equipment
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came in slowly—which is why I turned around to the infrastructure. He would then hand that on to the
Chief of Police, who has the lead, who then wouldMinistry of Defence and said, “Look, I understand

where I am in the priority system within Iraq, but, construct a plan, normally with our help initially,
which would then be executed by the Jointfrom my UK national point of view, I want to make

progress here and it would be very helpful to be Operations Centre. Did you visit one when you were
in Basra?funded,” which I then was, but that still then took

time. We focused then on small bits of the police
force, to make sure that they really worked and did Q419 Mr Cran: I do not think so.
have self-esteem and pride. That, if you like, was the Major General Rollo: If I could suggest it, perhaps it
bit I put real eVort into, because that was the short- would be helpful to do so next time. Where there
term requirement but in the backdrop to that was a was, if you like, a watch leader, who was a colonel in
much longer, slower process, being driven from the police, and then there were representatives of the
Baghdad, and slower because it was a much larger others there. So information would come in and
scale, which was going to look at, if you like, there was a sort of response function for that but
revalidating the entire membership of the police also a planning function. For instance, with
force. They were going to look at everybody: something like an election, then the people
everybody then had to be re-documented and looked represented there would be responsible for putting
at in terms of age, educational qualification and together the plan and we had an oYcer in there
general suitability. That process was just starting permanently. Again, it takes time to get these things
towards the end of my time but was designed to to work together but they had some considerable
have, I think, potentially, a really quite dramatic successes with planned operations, initiated,
eVect on the people who were in it. So all of those increasingly, as I left, where bits of the police and
who had come in on a fairly temporary basis the year bits of theNational Guard would work together, the
before, because they were there and they put their police doing, for instance, the search and the
hands up, were going to be re-examined, and if they National Guard providing the cordon. There was
did not fit the bill for a future police, then there plenty of scope to build on those and to take it
would be a large-scale redundancy programme—or forward.
that certainly was the idea when I left—which would Lt General McColl: At a national level, the PJOCs
create room for new policemen who had been much (Political Joint Operations Centres) and the
better trained and had done the eight-week course to Provincial Security Committees worked. They were,
come in to replace them. I think it is a long-term as you say, rolled out across the country. I think it is
issue, but I do not see why it should not happen. But fair to say they were everywhere—they worked
all those things need to be done. The other aspect is better in some places than others, but they were right
the leadership. If we can get the leadership right, so across the country at provincial level. At national
that our young, newly trained, idealistic policeman level you had also an architecture which was
does not go into an organisation where the first designed to integrate, first of all, the Iraqi
response is, “That’s all very well, sunshine, but this Government and then the coalition with the Iraqi
is theway it works in this station,” then there is scope Government. So you had a National Security
for progress. Committee which was chaired by the Prime

Minister, upon which sat the Interior Minister and
Minister of Defence. Our own ambassador would sitQ418 Mr Cran: If I may deal with inter-force
on that, as would Ambassador Negroponte and ascooperation. I loved your expression about the
would General Casey. So that was a thoroughlysecurity architecture. It rather says what the
integrated committee. Below that, you had theproblem is. You, Mr Howard, spoke of the various
Security Committee, which was chaired bysecurity elements in the Iraqi front.Whenwe were in
representatives of theMoD, theMoI, and one of myBaghdad, we were told about these things called
functions was to be the co-chair on behalf of theJoint Operations Centres, which is meant, I think, to
multinational force—again, predominantly Iraqi,bridge this gap between these various forces. Could
but integrating the coalition and Iraqi operation inyou tell us what is happening? Are they successful?
a way which was as coherent as it could be. TheWhat happened in your time in MND (SE)?
architecture sounds joined up, and I would not wishMajor General Rollo: Each province is supposed to
to pretend that it was entirely coherent and therehave at least one. The idea was fairly
were not hiccups, but the structure was there and thestraightforward, that there should be a single Joint
aspiration was there, and, as the capabilities and theOperations Centre which had the representatives of
experience of the Iraqi ministry grows, as Mrall the people present. Perhaps I ought to step back
Howard has indicated, I think that is a structureon that, because my predecessor, just before he left,
which will be put in place and we can build on.set up a structure which was, I think, adopted

country-wide, which was that there should be a
security committee in each province, chaired by the Q420 Mr Cran: You said there is a lot to build on,
governor—so, I suppose, in some ways similar to a and that could mean a great deal, but I want to be
police court—where he could set out policy and say, clear that you think that cooperation is possible—
“Right, these are the major security issues . . .” and I would ask you to have a glimpse at the
whether it was security on route 6 or a spate of background. When in Iraq, we were told this—and

I am not going to tell you who told us, because Ikidnapping or customs or the protection of the oil
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think I had better not—“cooperation across Q422 Mr Viggers: If NATO moves into the
provision of training, could you explain how this willsystems”—that is, in Iraq—“fly in the face of

cultural norms in the Arab world and are frequently be coordinated with the Multinational Security
Transition Command? If the answer to that is quiteseen as a threat to individual authority.” You do not

see that as the impediment, do you? long, we would be happy to receive a letter on this.
Major General Houghton: It is very quick. GeneralMajor General Rollo: It is part of the impediment. I
Petraeus is also the dual-hatted NATO commanderthink that is what I said at the beginning, there is a
of that training and organisation, so compatibilitymountain to climb in a country where the culture is
and coherence is established at the outset.that the Army is the lead service and we are saying

youwant to have police supremacy and a police lead.
But it is not as straightforward as that, because it

Q423 Mr Viggers: Are you worried that countriesdepends on individual characters, and there is
currently making a contribution in Iraq mightconsiderable crossover, so that there are a number of
switch their contribution, so that it is throughsenior policemen, for instance, at the moment who
NATO training rather than as part of thehave previous military experience, and that helps to
multinational force? This has happened in the casebring the two together because people know each
of two countries, has it not?other. Basra is not a big town and that particular
Mr Howard: I do not think it is a major worry. If weclass of people all know each other. At a more junior
are talking about switching training being donelevel, we were running three-week courses for a
under a coalition hat to being done under a NATOcompany of the police special unit and a company of hat, I think we will be content with that.theNational Guard to work together. It is that habit
Major General Houghton: Over time, one mightof working together—and we saw a number of
positively encourage it. The whole nature of the shiftexamples where it was successfully done, which I will be that away from counter-insurgency andthink commonsense says will work in the future. towards a security assistance mission, and therefore
the nature of people’s contributions, nations’
contributions, should increasingly, over time, beQ421 Mr Viggers: Is there consistency and
more focused on the training and security assistanceharmonization in training over the whole of Iraq? Is
rather than training in counter-insurgency typethere consistency between training carried out by
tasks. So I think it would be, properly controlled, theAmericans in the North and the training carried out
right thing to be happening over time.by the UK in the South?

Lt General McColl:Within the headquarters in Iraq
is the headquarters of the Multinational Support Q424 Mike Gapes: Could I ask you about the
Training Command Iraq (“Menstici” as it is known) militias. In June, just before it transferred power, the
which is General Petraeus’s command, which is Coalition Provision Authority issued an order
subordinate to General Casey. Within that outlawing non-governmental militias. We have
command there is a number of diVerent clearly seen themilitias have played a very important
departments, looking after the Iraqi National role in the stability in the Kurdish area and we know
Guard, looking after the Iraqi Army, looking after al-Sadr’s militia is still around andmight potentially
the Iraqi police force, and there are British oYcers be a problem in the future, so what is being done to
integrated in that organisation. Up until recently the abolish the militias and to integrate the militias
one-star running the police organisation was a together into an eVective defence and security force
British oYcer; we have now downscaled that to a for Iraq as a whole?
colonel. The reason I explain that is because it is a Mr Howard: The first thing I would say is that
multinational approach, and the object of that militias have traditionally been a part of the Iraqi
organisation is to produce coherence. There is politics of this. Most political parties have had a
coherence of policy, in terms of, for example, the militia associated with them. From a British point of
way in which the police are trained: there is a view, and, I am sure, from an American point of
common syllabus, and there is a common view, we would like to see the militias either
progression in the way in which they move forward. disbanded or integrated as appropriate into the Iraqi
However, when you go on to talk about the ways in security forces as they go on, but this now has to be
which, for example, the National Guard are trained, an Iraqi decision on how they operate. In practical
and the way in which you heard General Rollo terms, I suspect it is not something you can just do
describe the integration of one of our infantry overnight. I think it is a question of persuasion and
battalions in the way it is done in the South East, developing mature political institutions and mature
there is a diVerent approach in the American sector. security institutionswhichmake the need formilitias
They have what are called second-tier special forces redundant. But I do not think that is something that
elements who are given that responsibility and they can happen quickly; nor can it happen at our behest
do it in their own particular way. Within the general or American behest alone. It has to be an Iraqi
guidance from the policy direction from the centre, decision.
which is coherent, and which is designed to give a
common approach, there are of course individuals
of national interpretation. But I think you would Q425 Mike Gapes: So the coalition is not going to

play a role in dismantling the militias.expect that.
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Mr Howard: I think we would be prepared to normally like that. It is a very shifting bunch of
people, both in terms of the leadership and thefacilitate any action to disbandmilitias and integrate

them into Iraqi security forces on the back of an membership, of a very varied size depending on how
strongly people feel about a particular issue at aIraqi Government decision to do so.
particular moment. I would go back to the huge
spike of activity in August and then a very low levelQ426 Mike Gapes: If the Iraqis ask us to play a role

in getting rid of al-Sadr’s militia, we would do so. since then. I think I would start by saying the issue
of militias was there before I arrived; it was notMr Howard: I do not think it is quite as simple as

that, because there would be a dialogue between the afterwards. I was aiming for a general acceptance
across the political class, if you like, and for thatIraqi authorities and Muqtada himself about,

particularly, if Muqtada is taking part in the matter in wider society that armed people on the
street, outside the National Guard and the policepolitical process. He will be part of that process.

They will then reach decisions about what will be the force, were unacceptable, that, if they appeared,
then they should be removed. That was notfuture of militias, and there are various things that

could happen. They could be disbanded. They could acceptable behaviour in Basra or any other part of
our area. Once you get that, then the real answer tobe incorporated into the Iraqi security forces and, as

part of that, they may come to the coalition and say, the militias is to take away the requirement for them
to exist, as has been said. You give people jobs and“Can you help with a particular aspect of that?” This

is all relatively speculative, and I could not say, you have a political climate in which militias are not
necessary to either give you security or to gain you“Yes, we will definitely help,” but obviously we will

help where we can and where we think we can add votes. But easier said than done.
Chairman: Thank you. We shall not be calling youvalue.
back. We have had two bites of the cherry.
Unfortunately, we will be writing to you becauseQ427 Mike Gapes: We will watch this space.

Major General Rollo: It depends what you think al- there are some questions that we were not able to ask
because of the time constraints. We apologise inSadr’s militia is. If you have a vision of Ireland in

1914, with people drilling on street corners, it is not advance, but we shall be writing to you.
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Chairman: Welcome. You appeared before the evidence from my predecessors about it. The
International Development Committee recently to planning for the humanitarian phase of the
give evidence on the same topic. I am sorry we are operation was successful; many of the humanitarian
not quite yet into joined-up committee work; we issues that we thought we would face did not, in fact,
demand joined-up government but, I am afraid, we transpire. So we were into the next phase of
should practise in our own Select Committee system reconstruction a bit quicker than was anticipated at
rather more coherently. It is a diVerent culture in the the beginning. So there had to be some adjustments
Defence Committee, alas, to that of our colleagues in the summer of 2003, as we moved from the early
to whom you spoke. We are taking evidence, of phase to the CPA South phase of reconstruction.
course, as you know, on the reconstruction in Iraq Rod Matthews, on my left, was Head of
and related DfID issues. We realise that judging a Reconstruction in the CPA South before he became
war by the military campaign only is akin to judging head of the DfID oYce when that started in July
an opera only by the overture. Developments in Iraq 2004. As to progress, there has been good progress
have shown that reconstruction and technical in some areas and not such good progress in others.
assistance is as important in the complex peace If you look at the progress of the Iraqi economy,
support operation as military functions in very, very there are some reasonably encouraging figures. The
many ways. The Prime Minister indicated to the growth figure for 2004 is 50%, although you have to
Liaison Committee yesterday that the review of factor in a reduction of 30% in 2003 for the war year,
current operations in Iraq would take place and but that is still not a bad recovery rate. It does reflect
would be published. He seemed to indicate that this high oil prices but that is not the only factor. If you
would include a review of reconstruction activities, read World Bank and IMF reports they say that
and we look forward to hearing more about this in there has been a significant increase in trading, that
the course of our session today. Firstly, the role of agricultural production is improving and that the
DfID more generally. I will ask my colleague, Mr private sector is gettingmoving. Part of the credit for
Viggers, to start. that, has to go to the way that the CPA introduced

reforms into the Iraqi economy so that inflation was
brought under control, the central bank was freedQ428 Mr Viggers: I think it is generally accepted
from government control, the currency was unifiednow that economic reconstruction was not
and tariVs were simplified. All of these things aresuYciently factored into the coalition’s pre-war
necessary pre-cursors for the economy to grow andplanning. Starting from this rather lowbase, can you
the private sector to develop. There are still bigplease look forward and give us an overview of
challenges because the economy needs to diversifyDfID’s programmes and disbursement of funds?
from oil and there is a need to remove subsidies. OneMr Drummond: Can I just start by saying that the
of the things that DfID has been doing is trying tochallenges that we faced in Iraq were more diYcult
provide advice into that process, so we have a teamthan we have faced in other places. We are dealing
of people working on economic reform in Baghdadwith a country which has had 30 years of very
who can help the IMF to reach agreement and helpchronic under-investment and lack of contact with
to reach the debt agreement. Unemployment is stillthe outside world. There was widespread looting
high, but there is some evidence from the Worldwhen the forces arrived, which caused lots of
Bank that it is reducing. The food distributiondamage and made things more diYcult at the
system has held up well with outside help from usbeginning. DfID’s definition of “reconstruction” is
and the Americans, and so people have not gonequite a wide one. It relates to progress of the
hungry in Iraq. On health care and schools, there iseconomy and the private sector, it relates to the
a rehabilitation process underway. It has not gone asinstitutions of the state and it relates to physical
fast as we would have liked but it is underway andinfrastructure, and in facing all of those tasks we
we have contributed some funds into that process,have to be joined up with other donors, because
both in the south and nationally. The transportDfID’s contribution to this process is necessarily
system is functioning better than it was; airports aregoing to be significant but small compared to the
now open (Basra Airport, as you will know, waswider picture. I think there are a lot of lessons,
opened), there has been rehabilitation of railwayobviously, to be learnt from the early stages. I know

you have produced reports on this already and taken lines and the port system is more eVective than it was
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before. If you look at the media, there are now 75 governorates apart from Basra because southern
Iraq is a priority for our programme. We are aboutradio stations, 21 TV stations. DfID has helped with

the training of journalists. The justice system is to send somebody to Maysan but the security
judgment over the last sixmonths or so has been thatoperational; it needs a lot more investment butDfID

has helped with the training of judges. The we can have people visiting those governorates but
we should not have them living there. In order to dogovernment system with de-Ba’athification has

suVered initially a big loss of eYciency, so we need what we would like to do, which is to strengthen the
capacity of those governorates to link thembetter upto build up new structures at the centre. DfID has

helped with public administration reform and with Baghdad, you need to establish good
relationships with the Iraqi oYcials working in theprovides a team of advisors to Prime Minister

Alawi’s oYce to help him run that, which has been governorate and their teams, and it is diYcult to do
that if you are popping in for the day and going backmuch appreciated. On the power side, the position is

disappointing. Rod can talk a bit about power in the to Basra before nightfall, which is the situation we
have.south; investments have been made but have not yet

produced a significant jump in power output, as you Mr Hancock: Can I ask two very quick
supplementaries to what you have said? Do youwill have seen during your visit in December. The

situation in Basra is still poor, and that requires think we should have been surprised at the amount
of looting that went on, bearing in mind themore investment from us and more investment from

other donors. experiences in the Balkans when the conflict had
ceased, where people blew up houses unnecessarily
and looted neighbours’ houses simply as payback?Q429Mr Viggers:DfID’s Public Service Agreement
Should we have been surprised about that? WasObjective IV states that the department’s aim is to
there no contingency really built in, nobody thought“Increase the impact of the international system in
that that might ever happen? Secondly, when youreducing poverty, preventing conflict and
said about the power, the failure to get the powerresponding eVectively to conflict and humanitarian
back on in Basra being, really, dependent oncrises.” How does this aim of preventing conflict sit
resources coming both from the UK and otherwith the UK’s objective in Iraq, which was of course
donors, what about the money from within Iraqto plan for conflict and post-conflict situations? Do
itself to fund this? Who co-ordinates how muchyou work round the Armed Forces? If one of your
money is made available from Iraq’s own resourcesobjectives is to prevent conflict, do you take what
to put the infrastructure back together?you are given and prevent conflict insofar as you can
Chairman: Do not answer the second one becauseonce the Armed Forces have done their work? Or do
that is Mr Havard’s question.you plan with them to prevent conflict?

Mr Drummond: Clearly, in Iraq, a decision was
taken by Parliament to take military action. In those Q433MrHancock: I am sorry, it is just that you said
circumstances, DfID was asked to help with the in your answer to Peter that the resources were not
post-conflict arrangements. Of course, as part of the there to do more with the power.
Government, that is what we did. We did planning Mr Drummond: On the first point, should we across
alongside the military before the conflict and we government—and indeed across the coalition—have
haveworked very closely with them since.We can go anticipated better that there would be large-scale
into the detail of how that operated on the ground, looting? Hindsight is wonderful, but yes, I guess we
if you wish. should. I think that the scale of it in Iraq was

diVerent to what happened in the Balkans, from my
knowledge of the Balkans. Certainly, the destructionQ430 Mr Viggers: You told the International

Development Committee that you would like, for of government oYces and the destruction of
government recordsmade the first fewmonthsmuchthe purpose of broadening your programme, to be

able to post more people to Iraq, “but in the current more diYcult than people had anticipated.
circumstances we have to be quite careful about our
numbers.” What are the current circumstances that Q434 Mr Havard: Can I take you back to the
were referred to there? beginning? I did not recognise some of that
Mr Drummond: The security situation. description that you gave me of the country of Iraq.

I visited it twice last year, albeit only two single
Q431 Mr Viggers: Rather than the economic weeks at diVerent times, but I did not recognise the
circumstances? description you gave. You said something about
Mr Drummond: Yes. Basra Airport being open. I would like you to say a

little bitmore about that, to be honest.What I would
really like from you is the question about priorities.Q432 Mr Viggers: What additional staV would you

wish to deploy, and how many do you plan to What you do is you give a descriptive list of all the
diYculties and all the tasks—and that is fine, and itdeploy?

Mr Drummond: Over the last six months we have is a huge problem with all this multiplicity and
diYculties overlain by all sorts of other problems,had quite tight restrictions on numbers because of

the security situation and the diYculty of people such as tribalism and politics. I understand that, it is
a hugely complex issue. However, within that, themoving around. So we have had about 30 or so in

Baghdad and 20–30 in Basra. We would like to be Government presumably, our Government, as part
of the coalition has coalition priorities and its ownable to deploy people to the other southern
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priorities. Your department, within that has other Q438 Mr Havard: Absolutely.
Mr Drummond: The other main programme at thepriorities. Which of these tasks for the areas and
centre has been support for economic reform. Iraqsectors that you describe then are priorities, and
should be a wealthy country, and it will be a wealthywhat is this priority list? I have no feel for anything
country if it can reorganise its economy in a way thatother than an understanding that we have all of the
lets the private sector develop.problems to deal with. We have to have some order

of diYculty and an assessment of which to tackle
first. Q439 Mr Havard: Is that encompassed within what
Mr Drummond: On Basra Airport, it was opened in you said was your third large priority, the
the last month. reconstruction itself—

Mr Drummond: That is policy support at the centre
including for economic reform. We have also
provided judicial training; we have providedQ435 Chairman: The week after we left.
training for journalists, and a number of otherMr Drummond: The timing was related to the
things. On the third area, in the south, we had aHajjpilgrimage.
number of programmes through the CPA days—the
Emergency Infrastructure Programme, which Rod
Matthews was the leader of—and a number of other

Q436 Mr Havard: In what way is it open? What is reconstruction and infrastructure programmes in
happening there now? How is that developing? Is the south. At the end of the CPA we had to adjust
that a DfID priority? what we were doing so that projects were not linked

to an occupying power butmuchmore to supportingMr Drummond: Basra airport has not been a
the Iraqis to do what they wanted to do. So we haveparticular priority for DfID. Can I tell you what
main programmes, which are to create jobs, toDfID priorities have been and how we arrived at
provide emergency funding for infrastructure, and athat? In February last year we produced a Country
team of ten technical specialists to provide technicalAssistance Plan, whichwe published, and sent round
advice, both to the Iraqis and to the other donors.the select committees, which identified the priorities
We had a project continuity team which was tofor the DfID programme over the next year. It
spend the remaining balances of the Developmentidentified three main objectives for us: one was to
Fund for Iraq money that spilled over the end of thehelp the international community to re-engage, to
CPA days.help get the World Bank and the UN back involved.

Second was to have an impact on the functioning of
national government. Thirdly, was to promote Q440 Mr Havard: Other people will come on, later
reconstruction in the south. On the first of those, we on, to questions about the economy itself and
have, as you will know, had diYculty with the UN building the economy during this transition between
and the World Bank in persuading them that they the CPA and the project contract management
should send their staV back to Iraq. We understand oYce, and the whole of the dysfunctional problems
why they are reluctant to do this. The UN is now that came from that as well and are still there. I just
changing its line on this and, in fact, has done a very want to raise a couple of issues with you. Out of that
good job on the elections. On the World Bank side, overall programme then, as I understand it, the

government makes various subventions to thethey are still not back but we have provided staV in
diVerent schemes and projects—I have a list of themBaghdad to act as liaison for the World Bank and
here—of various millions of dollars from this fund,the UN between the Iraqi Government and their
that fund or the other fund to do with the UN or thestaV outside of Iraq. We have provided funds
World Bank and so on. You were asked a questionthrough the Trust Fund for Bank and UN
by one of the other committees about this, but couldprogrammes. The second part was national level
you now give us some sort of idea of exactly what theprogrammes. We have provided support for public
British contribution is, if you like, in monetaryadministration to the Prime Minister’s oYce, as I
terms, to all of these diVerent projects in terms ofmentioned before. This is intended to broaden out
reconstruction? The estimates vary, do they not,across government to work on planning and
between $15 billion from, I think, the US Aidbudgeting systems. It has done some of that so far
assessment and then the World Bank made anotherbut because of the constraints on the numbers we
assessment of $50-odd billion, so we have got thishave not been able to do as much as we wanted.
continuum which is huge. I know this is not an exactWhen I visited Baghdad in December we got a very
science, but what is the British contribution in all ofpositive reaction to that support from everybody we
this, and what is the assessment of what the cost is,talked to, from the Deputy Prime Minister down.
in terms of what the international community needs
to do?
Mr Drummond: The main assessment was done

Q437 Mr Havard: I bet you did, it was pretty jointly by the World Bank and the UN in August
dysfunctional before. I am sorry you are not 2003 in preparation for the Madrid Donors’
required to agreewith that, I am just telling youwhat Conference. That came up with a total bill of $56
I see. billion to be required over about four years,
Mr Drummond: But that is the point of the although it was not terribly precise on that. In the

early stages of that they anticipated that most of theassistance.
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moneywould need to be grant aid; in the latter stages Q443 Mr Havard: Maybe I am straying into
someone else’s question later on about thethey expected the Iraqis’ own resources to provide
disbursement of the money, but what I am trying tosome of the investment, as indeed it should, and for
get at is that you say you have a list of priorities—the Iraqis to be able to borrow commercially once
and rightly so and good and fine—and then youthey had got rid of a large chunk of their debt, which
make those decisions but that is against thethey pretty much now have. So we then had the
background that it is in the context that you are notMadrid Conference which produced pledges of
going to put that money in there because you knowabout $32 billion, of which the UK contribution was
the supplemental money is coming from the US toabout $900 million. The DfID share of that was the
do that job, and then all of a sudden it is not. It is thismajority, but there was also money through QIPs
point about the plan making contact with the enemywhich went from the Treasury to the Ministry of
and it starts to fall to bits. I am beginning to wonderDefence.
who the enemy is, in some of these things. Have we
adjusted priorities to take account of that?

Q441 Mr Havard:What sort of order of magnitude Mr Drummond:We have adjusted priorities. In fact,
was that? what we have done in the last month (in fact,
Mr Drummond: I think £30 million, so about $50 following the visit in December) is to appraise the
million. And some money that went through the new programme in which £30–£40 million will be
Foreign OYce, largely to pay for experts who spent on infrastructure, largely electricity in the
worked with the Coalition Provisional Authority. south, because we see this—

Q444 Mr Havard:Water?Q442 Mr Havard: You see, the Foreign AVairs
Ms Hayes: It will include water. Precisely for theSelect Committee will have a slightly diVerent take
reasons you identified, we expected the US PCOon this, but what I saw on the ground, and I continue
projects to come on stream quicker than they did. Ito see, is military personnel doing things they should
do not know whether there are going to be morenot have to do, with resources they have not got, and
questions about this but it has been slower than wevery often they are doing all these quick impact
would have liked, for a number of reasons. So, at theprojects, and all the rest of it. They aremaking up for
end of last year, we had hoped that we could edgedeficiencies in the flow of the money. We will come
out of the emergency infrastructure work and get onon to questions in relation to the disbursement of
with longer-term capacity building business, whichmoney later on, but the question was asked earlier
is what we are in. We recognise we cannot do that;on about power and water, and all this sort of stuV.
we cannot leave the south in the lurch either. So weWe asked this question last week of some of the have decided to reprioritise in the way you havemilitary personnel. When we were in Basra in May, suggested and are planning a new project over the

we were told that there were all these projects doing next 12 months, of £30–£40million, which will focus
great things with the water supply, sewerage and all 75% on power sector repairs and maintenance work
the rest of it—great—but when we go back in in the south across all four governorates and 25%
December, we get there and they say: “Oh yes, that will be water and sanitation. And that should keep
was all mighty fine but that money has now been us goingwhile we continue to lobby hard and work a
diverted oV (stolen, in my opinion) from one budget way to get theUS delivering on the ground and other
to another budget, from doing that job into security donors as well. We have to recognise that they face
sector reform.” So one of the things that we certainly a lot of the same problems that we do with security
have got an interest in is in the British sector. These constraints and other practices as well, which I think
things are obviously not mutually exclusive, are you will know of.
they—the security and getting people running water Mr Drummond: Can I ask Rod to say something
and sewerage and all the rest of it. If we are about the Emergency Infrastructure Programme,
disbursing this money into these funds for particular because there is an implication that nothing
purposes related to our priorities of reconstruction happened, and I think that is perhaps—
in the south, how come I see that situation?
Mr Drummond: Rod can take you through some of Q445 Mr Havard: I was not trying to imply that
the projects which came to a conclusion on the nothing was happening.
Emergency Infrastructure side during the time Mr Matthews: The Emergency Infrastructure
between your visits. I think that your reference to Programme (EIP as it became known) was identified
money being diverted is a reference to the change in about August of 2003, was approved for partial
that the Americans made with their budget, and funding by DfID in September and the team was
what they didwas to take some of their supplemental mobilised in September to initiate the programme.
money and shift it from infrastructure The total programme was $127 million; there were
programmes—water and power projects, largely, 40 projects, covering the essential services of
which were due to start in 2006—and to bring that electricity, water (both urban and rural) fuel stations
money forward and spend it instead on security. My and fuel distribution, sanitation and domestic gas
judgment is that it is less an issue about moving that supplies. The DfID grant to CPA south was £20
money around than an issue about how you actually million, which equated to roughly $34 million, and
get the programmes going in the south, having the the balance of the funding came from the

Development Fund for Iraq. There were twocapacity there to deliver them on the US side.
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separate approvals made by Ambassador Bremer in says: “The Coalition Provisional Authority
provided less than adequate controls . . . TheBaghdad. The details of the schemes, if you would

like us to give you some highlights, are that on the Coalition Provisional Authority did not establish or
implement suYcient managerial, financial andelectricity side five 10-megawatt power stations were

constructed in the south, which are diesel powered, contractual controls to ensure that . . . funds were
used in a transparent manner.” There are referencesone 40-megawatt power station was constructed in

Al Muthanna province, which is gas-fired and 2,000 to money which has not been accounted for. What is
DfID doing to ensure that money which is currentlykilometres of 132Kv high-voltage lines were

replaced. The distribution networks and sub- being spent is properly accounted for and that
money provided to the interim Iraqi Government isstations were reinforced in Basra and, also, in a

number of the other Governorates. On the water properly accounted for?
Mr Drummond: Could I just say, on those pressside, 120 kilometres of new distribution mains were

installed in Basra, mainly using manual labour reports, they referred to (at least the ones that I have
seen) the very early stages after Saddam’s regime fell.rather than mechanical—

Q448 Mr Hancock: Up to six months.Q446 Mr Havard: I think this is the point. I am
Mr Drummond: And they referred to money thatinterested in the catalogue of things, and I am not
was used to pay Iraqi public sector workers. As lotstrying to suggest that a lot of things are not done and
of the banks were trashed and lots of governmentwere not done and that the Brits were not trying their
records were trashed, it was extremely diYcult forbest to do it. This is the whole point. When we were
the people who were doing that. Had they not madethere we saw military personnel working alongside
payments to Iraqi public servants then there wouldcivil personnel deployed out there from water
have been lots of other problems as well. It is good,companies in Great Britain; there were TA oYcers
however, that this has been audited and coming out,and all sorts of people, getting on and doing, but
and the lessons should be learned from it. On theUKvery often getting on and doing against a
side, we are not providing money straight throughbackgroundwhich was not helping them, eVectively.
the Iraqi budget. We might at some point aspire toIt is this question about how you have to constantly
that, if they needed it (which we hope they will not),switch priorities. It is all very well making priorities
but we do not do that unless there are suYcient auditsitting in London and then you have got diVerent
trails in other governments’ systems, and we are notpriorities happening on the ground and it changes.
at that stage with the Iraqi Government. Most ofWhat I was trying to get at is that we can say we are
their government expenditure is funded from oilgoing to spend X amount of money, but X amount
revenues and we should not need to be subsidisingof money might be the wrong amount or the right
that. So our money is going through UN/Worldamount—I do not know—and you will not know
Bank systems, where they have their own auditinguntil you actually go and do it. The point is we were
responsibilities, and it is going through DfIDemploying Iraqis; there were, eVectively, people
systems. The programme that Rod talked about haddigging holes with shovels where youmight be better
clear audit trails. So I ampretty confident thatwe areoV using a JCB and do ten guys out of work, but it
using the right systems for monitoring thewas better to have them in work. So security goes
expenditure of UK money.hand-in-hand with reconstruction. We understand

all that, and really what I think we are trying to get
at (and the quality of the distribution of the money Q449 Mr Viggers: In a Parliamentary answer the

Minister, Mr MacShane, said: “In the period up towe will come on to later on) is this question about
how these sorts of priorities are decided and how 28 June 2004 up to sixUKGovernment oYcials, and

a team of professional contractors employed by theDfID, in the context of everything else, can actually
shift and move and deal with the priorities that it UK Government, provided financial administrative

support to Iraqi Ministries and oYces in Baghdad,says it has got for the money that we are actually
contributing. Basra and the northern Governorates.” Are UK

oYcials who are seconded working entirely withinMr Drummond: On the Country Assistance Plan,
when we prepared it, we talked to Iraqi ministers the Iraqi organisations or do they report back to the

UK Ministries from which they are seconded?about it, we talked to Bremer about it and we talked
to NGOs about it. We did it in a couple of months, Mr Drummond: That refers to people who were

working with the CPA?which is much quicker than some of these things
often take. It was a consultative process and we did
realise, when we did it, that we had to be flexible and Q450 Mr Viggers: Yes.
change plans. We have kept the three broad Mr Drummond: So they were part of the occupation
priorities that I outlined to you and I think those still authority rather than any Iraqi Government
feel right. We will need to talk to the new Iraqi authority.
Government about them when they come in.

Q451 Mr Viggers: Yes. Do they report back to UK
Ministries or are they working entirely within theQ447 Mr Viggers: Press reports about the way in

which funding has been applied in Iraq have been provision government?
Mr Drummond: They would have reported back tovery critical, and the Coalition Provisional

Authority’s own Inspector General’s report could UK authorities. Their main chain of command was
within the CPA, as I recall it.scarcely be more critical—it is utterly damning. It
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Q452Mr Hancock: Can I ask a question which goes Q457 Mr Hancock: You said each of these had an
audit trail?back to my original question? You work in Basra

operating in those four distinct Governorates there. Mr Drummond: Yes. Certainly the CPA contracts
were subject to internal audit.What access did you have to Iraqi money?Were you

satisfied that there was enough of the national
resources that belonged to Iraq going to where you Q458 Mr Viggers: I wonder if you would care to
were working? I cannot understandwhy they did not comment on the scrupulous process you have just
back the priority of getting the power on as the first described in terms of competitive tender with the
significant step to giving people the security they $4 billion contract that was given without
wanted. competition to Halliburton, a company that was
Mr Drummond: The Development Fund for Iraq once chaired byVice PresidentDick Cheney?Would
that Rodmentioned in the context of the Emergency you like to comment on the comparison between the
Infrastructure Programme is, in fact, Iraqi money scrupulous system you have just described and that
from oil revenues and from frozen assets. So during bid?
the CPA days the CPA was spending Iraqi Mr Matthews: I do not think—
Government money.

Q459 Mr Hancock: You were representing the
Q453 Mr Hancock:Were you getting a fair share of British Government at that stage. This is a very
that? Was it being controlled by the Americans? important question. If we really were in a coalition
MrDrummond:Wehad a reasonable share of that in then the British Government should have been able
the south, and the Emergency Infrastructure to exercise some concern over that. I want to know
Programme thatRod described included £20million whether your department said anything about what
of UK money but it leveraged £60 million of Iraqi was going on. Here we are, meticulously going down
money. So that it was a jointly funded programme. to the nth dollar in contracts here but $4 billion gets

put across with no competition and it would appear
the British Government just acquiesced to that.Q454MrHancock: So £20 million of English money
Mr Drummond: As I recall, this was Americanonly levered out 16 million?
Government money and American GovernmentMr Drummond: Sixty million, and the CPA South
procedures.had quite a large amount of DfIDmoney in addition

to that.
Mr Matthews: Yes, another $75 million. Q460MrHancock: It was coalition money.Wewere

supposed to be in this together.
MrDrummond: It wasmoney from theUS taxpayer,Q455 Mr Hancock: Do you think you were badly
as I recall.ripped oV in the early days?
Chairman: We have a big agenda. We will get on toMr Matthews: I was not there in the early days.
this stage shortly and maybe we will ask then.

Q456 Mr Hancock: Do you think you were ripped
Q461 Mr Cran: On to this question of distributionoV by the contractors that you employed?
of funds. You have answered quite a lot of questionsMs Hayes: No.
about the distribution of funds to Mr Havard, but IMrDrummond:No.Why do you not describe briefly
would like to tackle this from the other end. Whenthe tendering process?
one looks at the figures, most of the money, as youMrMatthews:One of the points I was going tomake
quite rightly said, is American money and at the lastabout the Emergency Infrastructure Programme
date that we have on money committed—that is towas that it was managed jointly by representatives
say, December 2004—out of 18.4 billion allocatedfrom the Iraqi Directorates, the Provincial Councils
by Congress only something of the order ofand theMulti National Division South East and the
1.4 billion has been—what is the word?Board was chaired by the Regional Coordinator,
Mr Drummond: Obligated.CPA (S). The process of all stages of the project cycle

were in fact overseen by this board or reported to the
board. The board took informed decisions about Q462 Mr Cran: Which seems to me to be a clumsy

word. Nevertheless, “obligated”. Could you explainapproving schemes on the funding and, also, the
policy that was going to be adopted for to me why that is so? In answer to Mr Havard you

did mention the security situation but theprocurement. We always had competitive tenders.
In some cases the contracts were for supply items probability is there are a lot of other reasons besides

that. The allocation of additional money to securitywhich could only be sourced from outside Iraq, but
this was generally within the region—things like was one issue I think you answered withMrHavard,

but clearly there are other reasons: the ability of thegenerators and pipes. In terms of the works
contracts, these were awarded to local firms Iraqi economy to absorb vast sums of money, and

we have heard of bureaucratic disputes and all thefollowing competition from selected firms, normally
six to seven contractors. Estimates were prepared rest of it. Would you like to tie all of that together

and tell us why there is such a big mismatch betweenindependently of the cost of works and a comparison
was made between those confidential estimates for funds allocated and funds committed?

Mr Drummond: These are US Government funds.the price that would be received by the contractors.
Based on that, I believe value formoney was secured All I can do is give you the latest figures that we

have got.in all cases.
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Q463 Mr Cran: I am going to ask you that in a in the south, actually, where things have gone slower
than we wanted to—partly because of security andsecond. All I want to know is: you are the experts,

you are looking in at the situation in Iraq. Of course partly because of adjustments that we have had to
make to programmes. At the end of the CPA periodthis is American money, but you are all experiencing

similar problems in Iraq in getting money spent and we were no longer an occupying power and we could
no longer have 150 people, or whatever it was, in theallocated.Why do you think theAmericans have got

such a big disparity between funds allocated and CPA South working on projects. We had to adjust
to new projects, recruiting people and getting themfunds committed?

Mr Drummond: The first thing to say is that the in at a time when security was quite diYcult.
Americans have set themselves a huge task in this.
They have allocated $20 billion to Iraq and that is an

Q467Mr Cran:When in Iraq I think wemet you, onenormous sum for any donor to be trying to spend.
one of our visits, and on that visit we heard thatSo one should not be surprised if it takes some time
DfIDwas studyingways to ensure that PCO fundingto get it moving. Secondly, they are doing this
was gong to the right places in, if I may call it, thethrough an organisation which is relatively new, set
British sector, as it were, and a study was beingup for the purpose. Thirdly compared to us, they
undertaken, and so on. Could you tell us whathave quite a number of processes they have to go
happened as a result of all that, either you or Mrthrough for the allocation of money, and references
Matthews?back to Congress at particular points if they want to
Mr Matthews: I think the exercise that you arechange allocations in a way that we would not have
referring to was the sector plans that were preparedto do. Their procedures emphasised—at least, in the
by the various advisors within the Coalitionearly stages—quite a lot using US contractors
Provisional Authority themselves. These looked atwhereas British aid funds are untied and therefore
the total needs requirement in each of the fourwe have rather more flexibility to do the things that
Governorates and matched these to the work thatRod was describing with local contractors. The US
was expected to be covered by the PCO, and thenhas appreciated all that and has made changes to its
looking at the balance with a view to having aprocesses and is now using Iraqi contractors much
commondocument for theUN/WorldBank and anymore and has much more flexibility to shift money,
other donors involved. So those needs assessmentsparticularly to help Fallujah and Najaf in the
were completed around about June of last year.immediate, post-conflict situation. So I think there
Those sector plans are held with the varioushas been a shift there. I come back to the point that
directorates—the water directorates and theI made at the beginning: this is a very diYcult
electricity directorates.operating environment. Even in the south we had

periods in April and May where our staV could not
travel and were locked down in the consulate. We Q468 Mr Cran: If that was a formal study, can we
had the same again in August and parts of have access to that study in relation to the British
September, a lock-down in the consulate and DfID sector? Or not?
staV could not get out. A lot of the American eVort Mr Matthews: I do not see any reason why not.
has been going into areas aroundBaghdadwhere the Ms Hayes: I would just say that those plans,
security situation is much more diYcult. obviously, were prepared six months ago and those

plans are continually reviewed and reprioritisedwith
Q464Mr Cran:What I really want to get out of you the Iraqis. There are meetings even this week in Iraq
is that, in answer to Mr Havard, the reference was between the Iraqis, the UN and theWorld Bank and
made to the fact that moneys were provided to the ourselves looking again at sector needs and
worsening security situation and, therefore, if one priorities.
just left it at that it would assume that that is why
there has been a big under-spend. However, what I

Q469MrCran: So it is not a sort of single review thatthink you are telling us is that the under-spend is
is going on within a time frame; it is a continuousoccurring for a whole raft of reasons.
review that is going on the whole time.Mr Drummond: Yes, that is right.
Mr Matthews: It took a snapshot, if you like, at
April, May and June 2004, and then in theQ465 Mr Cran: On to the British eVort. You said subsequent period each of the plans was finallythat the Americans have learned from one or two reviewed with the directorates and then handed overways that we do business, and so on and so forth.
to the directorates for them to maintain. So it is aAre we suVering from the same under-spend?
living document. So it would probably be in aMr Drummond: We have spent a larger proportion
slightly diVerent form now than it was six monthsof a much smaller sum.
ago.

Q466Mr Cran:Of course. Just tell us what the sums
Q470 Mr Cran: This related to American money asare, for whatever period you want to give us them.
well as British money?Mr Drummond: The total commitment at Madrid
Mr Matthews: It related to sector needs, and then itwas about $900 million, and we have spent getting
matched or it mapped the inward flows of fundingon for two-thirds of that. A bit of that has been paid
from diVerent donors, including the USinto a UN/World Bank trust fund and is now being

disbursed from that. We face the same set of issues supplemental, which were rolling out at that time.
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Q471 Mr Cran: Again, I recall when in Iraq, there MrDrummond:That was not the only issue onBasra
Airport. I think we had to reach an agreement withwas a feeling outlined by quite a number of people

that it was very diYcult to get money—and, again, I the Iraqis about who was responsible for Basra
Airport.call it the British sector, but whatever we call it so be

it—from the Americans into the British sector. Is Chairman: If all of Iraq was in the good shape that
Basra Airport is, I think I would be very happy.that a scenario that you recognise?

MrDrummond: PCO spending in the south has gone Mr Cran: It was a question, Chairman, of opening
Basra Airport.more slowly than they would have hoped and we

would have hoped.

Q478 Chairman: But it was as much a political
Q472 Mr Cran: “They” meaning the Americans? decision, was it not? It was a political decision to try
Mr Drummond: Yes. to get something up and running, and theAmericans

wanted to open Baghdad before Basra, so it was as
Q473 Mr Cran: Why was that? much a political decision as financial. Anyway it is
Mr Drummond: It is a matter of priorities, to some open now.
extent, because the PCO, as I said, has limited staV Mr Drummond: I do not think the Americans were
capacity over the last six months, with what you holding back the opening of BasraAirport. Thatwas
have seen with the security situation— not my understanding.

MrCran: I do assure you that when I was there I was
Q474 Mr Cran: I understand all of that. That is told something quite diVerent.
going back to my last question. What I mean is I MrHavard: It was also to do with the perceptions of
thought, out of your answer, that they were saying the regional government and the regional council,
that expenditure in the British sector (to use that and the ordinary Iraqis and their representatives
expression) was less robust than in the American there—how they perceived the changeover that was
sector. You did not mean that? going on between the CPA and the Project
Mr Drummond: American attention has been Management OYce and, I think, a lack of
focused on the areas around Baghdad, and that has confidence that in relation to the problems they
pulled PCO staV time in that direction, and given the perceived, as James has outlined it, they were not
security situation that is not surprising. Whether it getting their fair pull from the centre and the money
has pulled PCO attention away from other parts of was not going to get any better when the new process
Iraq as well, I expect it has; it is not just the British came in. That is where we were in May. I think that
sector. is the message I came back with.

Q475Mr Cran:Absolutely. Last question: does that
Q479 Mr Hancock: Can I say, Mr Drummond, Imean then that our influence over the Americans in
think youmight have got the wrong impression of usrelation to getting some of their reconstruction
here; that we were not actually trying to help youmoney was really rather limited?
answer these questions. You seem to be not wantingMr Drummond: We have had lots of conversations
to tell us too much, when the question is a simplewith them about that and they have done a number
one.of programmes in the south. It would be wrong to
Mr Drummond: I am sorry about that.say that they had not; they have done pumping

stations along the SweetWaterCanal, which has had
a significant impact; they have done hospitals and Q480 Mr Hancock: James’s question about whether
schools work, they have done work on the port at Az or not the Americans were as supportive as they
Zubayr. So things have been done. They have done could have been to make sure that resources were
some power projects too. going into the south is a fair question to put. There

are our troops there, British publicmoney going into
Q476 Mr Cran: That really does not answer my the area but the coalition having the first and last
question. word on how the priorities were set. I think it is a fair
Mr Drummond: Would we have liked them to do question to say: did you believe that things were
more? Yes, of course, we would. Would they have unnecessarily diYcult to get the Americans to focus
liked to do more? Yes. on what we were requesting? I think that is a fair

question. I think we are entitled to a pretty clear
answer on that?Q477MrCran: I entirely accept that you can giveme

a list of things that have been done in the south, but MrDrummond:We have encouraged the Americans
to put more resources into the south—of course wethe question is that we heard constantly when we

were in Basra that it was very diYcult for the Basra have—and we have provided a technical advisory
team of specialists to help them work on that, whosector, the British sector (call it what you will), to get

the attention of the Americans on almost anything have been there for the last six months. What I was
trying to explain was that there are some constraintsbut, particularly, on the attraction of funds for

reconstruction. I remember an example that you, on theUS assistance and, as they would look at Iraq,
the strategic priority over the last few months, whenDai, mentioned, which was that of Basra Airport.

They wanted to open Basra Airport long, long the security situation has been most diYcult, has
been in the area around Baghdad. That, inevitably,before it was but could not because they could not

attract the Americans’ attention. has meant that that has been their main focus.
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Q481 Mr Hancock: It is as if they do not trust us to southern Governorates. That group meets roughly
monthly now (sometimes more frequently) and itsjust get a decision from them and then move ahead.

Why was it so imperative that the Americans had to role is to share information, do exactly what you
have just described to avoid the possibility ofbe behind every single move youmade beforemoney

came your way? overlap and duplication, and make sure that what
donors are doing is in linewith Iraqis’ needs, becauseMr Drummond: Are you talking about the CPA

days, or are you talking about American that is what we should be driving at. The meeting
was originally a shared chair between the UK andGovernment money?
theUS, but we have been very keen for this to shift to
the Iraqis themselves and that now happens. WhatQ482 Mr Hancock: Yes, the CPA days, and I want
happens now is that the Iraqis are chairing the groupto know what is happening now as well.
on a rotating basis. I think we have moved away asMr Drummond: The PCO spends American
well from lots of wish lists to more strategicGovernment money according to American
discussions. It is quite interesting, the IraqisGovernment systems. We can try to exert some
themselves are much more in the driving seat now,influence over that and try to help to do it, which is
saying: “These are our priorities, this is how wewhat we do, but, ultimately, that is their decision. In
would like you to help us—it can be the UK, Japan,the CPA days, you are right, in the early days
the UN, whoever. The US join these meetings andcommunications between Basra and Baghdad were
are an active player. So the key donors to the southless good than they should have been; towards the
are, basically, ourselves, the US, the Japanese, theend of the CPA days I think there was a very good
Danes, the Italians and the UN.flow of funds. One of the things that we were doing

in the last sixmonths was spending quite a lot ofDFI
money that was left over from the CPA. Q487 Mr Havard: Does the process look similar in

the other sectors, or is that specific to the south?
Ms Hayes: The group provides overall co-Q483 Mr Hancock: Were you able, then, to decide
ordination, it is not sector-specific. However,on your own how you were spending British
between the donors in the south there are regulartaxpayers’ money or did you have to get approval
donor meetings on specific sector areas, and theyfrom the Americans?
tend to be led—and it will be the same in anyMr Drummond: We decided on our own.
country—by whoever tends to be the natural leader
in a particular sector or subject area.Q484 Mr Hancock: So there was no question that

the Americans had a right of veto over what was
happening in Basra? Q488MrHancock:What about themoney that your
Mr Drummond: We would talk to the Americans department has put aside to work on getting the
about the relative priorities, but they spend their Governorates in a good state to be able to work with
taxpayers’ money and we spend ours. central government and the co-ordination there? Is

that something you can tell us about? Is it a success?
Has it got diYculties?Q485 Mr Hancock: All of this needs a lot of co-
Ms Hayes: It is going on in everything we try to do,ordination. There is a situation with the CPA going.
but it is hard work. The reason for that is that thereWhen this Committee visited the area we were told
has been 30 years of divide between the centre andthat there was a real problem of getting the co-
the south with mutual suspicion on both sides. Theordination working properly to avoid duplication;
south, as you know, has been neglected andthat one ministry was very competitive with another
marginalised over those years, so rebuilding trust,ministry and there was a lot of rivalry over who had
co-ordination and even the basic systems betweencontrol over various aspects of the infrastructure; at
them—be it financial or administrative flows—isleast twoministries were claiming rights over it. How
going to take time. That is precisely what we areis that co-ordination actually working that ensures
working on, not only in the south through the(1) that things are not being duplicated and (2) that
government’s capacity-building project but, also, atwe are actually getting value for money and we are
the centre in Baghdad with public administrationnot just propping up ministries that are building
work, as Jim described, and economic reform. Theyempires there and their own power bases within
have all got to be interlinked, otherwise, on theirthe region?
own, they are not good enough. If I can just add, onMr Drummond: Pauline has been there most
the co-ordination side, there is donor co-ordinationrecently. Can I ask her to have first go at that?
in Baghdad as well with the Iraqis, andwhat we needMs Hayes: Are we talking about the south now?
to ensure is that the work that is going on in the
south is linked up to the Baghdad co-ordination endQ486 Mr Hancock: Yes.
as well; it is no good having little enclaves, we haveMs Hayes: I think after the CPA ended on June 28
got to have the two interlinked.there was a recognition that we had to get donor co-

ordination mechanisms right, not only between
donors but with the Iraqi provincial governments as Q489 Mr Hancock: Do you have anybody who is

working within the US administration there on co-well. In September we set up a southern Iraq
reconstruction co-ordination group, which was ordinating the way in which they are giving out their

resources? Is there somebody from the Britishdesigned precisely to do this—to bring together the
donors and senior oYcials from the four Iraqi donors co-ordinating the work with them to keep
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you informed of what is happening not only in the Q492 Chairman: Obviously, you did not come
south but elsewhere? How do you make sure that all briefed on this, but one thing I would like to ask is
of the donors are reasonably happy with what is this: the ForeignOYce had aGreen Paper on private
going on? What is the sort of mechanism for that to military companies—God knows what has
be properly monitored? happened to it, but nothing appears to have come
Mr Drummond: Shall I just say a little bit about the out it. I gave evidence to that inquiry or consultative
international co-ordination? Following the Madrid process and to the Foreign AVairs Committee
Conference a core group of donors was inquiry on the same subject. I am very concerned
established—all of those who were contributing about regulated private security. It seems to me that
more than $150 million to Iraq. There have been a number of companies who are operating in Iraq
three meetings since Madrid—unfortunately, are prepared to participate in a form of regulation,
outside Iraq because we cannot get everybody into and I am also aware that the security industry
Baghdad at the moment—and there is a monthly authority that is responsible for regulating the
telephone conference between all the main donors. private security in this country is also very interested
That process has worked quite well. A lot of donors and in no way hostile to them being given the task—
have contributed to the World Bank and the UN obviously in consultation with government
trust funds and so they have pooled their resources. departments—where conditions can be laid down
It has been a bit slow to move that money, but it has for British companies or companies based in this
been a good process for getting resources in and not country being subjected to regulation. Now, it seems
having the Iraqis face 20 diVerent donors, each with to me pretty sensible, if it has not taken place so far,
their own procedures. In Baghdad there are that consultation ought to take place. So what I ask
relatively few donors with staV on the ground—us you to do is to pass on to your colleagues who are
and the US, and the Canadians and one or two engaged in awarding contracts and potentially
Australians, but not large numbers—so it does not monitoring whether the contracts are being
require a big, formal set of sector groups to keep complied with, to call a meeting with interested
people close together. The Iraqis in Baghdad chair a parties, including companies like Control Risk,
Strategic Review Board which is designed to Debussy and Kroll and see if it is possible to
approve projects that donors want to fund, which is establish some regulatory framework. I know it
a good process because it gives them some control would be, obviously, impossible to regulate the
over what donors are doing. individual personnel because very many of them,

former British soldiers, are resident abroad, but it
would be an absolute pushover to say to the

Q490 Chairman: I must confess to being interested companies: “Okay, we cannot regulate, we cannot
by the security industry, so you have ten minutes on do as we are doing with British regulation (and that
that. How many contracts does DfID award to is to vet individually the personnel) but we are
private security companies? Tell me the names, if charging you with ensuring that the standards that
you can, but if you cannot you can drop us a note. we wish to be employed in the hiring of personnel,
Mr Drummond: The strict answer to that is none that you monitor them yourselves and we will
because this is done jointly with the Foreign OYce. monitor you.” This is not an issuewhich has cropped

up in the last few weeks, it is a persistent one, but it
does not appear to me that very much has happenedQ491 Chairman:We have a statistic that something
to that group of private companies, and this is alike 77% of your expenditure goes on security, which
fairly solvable problem if there is the will to solve it.is understandable in the circumstances. What I
If you cannot answer that I would, really, please,wanted to ask was this: how do you ensure that the
appreciate you having a word with your colleagues,companies you hire are (a) ethical (b) competent and
because the reputation of British companies is at(c) have operatives who are trained to the requisite
stake. There are some Dutch security companies,standards? I am just seeking to elicit the degree of
there are some charlatans operating as securitycare taken in the awarding of a contract. The
guards, and I think it would allow the British to say:Americans cannot be as concerned as I hope you are,
“We have tried to put our house in order in theotherwise Tim Spicer would not have got the bulk of
companies that we would hire, and I would expecttheir expenditure on security. What care does one
you, as other countries, to do the same with yourtake in the contracting to ensure that standards are
security personnel.”high?1
Mr Drummond: I do not think I can debate thisMr Drummond: It is a diYcult one for me to answer
sensibly because of the lack of briefing. Can I justbecause the contract has been let by the Foreign
make the point that those of us who have been toOYce on this, apart from a hostile environment
Iraq for DfID (and, in Rod’s case, have lived theretraining contract that we have with a firm called
for a year) have depended on the professionalism ofAKE, which is a four-day course for anybody going
the people who have looked after them on theon a posting. I am afraid I do not know the detail of
security side. Personally, I have been impressedwhat the Foreign OYce will do when letting a
with them.contract. The process is competitive; you specify
Chairman: They are very brave men. I know they arewhat you require and you make judgments against
very well paid, but they are largely at risk, at least asthose specifications and expertise.
much as the British military who are there—in fact,
probably far more at risk because they are very1 Ev 132
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exposed—and a lot of them, as civilian contractors, people. Does this not illustrate that we are actually
quite a long way from having a stable situationhave been brought back to this country in body bags

and coYns. I am not among those who denigrate the whereby we can withdraw troops?
Mr Drummond: I do not think I am particularlysecurity industry; I really want to protect the better

companies from those companies that are not as competent to judge when the troops can be
withdrawn, but I—ethical. I think that, whatever the process is, good

companies are being employed. That is why I say it
is of low risk to the Government to establish a Q498 Richard Ottaway: Let me rephrase it. Is it not
regulatory system, and if it was as easy as that they common sense that you cannot withdraw troops
should do it. until the situation is secure? We are talking about

investments through DfID here. You will eventually
be relieved by the private sector and without theQ493 Mr Havard:We have had personal security—
private sector there is not going to be any wholesalethe same people as you probably experienced—
reconstruction until the situation is stable; nobody iswhen we were out there. That is not where the
going to invest in an unstable situation, and you areproblem rests, it seems to me. This question of a
worried about putting civil servants in, at theprocess of accreditation that the Chairman has
moment. Are we not a long way away from a stablereferred to is an interesting sort of process. I have
private sector involvement?had constituents who have written to me about this
Mr Drummond: I think we are some way oV it. Theissue; some have been actively engaged in it and still
dynamics of this, obviously, are: what happens in theare, others have got daughters and sons, and there is
political process? Is there a political solution to thea real concern that there is a sort of private army
current insurgency? What happens to Iraqi securityprocess running about in a number of countries, not
forces? How competent are they to take over fromjust in Iraq, so it does go deeper than just one
coalition forces? You will have had separateillustration. You, if you like, DfID, lets a contract,
evidence on all of that. Clearly, for reconstruction—and one of the things we understood from Iraq is
particularly, private sector investment—to come inthat often there is a series of subcontracting
to parts of the country that are particularly unstableprocesses which then go on, irrespective of who it is
you have to have a change in the security situation—let to, where the head company appears to be an
I agree with you. At the moment, the situationIraqi company and they sublet things to Yemenis
around Baghdad is pretty unstable and the situationand all sorts of diVerent people. How do you, within
in the south is much better than it was three or foura process like that, where you want to operate
months ago. In the Kurdish areas—ethically in this area, award a contract, and a series

of subcontracts to it, know that if part of that
Q499RichardOttaway:Take the dockyards. Is thereinvolves security for the contract that the people
any sign of private investment in the dockyards inwho are engaged in providing that security are
the present situation?themselves the sort of people that the Chairman
Mr Drummond: They are trying to get privatedescribes as qualified?
contractors in to run parts of the ports in the southMr Matthews: The conditions of contract under
and they have been quite successful in doing that.which the CPA projects were contracted did have

provision that allowed for subcontracting, but only
with the agreement of the employer, the CPA. In Q500 Richard Ottaway: That I know but is anyone
fact, I do not remember any occasion when local going to invest?
contractors have requested permission to Mr Drummond: Is anyone going to put their own
subcontract any parts of the work. Because we were capital in?
only using local contractors the question of them
hiring security companies did not come into it Q501 Richard Ottaway: Yes.
because they did not have that facility. Mr Drummond: Obviously there are a number of

constraints to that on the security side. There are a
number of things that have been done to free up theQ494 Mr Havard: That is for the contracts that
economy that I described earlier that will make ityou let?
easier for investment. Having an elected governmentMrMatthews:That I was personally instrumental—
will be helpful in that respect. Having Iraq’s debt
dealt with sensibly will be helpful because if you areQ495 Chairman: Who does the settling of co-
investing in Iraq you have to make sure you get yourordination? Which oYce does it? The hiring of
money out. If Iraq does not have a huge debtsecurity for the Foreign OYce, for DfID, etc. Which
burden, that will be easier. The tax system has beenpeople are dealing with it?
simplified. The crucial bit of this is security.MrDrummond: It is done by the Foreign OYce here.

Q502 Mr Viggers: If any government has a
Q496 Chairman:Which part? Do you know? substantial source of revenue from one area like oil,
MrDrummond: It comes under the IraqDirectorate. there is a tendency for that government not to need

the taxpayers of its own country. There are examples
around the world where oil rich states are run by aQ497 Richard Ottaway: You have mentioned a

number of times the security situation, and you have small clique or family and there is less need for
democracy than there would be in an economytalked about it here in relation to private security
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which is more widely based. There are social and private sector investor thinking of building a power
station you would be worried about where yourpolitical reasons for broadening the economy as well

as economic reasons. What do you see as the main money was going to come back from. Youmight get
a contract with a government which says it will justinhibitions, the main things that prevent the

development of a vibrant and local economy, pay you for this but you would really want to have
money collected because you were selling electricity.employing local people, local entrepreneurs? Are

you able or any of the people with whom you are in The same applies to fuel. The same applies to other
utilities. The same applies to food. Food is virtuallycontact able to encourage Middle Eastern money

perhaps and money from areas other than the free to the Iraqi population. It is funded by oil
revenues largely, but is this a sensible way for thewestern democracies to invest in Iraq?

Mr Drummond: As DfID, our main business is with long term to get amarket economy going?No. There
need to be reforms and we and others are workingthe donor community. We have a programme in

Basra, the Governorates Capacity Building with the Iraqi administration to try to sequence
those reforms in a sensible way because if you tackleProgramme which includes the promotion of local

business. The Foreign OYce and the DTI will have them head on too quickly it is going to be
destabilising.an interest in trade promotion and investment

promotion in Iraq. We see our main role as trying to
encourage the Iraqis to establish systems that will be

Q505 Mr Cran: On Iraqi involvement inhelpful to get the playing field level and right. Your
reconstruction, you recognise that the Iraqis have topoints about oil revenues and the funding elites I
be involved in reconstruction. Your ownentirely agree with. One of the priorities throughout
development goal says, “an inclusive Iraqi-ledthis process has been to get an auditing process into
reconstruction.” The question is how much realitywhat is done with oil revenues. That is what the
there is behind that. On our last visit, we met theInternational Advisory and Monitoring Board has
Basra Governing Council and questions had beenbeen doing: auditing what has been done with Iraq’s
allocated before. One answer was, “No, we are notoil revenues. We would like to see that process
suYciently involved in the decision taking processcontinue. Democratisation is part of this process
about where money is spent and so on aroundtoo. If a government has to present a budget to its
Basra.” How much reality is there to Iraqiparliament, there is some transparency about where
involvement in these fairly key decisions?the money is going, particularly if it is audited
Mr Drummond: At the Baghdad level, the Ministerafterwards. Our emphasis has been to get the
of Planning chairs a board which approves donoreconomic ground rules right, to get some supervision
projects. There is a set of issues about how the Iraqiinto the way the country’s budget runs. It has been
Government works together and how the linksless about working around the Middle East, to
between the line ministry, agriculture or electricityencourage investment, but the FCO has done bits of
and the Ministry of Planning, work. One of thework on that and other organisations have as well.
things we have been trying to do at the centre of
government is help to establish Cabinet Committee

Q503 Mr Viggers: Was there not a strategy that structures so that these things can be properly talked
Iraq’s oil revenues were to go into a special, about across government. There is a structure there.
earmarked development fund rather than simply to Is it working perfectly? No, not yet. Are people
finance central government activities? Is oil revenue trying to make it work better? Yes.
being used for development purposes or is it going Mr Matthews: There are two main programmes.
direct to government funding? There is the Emergency Infrastructure Programme
Mr Drummond: Oil revenue goes into the and that was managed by a board. The board
development fund programme and has done since included the heads of each of the utilities and the
Security Council Resolution 1483. That money is water authorities and a representative from the
being used to pay Iraqi public sector salaries and provincial councils. In that respect, we had good
some is going into investment. The programme that local representation in the decision making process.
Rod was talking about for emergency infrastructure On a number of occasions, particular projects were
was partly funded by the Development Fund for MoDified to reflect the debate that took place at
Iraq. Yes, this has happened. those board meetings. The other part of the funding

which was the development fund for Iraq that was
coming from the CPA in Baghdad was about $75Q504 Mr Viggers: You have talked about things
million-worth. Those projects were identifiedthat are happening to encourage entrepreneurism
normally at the governorate level across theand a vibrant economy and so on. Would you look
provinces. That was always done in consultationat it from the other point of view? Can you identify
primarily with the provincial councils and with theany particular problems or road blocks that prevent
local directorates. I believe that there was a goodthe development of that locally based economy?
degree of local input to the decision making process.What are the major problems?
The sort of situation that could have led to theMr Drummond: There is an economic reform
comment that you heard in your visit to Basra relatesagenda. I have described what has been done. There
to funding that has been approved at Baghdad levelare quite a lot of issues that still have not been
by the Ministry, where there were examplestackled. We have not had a conversation about
occasionally under the US supplemental, forelectricity in detail but one of the issues there is that

electricity is provided virtually free. If you were a example, of particular school projects and there had
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not been the degree of consultation with the school necessity tend to be rathermore formal. I cannot just
get in a car and go to see them and they cannot getheadmaster, the pupils and so on that one might like
in a car to come and see me.to have seen. These were isolated cases. In the

majority, there was good consultation. There are
always people who will argue that the money should Q509 Mr Cran:Maybe it is force majeure. Maybe it
not be spent on this but should be spent on that but is for the very reasons you have given. Maybe this is
generally there was a majority consensus that this is forced upon us but it does sound terribly top down
the way we have to go with this particular rather than bottom up andmaybe that is what led to
programme. the comments from the Basra Governing Council.

Ms Hayes: History will show that the relationships
are changing. That was only based on us being theQ506 Mr Cran: There is a consultative process
occupying power. We are not in that category anywhereby private individuals representing people can
more. We have gone out of our way to stress that weput their views over but you did not consult the
are now development partners, listening to them,Basra Governing Council, in your case, formally?
responding to their needs etc. And that has requiredMr Matthews:No. There was a representative from a shift in the way we operate and for others to

the provincial council on the board. He would relay recognise that shift.
the deliberations of the board and bring to the board
the deliberations of the Council on any particular

Q510 Chairman: I would like to ask a couple ofcomponent of the programme.
questions on the relationship between DfID and the
US military. I look for elucidation from the

Q507Mr Cran:Was that individual representing the exchange you had, Mr Drummond, with Mr
views of a number of governing councils or just Worthington. I must confess I did not come away
Basra? from that reeling with any greater knowledge of
Mr Matthews: He would represent Basra and what the connection was between DfID and the US.
similarly, occasionally, we would have people It seems pretty obvious to me that the cooperation

between the MoD and DfID in Telic was quite goodcoming from Al Muthanna and Dhi Qar and
but it does not seem tome that there has been, unlessMaysan but because of the distance they could not
you can tell me otherwise, much cooperationattend that frequently.
between DfID and the US military. As the British
government has said any future operations it will

Q508 Mr Cran: Based on what they have said to us, undertake will be with the United States, the scope
perhaps the consultation that you had was not good therefore for greater collaboration between your
enough. There is no doubt that it was there. organisation and the US military should be quite
MrMatthews: I am talking about the period up until high because, if we are going on with anything like
the end of June when we went under the CPA Iraq—I hope we do not unless it is exceptional—you
regime. will have to be working with the US. Therefore, we
Ms Hayes: I described earlier the donor must fit in well with what the US wishes, does and
coordination group which is now chaired by the what ourMinistry of Defence does. Can you go on a
Iraqis. It is a mechanism to try and ensure that little further than you went onwithMrWorthington
donors are on track and in linewith Iraqis’ needs and and tell us what thinking there is, what action is
priorities. That is a formal coordination mechanism being taken, if any, in how to operate in a US led
with an overview. We have to be careful in dealing military or other type of operation?
with the four Iraqi governorates because they do not Mr Drummond: In Iraq, we have not had to have a
see themselves as a region. They each report to lot of contact with the US military because our
Baghdad. They are silos really. Getting them agenda has been in the south, with the Iraqi central
together is good and we need to do all that government strengthening, where we have worked
coordination but we have to handle it sensitively very closely with the PCO and the US embassy but
because their reporting lines are up to Baghdad. As less with the US military. We have in recent weeks
a coordinator, you can coordinate to a certain extent been providing assistance to the Iraqi government

on how it should coordinate its relief eVort forbut you cannot say, “This governorate ought to
Fallujah which has required some contact with thework with that governorate”. In terms of project
US military. As you will know, for future cases, welevels, everything we do is precisely in line with the
are establishing a post-conflict reconstruction unitgoal you describe. It has to be Iraqi led. Whatever
which we would expect to take the lead in theproject management mechanisms we put in place,
immediate, post-conflict stabilisation phase. I do notthere has to be some evidence that the Iraqis are not
think we have an envoy from DfID to the USonly consulted at the start but are involved
military about this but the PCRU will need to havethroughout. That is good development practice and
contacts with the British military and otherwe try to put that into practice in whatever we do. I
militaries as and when such operations might arise.would not deny though that doing some of this work

in Iraq is extremely diYcult. If I was working in
Lesotho or somewhere, my ability to talk to my Q511 Chairman: As we appear to be caught
government partner or someone in civil society collective unprepared in the events after the ending
would be much easier than trying to do it in the Iraqi of that part of military operations, has there been

any thinking insideDfID that wemight have to learncontext. The relationships and the consultation of
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some lessons from what happened following that diVerent way of going on it would appear. What
lessons are we learning about working together invacuum that was created, following the end of the

war? Have you gone through any lessons to be other circumstances?
MrDrummond: Themain vehicle for this is the post-learned?

Mr Drummond: The lesson learning stuV has partly conflict reconstruction unit. It is just being
established at the moment. The US has a similarbeen about the creation of the post-conflict

reconstruction unit. exercise led by the State Department and
establishing the links between those two bodies will
be the main way of taking this forward.Q512 Chairman: That is key?

Mr Drummond: That is key to the stabilisation
Q515 Chairman: You mentioned the post-conflictphase, getting them to have the capacity that can do
reconstruction unit.What is the overlap between thethe business.
post-conflict reconstruction unit and the Foreign
OYce’s conflict issues group? Is there any overlap? IsQ513 Mr Havard: I have heard this new word
it good old Whitehall confusion over structures or“complementarity” and DfID ought to be part of
turf fighting? You must have a unit inside DfIDthis lesson learning process about the military post-
with a title fairly close to the post-conflictconflict. Earlier on you said that they spend their
reconstruction unit.money and we spend ours about the Americans.
Mr Drummond: We have a Conflict andThere have been a lot of questions about the hand-
Humanitarian AVairs Department. The threeover period within the CPA and the project
departments, theMoD, the ForeignOYce andDfIDmanagement of this so there are lots of lessons about
have a joint interest in the Post-Conflictdoing something. Pauline was talking about it being
Reconstruction Unit. DfID is providing almost alleasier in a more neutral environment where there is
of its running costs. The unit is just being establishedless of a security problem, so we have a doctrine
at themoment. There are still issues about how it willabout how we can do the development work in one
operate and interlink. Our aim will be that it doesset of circumstances and now we are in another. The
not duplicate but that it adds value. It may meanInternational Development Act, as I understand it,
that some parts of the main departments can besome people would say means you should not be
wound down a bit.doing this. There is this thing about how you are

related to or separate from the military and so on.
Q516 Chairman: It is very generous of yourThere are some big doctrinal questions about the
department to fund it. Do you have commensurateextent to which you are compromised by being seen
influence? Is it no taxation without representation?because the question from Tony was, “What do you
Is your department sharing it or are you having thedo about the aid coming behind the tanks and how
lead role? Otherwise, why not pass the donationsmuch you are seen to be complicit with themilitary”.
over to another department if they might have aThere must be doctrine coming out from your point
bigger role?of view about how you operate in these sorts of
Mr Drummond: DfID will have a big role in this. Itcircumstances in the future and I wonder what it is.
is part of my new role since I moved on from Iraq toGeneral Jackson would say, “We fight with the
look at this. The committee that is supervising theAmericans, not as the Americans.” Does DfID
PCRU is chaired by Masood Ahmed who is one ofbehave as the British would behave, not as the
our Director Generals.Americans would behave?

Mr Drummond: On the International Development
Act, that gives us a clear purpose. What we do has Q517 Chairman:Weunderstand that the PCRUwas
to be to reduce poverty. That has to be our primary to be included for the first time in the MoD’s major
purpose. That is our primary purpose in Iraq as it computer simulated planning and execution exercise
might be in Lesotho or anywhere else. We have a joint venture that took place at the beginning of
number of debates with the military about issues December. Did any of you attend? Were you aware
such as humanitarian space where clearly there are a of it? What was the level of DfID’s contribution to
lot of sensitivities from the humanitarian that? What lessons were learned from that exercise?
community about how they become targets if they If you cannot answer, perhaps you would drop us
are too closely associated with the military. That has a note.2
been a bit of an issue in Iraq but the number of Mr Drummond:We had better drop you a note. The
international NGOs operating there now is small. PCRU had very few staV at that stage but a couple
The Iraqi Government is doing any humanitarian of them did participate in that exercise. I think I am
work it needs to now so we are not engaged in that. right saying that somebody from our conflict and
If humanitarian aid needs to be delivered, we have to humanitarian aVairs department attended a bit of it.
find the best way of doing it. Chairman: It would be interesting if you could let

us know.
Q514 Mr Havard: Are you learning lessons about
doing it in this particular context? A lot of these Q518 Richard Ottaway: One senses that the United
things are being US led in the future. The US Nations are being rather coy at the moment. Ms
military behaves in one way. Their reconstruction Hayes mentioned earlier on that they come in from
force, in the form ofMr Bremer either with his boots
on or oV, and the project management oYce have a 2 Ev 133
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Kuwait and retreat back to Kuwait. There is a role type of environment, as opposed to a diVerent one,
about how NGOs are involved with the work offor them in political reconstruction and a

humanitarian role. What role do they currently have DfID?
Mr Drummond: I would make a distinction betweenand what role should they have?

Mr Drummond: The United Nations have played a international NGOs and what they can do in Iraq,
given the security constraints, and local NGOs.very important part in the political process,

particularly in the running of the elections which, in What we have seen in Iraq is very rapid growth in
local NGOs.the security circumstances, they have done

extremely well. That political process will continue
through constitution making, through referendum Q523 Mr Havard: “Local” meaning?
on the new constitution and then elections under Mr Drummond: Iraqi NGOs. We have established a
that constitution. On the development side, we are couple of funds to help in the development of local
very keen to see the UN fully engaged. We would NGOs, the Civil Society Fund and the Political
like to see more UN staV permanently in Iraq. We Participation Fund, both of which operate with
understand their sensitivities about security and we Iraqi NGOs. Some of the funds are channelled
are trying to help them with those. through international NGOs but the work on the

ground has to be done by Iraqi NGOs. I think that
is a positive development. The security situationQ519 Richard Ottaway: How many are there at the
makes it extremely diYcult for international NGOsmoment?
if they become targets.Mr Drummond: One or two in Baghdad and they

have a security representative in Basra. They visit
and they video conference. Is this what we need?We Q524MrHavard: I have had it put tome bymilitary
need more. They can do a bit of work from outside personnel on the ground that we have done this and,
the country and they have about $600 million in with the new three block war idea, the fighting is still
trust fund from the UN side. They have now spent going on intensely. They are mopping up and, as far
over $100 million so that is picking up quite quickly as they are concerned, the military assessment is it is
from where we were three or four months ago. They secure. They say, “Right, you are the NGO. Get in
are delivering on the ground and they do have quite there and provide the water.” They say, “You must
a lot of Iraqi staV. be joking. We are not going in there. It is not secure

as far as we are concerned”. Then themilitary go out
and do tasks that might fall otherwise to the NGOsQ520MrHavard:Can I ask why they do not engage
who are contracted and paid to do it. We are tryingon a regionalised basis in Iraq, like they do in
to get an understanding of how to come up with aAfghanistan? For example, the security situation in
proper set of relationships between the military,the south is very diVerent to that elsewhere. The
yourselves and NGOs to do the tasks that areargument that we cannot come in because of security
appropriate to each group.could be true of Afghanistan too; yet where they can
Mr Drummond: NGOs will make their ownengage they do so.Why did they make their decision
decisions always about how they see security. In anabout Iraq? What is their answer to that question if
environment like Iraq, they will see a very closeyou put it to them?
association with the military as increasing the risk toMr Drummond: The security situation in Iraq is
them. I am not sure that there is an easy answer tomore diYcult than Afghanistan generally. We have
that. We talk to them regularly about humanitarianconstantly tried to get them back into Basra first.We
space issues but it does mean where a place is judgedhave oVered them support on security. I think they
to be insecure the military gets left.have now said that they will need fewer election

experts in Iraq and they will replace some of those
with development experts. Q525 Mr Havard: To what extent is that decision

made sometimes as a quasi-political decision
because they do not want to get involved as they doQ521 Richard Ottaway: What sort of set-up have
not like the actual process of getting involved in allthey in Kuwait at the moment?
this? There are politics behind this.Mr Drummond: They have 20 or 30 staV in Kuwait
Mr Drummond: You would have to ask them.and other international staV in Amman. They are

doing their programme administration from outside
the country. Q526 Mr Havard: That does not help our British

military on the ground who think they are going to
get some support so that they can move on and doQ522 Mr Havard: There are diVerent institutions
something else and it does not appear.and bodies. The United Nations is one group. The
Mr Drummond: That is true, but you would have toUS military is another. You said that your relations
take that evidence from the NGOs themselves.with NGOs had been pretty good and their

involvement was pretty small at the moment. There
was some question about the fleetness of foot of Q527 Mr Cran: The problem of appearing on select

committees is that you get your words thrown backsome organisations in terms of engaging in Iraq and
there are similar arguments for the UN. It was not at you. You appeared in front of the International

Development Committee, Mr Drummond and, forsecure to do so. NGOs are quite crucial from your
point of view, delivering your agenda very often. Are all I know, so did the rest of you, on 16 November.

You said, “We are in a situation where we need tothere particular lessons we are learning from this
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gather more information about what is going on Q530 Mr Cran: Up to now, for the reason you have
given—the security reason mainly—it has beenaround Iraq so that we can monitor progress more

accurately in what we are trying to achieve.” I possibly quite patchy?
MrDrummond:Weare satisfied. Rodwas able to getpresume that means that considerable amounts of

money are being spent. The question is whether the out and see the bits of infrastructure work that were
being done. We are confident enough about that.results are being achieved on the ground. Because

you saw a need to do more monitoring, what Ms Hayes: It is also an area where we can use other
contacts to help us find out what is going on, on thehave you done since you appeared before

the International Development Committee? ground. There might be another donor who is going
to such and such a place to look at something. TheAdmittedly, there has not been a lot of time but I am

sure DfID moves fast. military as well can be our eyes and ears. In terms of
an example, we have had a £6 million job creationMr Drummond: Can I distinguish between what I
scheme for the last four or fivemonths.We are aboutwas talking about then, which was monitoring
to carry out an impact assessment of that to help usoverall progress against quite high level targets on
determine whether we should put more money intowater supplies or power supplies, and monitoring to
the project. We have a methodology for doing thatmake sure our projects on the ground are delivering.
which would involve our Iraqi staV in Basra and ourIs the water pipeline we have put in Basra delivering
Iraqi contacts in the four governorates as well.water? The latter of those two things we can go and
Before we put more money in, we will see whetherdo. We can send people to look. Gathering higher
themoney has gone where it is supposed to and donelevel information about progress across Iraq on
the right things.water supplies and what percentage of people have

clean water supplies is a much bigger challenge. I am
Q531 Mr Cran: You are absolutely satisfied thatnot sure that in the last month or two there have
other people’s money—taxpayers’ money—whichbeen new initiatives on that.
you are spending in whatever way you are spending
it is delivering the goods? We do not want to know

Q528 Mr Cran: You did say, “We need to gather that the money has been spent. We want to know
more information.” Have you or are you? that it is delivering.
MrDrummond: I do not think that at the higher level MsHayes: It is about making sure it has hit the right
there are new initiatives for studies that have been buttons and we have devised ways of doing that for
taken in the last couple of months. The study that I that project.
referred to mainly in the evidence I gave before was
a study by FAFO, a Norwegian organisation. You Q532 Mr Cran: Is there a formal means by which
would aim to repeat those kinds of studies maybe that is reported to Parliament?
every year to see how things have changed. That was Ms Hayes: DfID has a project information system
done in spring last year. and we put all this data into it. That data then goes

into our reports.
Chairman: Thank you very much. We have one

Q529 Mr Cran: This is getting quite confusing. Let question on global conflict pools which we will write
us look atmonitoring the assets that are being put on to you about. There are a couple of questions we
the ground, improving sanitation, water and all the asked whichwe would like you to respond to, please,
rest of it and the myriad of other things that are and would you pass on my request that the relevant
being done. Is there an adequate monitoring process colleagues get their act together on implementing in
that will allow you to say whether these things are part at least the principles enshrined within the
delivering what you wanted them to deliver? Green Paper on private venture companies? Thank
Mr Drummond: When the security allows, which it you all very much.3
has done recently, we will send out people from the
consulate in Basra to look at projects and check

3 Ev 132whether they are delivering.
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Q533 Chairman:Minister, welcome to you and your not think that is a cynical use of populism, or
team. This session is the last session of the however it is to be defined, but it is a realistic
Committee’s Iraq inquiry, possibly the Committee’s assessment of it. The reality, of course, is that those
last session this Parliament. This morning we took who have the leadership role within those parties at
evidence from DfID, we did not learn a great deal I whatever senior level, not obviously all of them but
might add, because we realise that judging the war the key players, recognise that there is a need to
by themilitary campaign alone is not the full picture. maintain stability and security within their own
This afternoon we have the last opportunity of country. Therefore, the continuing presence of the
questioning the ministerial team in the form of coalition force while they build up their own
yourself, Minister of State. The Prime Minister capability and capacity is something which they are
indicated to the Liaison Committee yesterday that a more than prepared to accept and welcome. I think
review of our approach to Iraq, which is tied to the there are two messages in there. One is that this is
Luck Report, will take place and will be published about politicians trying to gain best political
shortly. I do not knowwhether you are aware of that advantage, it is not a homogenous group of
but we have documentary evidence to justify what he politicians, they represent diVerent interests,
said, in fact. We will look forward to hearing more diVerent traditions and unquestionably in any
about this in the course of our afternoon’s session. If coalition arrangements a lot of negotiations will be
Imight start oV, how do you expect relations with an going on to try and buy the best advantage over
Iraqi Government led by perhaps the United Shia one’s political opponents. That language is out there
List to develop, considering that a number of its for some of those reasons but I think the reality rests
leaders have voiced serious concerns about the somewhere else and the reality is the continuing
coalition, its presence and tactics? eVort that we are making both in dealing with the
Mr Ingram: First of all, apologies that the Secretary insurgency which is there, which represents a very
of State could not come to this session. You know he small percentage of what is going on in Iraq,
is engaged elsewhere. He would have liked to have insurgency which is not welcomed by themajority of
been here for this session. Iraqis, they would want to see an end to that as well,

and also in terms of building the capacity, in terms
Q534 Chairman: We did exchange views in the of their own security force whether it is police or
division lobby last night. military terms. They know this is not going to
Mr Ingram: The boxing gloves were oV. happen overnight but theymake the point, also, that

if the Iraqis do not want us to be there, we will not
Q535 Chairman: You were referee. be there.
Mr Ingram: That is right. Anyway, it seems to me
that in terms of politicians—and most of us around
the table are politicians—theywill look atwhat is the

Q536 Chairman: You put your money on us beingbest advantage to win the best majority. Now there
there for some indeterminate time?is clearly, I would guess, an attitude within Iraq that
Mr Ingram: I think realistically the answer to thatthey want their country back, not unsurprisingly. A
would be yes. Obviously we will cover this duringparticularly significant proportion of them will be
this session. Hopefully the more the UN engagesvery grateful for all that has been achieved but
with us—and remember that we are there under UNnonetheless they are proud people, they want their
mandate and carrying out the wishes of the UN incountry back and they want to govern themselves.
that sense—the more the UN begins to engage, ofOf course that is what we have been progressively
course, as we move towards the end of the UNdelivering for them. The election, as you know, was
mandate towards the end of the year, as we goa very significant step, it does not solve every
through the review process of all this, there will beproblem, no election ever does because then
greater clarity as to what the future holds. It isgovernment has to follow on from that and the
determined by the Iraqis themselves, we are notshape and form of that government has still to be
imposing our presence, we are there because theydetermined. It does not surprise me that the
want us to be there and I think they will want us tolanguage being used is one to try and gain the

maximum advantage amongst the population. I do be there for some time ahead.
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Q537 Chairman: The Iranian Government’s Q538 Chairman: I am glad you have given that
response. I asked that question as an agentinfluence could be quite significant on the new

regime, as there were parties such as the Supreme provocateur. The next question I want to ask you is
out of sequence but it is very relevant. You know theCouncil for the Islamic Revolution in Iraq, which

did quite well and will probably have a significant Committee produced a couple of reports on
pensions and compensation.We are not well pleasednumber of seats, not the majority but a significant

number. I know it is a delicate subject, Minister, but with the document that emerged. I asked the Prime
Minister yesterday in the Liaison Committee ado you look with some concern at a pro-Iranian

party? They are not the Liberal Democrats, for speculative question on the fact that the bodies of the
soldiers killed on polling day were being returnedGod’s sake, they are a minority that is part of the

system, it might be a significant minority that is not and was he happy with the arrangements for the
injured military personnel and their families. Histruly a part of the system but they may have an

obligation to their counterparts in Iran.Do you have reply intrigued me—I will not put you on the spot in
case the policy has not developed—the Primeany anxieties that they might exercise a

disproportionate influence and may not wish to see Minister said this: “Well, we have studied very
carefully what the Defence Committee has saidthe Americans and the British remain in their

country because they have obligations elsewhere? about this and, as you know, we are reviewing the
situation now and I hope that we will be able to sayMr Ingram: I think it would be wrong for us to start
something about that in the days andweeks to come.saying what is good and what is bad in terms of the
I would once again like to state my sympathy andpolitical structure in an open way. We can have a
condolences to the families of the RAF and otherview on all this and that would apply anywhere
people that have died in the Hercules crash.” I saidwhere we have a presence. What we cannot do is
“Well, Adam Ingram is appearing before themicro-manage or even macro-manage to a
Defence Committee tomorrow, Prime Minister.conclusion we want because that is in contradiction
Maybe you can have a word with him to clarify a bitto what we are seeking to do anyway, which is to say:
further what you have been saying. I doubt it, but we“This is your country, your problem, your political
can hope.” Did I say that? How cynical of me.process has to resolve all this”. I think we can take a
Lastly, the Prime Minister said “I do not think welot of encouragement from Prime Minister Allawi’s
will have to wait very long for it, but there arestatement about the reconciliation and the need to
various issues that need to be decided there, but wereach out. There are some indications which tell us
do want to make sure ...”. I said: “Will it be a newthat the Sunni groups and the Sunni communitymay
package of some kind?” The Prime Minister said “Ihave realised they got it wrong over the elections
hope it will be a new package, yes”. Can you titillatebecause the elections by any measurement were a
us and give us a preview of what might be comingsuccess. Sunnis clearly engaged, but if there is a wish
out of your illustrious organisation in the next fewin that we would have wanted to see greater
weeks or months?engagement by the Sunnis. Now, we have some

indication that they recognise that perhaps that was Mr Ingram: I think it would be wrong to be too
definitive in all this. In a sense we are chasinga better route for them. In terms of how the new

government is formed, and of course people can be headlines here, I am not saying there is not an issue
out there but there is a lot of headline grabbing and aappointed into that government, and the training

will go on, as inevitably it will in terms of any lot of headline writing which is not necessarily based
upon an accurate assessment of what is happening.coalition, from a Labour Party which probably does

not have much experience of a coalition I know we have a diVerence between what we have
done and what you think should have been done. Ifgovernment, you are right, we would have to refer to

the Liberal Democrats but they have more andmore you look at how we treat, say, married and indeed
unmarried personnel with dependants, the benefitsto tell us on all this, how they work the magic in

achieving a position coming from aminority to have which flow to our people are as good if not better
than those which will apply in the United States. Wea point of influence. That will be going on in Iraq,

there is no question at all about this. The public are not comparing two similar schemes in any event
because part of the US scheme is an insurance basedstatements as well as the private indications show a

willingness to try and make it as all encompassing as scheme. There is one area—and we can give you
figures to show this—where we have done theit possibly can be. Are there worries out there? There

must be worries. If a conclusion is not reached, if it calculations, I do not know if you want me to give
you some examples of this. Just taking marriedbegins to fragment, then that will be the greater

worry rather than a preponderance or a domination personnel with dependants, and taking a UK
corporal—if I do it in dollars that is the bestof one over another because if that is an accepted

position—how the coalition is formed—if one comparator—under the old scheme, that which goes
out on 1 April this year, the existing scheme, theparticular group has a greater presence, that ends up

as a matter for them. Our key concern is to ensure payment would be $824,720, under the new scheme
it will be $897,075. TheUS equivalent for that wouldsome sort of unity of purpose and the retention of

Iraq as a whole country. We know there are others be $492,000 and under their new arrangement
$730,000.We are better, and it improves through thewho are arguing that is not necessarily desirable but

in any democracy people have the right to express rank structure because it is income based. When we
get to the single serving soldier under our existingtheir opinion and that is what we have given the

people of Iraq. scheme—again using the corporal as a base line—
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the payment would be $44,300 and that will increase was setting out “a timeline, rather than a timescale”.
It maybe, of course, that the words are not thatunder the new scheme that is coming in to $167,275.

The US equivalent, interestingly, under their meaningful but is there a profundity there which is
not readily available to the casual observer?existing scheme, before they made the

announcement, was $12,420. We were significantly Mr Ingram: I think there is, timescales tend to have
drop dead dates on them, do they not? It tends to bebetter if we compare existing schemes to existing

schemes. However, what they have got now, of by 30 March, 1 April or 30 September or whenever
and that is how I would view it. I do not knowcourse, has improved that considerably and the pay

out is a quarter of a million dollars. Clearly we have precisely how the Prime Minister would answer this
question, but I think he would articulate it in theto look at this but it is the make up of that and how

that is arrived at and, if we are going to go down that same way, hopefully.
road, how we achieve an improvement in that area.
The other aspect is how far back do we go? No

Q541 Richard Ottaway: Perhaps.matter where a line is drawn there is going to be some
Mr Ingram: I hope that would be the case.before that line who say “Why should we be
Timescales are very specific dates. Timelines arediscriminated against” because that is how people
aspirational, this is the process by which we wouldwill view this. This is not an easy process to take
be looking at this. We say that there is a six monththrough. If it is a case of always chasing the best, if
period of change likely to take place but we do notsomebody else comes along with a better scheme,
say “In the first month we will achieve this, in thethen we will be faced with the same headlines “Why
third month we will achieve that”. I think maybeare we not doing what another ally is doing who is
that is the diVerence. I think it is the right use of theworking alongside us?” We have to be careful how
word timelines and it is a way we would seek towe judge our conclusions in this both in terms of
operate because there are no certainties in what weretrospection and in terms of the structure of the
are doing in this area, as there are no certainties inscheme and then what the pay out levels will be. We
the Balkans or in Northern Ireland or anywhere elseare not unsympathetic to it but we recognise the
for that matter.importance of this and we do genuinely value very

highly our people and we try to reflect that. We
would argue that is what the new pension Q542 Mr Viggers: Looking at the evolution of the
arrangements seek to achieve, a better recognition of role, can you confirm that the Extremely High
all of this, an improvement of one to one and a half Readiness Reserve, formed I think by the First
of salary to four times salary.We havemade amajor Battalion Royal Fusiliers, will be returning to their
step change and of course along has come this base in Cyprus at the end of this month?
change in the US. For instance, I do not know Mr Ingram: That is the plan, yes. We are setting that
whether in the US they consider as favourably and we are holding to that.
unmarried partners and dependants as we do. There
may be areas where we are better than them, I have

Q543 Mr Viggers: Do you anticipate it will bepointed out an area where we are better than them,
necessary for us to deploy further troops to make upand there may be more areas in all this. That is why
for the troops which have been withdrawn by fiveI think there is an unfairness in the reporting. It is
nations?almost as if we are uncaring, we are not, we care
Mr Ingram:No, we have no plans to do so. What wedeeply about all this and it is how we value it. We
have done, as we have announced, in terms of thehave put a significant value on the way in which we
Dutch and the Dutch withdrawal, we have taken ondeal with it because there are weaknesses and
a contingent responsibility there.shortfalls in our current scheme and that is why we
Major General Houghton: 240 initially, and it willspent so long studying it to make it better and to give
come down to about 190 when those initial numbersa structure for the future which will last well into the
come down.future but along has come this new demand which

we will have to take consideration of.
Q544 Mr Viggers: Do you see any other significant
evolution or changes in our troop deployments inQ539 Chairman: Finally, from me, I have given you
the next six months?a chance of a dummy run, with the argument which
Mr Ingram: No. It depends what you mean byyou will have to use when the boss calls for you and
significant. Define terms, I would say. If someoneasks you why you have not been following the
gets hung up on an extra 200, up or down, or 500, upremarks he made.
or down, what does it mean? You are asking for theMr Ingram: I am very grateful. If it could be written
definition of timelines and timescales. I could haveinto the minute, I am very grateful for the way in
an interpretation of the word significant but youwhich you referred to the fact that I was coming to
may have a diVerent figure when you use the word,the Committee today.
I do not know.Chairman: Always helpful.

Q540 Mr Viggers: The Prime Minister commented Q545 Mr Viggers: United Nations Security Council
1546 stipulates that the mandate of the coalition’son the handover of control after the Iraqi General

Elections and the withdrawal of troops. Later the forces “. . . shall be reviewed at the request of the
Government of Iraq or 12 months from the date ofPrimeMinister’s spokesman said the PrimeMinister
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this resolution”, the resolution was 8 June 2004. Is Mr Ingram: There is no diVerence in our language
8 June 2005 regarded as a very significant date or do between the US and the UK. Obviously you are
you accept it will just go past? interpreting it in one particular way, we do not
Mr Ingram: It must be a significant date because it is interpret it that way. We have said as a consistent
part of the UN mandate. That must be one of those message we put forward that this is a matter for the
dates which we all focus on. It is not in our gift to Iraqi people. The Iraqi people’s views have been
change that either willingly or vicariously just expressed in one sense through the ballot box; they
because we feel we want to do it or because we are have another process, you are right, to go through
determined. We have set the system, we are there as once the constitution is in place but there is no-one
part of our understanding of UN resolutions, we are really arguing. We have been through this in terms
now working to a UN mandate and we will always of our first answer about how there are diVerent
focus our attention on UN determination and views languages being used because of diVerent audiences
in all this. We seek to bring that to mature in all this but the reality on the ground is one that
conclusions. they want us to stay, they see the need for us to stay,

they are not ready yet to take on the enormity of the
security task, although they are improving. Again,Q546MrViggers:The status of forces agreement, so
we will probably touch on all of that in thisfar, under which we are within Iraq, do you regard
afternoon’s session. I could not envisage a situationit as being a topical issue at the moment and possibly
where there was a determination within the newneeding amendment, as has been commented by one
assembly which was saying: “Coalition forces pleaseIraqi commentator?
get out” because that would then be articulated inMr Ingram: I am not familiar with the comments
other ways as well through the form of the UN andwhich have been made.
other means, that somehow we would change our
mandate unilaterally, I just do not see that

Q547 Mr Viggers: It was Ahmed Chalabi. eventuality happening. Some may want to fault that
Mr Ingram: There is nothing that I know of to say language to try and make it look as if we are there in
that we have grave concerns here or whatever. the long run. I am not saying you are saying that.
Major General Houghton: It was negotiated
extensively in the run-up to the passing of

Q550 Mr Hancock: No, no, I am not.sovereignty 28 January last year. Some of it was
Mr Ingram: You are not saying that. Others wantcontained still in extant CPAorders and somewithin
people to believe that is the case, that we are there asside letters to theUnitedNationsmandate. It caused
an imposed force, as an occupying force, we are not,no concerns at the time and I am not aware of any
we are there under a UNmandate and will continuespecific concerns which have arisen in connection
to operate under that UNmandate. We will work inwith this.
concert with the wishes both of the Iraqi
Government, as it forms, and also with the wishes of

Q548 Mr Viggers: Has thought been given to the the Iraqi people.
projection of the sovereign bases within Iraq on a
long term basis or a relationship akin to that which
the United States had in Germany after the war? Q551 Mr Viggers: In operational terms then, your
Mr Ingram: This was not part of our planning two colleagues who are intimately responsible in
approach but, again, maybe the General has more that field and who are speaking with the same voice
information on that. as the Americans, if the Americans are planning for
Major General Houghton: I can only speak from a at least a full year stay, is that what you are working
specific UK perspective but there is no intention to to in operational terms?
have any long term bases strategy vis-à-vis Iraq. I Major General Houghton: Our view on this is for all
cannot comment, because I simply do not know, of us to accept that we identify there is an absolute
what the nature of any long term plans are for the mutual benefit between ourselves and the elected
Americans in that respect. Iraqi Government in our continued presence there

for the foreseeable future which is defined not in the
sense of time but in the sense of conditionality. TheQ549 Mr Hancock: I would like to deal with some
conditionality here is that in all respects the Iraqisissues relating to the navy presence out there. If I
are able themselves to assume responsibility formay, can I go back to what you said earlier about the
continuing to prosecute what will still be a relativelyduration of our stay there and the role of the current
complex counter-insurgency operation. It is diYcultelection outcome. Do you plan that they will be able
to put a specific time on that. It is a conditions basedto have a say about whether or not the coalition stay
approach. I hesitate to say in respect of months howor would that be a decision for their successors who
many that would be. Between us, the Americans andwill be elected at the end of this year after they have
the Iraqi Government there is a mutualagreed a constitution and then elected a parliament?
understanding of the eventual determination of theCertainly, listening to Mr Bush, he would suggest
Iraqis to assume this responsibility. If you like, it isthe Americans do not see it as an option for the
captured in the stages of the overall campaign plan,current elected assembly to make that decision on
which sees us at the moment in the situation ofwhether we stay or go. Are we planning to be there

until at least after the next round of elections? partnership but moves to one of Iraqi self-reliance.
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Q552 Mr Hancock: If I could move on to the navy. knowwhere fourKalashnikovs are”. You are saying
that the Iraqis are going to take control of securitySome Members of the Committee were fortunate
of that installation from July?enough to go onHMSMarlboroughwhen they were
Mr Ingram: The advice I have got is that the plansin the area. Is it your view that we will continue to
are for the Iraqi navy to assume that responsibilityhave a naval presence there as part of that task force
for the oil platform security as from—looking after the maritime interests of Iraq?

Mr Ingram: The answer to that is yes, there are no
plans to change that posture at all for the Q556 Richard Ottaway: As from when?
foreseeable future. Mr Ingram: As from July 2005. In terms of perhaps

individual personnel, we can find out more about
that and sometimes it is better not to say exactlyQ553 Mr Hancock: What are our plans about the
what is on the platform in security terms becausetraining of the Iraqi coastal forces and giving them
that just draws attention to levels of security. Wesome assistance and getting the right equipment so
have always got to be careful. The same applies tothey can not only protect their sea base assets but
our own oil platforms and oil rigs in the North Sea.also be able to patrol up and down the Euphrates?
You do not spill out all of the data on how youMajorGeneralHoughton:At themoment, the nature
secure those.of the development of the Iraqi navy is relatively

modest: five patrol crafts, five inflatable boats,
eVectively to do things in support of riverine security Q557 Mr Havard: You do not secure it with four
and that sort of thing. As the Minister has said, Kalashnikovs.
clearly there are a limited amount of resources which Mr Ingram: I have to say they are well secured
can be poured into the development of the Iraqi because that is absolutely critical.
security architecture overall and those elements
which are really more related to Iraq’s external

Q558 Mr Havard: Absolutely.relations will probably still be let in some residual
Mr Ingram: There has to be a focus on it, and indeedpartner relationship with the international
in terms of economic terms they have to be securedcommunity facing external threats. One of the things
but also in environmental terms they have to bethat they could not conceivably resource at this stage
secured.is that of maritime protection, particularly their

oVshore oil installations.1 We envisage that the UK
and other international partners will play an Q559 Mr Hancock: Can I just take you back to the
enduring role in what we term strategic overhaul navy’s role. There is the ongoing problem,
option well after all the localised security issues are presumably, with the Iranian Revolutionary Guard
resolved. and their ship borne activities. Does that continue to

cause us problems in that area? Do we have any
plans to equip the Iraqi naval forces with anythingQ554 Mr Hancock: Including escorting tankers in
bigger than what they have got now, going up to sayand out of that very confined space, protecting a frigate of their own, which would allow them totankers coming into the area? protect the deep water access to their country?

Major General Houghton: Protecting tankers Major General Houghton: We do not have any UK
coming in, yes. specific plans in terms of the development of the
Mr Ingram: You mean in terms of Umm Qasr? Iraqi navy to that level of capability.
Major General Houghton: To the oVshore oil
installations, yes.

Q560 Mr Hancock: It is the coalition.Mr Ingram: Can I say it is planned that the Iraqi
MajorGeneralHoughton: I could not comment. I amNavy will take on operational responsibility for the
not aware of any coalition but I could not commentoil platform from July 2005. Just like the ground
on any potential bilateral US/Iraqi understandingforces they are building a capability in this and as
on that.ever that will be tested on the basis of how good they

are. Hopefully they get to that level of competency
and then that is another task we do not need to Q561 Mr Hancock: The issue with the Iranians?
perform. Those are the plans. Major General Houghton: In terms of the navigable

channel—the Shat al Arab—that is now in the hands
of the Iraqis themselves who are eVectivelyQ555 Mr Havard: Can I say, we visited it—some of
patrolling that. The UK no longer have any form ofus did—it is in a terrible state, and all the rest of it,
operational responsibility for that because it is abut there was a US naval infantry—apparently they
purely a training and support responsibility.have such a thing naval infantry—stationed on the

oil platforms themselves protecting them. We saw
some of the small patrol boats going past to help to Q562 Mr Hancock: Are the Iranians still around in

that sense?secure it. There were somewhat seemed to be private
Major General Houghton:They are but as far as I amIraqi security guards on it as well, there were four of
aware they are being relatively disciplined in stickingthem, I think, and the Americans said to us “We
to what we regard to be their side of the Shat al Arab
as delineated by the international border.1 Ev 129
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Q563 Mr Roy: Can I ask about the operational cost presence, the police presence or whatever, on the
ground from their own people because, again,of the UK contribution to Iraq. We know already

that cost is £1.3 billion for the year 2003–04. We people felt free to vote. There was a high threat level
out there but they saw their own people on the streetsknow the figures for the next financial year will be

published.What I would like to find out is where you so that ramps up the level of confidence which is
there which must give confidence to those carryingare in relation to the new financial cost. Can you give

us an estimate? out those duties. Once you have won the confidence
of your own people then you have a better point ofDr Hutton: Not looking forward, no.

Mr Ingram: We do not look forward. We wait until engagement. It must be a developing process. These
figures we give are not figures which you would saythat information is captured and then we publish it.

You said £1.3 billion, it is £1.311 billion, another £11 would turn out and exercise maximum capability if
tomorrow they wanted to do so, that would not bebillion on top of that, just for accuracy. Clearly

contingency funds have been laid aside, it is better to the real world in which we live, but it is an improving
position all the time.wait until the full outturn is there.

Q564 Mr Roy: There are no projections which have Q568 Richard Ottaway: Unsurprisingly that is
been made? consistent with what we saw when we were out there
Dr Hutton: In the broadest terms the year coming in December, a lot of enthusiasm. I will come back
will be broadly the same as the year that has just to their ability in a second. On the numbers point, do
gone; it will not be the same as the year before that you have a breakdown of religion? How many
which was obviously the major combat phase. Sunnis there are, for example?

Mr Ingram: I do not have and I do not knowwhether
that is available at all. I do not know whether thatQ565 Richard Ottaway: Minister, as you
has been collected. It is a valid point.2anticipated, we move on to the numbers and ability

of the Iraqi security forces. I am sure you will agree
that their success is absolutely critical to the whole Q569 Richard Ottaway: It is quite relevant.
game out there, and in my judgment they have still Mr Ingram:Who then collects that? I would suggest
got a longway to go. If I could deal with the numbers maybe that is something the Iraqis themselves
first, what are the current numbers of the Iraqi should be doing rather than us. I can see the
security forces? There seems to be quite a sensitivity if we start doing ethnic grouping.
discrepancy depending on who you listen to. What
is the latest you have got? Q570 Richard Ottaway: I do not disagree with that,
Mr Ingram: The latest I have got is the latest I just wonder if you have the figure? Turning to their
announced to Parliament so there should be no ability now. There is a report done byGeneral Luck,
discrepancy betweenwhat I amgoing to tell you now which you will be well aware of, are you able to tell
and what you have. us what the nature of that report is?

Mr Ingram: It depends what you mean by the word
Q566 Richard Ottaway: You tell me what it is and I “report”. I am not having arguments over
will tell you if there is a discrepancy. terminology here, hopefully unnecessarily. The
Mr Ingram: The figures I have got are that there are study was taken to have a good look at what
over 130,000 trained and equipped Iraqi security precisely was happening, a step back from it to see
forces. what is in place currently and then how do we

envisage developments for the future. We had
Q567 Richard Ottaway: I have not got that figure. people with General Luck as part of that. We did
Mr Ingram: That is including approximately 57,000 visit MND (South East) and we were very impressed
Iraqi police service, 15,000 Department of Border with the way in which we conducted our business
Enforcement, 10,000 army, 39,000 National Guard down there. Remember, of course, it is more benign
and 6,000 Intervention Force. I am advised, also, than the more hostile environment in the North.
that there are around 74,000 in the Facilities Therefore, though you can draw some benefits from
Protection Service who again I am advised have a that study, you cannot automatically say “That is
very basic level of training and they are the the way it should apply in a more hostile
responsibility of the Ministry of the Interior. Those environment” because it may not be able to connect
are the ballpark figures in all this. The variations in quite in that way. What he has done then is our
figures given may be between those that are in as Prime Minister, our senior Chiefs of StaV and
trained but not trained and equipped so the others, the Secretary of State and myself included,
definition then becomes important, I have given you we have seen what the examination concluded. Of
trained and equipped. Then the reality probably is course that is for the US to determine. It goes back
because they are trained and equipped they may not then to their President and their DoD, and Mr
all be ready to do things; it depends which part of the Rumsfield, and they have to consider if there is going
security force we are talking about, some clearly are to be a change of mission, if it is going to be
better than others. Their capacity is improving all structured in a diVerent way, they have to determine
the time. The important test of this, of course, was what that means in resource terms, whether it is
the elections. One of the key indicators in this was— people or allocation of other resources, and that has
again we are getting good feedback—that the Iraqi
people now have the confidence in the security 2 Ev 129
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not been determined yet. As a keen close ally of the Mr Ingram: That is why I have said that clearly if
recommendations are made which have an impactUnited States clearly we would be part of the

understanding of that process if it impacted on what upon us then we will have a view to express about all
that. We did point out there are two diVerentwe would expect to do. The report has been made

but it is not a document which can then be furnished. territories we are looking at here, one relatively
benign with a potential possibly not to be benign,It is a report in terms of analysis, a centre of all the

information which is out there, and then an one that is deemed as hostile and we are going to
make that less hostile. It is to achieve that objectiveexplanation of what is there and what is a way

forward. that the reviewwas undertaken.We have to consider
it in the light of all of this and that is an important
consideration. On the other point, if you are askingQ571 Richard Ottaway: What is in it?
what is in it, I hardly read the British press neverMr Ingram: I think we have got to wait and see just
mind the American press, I do not have time, andwhat comes out of it rather than what the analysis
very wisely, I do not have to worry about the pressshows because it is what is determined then as the
unless they get it wrong, which they do a lot. I cannotdelivery and I do not think we should be judging the
speak for briefings that are going on or not, theexamination; we should be judging what the output
important thing is the US Senate have not yet beenfrom all of that is. It seems to me that is not any
told and it would be wrong for us to play out ourdiVerent from what we do all the time anyway. We
understanding of this.do not play out our analysis as we are looking at

what is happening, whether it is in Afghanistan, the
Balkans or, in this case, Iraq. Aswe are evolving that Q575 Richard Ottaway: This is an important
approach, we say that is an early conclusion we have Committee here.
reached and that is howwe are going to attend to the Mr Ingram: I am not diminishing the role of this
problem. Committee at all—

Q572 Richard Ottaway: You have not decided yet?
Q576 Richard Ottaway: I am joking.Mr Ingram: I have explained that it is a matter for
Mr Ingram: I am just saying that this is a US review.the US and the DOD.

Major General Houghton: The key mission, as it
were, of the Luck team that went out was to

Q577 Richard Ottaway: Can I pick up on a phrasedetermine whether or not the Petraeus plan, a plan
the General used when he spoke about Iraq and self-that underpins the generation of Iraq’s security force
reliance a few minutes ago. This goes back to thecapability, was a good one and was on track or were
time line: how long do you think it will be before thewe missing some big trick, was there some silver
Iraqis are self-reliant?bullet solution that hitherto had been missed. The
Mr Ingram: That is how long is a piece of string, Ionly thing that we definitely do know is that the
suppose, is it not? This is part of what the LuckLuck report has said verbally that there is no silver
review would be seeking to find, as the General said,bullet that is being missed. We would anticipate
in terms of the Iraqi-isation of the security profile,there are an awful lot of incremental things that
how that can be ramped up and, of course, there arecould be done better in terms of implementation
plans in place to move forward in all of that securityhere and there, the specific application of advice and
sector in terms of phase two and then the three stagesresources, and it is that sort of detail that is still being
contained within that. We have gone through theworked out in the brief. The headline is that no silver
first stage, which was the scoping stage, the nextbullet exists to generate things more quickly or more
stage is to determine who is going to play in thisappropriately.
territory, who is going to co-join with us in all of this,
and that is likely to be better defined at the NATO

Q573 Richard Ottaway: There was a report that Summit, which is a matter of weeks away, and then
focused on a ten man team structure in the we will see who is making up that process forward.
Washington Post. I knowwe do not believe anything On that basis it is back to that time line approach.
we read in the press but is that the sort of thing you There are not specific dates when things must be
would be looking at? achieved, although we have to try to hit those high
Dr Hutton: Part of the sensitivity here, without targets at all times and we must push on with that.
saying too much about the Luck review, is that we
are right in the middle of the American start of the
process that is being staVed up through the DOD to Q578 Richard Ottaway: I agree with that. Would
the President, and we were privileged to be part of you agree that we cannot withdraw coalition troops,
this review, the MoD were involved, and we do not the British/American troops, whatever structure we
really want to compromise our position within that have later on, until there is Iraqi self-reliance?
by saying too much about it before they even reach Mr Ingram: That goes back to an earlier answer. If
their formal position publicly, at which point of the desire is for us not to be there then we will not be
course we will fall in line with that. there. The view is that the desire will be for us to be

there and we have always said that we will be there
until the job is done if that is what the requirementQ574 Richard Ottaway:Would it be uniform if what
is. How we define that the job is done will be ayou do up in the north would not be the same in the

south once you have finalised the thing? progressive view to be taken.
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Q579 Richard Ottaway: I think you are merging two account but they know in real terms that they need
us there aswe build that capacity of the Iraqi securityanswers now. Would you go if the Iraqis asked you

to stay? forces and the other bits of infrastructure because it
will not just be security forces that will deliver this,Mr Ingram: If we are going into an election period
it is everything else that gives that atmosphere ofthere are some parties who have said if they win they
normalcy, if that can be best achieved in terms ofwill withdraw, but that is not the view of this
civil society as well.Government and I do not believe it is the consensus

view within the British Parliament. I think there is a
determination, as there always is, to finish the task.

Q581 Richard Ottaway: Until you get thatTo finish the task is set against a number of
normalcy, presumably your planning is open-endedparameters. We can define what we believe finishing
and the Generals and Admirals and Air Forcethe task is but the Iraqis may have a diVerent view
Marshals have all got to plan on the assumption thaton all of that and we would have to take cognisance
this may not end in a year’s time?of what their view is as well.
Mr Ingram: We always have to have contingent
planning for that whichwe want and that whichmay
not be what we want. We have to keep a number ofQ580 Richard Ottaway:When we were out there we

looked at an infrastructure that had been blasted to balls in the air on all this.
hell, frankly, and it was the same with ships, the Richard Ottaway: Thank you very much.
dockyards, oil, electricity. It is only through the
involvement of the private sector that that is ever

Q582 Mr Viggers: The review by General Luckgoing to be really put straight. I do not think any
sounds important and when we asked whether wegovernment could go in and rebuild the
could have a copy of the report made available to us,infrastructure of Iraq.No investor is going to go into
we were told that he had not prepared a report, heIraq and invest money unless he knows the situation
had prepared a PowerPoint presentation. Can youis stable and,more important, is going to stay stable.
comment on my suspicion that it could just be thatThe private investors—we, having started this, have
he prepared a PowerPoint presentation rather thangot to finish it—have got to be sure that it is going to
a report because a report would have to be madestay stable. This goes back to where we started my
available through freedom of information?line of questioning about the ability of the Iraq
Mr Ingram: I do not know. I do not have asecurity forces. In my judgment, it is still some time
sophisticated knowledge of the US system, whetheroV and, therefore, I am worried that they are being
this is an attempt to deny information. It seems tohustled into saying “We are ready” when maybe
me with the amount of leakage that goes on withinthey are not going to be.
theMinistry of Defence, both here and in the States,Mr Ingram: I know what you are saying because
FOI may have some attraction, but it happensthere may be noises elsewhere saying that this is cut
anyway. I think it has been done in a realistic way.and run time for the US and the UK, but that is not
Do not be too prescriptive, there is no silver bulletthe flavour. Clearly the refocusing of what can be
here, and that is what the General said. This is notdone and what can be done best to increase the
“Here is an analysis, here is howwe have determinedcapacity of the Iraqi security forces and of the other
the route out of this and, therefore, that mustparts of the Iraqi infrastructure, the government
happen”, it is a range of options which will be there.infrastructure and so on, is important. We have got
It is flavour as much as what can be delivered and toto push on, aggressively is the best word. We have
look at the best way forward. This is an evolvinggot to be forcing the pace, we cannot allow it to
process, a review that just points away in certainatrophy and just stand still because that does not
directions. It is then down to theUSAdministration,serve anyone well. I take the point you are saying
and if it impacts on us down to us as well, and otherabout the private sector and private investors and
coalition partners, and if there is a change in posture,the same culture applies to the United Nations and
a change in emphasis. that has to be delivered on theto NGOs. They want to see the humanitarian space
basis of what resources are allocated to it. It maythere so they can move in and then deliver what they
mean more resources, it may not just be in peopleare good at doing, therefore we have got to try to
terms, it may be in money terms or other types ofcreate that humanitarian space as best and as
resources that will need to be put in alongside that,quickly as we can. There are tremendous rewards in
and all of that is still to be determined.the reconstitution and reconstruction of Iraq. It is

potentially a very wealthy country and, therefore, Major General Houghton: I made the point a couple
of sessions ago that it was not a formally writtenthere are big rewards for those who invest. We have

got to create the conditions for that to happen. report, it was a PowerPoint presentation but a report
might subsequently be written from it. I do notThere is no cut and run philosophy, there is no

pressure on to say “You must do this otherwise we detect anything sinister in there. I might have
sounded a bit glib at the time but it is a cultural factare pulling out”, it is all about working in

partnership with the emerging new government. that the principal mechanism by which the
American military exchange information is throughThey are articulating this anyway. To go back to the

earlier answers I gave about some of the comments PowerPoint presentations, it is not through writing
papers and reports, that is just the way they dowhich have been made about it is time for the

coalition forces to leave, that is an indication that business. It does not really come as a great surprise
to me.they want to take the initiative for this on their own
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Q583 Chairman:We are going to the States in a few Q586 Mr Havard: I think you begin to understand
weeks, I was going to say maybe we will have more why we will be interested to see what comes out of
luck there, but maybe they will show us the the Luck report and any recommendations about
PowerPoint presentation. how the Americans might behave. Personally, I am
Mr Ingram: I think it may be more mature by the going back to what General Jackson keeps saying to
time you get there as well, there may be clarity of us, that we fight with them not as them, and I think
thinking on the way forward. Remember there is a that is a fairly interestingmaxim that we need to bear
timescale in this and there is the NATO Summit as in mind when that report comes out.
well, so thinking will begin to impact upon all of Mr Ingram: It is not a question so I am not
that. responding to it.

Q584 Mr Havard: Part of the reason why I asked Q587 Chairman: We have asked the same question
some questions in previous sessions was this idea of six times in the last two weeks. The embedding of
these ten men teams, this idea of embedding US British forces in Oman were an entire oYcer class
forces in with formed units of Iraqi forces to bolster called loan service personnel and were spoken of
them up or mentor them or guide them and so on, rather disparagingly, which leads me to a question.and whether that was going to be a consistent Please do not say it is not your responsibility, and ifcoalition idea and, therefore, we might see British

it is not perhaps you can pass it on to somebody else.troops in the same sort of activity. That is the thing
There is a large number of former British troops inthat has raised the question as to whether or not the
Iraq who are very dangerously exposed and they areBrits are going to change their doctrine, their
part of very reputable British companies, privatepractice and ways of doing that, albeit for a special
security companies. The Foreign OYce had a Greenreason, in a special place for a particular period,
Paper a few years ago on privatemilitary companies,whatever the qualifications. I think that is what we
mercenaries, private security. Most people confusereally want to know, what eVect is the Luck
these and look disparagingly at what are oftenCommission having in terms of British tactics and
absolutely reputable companies doing a verydeployment?
dangerous job, well paid but doing a very dangerousMr Ingram: There is no pressure for change at
job. I have proposed through a Green Paper thatpresent. I would anticipate there will be no change
these companies be regulated. Yesterday I spoke tofor the future in the way in which you have defined
the chairman and chief executive of the Securitybecause that is not consistent with the way in which
Industry Authority, which is responsible forwe would operate in terms of our experience,
licensing and regulating domestic British companieswhether it is in Northern Ireland or elsewhere. We
who are security companies.When I put to them, nothave a diVerentway of achieving our objectives. You
that I was in a position to oVer it, whether theyare right in terms of that is one strand ofUS thinking
would be opposed if they were asked to licensebut that is something that they have to consider if
British companies who were providing securitythat is what they want to do in a particular area.
services abroad, in no way were they hostile, quiteThey could suggest we may want to do it but I think
the reverse. What I am proposing, Minister, is thatyou know it is not something that we would respond
perhaps you talk to your colleagues in the Foreignto in a positive way because of the nature of our
OYce, in DfID, in the Home OYce, because theexperience. Everyone points to our success in any
Home OYce set up the Security Industry Authority,event where we deliver on our missions, and if we
to see whether it is a runner, because I know ahave a successful route then let us continue doing

that. number of the companies who are deployed there are
absolutely in favour of having some form of
regulation or licensing. It will allow the British to sayQ585 Mr Havard: I certainly share the reservations
“Our hands are clean in this. The companies who arethat you have just expressed about the ways of doing
operating in Iraq, or anywhere else abroad, are notthat might not be the best way to change that and
private militias, private armies, mercenaries,perhaps we have got a practice that works for us and
running around like some 14th Century condotierewe ought to stick to it.
but actually doing a reasonably good job”. I ask youMajor General Houghton: I would say it is not
if you would set about contacting those departmentsaltogether incompatible with some things that we
that do have an interest, and I think the Foreignhave done historically. Quite often we have used
OYce take the lead, and get in touch with thesmall amounts of UK military capability to embed
Security Industry Authority. I think it is a win-winwith indigenous forces which was one of the ways in
situation for us. Although you could not license thewhich we assisted in the policing of an empire, it was
individual operatives, because many of them arethe way in which operations were conducted in
foreign and many of them are British soldiers livingOman at certain times.
abroad and outside the jurisdiction of theMr Ingram: I am talking about recent times, not
legislation, you could regulate the companies andgoing back 300 years.
empower the companies to make sure that theirMajor General Houghton: It is something that we
personnel met acceptable British standards. I reallywould treat on itsmerits. It is really the techniques of
think if this can be pulled oV it is something thatmentoringwhere wewould potentially wish to adopt
might be very helpful. I am not asking you toour own ways of doing things and just not a broad-

brush acceptance that that is the best way forward. respond, Minister.
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Mr Ingram: I have not examined it in detail because on their own account, probably working alongside
coalition forces as well. The principle that wasit is not part of my core responsibilities or, indeed,

theMoD’s responsibilities.Wherever we arewe have enunciated by the Secretary of State would be right
and the reality will improve over time. That is whatalways got to look for appropriate ways of doing

things and whether this is reflected as a we are seeking to do. It is not a perfect structure that
is there, it is not a robust structure, it is not repleterecommendation from this inquiry or whether it is

picked up from the transcript of this session, I will with large numbers of confident commanders
prepared to take on decision making, and that is notmake sure people are aware of your concerns.
unsurprising, we find that anyway in terms of the
Armed Forces of the former Soviet satellite statesQ588 Chairman: Lastly, quite a number of these
and we are building their confidence and they haveguys who are out there are recently departed British
moved on incredibly fast in all of this because of asoldiers who find the risks to be worth the greatly
willingness to achieve those objectives and so on.increased salaries above what the MoD is able to
The point I am making is that what was there was apay. In a way, we may not have a formal
principle and that was the mechanism by which weresponsibility for them but I think UK Limited’s
were operating in Fallujah and the actual delivery ofreputation would increase quite considerably if we
that will improve over time.were seen to be the only country in the world, other

than South Africa, which has any real control over
Q590MrCran: Is it your view that there is a politicalcompanies operating abroad in this sort of quasi-
will on behalf of the Iraqi Government, the Iraqimilitary, quasi-policing, guarding, VIP protection
Minister of Defence, our opposite number, in thatarea.
area that political control should be exercised overMr Ingram: I take note of your concerns, Chairman.
Armed Forces?Chairman: If you would, Minister.
Mr Ingram: Yes.

Q589MrCran:Youwill be relieved to hear that I am
Q591 Mr Cran: Are they happy to?not going to ask you about the private security
Mr Ingram: It is some time since I have been in Iraq.industry, which is a bee in our Chairman’s bonnet,
The Secretary of State has covered the territory overbut I do want to go back to what you were saying to
the last year but I visited a number of times beforeRichard Ottaway, who asked a number of the
that and I hope to visit again at some point. Iquestions I was going to ask but he did it so much
appreciate when you do the visits, as I do, that youbetter than I ever could. In asking these two
pick up a lot of ground truth and a lot of reality ofquestions which I have got I am very aware of what
what is happening which does not always match upyou said at the beginning, that we are dealing with a
to the briefing one gets. That is good, that is thesovereign government and that sovereign
purpose of the visit, to get that ground truth and togovernment has to take its decisions in its way. I do
hear first hand. Of course, any visiting Iraqinot think that means we should absolve ourselves
ministers coming through, if he is on themilitary sidefrom some form of action to help them. It is a good
or the security side, I have tended to see them and Iway to start with the Secretary of State on
have had a number of meetings of that nature and I24 November last year when he said in relation to
have no question at all that they understand thethe Fallujah Operation to this Committee, that the
requirements here. I must say I have got confidenceIraqis “will have complete authority and, indeed,
in the way in which they understand the issue, theresponsibility for those operations”. When we went
way in which they articulate it, the way in which theyout to Iraq we had quite a lot of oYcial briefings but
want to move it forward. I make this point again:at this particular one it was made very clear to us
they are very proud people, no matter which part ofand, indeed, the words that were used was that the
the country they come from.Youwill havemet themadministrative architecture simply did not exist for
and they have a right to be proud but it is confidencethe Iraqi Government to exercise any political
that has to be instilled and then gaining thatcontrol over their Armed Forces whatsoever. Is this
confidence within themselves but also those overa scenario that you recognise? If you do not
whom they have got command. That is not a silverrecognise it, why were we being briefed that was
bullet, it is not something that you can lift oV thethe reality?
shelf and it is immediately inculcated into theirMr Ingram: You are right that we cannot be
minds and oV they go and do it, we have to build thatabsolved from carrying on an attendant
capacity, and Iraq is no diVerent from Afghanistan,responsibility, we are there and we have helped to
the Balkans or anywhere else where we have foundcreate the new Iraq and, therefore, we have a
ourselves working in the security sector before.continuing interest whether we are in country or

outside the country, and of course part of theNATO
Q592 Chairman: Please do not coach theMinistry oftraining mission is about trying to achieve a better
Defence there on how to appear before, no doubt,depth of competencies at that senior level of
the Defence Committee in Iraq. I would be verycapability within the Iraqi Armed Forces. What was
upset.in place last November will have been improved
Mr Ingram: You think we would train them better.upon now because it is incremental, although it may

be small steps, and the plan is to make it even
stronger, even more robust, giving them more Q593 Chairman: I would be very upset if you coach

them, I really would.confidence to do the things that they should be doing
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Mr Ingram: I do not knowwhat thatmeans but I will well seized of the need for democratic control of the
Armed Forces, partly because it was not very longtake it both ways.

Chairman: Send them over to us and we will talk to ago that they were on the receiving end of an MoD
that was not democratically controlled. I think thatthem.
culture is becoming inculcated in the IraqiMoD.We
have our own UK MoD advisers very close to thatQ594 Mr Cran: We do hope that the first Defence
process in Baghdad. On the specifics of what the UKCommittee does not have a chairman who keeps
are doing to assist in the building of the Iraqi securityinterrupting the questioner. Maybe we can live in
forces, in the Iraqi police service you are aware wehope. Just to complete, before I am interrupted
have a number of advisers, we have basic levelagain, you have given the background to the whole
training in Basra, Jordan, and we have deployedUKthing, which I personally accept, but I want to be
police oYcers to assist with that and supportingclear in my mind in the here and now—now, not
contractors. Perhaps most importantly from thesome time in the future—what are the British Armed
MoD perspective is the assistance that we give to theForces and so on doing to help the Iraqis develop
Iraqi National Guard which you will also be awarewhat we all want them to have, which is a
is merging with the Iraqi Army. That is focused onprofessional army that can do all the things that you
the six ING battalions inMND(SE). Those units areanswered Richard Ottaway on.
paired with our units which mentor and monitorMajor General Houghton: The position here is what
their progress. The main focus is on mentoring atwe are attempting to do over and above the training
division and brigade level because, as Generalat the unit level, and it harks specifically back to the
Houghton said, it is building those structures thatquestion that you put in the context of Fallujah last
are important now. It is all very well to have lots ofyear, is giving advice in the creation of what we
people trained to a basic level to be the foot soldierswould call operational C2 architecture. The specifics
but they need the leadership and the command andof Fallujah last year, when a decision was made to
control and they also need the enabling functions,prosecute that particular method of operation, was
the logistics and supply element, otherwise they doundoubtedly a political one. The organisation of
not perform as coherent formations. No doubt somebodies existed at the highest level within the
of those lessons about mentoring will play back intomultinational forces and within the Iraqi
Luck as he goes to the next stage because he did go toGovernment. The Ministerial Committee on
MND(SE) and looked at what we were doing there.National Security Transactions existed and it was at

that level and Mr Allawi making the decision to
prosecute the FallujahOperation as it happened, but Q596 Mr Cran: The question is the diVerence

between the now and whenever the Luckthen what we are saying is that the absolute conduct
of the operation, the orders of process, flowed down recommendations kick in. You will agree, therefore,

with the US State Department in its report tothemultinational force chain of command, it did not
flow down the Iraqi Armed Forces’ chain of Congress which said Iraqi security forces will

“require national, operational and tactical levelcommand because it was not suYciently developed
and robust. So there was political accountability at capabilities to reconstitute and regenerate forces

that suVer casualties, injuries, or absentees”. It alsothe highest level but the actual implementation of
that political decision by and large flowed down a admits that logistic capabilities are lacking. You all

recognise this. Again, are we helping?multinational force chain of command which was
then wedded in at the local level with Iraqi security Mr Ingram: I think that was part of the explanation

that was given.forces at a provincial level. What we need to ensure,
and in many respects more important than the
simple training and equipment of numbers, is to Q597 Mr Havard: Can I follow up what you were
deliver to the Iraqis their own operational C2 saying about command and control. I would like to
capability. We have done a good deal of advice on ask you a bit more about that later on when we get
this already. We have an organisation within our on to counter-insurgency. As far as capabilities in
own Permanent Joint Headquarters called the Joint Iraq are concerned, the other bit of the jigsaw that is
Taskforce Headquarters which has an operational missing is their Intel, is it not, their intelligence
purpose as well, and when it is not engaged in an process. This is quite problematic both in terms of
operation it can go and give training in these very police and military. The police do not have basic
things. It has already been out a couple of times and intelligence, forensic and things to do normal crime
it is due to go out again to try to instil, as I say, from type policing, but there is also the question of
the top to the bottom of the Iraqi Armed Forces a military intelligence. It is also extremely sensitive
security architecture, proper operational command because you also need Jones the spy in a country like
and control organisation. this that has a diVerent tradition in terms of its

intelligence services. Perhaps you can say something
about how we are helping with the intelligenceQ595 Mr Cran: So there is a very definite

contribution. process both policing and military and otherwise,
because that is the other bit they need in commandDr Hutton: I will say a little bit about what we can

do to assist security. Can I just get back to your point and control, to have the capability to do what James
was sayingmight need to be done, which is to replaceyoumade earlier about the democratic control of the

Iraqi Armed Forces. My impression, having met some of the capabilities that they are still borrowing
from us, if you like.senior people in the Iraqi MoD, is that they are very
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Major General Houghton: I would not pretend that be conscious of as a coalition force or even from the
UKperspective, to allow that to happen. I think theywe are a long way down the track of developing a

comprehensive internal Iraqi national intelligence are more than conscious of all of that in terms of
private armies developing.gathering apparatus that it has been clearly

recognised as one of the key factors that they will
need in order to be able to continue to prosecute a Q601 Mr Hancock: There is a controversy, is there
counter-insurgency campaign. We are providing a not, about what happened in the initial stages with
number of advisers as to the sorts of techniques they the Americans saying “We are going to disband the
need to develop. You are quite right to identify army completely and start again” and people saying
Evans the spy, as it were, but Humit—human “Maybe we should not have done that, we should
intelligence—gathered on organisations is one of the have allowed a lot of it to have stayed in the same
key requirements for intelligence-led operations command structures and we would have had a much
which are precision based. A significant amount of more stable military presence”, and then you have
work and advice is being launched at this moment to got my point of viewwhich says you should not have
attempt to give them some of those skills as much on allowed this because I think it is harder to take
procedures and assessments and those sorts of power away from people when you have allowed
things. Some of the original techniques are not lost these militias to be created, or it is harder than we
on them from previous regimes and organisations, think it is. Certainly that is what has happened in
they understand the requirement. Eastern Europe, is it not, where it has been very
Mr Havard: Only too well in some cases. diYcult to disband these units which were there

prior to the collapse of the Soviet Union?
Q598 Mr Cran: Chairman, I just have one question Major General Houghton: I think it is fair to say that
to ask. I do not know which one of you it was who in the immediate aftermath of the conflict phase
mentioned the Iraqi National Guard but we have judgments were reached that it was probably a
been told that this is going to merge with the army, mistake to have a disbandment of the whole Iraqi
is that still the case? Armed Forces root and branch, as it were, but there
Dr Hutton: That is still the case. was a tendency then for a local bottom-up initiative

to dictate the way in which Iraqi security forces were
first drawn up. You will recall there was a figure inQ599 Mr Cran:Has it taken place? When is it going
the ICDC that then translated into the ING and theto take place?
ING is now being incorporated more generally intoDr Hutton: I do not think it has taken place just yet
the army. What we have seen slightly over time, butbut it is imminent. It was announced by Prime
against the background where the interimMinister Allawi in January.
government is not allowed to make destiny issuesMr Cran: Thank you, that is all.
about the future size and shape ofArmedForces and
security force architecture, is there has onlyQ600 Mr Hancock: If I could just follow on from
gradually been the establishment of the setting up ofJames’ last question. I could not see the sense of
a security strategy where top-down policy drivenallowing so many armed groups to bring themselves
fromBaghdad ismeetingwith a bottom-up initiativeback into being and to consolidate the position.
which was brought about in the immediateWhere you have as many as maybe half a dozen
aftermath of the conflict phase in response to localuniformed and non-uniformed security forces there
circumstances. There has been some pragmatic useis always a problem, is there not, associated with the
of militias and then the desire to sweep these militiasfact you might have the army under political control
up within a more strategically determined securitybut who controls the others andwhere is the political
force architecture. This is still playing out. I thinkaccountability?Does that not in itself allow power to
that the ultimate security force architecture will notbe concentrated maybe in the hands of one or two
be determined until well into a fully elected Iraqivery powerful ministers then or individuals who
government post its next transitional phase.actually get to the top of that? I am interested to

knowwhether there was any thinking along the lines
of what this country neededmore than anything was Q602MrHancock:Can I take you back to what you

said earlier, Minister, about we were operatinga regular army supported by a proper police force
and nothing else. under a UNmandate. I am interested to know what

you think the current role of the UN is, where youMr Ingram: That must be the eventual desired
position, but Iraq, as it currently stands, is facing a think they will go during the course of this year and

what role you think you play in the reporting ofwhatnumber of pressure points around border security
and so on, riverine security. That is the logic of it, is actually happening on the ground there through

the responsibilities you have under theUNmandate.because that is what applies in normal developed
societies, that type of structure, but that is not the Mr Ingram: Are you asking am I satisfied that there

is a suYciency of UN buy-in on this? Probably thestage we are at at present and, to make the point
again, it is evolving. There is no indication that answer to that is no. A lot of our eVort, and it is the

FCO who lead on this, it is not an MoD lead, is toprivate armies are developing under the control of
one powerful minister to be used in the way in which encourage all of that. Again, part of the equation is

that you then have to have a relatively stableSaddam Hussein would have used his security
forces. I think there is enough alertness around environment to encourage them in because they

were there and then, as we know, they tragically lostwithin the Iraqi system, never mind what we would
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some people, some of their senior personnel. elsewhere, that there will be an enthusiasm in the EU
to take that role on in a real sense rather than aTherefore, there is a reluctance to engage too early

in too great a number because they may become a political sense?
Mr Ingram: Maybe a politician should answer that.target as well because there is that insurgency out

there that would see that development taking place Is the EUperfect?No, it is not. Can it do better? Yes,
it can. Are we seeking to achieve that? Yes, we areand say that is going to be the next target. There has

to be every eVort made to try to create a calmer and will continue to do so because we have an EU
focus and the EU has the capacity to deliverenvironment that encourages the UN, encourages

them in and the NGOs as well, which then becomes substantial resources and weight of eVect if they so
determine and it would be useful if they did so. Thatcrucial to a raft of reconstruction eVort because the

allocation of resources is there in money terms but is part of the discussion we are in with our EU
partners as well as our NATO partners.the delivery mechanisms are not yet in country

because of that lack of human resource to take it
forward. That must be part of the development stage Q608 Mr Hancock: But it is highly unlikely that
in all of this, the UN increasingly becoming involved countries that are withdrawing fighting soldiers
and that is what the wish is. It is not a case of us from Iraq actually would be eager to replace them
holding them oV, in fact it is the very opposite, it is with police oYcers, is it not?
about trying to encourage them in. Mr Ingram: Not necessarily. Some will say that is

what they are best able to deliver on. The very nature
of some of the forces which are around are betterQ603 Mr Hancock: I understand that. Can you tell
placed in developing paramilitary style policing/us just how you respond to the responsibilities of
army capabilities. They will judge that is how theythat mandate back to the UN? Do our commanders
can best make their contribution. It is horses forhave to report through a process which allows the
courses. If there are nations which think they canSecretary-General to judge whether or not the
deliver a powerful eVect in a particular way then thatmandate is being upheld in the way it was agreed?
is to be encouraged. All we want is people to beDr Hutton: I am not familiar with any such process
engaged in the process, it does not matter at whatwhereby the UK commanders—
level they are engaged as long as they are engaged in
the process, and increasingly that is becoming the

Q604 Mr Hancock: There is no mechanism that case. There is aNATOSummit but other discussions
allows that. I am interested to know what value the are going on bilaterally andmultilaterally to achieve
UN mandate is if the UN has no exercising control a cohesion of missions in all of this. It is not a perfect
over whether it is being exercised properly, there are structure in Iraq or anywhere else where we have a
parameters to it or what. presence.
Dr Hutton: There will be close liaison with Mr
Karzai in Baghdad. On the ground there will be

Q609 Mr Havard: If I can turn to the question ofdiscussions between MNFI and the UN. In that
insurgency and counter-insurgency. There has beensense, of course, there is close liaison. The UN will
a deal of criticism, particularly of the United States,know precisely what is going on on the ground
in terms of them not being prepared eVectively for athrough that and through various other
long-term counter-insurgency activity in Iraq. Theirmechanisms, not least reporting back through the
idea was that it was going to be a rapid eVect andSecurity Council. The other point that is worth
there were numbers bandied about that they wouldmaking here is that the UN SR1546 places a
drop their forces back to 30,000 and so on, so it wasmandate on the UN itself to assist with the political
not seen to be a security eVort in that sense. In whatprocess and also with the reconstruction eVort.
way were we looking at this? Were the UK part of
the coalition—we cannot speak for the Americans

Q605 Mr Hancock: Then if I could ask you to turn but we can speak for ourselves—prepared for that
to the EU’s role in Iraq and how we fit in with that eventuality both in terms of manpower, training and
role, both in the military and the political sense. equipment and so on?The other question that comes
Major General Houghton: The EU at the moment is from that is whatever you say in terms of where we
very tentatively exploring what it could do, but my were, from our experience in the last couple of years
understanding is that it would be more on the non- have we had to change our tactics and processes as
military line of operation where it would attempt to a consequence of encountering a particular form of
have its eVect. counter-insurgency which we see in Iraq which may

be a diVerent experience from elsewhere?
Mr Ingram: I think the best answer is that no matterQ606 Mr Hancock: Just economically or police
what you plan for and see if it could happen, youequivalents?
almost always tend to be surprised at the intensityMajor General Houghton: Economically at least.
and the focus and the direction and ability andGovernance across the whole piece of the Iraqi
intelligence that they bring to all of this. Then weministries.
have to quickly adapt and learn. Even with all of our
experience inNorthern Ireland andAfghanistan and
the Balkans, this is a diVerent manifestation in theQ607 Mr Hancock: Would you be optimistic,

bearing in mind our experiences of the EU picking sense that you have suicide bombers, you have
people who are prepared to give their lives, and thatup police responsibilities, or their reluctance to do so
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is unusual from our experience because terrorists do economic initiatives. There is a list of the use of
things like local amnesties, negotiating surrendernot want to give their lives, they take life. This is a

new development which we are having to to combatants, getting local councils elected
underneath governorships and so on, reconstructionincreasingly address in all of this. Dowe have a good

handle on it now? The General can probably give activities, payments to displaced people, the whole
question of compensation for damages. There is ayou a better example of this but my feel for this

would be yes. If the demand seeks something to deal whole series of these sorts of individual elements that
make up part of this broader strategy. Thewith the problem, are our troops equipped to do so?

The answer is yes, we have the urgent operational indictment, if you like, that some peoplemake is that
has been neglected and maybe that should not takerequirements. If something new emerges that we had

not thought about then we quickly have to marshal prominence over some of the military activity in
order to achieve the end stage longer term objective.our resources to deal with that. There is nothing new

in this, that is the way it always will be. In the Mr Ingram: I recognise the criticism that has been
meanwhile, we are trying to get on top of that neglected but then those who make that criticism
problem, having that outreach into the communities tend not to be those who then have to deliver those
from which those people are drawn and working particular missions.
away in that territory to try and create a diVerent
political climate so that those communities then turn

Q611 Mr Havard: All the best players are often inagainst that particular problem themselves because
the stand.that is part of any solution, the community not
Mr Ingram: Exactly. Therefore, we have got to be inwanting the terrorists, and in this case insurgency,
the real world in understanding this. All thosewithin their ranks. That goes back to an earlier
measures and all those triggers can be pulled but youquestion when you asked about having human
then need a point of contact, a subtlety of approach,intelligence. People have to give you that
you need to be trusted and you need to have theinformation that in that house they are storing it.We
confidence of the people. Clearly the way in whichhave been doing that with some success and, again,
we perform, again, fortunately because it is a calmerI guess that will increasingly improve over time and
environment we can do the hearts andminds activityit may well be the conduit for that will be the Iraqi
and we have got a range of initiatives which we thenforces themselves.
deploy. It never ceases to amaze me how the BritishMajor General Houghton: I agree absolutely. The
troops very quickly get out of their protective gearspecifics of any insurgency always have the ability to
and into soft hat and that soft interface knowing, ofsurprise you and the Minister used the example of
course, if the threat is real they have got to return tosuicide bombers. I think there is a complexity in this
it. Their instinct is to reach out, it is not to put ainsurgency, if only seen within the context of the
barrier up, even to the extent of learning Iraqi wordsSunni element of that insurgency in its various
and the Iraqi language so they can communicate.component parts, some of which is terrorism that is
These are all simple solutions but you then need toimported and to a certain extent manipulated from
be confident that you are not going to be shot at oroutside with a wholly atavistic and nihilistic type
bombed as you do that, you do not put yourself atdesire and agenda, that element which is potentially
risk, although we do take elements of risk in all ofpolitically biddable through outreach to the Sunnis,
this, and that is a testament to the high quality of thethe former regime elements, and those perhaps
troops that we have and the way in which they havewhose motivation to support the insurgency is no
developed their skills over the years. I recognise thatgreater or less than the desire to see foreign troops
list. I used the phrase earlier about humanitarianout of the country. I still think necessarily that there
space, about the need for those who deliver intoare some enduring principles in relation to counter-
those environments to want humanitarian spaceinsurgency which are familiar ones, and that is that
because that is a measure of success and those whothere is not a straightforward militarily attrition-
are delivering the humanitarian aid and buildingbased approach to defeating it, it is the treatment of
that normal society do not like to do it at the pointthe symptoms of it, whether or not they are based on
of a bayonet, they cannot do that. You are not ablepolitical aspiration, on the economy or a desire for a
to win people if it is “We are here to give you a bowlbetter life and those sorts of things. I think that is
of rice and you had better eat it otherwise we willwell recognised and that is why we attempt to have
have trouble”. You do not deliver humanitarian aidan approach which is multi-faceted and has lines of
in that way, it has got to be done in a much moreoperation with the military only supporting those
subtle way and it has got to be distant and remotewhich are to do with politics, good governance,
from any military presence. If there is any need foreconomic reform and those sorts of things.
military action to resolve the issue, that should be
sitting round the corner to be able to deal with that.
Whether that is best delivered by coalition forces orQ610 Mr Havard: That is interesting because you

anticipate my next question really. At one level by Iraqi forces, again it seems to me it is better
delivered by Iraqi forces. I made this point aboutalmost the indictment that is made is that the

coalition’s counter-insurgency strategy is some of the indicators of success coming out of the
Iraqi elections and the way in which we are pickingconcentrated on themilitary side of the activities and

has not perhaps done some of the things that you up a good vibe from the Iraqi people saying, “Those
were our people on the street looking after us,have just alluded to which might have been more

successful in the longer term in terms of political and helping us to get to the polling stations”. Those are
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the indicators of change which we are increasingly encourages that to happen. It is much more subtle
than just some linear equation. This is not just bang,seeing but, meanwhile, we still have the problem
do this and the next bit follows.with insurgency.

Q615MrHavard:Absolutely, I accept that, and thatQ612Mr Havard: It is true, is it not, that in terms of
is why the counter-insurgency activity, as we havemilitary deployment, particularly thinking of
seen with our own borders in the United Kingdominfantry soldiers in this regard, we send people out
and elsewhere, is the various bits that are workingof the British area, we send them up to Camp
together, not just the military response. As far asDogwood into a diVerent area?We spoke to some of
Fallujah is concerned, and there was some referencethe soldiers when we were out in Iraq before they
to it earlier, on the one end of the continuum peoplecame home and what was quite interesting, and we
are saying this was the wrong thing to do there,have seen from other people, is the change in tactics
eVectively it could even be described as a war crimebecause there was some adaptation of tactics to deal
because of the nature of the activity that went onwith explosive devices in cars and suicide bombers
there, civilians were killed, two-thirds of theand so on. It took a while for the Brits perhaps to
infrastructure was destroyed. That is at one end ofmake a change, a week or so, but they did come up
the argument. What I want to find is answers towith diVerent ways, novel ways, original ways, of
some of the questions we asked earlier about howdealing with it. There must be lessons that they can
these sorts of processes go forward. I presume thatlearn from the military side of it. The other
you would say some people would ask for andisappointment, and we have made this point on a
independent investigation but that is not necessarilynumber of occasions but I will make it again, is that
required, but at the same time an evaluation of whatwhat we saw was one good example of perhaps all
went on is required. Is there any particularthe political and economic initiatives that could have
evaluation that has been made about that?beenmade, namely the water and sewerage supply in
Mr Ingram: As to the eYcacy and the return fromBasra, not coming forward as fast as had been
that initiative?promised because the money had been diverted oV

to the security sector before. That seemed to suggest
that somebody thought these two things were Q616 Mr Havard: An indication of how you might
mutually exclusive, which clearly they are not. There deal with counter-insurgency.
must be lessons like this that can be brought forward Mr Ingram: I am not sure I understand the question
and there are particular examples of good practice because I was reading it in terms of was Fallujah a
but they have not got an understanding somewhere success or not on the basis of the spectrum of
along the line of actually doing the second bit which comment that is out there.
is avoiding a military confrontation by doing a
political and economic activity.

Q617 Mr Havard: In some regards maybe, in someMr Ingram: I am not so sure about the unwillingness
not.for a lack of delivery of some of those key
Mr Ingram:There is no question at all that there wasinfrastructure elements in terms ofwater and energy.
a very clear need to deal with a major problem in
Fallujah. If that had not been dealt with then it may

Q613Mr Havard: Let me just say this. What we saw have become a bigger problem and that then
was British troops forced back into a position again becomes a matter of judgment as to how best that is
where they were doing somebody else’s job with dealt with. In terms of what you were saying about
diVerent resources or no resources, and so on, civilians being killed, remember all Iraqis are
because they could not get on and do the things they civilians, we categorise all of them as civilians, we do
wanted to do because they were substituting for not put them into diVerent camps. Clearly therewere

people who where prepared to stand and fight insomething else. That is the sort of blowback we have
Fallujah against the coalition force that was goingin terms of what the military can do because the
in. Did that then create the right condition to moveother parts of the jigsaw are not coming together.
forward? I think the fact that we had successfulMr Ingram: That comes back to creating an
elections means the answer to that would probablyenvironmentwhere part of the jigsaw can then be put
be yes. There are always going to be people who willin place. The financial resources are available for so
analyse it diVerently because they do not want tomuch more but the delivery mechanisms are still to
recognise success because there are those who arebe developed.
trying to create a climate that says this is a failure,
that we have not succeeded, that we should not have

Q614 Mr Havard: Frankly, to me, they were been there in the first place, and the fact we are there
dysfunctional. means that now they have got to talk up every
Mr Ingram: I do not think they are dysfunctional. incident as being a disaster and ignore all the other
They are maybe not functioning in the way in which points of progress, of which there are a substantial
we would like but that does not make them amount. On any spectrum of analysis we are making
dysfunctional and I do not think they are necessarily good progress. There are good measures of success.
in conflict. It is creating the conditions so that you I do not know who the independent assessor of all
can move to the next point of delivery and this would be but we have an international body that

has that responsibility and that is the UN and this ismeanwhile trying to create the conditions which
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a UN mandate and there is a determination of will relationship of that to the credibility of that
that remains within the UN. I do not know who else government, the proximity to election security and
would sit in judgment if not the UN. the need to put the insurgents on the back foot.

What I am saying is that one could say in retrospect
that the strategic lessons learned was that the

Q618 Mr Havard: Perhaps I could just ask the political decision vis à vis Fallujah was the correct
question specifically. You made the point earlier on one. Youwould have to assess every operation on itsabout command and control targeting policy. If the own merits in a strategic context, you cannot deriveIraqis decide to do this and we are involved, we keep

a general lesson other than you have got to thinksaying it is really the Iraqis who should be driving it,
through the strategic implications of the prosecutionthe Iraqis are involved in making decisions about
of every operation of that sort of stature and nature.what should be done assessing priorities, and you
Mr Havard: Thank you very much.said earlier on about the C2 architecture—the

phrase that you used—command and control,
decision making, proportionality, targeting and so Q619MrViggers: I would like to ask some questions
on, and then the orders process that goes underneath about reconstruction and the Ministry of Defence’s
that, but there is nomechanism bywhich they can do role in reconstruction. Of the $18.4 billion allocated
that, they rely on the coalition process to do that. by the American Congress, I understand that only
That is one lesson that we see from the activities about $10.4 million was obligated, which is the word
there. Are there any others that came from a that I believe is used technically, which means
particular activity which in part do what you have committed for use. Does the slow take-up of the
described, Minister, but also have the eVect of allocated funds concern you and are you involved in
dispersing insurgents into other areas? If I was this? Can you do something to accelerate it?
sitting where you are I would say but then we have Mr Ingram: I do not know what you were told this
people to actually stop them getting into the British morning from DfID, I have not got a read-out from
sector, for example. There must be lessons that we this, but I heard your opening comments, Chairman,are learning about process that involves the military and I know there is a willingness to give you asmuchand how we act, the doctrine and so on, that come

information and as much help as possible fromfrom illustrations like this set inside the politics of a
DfID in all this. I do not know precisely what theyparticular incident.
have said to you. I think I am going to repeat myselfMajor General Houghton: In general terms there is a
a little, maybe because the answer is good and if it isconstant dynamic lessons learned process going on
not you will question it. It is about the fact that theabout all sorts of things militarily, both at a tactical
financial resources are there in quite sizeable chunksand operational level. There are operational level
waiting to be delivered. The delivery mechanismslessons relating to Fallujah to dowith command and
cannot quite be there because there is not this—Icontrol, to do with the precision targeting, precision
have fallen in love with this phrase—humanitarianuse of weaponry in built-up areas and all those sorts
space, and that is important. However, there areof things. I think the big question that I sense you are
things that we can do, and we are doing, in terms ofgetting at is really the strategic lessons about
military delivery through the Quick Impact Projects.Fallujah. I think in many respects they have got to
I think the figure there is about £30 million that hasbe bespoke to a particular issue or incident within an
been allocated and we have used a very largeoverall campaign. The assessments for Fallujah that
proportion of that and that is available at any pointwent into determiningwhether or not it was a correct
in time simply to move forward and do something.political thing to prosecute the clearance of Fallujah
If that becomes exhausted, and I have got to beor not were essentially political in nature, not

military. Clearly Fallujah had taken on some careful here because we have always got to negotiate
totemic type stature as a safe environment for extra resources, and there is still a need for it to be
insurgents from which they could deploy in a done then we will go back to the table and say that
relatively safe way suicide bombers out into this actually achieves things. It is true of any of the
Baghdad. It was eVectively an insurgent base which funds. That does not mean to say there is a blank
needed to be dealt with because it represented in a cheque for this problem but there is provability in a
totemic fashion discreditation. It was discrediting lot of what we have been doing, certainly in terms of
the power of Allawi and his government. More than military delivery because it is a case of our people on
that, themilitary advicewas that there would be a lot the ground able to do things, able to deliver on these
of collateral damage but such was the nature of the Quick Impact Projects. Can be more done? The
size of the insurgent force there that actually the answermust be yes. Are the resources available to do
balance of advantage was in going to take it out seen more? The answer is yes. It is matching up that
against the build-up to elections some two months resource with that wish and that hope and that goes
later. Therefore, a political decision based on the back to creating the right conditions.
fact that there was a militarily viable option and
political advantage to be gained at the strategic level

Q620 Mr Viggers: The Committee has seen inwas such that they should go ahead with it. You
Bosnia-Herzegovina how very eVective these Quickcould then switch to another potential citywithin the
Impact Projects can be, but are you content to carrySunni triangle but the same circumstances would not
on with projects of this nature rather than to buildapply: the nature of the enemy disposition, the level

of infrastructure still standing within the city, the on Iraqi capability?
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Mr Ingram: No. The wish must be to get Iraqi buy- Q623 Mr Viggers:How closely does the Ministry of
Defence work with DfID? Do you work as a team?in to all of this and then sourcing it through their
Mr Ingram: With DfID?mechanisms for them to start delivering with a lot of

key and essential support from other agencies,
NGOs or DfID sponsored agencies or UN Q624 Mr Viggers: Yes.sponsored agencies, and to make sure that the Mr Ingram: The answer is yes, both in theatre and inmoney that is being spent is being spent to good the UK. That is one of the increasing areas of cross-
eVect. Accountability is important as well in all of governmental eVort, and there are good examples of
this. We only need to look at some other troubled that in terms of how the global conflict prevention
bits of the world where large tranches of EU money pool operates and the Africa conflict prevention
have been poured in and we do not know where the pool operates, and the three ministries—FCO,
money has gone in the early stages. Now there is Ministry of Defence and DfID—will sit and
better and tighter accountability in all of that. If consider all that at oYcial level and ministerial level,
there have been lessons learned they are about and Treasury will be part of that process as well.
accountability and the need to make sure that the Specifically in Iraq, the answer is yes. We have DfID
money which is being allocated is being spent personnel in Iraq, we want to see more of them, we
properly—I talk from a UK perspective on this— want to create the conditions so more of them and
and then is being given proper delivery. We must more of those they would sponsor can come in to
move beyond the Quick Impact Projects and there take forward those projects. So there is very good,
are programmes to do that and some of them are close working in all of this. I hope they gave you that
already delivering in terms of infrastructure, in answer this morning when you took evidence from
terms of the clean water canal, in terms of energy them.
projects and other infrastructure projects.

Q625 Mr Havard: I think you should declare an
Q621 Mr Viggers: So, sticking with the Quick interest here in East Kilbride!
Impact Projects for the time being, are the Iraqis Mr Ingram: I should declare an interest, yes, but the
involved in the identification of projects and the Iraqi desk is not run out of the headquarters in East
implementation? Kilbride, in my constituency, although it should be!

Dr Hutton: Can I add something to that please? AsMajor General Houghton: Yes, there is some local
an oYcial, working at oYcial level with DfIDbuy-in to those. I think you heardGeneral Bill Rollo
colleagues is unprecedentedly close these days. In allsaying that they are worked out on a local basis
three theatres I have had something to do with—through negotiation with local people and, where
Iraq, Afghanistan, the Balkans—we have had verypossible, it is local labour that is used in order to
close working relationships on a day-to-day basiscarry out those projects. That is true of the QUIPS
with DfID colleagues. Certainly when theprojects, it is also true of the CERPS projects,
humanitarian response to the Boxing Day tsunamithe Commanders Emergency Reconstruction
occurred, from day one it was an intimateProgramme, which is American money doing a
relationship, involving liaison oYcers embedded insimilar thing but within MND(SE) and across the
each other’s teams. So I think the relationship theseborders.
days is better than it has ever been before.

Q622 Mr Viggers: So, switching back to the main
Q626 Mr Viggers: So, since you have mentioned thefield of reconstruction, the Coalition Provisional
tsunami, which department was it—was it theAuthority’s Inspector General’s report on financial
Treasury?—which turned down the Royal Navy’sirregularities was really quite damning. Is the
enthusiastic hope to be involved in work in SriMinistry of Defence involved in seeking to ensure
Lanka?that financial irregularities are corrected? Dr Hutton: Perhaps I should not have raised a

Mr Ingram: I do not know whether I would completely diVerent subject.
necessarily accept all you say about damning. I think Mr Ingram: The Navy was deployed to deal with
it is a proper examination of the need for that humanitarian relief with HMS Chatham and
accountability and visibility of the money which has RFA Diligence.
been put in. The purpose of those audits is to make Dr Hutton: I was involved in that, and the whole of
sure that things have been done properly. Do we that operation was driven by the requirement, as
have buy-in to that? The answer to that is yes, specified by DfID, to respond to what the UN was
because on any UK resources that go in we have to asking for, and in turn to respond to what the host
make sure, as best we can achieve it, there is payback governments were asking for. So there was no stated
from that investment and all indications are that is requirement for a maritime presence of the kind you
the case. In terms of the CERPS, where it is in our are alluding to. The maritime presence which was
area, we would want to make sure there is proper provided in terms of Chatham and Diligence was
allocation, a proper return, and that investment has very much requested because they had the kinds of
been used to good eVect. If it is not happening, and capabilities which were appropriate to operate oV

if it is not happening in large quantum, then that Sri Lanka.
would be failure, but failure then has to be Mr Ingram: And they were close to the area, so they

could deploy quickly as well.understood and addressed and cured.
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Q627 Chairman: Just a couple of questions on abuse ministers and the Government, and we have always
got to be conscious of the fact that if there are lessonsallegations. We have had a number of cases of
to be learned those lessons will be learned.alleged abuse of Iraqi civilians by British forces, and

these have been or are being investigated. We do not
intend to examine individual cases but we are

Q631 Chairman: Have you had cause to reviewinterested in the overall picture. Can you tell us how
any procedures—ie training standards, standardsmany personnel in total have been subject to these
of employment, command policies, internalinvestigations?
regulations, et cetera—for the handling of prisonersMr Ingram: I do not have the figures on the number as a result of the alleged abuse? Even though youof personnel because some of the investigations are think a number of cases have not been resolved and

mature, some are still developing, and I could not they are not behind us, have you changed any
give you— procedures?

Mr Ingram: I can think of the use of hooding as an
example. That was a change and that was an in-Q628 Chairman: Perhaps you could write to us
theatre decision to change the utilisation of hoods,please?3
still recognising that is something which could beMr Ingram: Yes, but that will develop. As each
used and maybe there are situations where that isinvestigation becomes mature and if there is any
desirable for the protection of the person who mayproceeding to judicial process, then the numbers
be arrested or whatever else. We have to considerwho are then charged is a matter for the prosecuting
this very carefully but that was one area where thereauthorities, it is not a matter for us. This is an
was a need for change and that was decided by thoseindependent process, as I know you understand.
in command and it did not necessarily need anyCertainly we can give you a figure at a point in time.
political oversight, direction or decision in all of this.
That is the point I am making, the Army itself will

Q629 Chairman: At a point in time, yes, because we always look to see what is happening, and if there is
will be producing a report on this. a need to alter some of these processes it will do so
Mr Ingram:We could also give you at the same point and ministers will be kept fully advised of this. I do
in time the number of investigations which have not know if the General has anymore to add to that?
taken place or are under way, and some background Major General Houghton: I am just looking up the
as to those which have been dismissed and those detail of dates. We are constantly embarked on a

lessons learnt process and the first one was what wewhich are still current and live.
called Operation Telic, lessons which were closed
down in August last year and then the next volume

Q630 Chairman: Thank you. While the alleged was opened up. In the first volume there were
actions of a few men should really not be allowed to something in excess of 400 diVerent lessons. These
over-shadow the contribution made by the lessons play back into all sorts of areas—capability
overwhelming majority, the cases which have been areas, doctrinal areas. One of the most immediate
brought to public notice and the allegations do cause oneswhich need to feed back is into training and into
some concerns, and some perhaps generic questions pre-operational deployment training. I could not
in the MoD about soldiers’ ability to move quickly quantify oV the top of my head the number of
from combat operations to peacekeeping. I do not lessons which have fed back into training
know whether you think it is wrong that the number requirements, but they apply greater emphasis on
of cases question the speed with which we can move elements of training relative to the circumstances in
from one type of operation to another, but maybe which they are about to deploy. They are such things
you could comment on that, and what generic as detention techniques and those sort of things
conclusions on these two issues have you drawn which one would instantaneously recognise but we
from the alleged oVences? need to make certain a greater emphasis is placed on
Mr Ingram: We have always got to examine them. There always has been training done on these
anything which is happening. Of course in reality things but it is a matter of emphasis and time spent
these are allegations and those who are accused of in what is a finite amount of time devoted to training

in the build up to an operation.doing wrong are innocent until proved guilty, and I
cannot comment on any of those cases and you
know the reason for that. But the one thing we

Q632 Chairman: If you would not mind dropping uswould always look for is anything we can learn from
a note on the changes, that would be helpful.4the process, either as it is evolving as we understand
Mr Ingram: We will do that.it or what may come out of a final court judgment in

one or a number of cases. So there is a process where
this would be examined andwewould always seek to Q633 Mr Roy: Minister, we visited the divisional
learn lessons. There is no question at all about that, temporary detention facility at Shaiba and I would
because this is about ensuring we maintain the good like to ask a couple of questions in relation to that.
name of the British Army and the British Armed The first question would be on the legality of that
Forces, and it is one which is jealously guarded facility now there has been a change of status.

Exactly where are we on the legality of that facility?clearly by the Forces themselves but also by

4 Ev 1293 Ev 129
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Mr Ingram: I do not know whether you have been Mr Ingram: The answer is we will do our best to
answer the questions, but the best defence on thisadvised there is some question on the legality of this;

I do not think you will have been. We will always would be that you really should ask the lead
department and you have been doing that anyway.operate within the legal framework and will always

apply the highest standards of international law, and We are all integrated in trying to deliver on the
overall mission but DfID have specificthat is the framework within which we would

operate. I do not think there is any question what we responsibilities, so it is better targeted at that area,
otherwise we will just have to say that it is a matterare doing is consistent with the mandates under

which we are operating. on which we would have to take advice.
Dr Hutton: Multinational forces do have powers
under the UNSCR 1546 and the exchange of letters

Q638 Mr Cran: You have opened the door and saidappended to the UNSCR to detain individuals for
you will do your best to answer the questions. Theimperative reasons of security, and that is the over-
Committee would be interested in your perceptionarching legal framework for facilities of the kind you
about the state of the Iraqi criminal justice system.are referring to.
What have we been doing to try and help them
develop it, because we have an interest in this of

Q634 Mr Roy: So would you expect that facility to course? Again I know a sovereign government takes
stay there as long as the British Army are there? the final decisions, I know all of that, but can you
Dr Hutton: Pretty much, yes. help on this?

Mr Ingram: I could not even begin to give you a
Q635Mr Roy:Can I ask you what plans are afoot to flavour on this, I do not know whether Dr Hutton
transfer the cases of detainees in British custody can give you anything on this.When I said we would
there to Iraqi authorities, for example, for criminal try and give you the best answer on this, I meant not
prosecution? me but those either side of me.
Mr Ingram: The transfer out of UK custody into Dr Hutton: Within the constraints the Minister has
other custody would have to go through the legal outlined, because clearly the MoD is not the lead
frameworkwithinwhich that was happening.Again, department on this, and I am sorry to mention for
it is probably better to write to you on this because the second time another theatre other than Iraq, but
there are issues there about the applicability or we had the same problem inAfghanistan; you need a
otherwise of human rights legislation, and of course functioning criminal justice system to which to hand
there was a judgment on one aspect of that against over detainees and to create stability. The only kind
us and we are considering whether to appeal against of answer I can give you really is purely a factual one
that, so there is a debate about some of the about current progress in setting up a criminal
implications in all of this. But to answer your specific justice system. Would that be useful to you?
question, we will write to you and set out the legal
framework under which we operate and I think that
is the best way of getting an understanding from our Q639 Mr Cran: Yes, please.
perspective on this. DrHutton:The progress which has beenmade so far

is the establishment of a Judicial Council which has
been formed with 23 members and a budget which isQ636 Mr Roy: Can I move on and get you to
independent of the Ministry of Justice, therebycomment on a newspaper report dated 24 January in
creating independence from the political side ofThe Sun where it was stated a British citizen was
things as any good judicial system ought to have.transferred from the DTDF to a court in the United
The Judicial Council is recruiting 876 judges; courtKingdom?
administration and the staV are now under the directMr Ingram: I am unsighted on this. I know some of
control of the Judicial Council. It is currentlythe background but I would not want to go into that
looking at ways of improving court infrastructure,and I do not have briefing on this to take you
including buildings and communication, andthrough the precise details of this. Again, because
improving notification procedures to ensure thethere are legal constructs in all of this, it is important

we give you a precise answer. We will do that in faster processing of people through the courts. A
writing as well.5 central criminal court has been formed to hear cases
Mr Roy: Thank you. which are of national importance and to provide a

model of judicial integrity for the rest of the judicial
system. The court is staVed by vetted judges andQ637 Mr Cran: Gentlemen, I am slightly diYdent
prosecutors and operates within the regular Iraqiabout asking questions about the criminal justice
judicial framework. That is a purely factual answer.system in Iraq, but we haveDrHutton here speaking
In terms of how it has progressed beyond that point,to DfID so maybe he is speaking to the Home OYce
you would need to ask another governmentat the same time. In addition to that, establishing the
department.rule of law through a country’s criminal justice
Mr Cran: Chairman, I think we have to accept thatsystem is pretty integral to peacekeeping, so you
is the fact, which is why I said at the beginning I washave a direct interest in seeing we have a criminal
diYdent about asking questions on this subject. Ijustice system there which delivers. Are you able to
knew it was not this department’s responsibility. Ianswer any questions before I go into them on this?
think we must pursue the Home OYce if we are
interested.5 Ev 128
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Q640 Mr Havard: Can I ask one short question on this was already being acted out in reality at the time
of the tsunami—elements of the PCRU deployedthis? It seems to me the MoD gets involved because

the military gets involved. In Northern Ireland we with military people to see what role they could play
in that because in many respects it had a similarhave a great way of doing it because we work with

the police. In Iraq, the military cannot stop to help flavour to a post-conflict type circumstance. The
PCRU have already been on a military exercisethe Iraqi police when they have found something—

the Iraqi police not having forensic or proper which exercised these things at the back end of last
year. We are wanting to involve the PCRU inprocess to take that evidence, if you like, in its raw

state and process it and put it into the criminal planning in relation to the Headquarters ARC
deployment to Afghanistan. The great desire fromjustice system. That seems to me to be the problem

area which most of the military will encounter day- the Ministry of Defence perspective is that the
PCRU will be one of the significant lessons learnedto-day. That is what they said to me, they said, “We

get this guy, we get all this, we bang him up for a bit in phase four planning and to involve them at the
very outset of potential military operations so thebut they have to let him go because they have not the

processes.” They feel frustrated that the police post-conflict phase runs that bit more smoothly.
system is not assisting them in getting a result. That
is the frustration they have expressed to me. Q644 Chairman: That is very helpful. Thank you.

The Ministry of Defence published a very helpfulMr Ingram: That is a very specific area where
improvement has to be made. If people are saying, document on the lessons learnt in Op Telic. We have

embarked on the process of looking at the lessons“That person has stolen from me or assaulted me”,
they will want to see them arrested. learnt post-war ending, and you have said on a

number of occasions, Minister and Major General
Houghton, that you have been ticking oV andQ641 Mr Havard: But the British military cannot

substitute themselves in the building of the criminal writing about lessons learnt. Is there any intention of
publishing a document along the lines of the originaljustice system.

Mr Ingram: It has to be wholly integrated. There has Lessons Learnt from the war?
Mr Ingram: Whether there is an intention or not, itto be a system, as you say, for forensic collection, a

detention facility, there has to be a judicial process, seems to me it is desirable that we publish what we
can publish. Sometimes if it impinges, as I know youopenness and availability to the legal process, and all

that architecture is not there yet although it is appreciate, on matters which we would not want
others to know about, in terms of those who havebeginning. Those are impressive figures but,

remember, in terms of insurgency they are actually been posing a threat to us—and that is not the
politicians but some of those elements we have totargeting some of those structures and trying to

assassinate some of the individuals to create a find ourselves taking action against in theatre—then
we would not want to spill out a lot of detailedcollapse in confidence and collapse in the delivery of

all of this. So these are real issues which we are doctrines and so on. But the instinct now within the
Ministry of Defence is to publish, and that may orseeking to address. Again, the flavour would be that

we are moving progressively towards getting better may not be conditioned by Freedom of Information
requirements, but there is a willingness and desire tostructures, and over time that will become more

embedded but I think we still have some way to go. give as much information as possible because that
gives a better understanding of what we are dealing
with. I do not know specifically whether there is aQ642 Chairman: Minister, what role will the MoD

play in the new Post Conflict Reconstruction Unit? plan to publish by a date but the instinct—and I take
note of the question—would be to tell as muchMr Ingram: In terms of the on-going process?
information as possible.
Chairman: Thank you all very much. It is probablyQ643 Chairman: Yes.

Mr Ingram: I was trying to answer Peter Viggers on your last appearance before this Committee, and
you will be pleased to know it is probably my lastthis in the same way. Since we are there we will

continue to have a role through the QIP, the Quick appearance—
Mr Cran: As Chairman and in the public sense.Impact Programme, through CERPS. Sorry, am I

missing your question here?
Major General Houghton: Clearly this has been an Q645 Chairman: — unless we rush to do another

inquiry. Thank you very much, all of you, for yourinitiative slightly borne of the Iraqi experience, what
might be generally termed “phase 4 planning”, ie the helpful contributions over the last few years.

Mr Ingram: Thank you too for all your helpfulpost-conflict phase of an operation needs seeing to
ab initio, before the operation launches. Therefore questions and your understanding when we do not

quite have the answers.this is a fusion, as you are aware, within the unit of
personnel from DfID, MoD and FCO. The MoD
has furnished the first director of the PCRU and has Q646 Chairman: You can have your interview

without coVee at 10 Downing Street now, Minister.put an Army full colonel into one of the key sub-
directorate roles. Increasingly, we would wish—and Mr Ingram: Thank you very much.
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Written evidence

Memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

Details of the Forces currently deployed to Iraq and the forces to be deployed following the October roulement.

Our commitment of UK Forces to Iraq is currently some 9,200 personnel. On 17 June we announced that
a roulement of forces would take place from October 2004. Final decisions have not yet been taken on
detailed force levels and dispositions, but we would anticipate broadly similar numbers post-roulement.

Iraqi government and Multinational Force commanders continue to consider the levels and dispositions
of forces required in Iraq in the months ahead, to support the government through the process leading to
the election of a Transitional Assembly and Government early in 2005. If we judge that further changes to
the UKmilitary contribution in Iraq would be appropriate to support this process, we will of course inform
the House at the earliest opportunity.

The following major units are currently deployed to the Iraq area of operations:

1st Mechanised Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron

1st Battalion Princess of Wales’ Royal Regiment

1st Battalion The Cheshire Regiment

1st Battalion The Royal Welsh Fusiliers

1st Regiment Royal Horse Artillery

1st Battalion The Black Watch

22 Regiment Royal Engineers

40 Commando Royal Marines

HMS Somerset

HMS Cumberland

HMS Echo

Aircraft

5 x C-130 (based at Basra)

1 x HS-125 (Basra)

3 x Nimrod (Seeb and Basra)

6 x Tornado GR4 reconnaisance/ close air support (Qatar)

2 x VC10 (Bahrain)

Helicopters (all based at Basra)

5 x Chinook

5 x Puma

4 x Lynx

The following major units will be deploying in October 2004:

4 Armoured Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron

Queen’s Dragoon Guards

The Royal Dragoon Guards

4 Regiment Royal Artillery

1st Battalion The Scots Guards

1st Battalion The Welsh Guards

1st Battalion The Duke of Wellington’s Regiment

21 Engineer Regiment

40 Commando Royal Marines will complete a six month tour in January 2005.
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An account of where these forces (including naval forces) have been stationed and what roles they have
performed.

1st Battalion the Princess ofWales Royal Regiment (PWRR) is inMaysan province. Its primary missions
are to disrupt Anti Iraqi Forces (AIF), support delivery of Security Sector Reform (SSR) and support
delivery of local governance in the province.

1st Battalion The Cheshire Regiment is in Basra and the surrounding region. Its primary missions are the
same as 1st Bn PWRR.

1st Battalion The Royal Welsh Fusiliers is also based in the region around Basra. Its primary missions
are to provide infrastructure security, disrupt AIF, and support delivery of SSR.

1st Regiment Royal Horse Artillery—primary missions are to deliver (ie train and mentor) an eVective
Iraqi Police Service, Iraqi Border Police and judiciary within the MND(SE) area.

1st Battalion The Black Watch is the Divisional reserve. It conducts discrete or supporting (and diverse)
operations as required across the MND(SE) area.

The Royal Engineers provide combat support to UK forces in MND(SE), force protection to Shaiba
logistics base, utilities protection, and a specialist search team.

40 Commando Royal Marines provide an escort facility, guard the divisional temporary detention
facility, provide general security support, conduct surge tasks, and provide military support to SBMR-I in
Baghdad.

HMS Somerset is in the Northern Arabian Gulf on general security patrolling duty, particularly around
the oil installations.

HMS Cumberland is in the Southern Arabian Gulf, also on general security patrol.

HMS Echo is conducting oceanographic survey work in the Northern Arabian Gulf.

An assessment of how the operational environment, including particularly the security situation, has changed
since the transfer of sovereignty.

The Security situation in the MND(SE) area of operations has continued to be relatively stable in
comparison to the northern half of the country, in particular the areas west of Baghdad. There was a
particularly quiet period in July which could be attributed to the fact that the Muqtada Militia (MM) were
re-arming and retraining after a period of intense fighting during the period prior to handover of
sovereignty, particularly in Al Amarah and Nasiriyah.

In that period especially, we endeavoured to establish Iraqi institutions as viable entities capable of
adopting the lead in their specific areas of responsibility. The Iraqi Security Forces (ISF) that we had
mentored, trained and provisioned began to take on increasing levels of responsibility in line with the change
in legislative circumstances. The ISF (Iraqi Police Service, Iraqi National Guard, Iraqi Customs Police and
Department of Border Enforcement) were established in Provincial Joint Coordination Centres in Basra,
Nasiriyah, As Samawah and Al Amarah. MND(SE) units focused on joint patrols and operations with
them. There were a number of successful joint operations—the Iraqi National Guard began to take a major
role in providing security on the Al Faw peninsular for example. The Tactical Support Unit (TSU) of the
Iraqi Police is also undergoing training and will provide a useful capability for challenging policing
scenarios.

The security situation deteriorated across Iraq during the stand-oVwith theMuqtadaMilitia in the Imam
Ali shrine in Najaf in August 04. Once that was resolved, the number of incidents decreased significantly
across the whole of the country but the incident numbers have not yet returned to pre-April 2004 levels. The
performance and number of the ISF units continue to improve and in some areas (notably within parts of
the UK area of operations) we have handed over local control of security to the Iraqis. In these areas MNF
units remain on standby to assist the ISF if/when required. Work continues to identify and counter the
various causes of the violence, but it is likely that the security situation will remain challenging in the lead
up to the elections in January 2005.

What progress has been made with establishing the arrangements for coordination between the Interim
Government of Iraq and the Multinational Force and reaching agreement on the full range of fundamental
security and policy issues (as set out in letters from Prime Minister of Iraq and the US Secretary of State
attached to UNSCR 1546).

Good progress has been made. The Ministerial Committee for National Security (MCNS) meetings at
Ministerial and at Deputies level are now well established andMNF and UK/US representatives play a full
role in these.

The Security Action Committee (SAC) has also been established to ensure coordination and consultation
between theMNF and Iraqi chains of command on security issues. It provides direct support to theMCNS.
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The SAC normally meets once a week. The chair rotates between the MNF Commander General, the
Deputy Minister of the Interior, and the Armed Forces Chief of StaV. Membership comprises “security
professionals”, and includes representatives of the Iraqi Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Interior, National
Intelligence Service, and MNF. The aim of the Committee is to assess the operational situation, develop
strategic options and guidance, raise strategic issues to higher levels and translate policy directives into
action. A small secretariat comprising MOI, MOD and MNF personnel provides support to the SAC.

At provincial, town and municipal level, Joint Coordination Centres are being set up to coordinate
responses to security incidents. This process is ongoing. Representatives normally include the local
Governor/Mayor, Council Representatives, representatives from the diVerent elements of the Iraqi Security
Forces, and MNF oYcers.

What contacts the British forces have developed with local Iraqi organisations in both the private and public
sector?

UK forces have developed contacts with a very large number of Iraqi organisations, both public and
private.

In the public sphere, the GOC regularly meets the Governors of the provinces in MND(SE)—except for
the Governor of Maysan who has been subject to suspension and a legal investigation until recently. There
are regular meetings between UK forces and the Director Generals of services and utilities in the Provincial
Councils. A military oYcer attends all meetings of the Basra Provincial Council at the invitation of the
Chairman. A senior military oYcer attends every meeting of the Basra province security committee which
brings together all the provincial chiefs of the Iraqi Security Forces. The Commander of UK Military
Medical Services has a meeting each week with the Director General of Health for Basra province and with
senior doctors. UK forces also have good relations with the head of the Southern Oil Company.

In terms of the private sector, UK forces have commercial relations with those local contractors who
provide services to UK military establishments. In early September, a conference was organised by
MND(SE) and US Engineers at Basra International Airport to explain the opportunities oVered by the US
infrastructure reconstruction programme. Over 300 contractors attended the conference. Since the
establishment of HM Consulate in Basra, contacts with political and social groups have been primarily the
responsibility of the consular authorities. However, UK forces continue to meet and visit a wide range of
clerical, social, tribal and political figures throughout the four provinces of MND(SE). These contacts have
been developed since April 2003 when UK forces first arrived in the South East.

What role British forces are playing in reconstruction activities?

The Department for International Development leads British reconstruction eVorts. The main
contribution of UK forces to the reconstruction of Iraq is to help provide the security that allows Iraqi and
international reconstruction projects to take place.

UK Forces, however, play the following roles in reconstruction activities under the auspices of the
Emergency Infrastructure Programme (DFID lead), or the MoD’s Quick Impact Projects (QIPs) to bring
about short-term improvements in living conditions in Iraq:

(i) Identification of reconstruction projects in essential services (water, power, oil), the economy and
social services, governance, and security sector reform, which can then be financially resourced
through UK and/or US funds;

(ii) Project management and execution of projects by the Royal Engineers;

(iii) Provision of planning input and coordination (where appropriate) for reconstruction projects
executed by external agencies including the Project Coordination OYce (PCO), DFID, USAID,
Gulf Region South (GRS) US Army Corps of Engineers, the UN and NGOs.

An account of developments at the Divisional Temporary Detention Facility since the Committee’s visits,
including changes in numbers of internees.

There has been a reduction in the number of internees held at the Divisional Temporary Detention
Facility (DTDF) from 113 (17 May), to 14 (17 September).

Internees receive a written Notice of Reasons for Internment within 14 days of being detained (unless,
exceptionally, the GOC decides that it should not be given to an individual).

Internees have three daily exercise periods. They have two showers a day. There have also been
improvements to the catering, which is now based on a seven-day cycle. Visiting times have been lengthened
from 30 minutes to 60 minutes.

40 Commando Royal Marines have taken over as guard force from 1st Battalion The Royal Highland
Fusiliers.

October 2004
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Further memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

Further information requested following the evidence session on 23 June 2004.1

Q 21. Details of the bodies providing support to the Ministerial Committee of National Security?

The Ministerial Committee of National Security (MCNS) is an Iraqi Committee that issues strategic
policy direction and guidance on national security issues. It is chaired by Prime Minister Allawi. Iraqi
representatives normally include the Ministers for Defence, Foreign AVairs, Interior, Finance and Justice,
as well as the head of the Iraqi National Intelligence Service (INIS) and National Security Adviser. The
Committee normally meets once a week at ministerial level.MNF [Commanding Generals] and theUK and
US Ambassadors (or representatives) normally attend with supporting staV, as invited members.

The MCNS normally meets at Deputies level once a week, with representatives of the Ministries listed
above, MNF, and the UK/US Embassies. Ad hoc working groups have been established to look at specific
issues (such as drafting the National Security Strategy).

The National Security Adviser’s OYce provides basic administrative support to the MCNS.
Since the hand-over, theUSEmbassy andMNFhave set up fortnightlymeetings for representatives of troop
contributing nations (TCNs). These provide an opportunity to discuss security issues, although themeetings
do not have a direct role in providing support to MCNS.

Q 68. A note on the rules applied to British internees after 1 July?

Since the hand over of Sovereignty, the power to hold security internees is conferred on theMultinational
Force by UN Security Council Resolution 1546, together with letters from the Iraqi PrimeMinister and the
US Secretary of State to the President of the Security Council. The resolution read in conjunction with the
letters is suYciently clear to amount to an authorisation by the Security Council for internment “where this
is necessary for imperative reasons of security”.

The UK also complies with Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) Memorandum Number 3. The
procedures it sets out confer a range of protections on internees and provide that the operation, condition
and standards of all internment facilities must accord with Section IV of Geneva Convention 4 (albeit GC4
is not binding at this stage). TheUK also reviews the process of security interneemanagement in accordance
with the relevant and appropriate standards set out in the Geneva Convention 4 as a matter of policy.

Individuals held by the UK have their cases reviewed regularly (after 10, 28, 90 and thereafter every 90
days). This is more stringent than the six months mandated by the Geneva Conventions. Anyone who no
longer poses an imperative threat to security is released—either to the Iraqi police if subject to criminal
proceedings, or back into the area where they were arrested.

Internees held by the UK are generally held in a secure compound at Shaibah. Within the compound
individuals are free to move around as they wish (ie they are not restrained unless they pose a specific threat
to coalition personnel). They can exercise freely and can practise their religion freely as they wish. They are
provided with halal food three times a day. If they request a change to the menu for religious reasons this
can be accommodated. They are also provided with bottled fresh water as they require.

It is UK policy that interrogations of detainees are carried out well within the terms of the Geneva
Convention. The Joint Service IntelligenceOrganisation’s TrainingDocumentation states that the following
techniques are expressly and explicitly forbidden:

— Physical punishment of any sort (beatings etc)

— The use of stress privation

— Intentional sleep deprivation

— Withdrawal of food, water or medical help

— Degrading treatment (sexual embarrassment, religious taunting etc)

— The use of “white noise”

— Torture methods such as thumb screws etc.

1 Ev 1–18
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Q 73. When the practice of hooding prisoners was ended, and a note on the circumstances in which it was
permitted?

Prior to Operation Telic it was standard procedure to use hoods as a means of temporarily obscuring
detainees’ vision during their initial arrest and transit to detention facilities. The UK believes that the use
of hooding during arrest and transit is acceptable under the Geneva Conventions when there is a strong
military justification for doing so. It may for example be necessary for security reasons—to prevent detainees
viewing sensitive information such as our own force dispositions, or to protect the detainee from
identification by other detainees.

Hooding and sensory deprivation is not used by UK Armed Forces as an interrogation technique.
Training and doctrine make it clear to all interrogators that it is unacceptable.

The Chief of Joint Operations issued a directive in September 2003 that the practice of hooding was to
stop.

Q 79. A note on the legal position of ex-patriates employed in Iraq as contractors, security guards and other
personnel.

The Coalition Provisional Authority put in place a number of regulations that apply to foreign
contractors in Iraq. These regulations are set out in CPA Order 17 and CPA Memorandum 17, which can
be found on the CPA website at www.cpa-iraq.org.

States (in practicemembers of theMNF) can award contracts according to their own laws and regulations
for the provision of personnel, services, equipment, provisions etc to support the MNF, international
humanitarian or reconstruction eVorts, and diplomatic missions. In these circumstances the contractors are
not subject to Iraqi laws or regulations in matters relating to the terms and conditions of their Contracts,
including licensing and registering employees, businesses and corporations. They are also immune to Iraqi
legal processes with respect to acts performed under the terms of the contract. However MNF personnel
can intervene to prevent serious acts of misconduct by Contractors, or temporarily detain Contractors who
pose a risk of injury to themselves or others, pending turning them over as soon as possible to the
appropriate authorities of the Contractor’s sending state.

Private Security Companies and their employees operating in Iraq must comply with all CPA Orders,
Regulations, Memoranda, and any implementing instructions or regulations governing the existence and
activities of Private Security Companies in Iraq, including registration and licensing of weapons and
firearms.

All other activities of expatriates employed in Iraq should respect Iraqi law, and the amendments to Iraqi
law defined by Coalition Provisional Authority Orders.

Q 104–5. The number of British service personnel in total who have been subject to investigation for alleged
misconduct?

The total number of Service police investigations involving allegations of abuse against Iraqi civilians is
currently 131. These investigations cover a range of incidents including operational engagements, negligent
discharges and road traYc accidents as well as alleged physical abuse of detainees. A number of these
investigations have concluded with no case to answer. Other investigations are in their early stages and it
would be premature to speak in terms of suspicion falling on particular individuals. It may therefore bemore
helpful to consider the number of personnel who have been reported for specific oVences; this currently
stands at 352. The relevant cases are either being considered by the chain of command under legal advice,
being reviewed by prosecuting authorities or have been directed for trial.

We continue to follow-up incidents and allegations with determination and rigour. We therefore have a
reasonable expectation that the total of 35 will grow over time. It is nevertheless clear that these are isolated
and diverse incidents involving only a very small proportion of the over 55,000 Service men and womenwho
have so far served in Iraq.

February 2005

Further memoranda from the Ministry of Defence

Further information requested following the evidence session on 2 February 2005.3

3 Ev 63–85
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Q 337. The role of British forces in protecting the transportation of ballot boxes and any other electoral
security measures taken following the 30 January elections?

The role of MNF-I forces in MND(SE) in election security was to support the Independent Electoral
Commission of Iraq (IECI) and the Iraqi Security Forces (ISF) deliver a safe and secure election. Much of
this role involved providing quick response forces on stand-by to respond to security incidents. In terms of
usual framework patrolling, UK forces kept a lower profile than usual on election day itself. In the event,
election day passed oV without major security problems. There were a small number of attacks on polling
stations, to whichMND(SE) forces responded appropriately, but these did not have a significant impact on
polling. Protection of ballot papers was carried out by ISF and personnel from a Private Security Company,
contracted by the US. MND(SE) forces remained on call to assist this activity.

Prior to the election, MND(SE) worked closely with the IECI and the ISF in drawing up the plans for
the election and conducting rehearsals of the operation. In the event, those plans worked well, and violence
was minimal. Although MND(SE) forces were available to assist with the guarding of polling stations and
protection of ballot material, this was not required.

Q 346. A break-down of the contribution of other countries to the NATO Command in Iraq and the coalition
generally as well as the nature of NATO’s evolving involvement in Iraq. Included in this, the Committee would
like to know about the EU’s involvement in Iraq.

Coalition Contribution

US forces contribute 154,225 and there are forces from some 27 nations on the ground. These are Italy
(3116), Netherlands (1368), Denmark (485), Lithuania (131), Czech Republic (102), Romania (747), Japan
(536), Bulgaria (495), Mongolia (130), Poland (2500), Slovakia (105), Ukraine (1589), Albania (74),
Kazakhstan (29), Macedonia (34), Azerbaijan (154),Estonia (47), Latvia (117), El Salvador (380), South
Korea (3700), Australia (282), Armenia (46), Norway retain 9 staV oYcers inMultinational Division South
East. (Figures as of 18 February 2005)

NATO

All 26 NATO countries are contributing to either in or out-of-country ISF training, or contributing to
the funding of the NATO Training Mission in Iraq.

The NATO Training Mission Iraq (NTM-I) was established on 30 Jul 04 with the aim of training (both
in and out of country) and equipping the Iraqi Security Forces (ISF). NATO eVorts will focus on training,
and helping with equipment, and technical assistance. Approximately 90 NATO personnel are currently in
Iraq assisting with the training of the ISF. The NTM-I will proceed in a phased implementation building
on NATO’s current eVort in Iraq.

Phase 1 deals with assessment and planning required for the mission (now complete). Phase 2 (which
commenced on 20 February 2005) is broken down into three distinct stages. Stage 1 will reinforce and
expand NATO’s current eVort in training and mentoring the Iraqi MOD, Ministry of Interior, Joint
Headquarters, National Joint Operations Centre, National Command Centre Joint Operations Centre and
Iraqi Training Command. It will also undertake preparatory activities, including ‘train the trainer’ courses
in the International Zone in Baghdad, to establish the Training, Education and Doctrine Centre (TEDC).
Stage 2 (commencing in September 2005) will establish the TEDC at Al Rustamiyah in Baghdad to provide
leadership and middle/senior management training for the ISF. Stage 3 will see the expansion of NTM-I
training activities and has yet to be defined. Phase 3 involves the transfer of responsibility for training to
the ISF.

ANATOTraining andEquipment CoordinationGroup (NTECG) is co-ordinating training oVers as well
of weapons, vehicles and other equipment.

EU

The EU has made a clear commitment to help Iraq, consistent with UNSCR 1546, with the political
process, security and reconstruction.

The UK has worked hard to ensure more EU help for Iraq and to foster closer EU/Iraq co-operation. In
June 2004, the European Council agreed a medium term strategy for Iraq. This is now bearing fruit. On
5 November the Council presented an EU package of assistance to Prime Minster Allawi including
commitment to start negotiations on a new EU/Iraq political and trading relationship including restoration
of GSP, help with the January elections (funding and technical support) and support for police training, the
rule of law and governance (EU humanitarian assistance to Iraq continues). Three Commission elections
experts played a valuable role helping the UN with technical support for Iraq’s successful elections on
30 January.
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On 21 February 2005, the General AVairs and External Relations Council (GAERC—EU Foreign
Ministers plus the Troika of Commission, Secretariat and Presidency) reaYrmed EU intent to implement
the 5 November assistance package and to continue to work with the Independent Electoral Commission
of Iraq and the UN on Iraq’s constitutional process and the December 2005 elections by providing financial
and technical support. The Council also agreed to launch an integrated Rule of Law and Police Training
Mission for Iraq with oYces in Baghdad and Brussels and to open a (Commission) Delegation in Baghdad
as soon as possible. The Commission also committed to help Iraq with capacity building in the trade and
energy sectors, to implement GSP and begin negotiations on a third country and trade and political
framework. The EU also agreed a new aid package of 200m euros for 2005. On 21 February at GAERC,
the Troika also agreed to visit Baghdad andmeet the Transitional Government when it is in place to discuss
these areas of co-operation and to sign a Joint Political Declaration (as envisaged in the EU’s strategy).

Q 363. The nature of suicide bombers in Iraq: who they are, where they are being recruited from etc?

It is assessed that the majority of suicide bombers in Iraq operate under the Zarqawi network. The
majority of these are ‘foreigners’ ie non-Iraqi. Intelligence suggests that the network recruits its suicide
operators through those volunteering for the Jihad and passing through the training camps. The suicide
bombers have come from a number of, mainly, middle-eastern countries.

Q 381. Mr Howard mentioned that there are individuals detained by the coalition because they represent a
threat to security (ie not because of an identifiable criminal oVence). What is the policy for transferring the
responsibility for physically detaining these individuals to the Iraqi authorities?

The MNF has powers to intern individuals where they represent an imperative threat to security, in
accordance with UNSCR 1546 of 5 June 2004 and the letters from PM Allawi and Colin Powell.

Individuals held by the UK have their cases reviewed regularly by the UKDivisional Internment Review
Committee. The first review is within 48 hours of an individual’s internment, subsequent reviews are held
every month. The Committee’s advice is passed to the GOC MND(SE) for decision on the individual’s
continued internment.

When it is assessed that the individual no longer represents an imperative threat to security they are either
released back into the area in which they were arrested or transferred to the Iraqi Authorities for
prosecution. Such transfers to Iraq are considered in the light of our obligations to detainees under the
European Convention on Human Rights.

Q 384. The policy, legal basis and concrete plans for transferring cases of detainees in British custody to Iraqi
authorities for criminal prosecution or to the United Kingdom for criminal prosecution?

UK forces assist the Iraqi Police in maintaining law and order. Under CPAMemorandumNo 3 the UK,
as part of theMNF-I, has the authority to arrest individuals for suspected crimes under Iraqi law. This only
occurs when Iraqi Police are not present, if they are, the Iraqi Police make the arrest. Criminal suspects
arrested by the UK are taken to an Iraqi Police Station as soon as practically possible. Current practice is
that it this must occur within eight hours. Criminal suspects are never held at the UKDivisional Temporary
Detention Facility at Shaibah. The UK has also signed an MOU with Iraq which sets out the authorities
and responsibilities in relation to criminal suspects of both parties.

Q 386. A detailed break-down on the Iraqi Security Forces in terms of numbers, percentages etc?

As of 14 February 2005, theMultinational Security Transition Command (MNSTC-I) estimates the total
number of trained and equipped Iraqi Security Forces to be over 136,000. A detailed breakdown is given
below.

Ministry of Interior Forces

Component Trained and Equipped

Iraqi Police Service 56,900
Civil Intervention Force 2,500
Special Police Commandos 3,600
Department of Border Enforcement 14,800
Other MOI forces 1,100
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Ministry of Defence Forces

Component Operational

Army 11,600
National Guard 37,500
Intervention Force 6,700
Special Operations Force 700
Air Force 200
Iraqi Navy 500

There are also around 74,000 in the Facilities Protection Service, who have a very basic level of training,
are the responsibility of the Ministry of Interior, and are allocated across government departments.

Further memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

Further information requested following the evidence session on 9 February 2005.4

Q 553. The planned protective arrangements for the Iraqi oil terminals?

Currently the IraqiMinistry of Oil is responsible for oil infrastructure security. This is mainly undertaken
by private security companies. The plan for the future is to centralise oil infrastructure security under the
Ministry of Interior, with the Facilities Protection Service (FPS) taking the lead for security provision.

The US are the lead for the protection of the oil terminals in the northern Arabian Gulf. The Iraqi Naval
Battalion is being trained by the US, with the aspiration that they will take the lead in the future. The plan
is also that the Iraqi Navy will patrol the area of the oil platforms. Protection of land-based oil terminals
would remain the lead of the FPS.

Obviously, any future plans for the protection of Iraqi oil terminals will be a matter for the Iraqis.

Q 568. The ethnic breakdown of the members of the Iraqi Security Forces?

This is a matter for the Iraqi Government and Security Forces. The Coalition does not measure, or have
oversight of the breakdown of members of the ISF by ethnicity.

Q 628. The number of investigations of alleged abuse, which have taken place or are under way?

At 7 February 2005 only five cases (involving 22 individuals) which have been referred to the prosecuting
authorities could be categorised as cases involving allegations of deliberate abuse.

Three of these are with the Army Prosecuting Authority, the fourth was directed for trial in Osnabruck,
Germany, sentencing was delivered on Friday 25 February 2005 . The fifth has also been directed for trial
as set out by the Attorney General on 5 February 2005 .

Q 631. Any changes the MoD may have made in any procedures—eg in training systems, supervisory
regimes—for the handling of prisoners as a result of alleged abuses of Iraqi civilians at the hands of British
soldiers in Iraq?

Our Armed Forces have done and continue to do an outstanding job in Southern Iraq.

There have been a very small number of cases (five), referred to the prosecuting authorities that involve
allegations of deliberate abuse and it would be quite wrong to conclude that the UK Armed Forces have
been involved in systematic human rights abuse.

The MoD considers a continuous process of determined professional review in all areas to be essential.
Following the completion of the courts-martial in Osnabruck, Germany and in view of the nature of that
incident, the Chief of the General StaV has appointed an experienced senior oYcer to assess what lessons
the MoDmay need to learn. He will also track any subsequent prosecutions. The findings will be published
when no longer constrained by the legal process.

The MoD sets high standards and demands that they are met. Those who fail to meet these standards are
and will be called to account. This review reinforces our commitment to openness and our desire tomaintain
the highest standards of conduct in the Army.

What policies is the MoD pursuing in Iraq to ensure that criminal prosecutions play a central role in the
counter-insurgency campaign?
HMG are following a number of strategies to develop Iraqi ability to pursue criminal prosecutions.

4 Ev 102–121
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TheMoD and FCOhave been training Iraqi Police OYcers in Investigative techniques, including oVering
technical training courses in the Adnon Palace and at the Az Zubbayr Police Academy.

The UK Police Advisers team in theMinistry of the interior in Baghdad have been championing criminal
intelligence and forensics. They have encouraged the Minister of the interior to make these two priorities
for 2005.

In Criminal Intelligence the following has been achieved:

— The first 50 criminal intelligence operatives have just started training in Jordan, under the
supervision of UK and Czech Republic Intelligence advisers

— Equipment has arrived to set up criminal intelligence oYces throughout Iraq

— The police team in MOI is helping to facilitate the introduction of AFIS (Automatic Fingerprint
Identification System) which should be in country May 2005. Discussions are taking place with
Baghdad University on the establishment of DNA analysis capacity for Iraq

— The police team in MoI is advancing plans for Justice Sector Integration meetings and working
groups, together with MoJ and Counsel of Judges

Developments in forensics include:

— In MND(SE) a forensics laboratory is being established and scenes of crime training and
equipment provided

— $250,000 (US funds) has just been obtained from to meet the immediate equipment needs of the
Forensics Department HQ of the IPS in Baghdad

— Criminal Investigation training at both Az Zubayr in MND(SE) and Baghdad in the centre will
help to advance the investigative capabilities of the IPS

— Plans are advancing to re-furbish and expand the Baghdad HQ of the Forensics Department.

HMG also have a lawyer based in Basra advising members of the Iraqi Criminal Justice System, and
funded through GCPP.

February 2005

Memorandum from the Foreign and Commonwealth OYce

Further Information Requested Following the Evidence Session on 26 January 20055

Q 240. Role of Government Departments and others in respect of policing deployments to international
missions?

Current Situation

The FCO leads on current policy and on the budgetary and operational management of the deployment
of British civilian police oYcers to international peacekeeping and post-conflict missions. The International
Policing and Civilian Placements Team (IPCPT) in the International Security Directorate is currently
responsible for the recruitment, training, deployment and support of approximately 255 serving and retired
police oYcers.

The FCO has several key partners in this process, including the Home OYce, the Ministry of Defence,
the Northern Ireland OYce, the Scottish Executive, the Association of Chief Police OYcers of England,
Wales and Northern Ireland (ACPO), the Association of Chief Police OYcers of Scotland (ACPOS), and
individual civilian police forces.

The FCO contracts both serving and retired oYcers, usually for six or 12 month periods. The FCO
reimburses forces for serving oYcers salaries and takes responsibility for the payment of allowances, leave,
leave flights, insurance and various liabilities including third party, death in service and injury liabilities.
Retired civilian police oYcers are contracted on a fixed term basis and receive identical training, allowances,
liability cover, welfare and support management serving oYcers. Retired oYcers are contracted in order to
assist in reaching target numbers for deployment, and in many cases to bring specialised professional skill
sets and experience that may not be available from the pool of serving volunteers.

Recruitment of police oYcers centres around an annual exercise commencing inNovemberwhen theFCO
addresses the Chief Constables and Human Resource departments of all police forces. In addition to this
annual exercise, recruitment takes place throughout the year on an ad-hoc basis for individual posts, most
often for oYcers to fill key (high-ranking) posts or positions calling for specialised skills. This is usually done
under the auspices of ACPO or ACPOS, who send out recruitment calls to Chief Constables.

5 Ev 31–55
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Prior to deployment, the FCO leads on logistics funding and manages the provision of all uniform, hard
and soft kit and protective equipment required for individual missions. The Home OYce (Northern Ireland
OYce or Scottish Executive) then issue all oYcers letters of approval for overseas service under the relevant
police acts.

The Ministry of Defence Police conducts medical examinations immediately prior to predeployment
training and assessment courses. These courses are designed to ensure oYcers’ safety and security on
deployment, and to enhance their ability to perform eVectively in the roles they are given. They consist of
generic duty of care subjects, training to work and live in hostile and harsh environments, mission specific
security, political and legal briefings, and scenario based role training.

The FCO then manages the actual deployment of oYcers to the missions, and works with the mission
authorities and British Contingent Commanders to ensure that oYcers receive induction, hand-over and
settlement assistance on arrival. This has resulted in the production, working with the Home OYce, ACPO
and ACPOS, of a best practice guide for forces’ HR departments for the support and assistance of oYcers
deployed overseas. The guide covers areas such as the appointment of a link oYcer to co-ordinate health,
welfare, salary, and career development issues.

Once the oYcers have completed their secondment, the lead for return and re-integration issues lies with
home forces, although the FCO again plays a major role. On return all oYcers are first given four weeks
leave, after which they attend a debriefing course run by the FCO.

The Future

TheFCO is conscious of the need to take amore coherent “joined-up” approach to international policing.
The Strategic Task Force has been set up to address that concern. It will seek to harmonise and enhance the
interests and eVorts of all stakeholders with a direct interest in international policing, identify how UK
police forces can best add value, and produce workable recommendations for implementation fromAugust
2005 onwards.

The TaskForce is a joined upWhitehall initiative; itsmembers comprise senior oYcials fromGovernment
departments including the FCO, Home OYce, MoD and DfID. Other members include the Devolved
Administrations, ACPO and ACPOS, Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabularies, the Association of
Police Authorities, the Joint Doctrine and Concepts Centre, leading Chief Constables and the Post-Conflict
Reconstruction Unit (PCRU).

The Task Force’s Work Plan for the next six months will include substantive discussion on how the
deployment process can be improved. It is likely that the FCO will continue in its current role in the
immediate future, but forge close links with the PCRU and others to address capability gaps, force
generation issues and identify priorities for theUK’s contribution to international policing. It is not yet clear
whether, in the long-term, the responsibility for managing the UK’s contribution will remain within the
FCO or eventually transfer to the PCRU.

As the PCRU moves to initial capability by April 2005, and to full capability by April 2006, their role in
international policing, and the FCO’s role in supporting that, will become better defined. It seems at least
likely that PCRUwill help improve deployment eVectiveness by strengthening the interface betweenmilitary
and civilian planning.

The Task Force will thus help shape the future roles Government departments will play in international
policing. It represents a unique opportunity to agree a clear and structured UK approach to international
policing in support of UK foreign policy and domestic policing objectives, and has the full support of all
relevant Government departments.

Q 302. Private Military Companies?

A senior FCO oYcial, in close consultation with colleagues from other Government Departments, has
been conducting a review of policy options for the regulation of Private Military Companies. He has been
examining in detail the value and feasibility of a range of regulatory mechanisms; some of these relate to the
licensing of the companies themselves, and others to the licensing of individual contracts. He is required to
make recommendations on what form a regulatory framework should take, precisely which military/
security activities it should cover, and how it should operate and be enforced. He has also been asked to
estimate the resources required for eVective operation and enforcement.

The reviewer is taking full account of the responses to the consultation on the Green Paper of 2002. He
is looking in detail at the regulatory models provided by the Private Security Act of 2001 and the Export
Control Act of 2002.He is also examining relevant foreign—particularlyUS and SouthAfrican—legislation
and EU directives.

The review is now well underway and we plan to put recommendations to Ministers within the next
few weeks.

February 2005
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Memorandum from the Department for International Development (DFID)

Further information requested following the evidence session on 9 February 2005.6

Q 491. The process and procedures used by DFID to contract (or use) Private Security Companies in PSOs.
Even if this is an FCO responsibility, the Committee is interested to know the role played by DFID in the
selection, funding etc process

Since 1 July 2004 the FCO has been responsible for the security of HMG civilian staV in Iraq, including
the management of associated contracts. DFID pays a proportional share of the costs of these contracts.
DFIDmaintains close and regular contact with the FCO on Iraq security policy matters through our oYces
in Baghdad, Basra and the UK. This includes regular liaison over the administration of the security
contracts, attendance at the FCO’s regular meetings with security providers, and general briefings.

Prior to 1 July 2004 DFID was responsible for ensuring the security of staV and consultants working in
Iraq. Following an open competition, Control Risks Group (CRG) was awarded a contract to provide
armed protection, individual bodyguards and security advice to DFID employees in Iraq for six months
from July 2003. CRG’s performance proved satisfactory and so we extended this contract once in January
2004 and again in April 2004. The final contract extension was until 30 June 2004.

DFID applies standard checks for all its contractors, including Private Security Companies. These checks
include ensuring that companies have a sound track record and the necessary legal and financial status to
enable DFID to contract them. Our contracts hold the organisations responsible for the outcomes that they
deliver and the manner in which they do so.

Q 532. What role did the Conflict Prevention Pools play in funding Iraqi reconstruction? What were the
benefits from this system and what were its drawbacks?

The Global Conflict Prevention Pool (GCPP) is a joint FCO, MoD and DFID mechanism for funding
and managing the UK’s contribution towards violent conflict prevention and reduction. Iraq became a
beneficiary of the GCPP in May 2003. Projects are considered by a UK-based joint FCO-MoD-DFID
Steering Committee. The FCO has overall management responsibility.

The GCPP has a £19 million allocation for 2004–05, and £13.5 million per year for 2005–06 and 2006–07.

The GCPP’s Interim strategy was approved by Ministers in September 2004. The overarching focus of
the GCPP is support to human rights, through three strategic objectives:

— Conflict prevention and resolution through community engagement and institution building.

— Supporting a better working relationship between diVerent sectors of Iraqi society, as well as
between Iraq and its neighbours and development partners.

— Building the capacity of the security sector, with special emphasis on the police and prisons.

Key projects funded by the GCPP include:

— Civic Education Elections Project (£3 million).

— Human Rights training (£1 million).

— Support to the Ministry of Interior (£3.3 million)—DFID managed.

— Support to Iraqi Media Network (£1.37 million).

— Forensic Training (£0.5 million).

— Iraqi Special Tribunal training (£1.3 million).

— Police Monitoring/Mentoring in southern Iraq (£8 million).

— Prisons Mentoring southern Iraq (£1.4 million).

— Weapons for Iraqi Security Forces (£2.5 million).

A Strategic Conflict Assessment (SCA), completed in Dec 2004, was managed and co-funded by DFID
and is now being used to inform DFID and GCPP work in Iraq.

Benefits

— Strengthens working relationships and understanding on Iraq between the three departments
responsible for the fund.

— Clear strategy focused on three key conflict prevention objectives.

— Priority given to the key issue of building the capability of the Iraqi Security Forces (Iraqi-isation),
particularly the Iraqi Police.

— Flexible administrative structure which allows projects to be developed and approved quickly.

6 Ev 86–101
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Drawbacks

— Lack of traditional implementing partners in country has meant that HMG staV have had to be
more involved in running projects on the ground, absorbing time and resources. This has also
slowed down implementation and restricted the range of activities being carried out.

— Volatile security situation has inevitably led to delays with implementation. Content and structure
of agreed projects therefore have to be revised frequently to take account of the local situation.

— DiYcult to maintain strategic focus in the face of massive need and competing priorities. Pressure
to support activities which do not fit easily with the three strategic objectives.

Q 517. DFID’s contribution to the Ministry of defence’s joint exercise in December 2004. Did any DFID staV
attend? What was the level of attendance?

Two staV from DFID’s Conflict and Humanitarian AVairs Department (CHAD) attended “Exercise
Joint Venture” in December 2004; one attended for the entire exercise and the other for five days due to
other civil military commitments.
The Post Conflict Reconstruction Unit (PCRU) currently being developed is an inter-departmental Unit
(DFID, FCO,MoD), hosted byDFID,mandated to improve theUK’s capacity for immediate post conflict
stabilisation. Ten PCRU personnel attended the exercise at some point (typically six were in attendance on
any given day), including two PCRU staV from DFID.

What lessons were learned from that exercise? Is DFID planning to attend future exercises?

1. Conflict and Humanitarian Affairs Department (CHAD)

Members of CHAD regularly attend such military exercises, bringing a humanitarian and development
perspective to military planning. These exercises provide an opportunity to create a better understanding of
the mandates, limitations and strengths of a range of other organisations involved in crisis response. This
enables these organisations to form close working relationships which are of great benefit in real life
operations. Members of CHAD will continue to attend these exercises.

2. Post Conflict Reconstruction Unit (PCRU)

The exercise was an important introduction for the PCRU into the military planning cycle at the
operational level. It demonstrated that the PCRU could influence operations prior to their execution, thus
shaping the post conflict environment for the better.

Lessons learnt from the exercise are influencing the development of the Unit and PCRU members will
attend the next exercise to ensure that this process continues.

Additionally the PCRU intends to use the exercise to identify methods and procedures within the
military’s planning for the post conflict environment that encourage local participation and the use of
indigenous capacity.

What lessons have you identified for DFID’s cooperation with British forces in future Peace Support
Operations?

— DFID and MoD need to maintain good and close coordination from the outset.

— Co-location of DFID staV with the military should be encouraged, particularly in the immediate
post-conflict phase.

— DFID andMoD need to do more joint lobbying where there is a common interest eg encouraging
increased international engagement in reconstruction in southern Iraq.

— DFID and MoD need to better understand each other’s goals, objectives and reconstruction
approaches. More systematic briefings required prior to staV being deployed (DFID and MoD).

— Good joined-up working can help speed up reconstruction. Working relations between MoD and
DFID oYcials in Iraq and London are currently good and close. Examples include, regular
meetings between DFID Basra and MND(SE) staV. Two DFID consultants have been based at
the airport since October 2004, assisting with the delivery of QIPs and CERPS. MND(SE) helps
out with DFID Basra transport needs, including helicopter transport when feasible.

February 2005
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Memorandum from Human Rights Watch

Detention Issues in Post-War Iraq

The Committee has asked Human Rights Watch to share with it our concerns with regard to detention
issues in Iraq.

We understand that the Committee’s primary focus is on the role of UKArmed Forces and the detention
policies practiced in those facilities under the control of UK forces. While our most recent first-hand
investigations have been of detention practices of US and Iraqi forces, Human Rights Watch believes that
our findings are relevant to your inquiry. The followingmemorandum summarizes our research and findings
relating to torture and ill-treatment, insuYcient legal basis for detention or arbitrary arrest, and lack of
transparency and access to places of detention.

Recent revelations regarding abuses carried out by some members of British Armed Forces in the Basra
area are quite disturbing. Human Rights Watch believes it will be important for the government to
demonstrate that assigning responsibility to a few “bad apples” is not being used as an alibi for shifting
attention away from high-level policy, as was the case with abuses at Abu Ghraib and other Iraqi places of
detention under United States control. What is needed therefore is the greatest possible transparency
regarding UK policies on its treatment of prisoners in Iraq.

Concerns Regarding US Detention Policies and Practices in Iraq

Human Rights Watch has had a presence in the Baghdad area for much of the period since the fall of the
former government. During this period we have expressed concern on numerous occasions to US military
authorities regarding its detention policies and practices. The following issues have been at the forefront of
our concerns regarding detention practices in US-run detention facilities in Iraq.

Torture and ill-treatment

Human Rights Watch has expressed grave concern about US interrogation practices in Iraq, and
elsewhere, in connection with counter-terrorism and counterinsurgency activities.

In responding to the revelations of torture and cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment in the US-run
Abu Ghraib prison complex, including deaths in custody resulting from torture and ill-treatment, the
administration has shown limited willingness to conduct criminal investigations to determine responsibility
above the level of the immediate perpetrators and hold those persons accountable for the abusive policies
and practices. In addition, there has been no impartial and independent government investigation into
responsibility at the highest levels of government for the policies that led to widespread abusive treatment
in US facilities in Iraq, Afghanistan, Cuba and elsewhere.

The Bush administration has stated on a number of occasions that its policy “condemns torture” but it
has evaded endorsing the US legal obligation to refrain from cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment. The
recent written responses of Attorney General-designate Alberto Gonzalez to US Senate questions in this
regard, and the evident desire of the administration to provide itself with loopholes that would allow it to
circumvent the absolute prohibition against torture and cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment, are
particularly disturbing.

As a consequence, the administration has steadfastly declined to rule out the use of so-called “stress and
duress” interrogation techniques such as prolonged painful positioning, holding detainees naked, and sleep
and sensory deprivation. Such techniques are explicitly designed themselves to inflict pain and/or
humiliation, and invariably lead to more serious abuses.

HumanRightsWatch urges the Committee to inquire into the policy of the UK forces regarding not only
torture, but also interrogation techniques that may be cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment.

Legal basis for detentions

The Bush administration has failed to clarify the legal basis for detentions in Iraq by US forces since it
declared the end of the military occupation in late June 2004. The deliberate ambiguity the U.S. has
maintained over whether it is acting as an Occupying Power in an international armed conflict or as an
adjunct to the Iraqi Interim Government in a non-international armed conflict has compromised the
protection of detainee rights, and left the impression that the U.S. is unwilling to recognize any law as
governing its practices.

In his 5 June 2004 letter to the President of the Security Council, annexed to UN Security Council
Resolution 1546, then-Secretary of State Colin Powell stated that theMulti-National Force will “undertake
a broad range of tasks to contribute to themaintenance of security and to ensure force protection,” including
“internmentwhere this is necessary for imperative reasons of security.” This language, reminiscent of article
78 of the Fourth Geneva Convention on internment of civilians “for imperative reasons of security,”
suggests but nowhere aYrms compliance with the Geneva Convention provisions relating to the treatment
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of “protected persons” by an Occupying Power in an international armed conflict. As an Occupying Power,
the United States would also bear many obligations relating to the protection of security and welfare of the
civilian population.

Yet neither the resolution nor the annexed letters contain any discussion of what law, whether Iraqi law
or international humanitarian law, is to be applied by US forces in this “post-occupation” period. US
oYcials have elsewhere asserted that an “armed conflict” exists in Iraq, ostensibly justifying the detention
of captured combatants and civilians deemed to be serious security risks, but again without any elaboration
of specific applicable law.

Should we accept the US contention that it is no longer an Occupying Power, the fighting now taking
place in Iraq, in which international forces are deployed at the behest of the interim Iraqi government, would
be appropriately considered to be a non-international armed conflict. Under such a situation, common
article 3 to the Geneva Conventions applies, together with customary international humanitarian law and
human rights law (and for the government of theUnitedKingdom, Protocol II of theGeneva Conventions).
The Iraqi government and foreign forces acting with its consent may apprehend persons who pose serious
security risks. However, such persons must be charged with criminal oVences under Iraqi law or violations
of international law such as war crimes or crimes against humanity. It is unlawful to detain them without
charge indefinitely or until the end of the armed conflict.

CurrentUSpractices in Iraq violate these legal requirements. The case review procedure by a JointReview
Board, set up in August 2004 and comprising US and Iraqi oYcials falls short of protecting against long-
term indefinite detention without charge or trial during a non-international armed conflict. Detainees have
no right to participate, to assist in preparation, or to appeal the board’s decision. To date, the only security
detainees to appear before a judge have been a dozen or so “high value” detainees, including former
president Saddam Hussein. Suspected insurgents, however, have not been charged with criminal oVences,
as required by law to justify their continued detention.

This ambiguity as to the law applying toUS detention practices is particularly troubling given indications
that many detentions have been arbitrary. The International Committee of the Red Cross, in its February
2004 report on treatment of detainees in Iraq by Coalition forces, reported that Coalition Forces military
intelligence oYcers estimated that “between 70% and 90% of the persons deprived of their liberty in Iraq
had been arrested by mistake.”

It would be important for the Committee to articulate the legal basis and applicable law governing
detentions by UK forces, and urge the UK to have its allies in the Multi-National Force do the same.

Lack of transparency and access to places of detention

The US has routinely failed to provide clear or consistent information on the treatment of civilians
detained in Iraq. This was the case during the period of formal military occupation, as well as since the
declared end of the military occupation in late June 2004.

Human Rights Watch has called on the US government to reveal all places of detention where security
suspects are being held, in Iraq and elsewhere, and to permit independent and impartial monitoring of all
such facilities by the International Committee of the Red Cross and other organizations. Human Rights
Watch regrets the continued failure of the US authorities to respond positively to its request for access to
US-run detention facilities in Iraq. It is abundantly clear that monitoring of detention facilities by the armed
forces has been insuYcient to ensure compliance with the requirements of international human rights and
humanitarian law with regard to the treatment of detainees.

HumanRightsWatch has also criticized the routine denial of access to legal counsel and family members.
Such denial has contributed to a situation in which abuses are likely to proliferate.

Concerns Regarding Detention Policies and Practices of the Interim Iraqi Government

On 25 January 2005, Human Rights Watch published a 94-page report, The New Iraq? Torture and ill-
treatment of detainees in Iraqi custody which can be found online at http://hrw.org/reports/2005/iraq0105/ .
What follows are the main findings of the report.

Scope of the investigation

Human Rights Watch interviewed 90 current and former detainees in Iraq between July and October
2004, of whom 72 alleged they had been tortured or ill-treated in detention, usually during interrogation.
In all cases the alleged abuse took place in a detention facility under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of
Interior of the Interim Iraqi Government. At the time of the interviews, 74 of them were in custody and the
remaining 16 had been released. These included 21 persons arrested for their alleged aYliation with an
armed group or opposition political party, 54 suspects charged with serious criminal oVences, and 15
detainees were held at seven diVerent police stations on various criminal charges.
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Arbitrary arrest and detention

Iraqi police and intelligence services routinely conduct arrests without warrants issued by an appropriate
judicial authority. HumanRightsWatch spokewith 54 detainees at theCentral Criminal Court whompolice
had accused of a variety of serious crimes. The vast majority were in court for the first time, having already
been in jail for several weeks, well beyond what is permitted by Iraqi law. At least 20 were blindfolded, and
of those the ones that Human Rights Watch spoke with said they had been blindfolded since their arrest
days earlier. The detainees spoke of dire conditions of detention, including severe overcrowding.

Starting in late June 2004 the Iraqi Interim Government carried out several large-scale and high-profile
raids on districts of Baghdad said to be strongholds of a number of organized criminal gangs. This report
highlights two such raids conducted in late June and early July 2004 byMinistry of Interior personnel, with
backup provided byMultinational Force personnel. It appears that themass arrests were intended to convey
to the public the impression that the Iraqi authorities were making serious inroads in their campaign against
organized crime. In both of the cases we investigated, the police released the majority of the suspects within
a day or two after the raids, though that received little press attention. Human Rights Watch followed the
remaining cases through the court system, and found that in many of those, investigative judges ordered the
suspects released because of insuYcient evidence once they were brought before them. The police appear to
have arrested a large number of them randomly during the operations, either because they happened to be
in the wrong place at the wrong time, or on the basis of unverified tip-oVs from locals. By the time of the
release of these detainees, the police had held them for weeks or months without bringing them to court,
and in some cases certainly tortured or otherwise ill-treated them.

Only in six of the cases Human Rights Watch investigated at the Central Criminal Court had oYcials
brought the defendants before an investigative judge within 24 hours of their arrest. In themajority of cases,
the defendants had no access to defence counsel before being brought to court, where they were represented
by court-appointed lawyers who lacked knowledge of their cases and had no prior access to the evidence
against them.

Torture and ill-treatment

The majority of the detainees to whom Human Rights Watch spoke said that torture and ill-treatment
under interrogationwas routine. Some also said that the police also used violence against them at the time of
arrest. The accounts of their treatment at the hands of the police were consistent to a high degree. Typically,
detainees reported being blindfoldedwith their hands tied behind their backwhile undergoing interrogation.
In some cases, detainees gave Human Rights Watch the first names and ranks of police oYcials who they
alleged had tortured them or ordered their torture under interrogation. They said their interrogators or
guards kicked, slapped and punched them, and beat them all over the body using hosepipes, wooden sticks,
iron rods, and cables. Some of them bore visible traces of external trauma to the head, neck, arms, legs, and
back when examined by Human Rights Watch. These traces appeared consistent with their accounts of
having been repeatedly beaten. Several bore fresh bruises and lacerations, while others had scarring that
appeared recent. In some cases, detainees also reported that their interrogators had subjected them to
electric shocks, most commonly by having electric wires attached to their ears or genitals.

One detainee who was tried on an abduction charge and acquitted showed Human Rights Watch his
dislocated shoulder, consistentwith his account of interrogators suspending him for prolonged periods from
a door handle by his hands, which they tied together behind his back. Another detainee, one of five people
brought to court on amurder charge, appeared unable to walk unassisted. Twoof his co-defendants brought
him to the door of the holding cell at the Central Criminal Court, where Human Rights Watch spoke to
him.He said he had sustained a strong blow to the headwhile being held at al-Bayya’ police station following
his arrest on 13 August 2003, aVecting his central nervous system. He had lost partial use of his legs, and
his speech was partially impaired. He said detaining oYcials took him to the Neurosurgical Center Hospital
in the Bab al-Shaikh district of Baghdad on one occasion. He also showed Human Rights Watch a broken
front tooth, which he said had resulted from a punch in the face.

Human Rights Watch interviewed two of three detainees brought to the Central Criminal Court by
personnel of the Directorate of Ministry Security and Welfare. All three appeared to be in poor physical
condition. One of them, aged 25, wore a white dishdasha [traditional long robe] soiled in a number of places
with large red stains that appeared to be blood. His right eye had dark bruising around it, and there were
contusions on his forehead. Also visible was a wound to the left side of his head, from which blood had
flowed down the side and into his ear, and looked very recently dried. He told Human Rights Watch that
the police had arrested him and the other two detainees the previous evening, 17 August, in the vicinity of
the InteriorMinistry in the al-Sha’ab district, beaten him badly and brought him to court the following day.
He was unaware of any charges against him. Human Rights Watch sought to attend his investigative
hearing, but upon checking with the judges in court, none was aware of his case and said the case had not
been assigned to them. Human Rights Watch subsequently tried to obtain further information on the
defendant through Ministry of Interior oYcials assigned to the court, but none was provided and the
organization was unable to establish what happened to him.
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The majority of detainees held in the custody of the Criminal Intelligence Directorate and the Major
Crimes Directorate spoke of dire conditions of detention when interviewed by Human Rights Watch. In
particular, they complained of severe overcrowding with no room to lie down to sleep at night. Some
detainees said they took turns sleeping, while others said they sometimes slept while standing. Hygiene was
extremely poor—as attested by the physical appearance of most detainees Human Rights Watch saw in
court. Such detainees complained of lack ofwashing and toilet facilities, a constant and overpowering stench
of urine in the cells, and lack of basic medical care, including for a range of skin aZictions such as lice.
Another complaint was lack of food or water.Most detainees reported that police oYcials in charge of these
detention facilities rarely provided food, which detainees had to buy themselves if they happened to have
cash when arrested and if police did not take this money from them upon searching them. Although the
police did not allow any family visits in these facilities, they reportedly allowed family members who were
able to find out where the detainees were being held to bring food to the facility, which detainees then
sometimes shared with their cellmates.

We urge the Committee to inquire as to measures the U.K. forces are taking to ensure they are not
complicit in any abuse by other forces, including Iraqi forces, and what actions to date the government has
taken to facilitate the prevention and punishment of abuses by allies.

January 2005

Memorandum from Shlomo Avineri, Herbert Samuel Professor of Political Science

Fallacies about Iraq

1. The Regime

In the build-up to the Iraq war, the oppressive and brutal nature of SaddamHussein’s regime was given—
and justly so—much prominence as one of the justifications for going to war. The use of poison gas against
Iraq’s ownKurdish population as well as in thewar against Iran, the brutal suppression of bothKurdish and
Shi’ite uprisings after theGulfWar in 1991were among themore prominent examples given of the cruelty of
Saddam’s regime.

This was true, yet it overlooked the deeper historical roots of the Ba’athist dictatorship of Saddam.
Saddam’s rule was only the most extreme manifestation of the Sunni-controlled regimes which have
characterized the nature of the Iraqi body politic since its emergence, under British tutelage, after the
collapse of the Ottoman Empire in World War I.

Modern Iraq was has been stitched together by British pro-consuls from three very disparate provinces
of the old Ottoman empire: Mosul (with a Kurdish majority), Baghdad (with an Arab Sunni majority) and
Basra (with an Arab Shi’ite majority). Before the 1920s, these three provinces have never constituted part
of a modern nation-state. It was under the British-controlled League of Nations mandate that this modern
Iraq was put under the rule of the Baghdad-based Arab Sunni minority (with an Arab Sunni ruler of the
Hashemite dynasty).

It was this Arab Sunni hegemony which ruled Iraq since the 1920’s, first under the monarchy and later
under the republic. It was against this Arab Sunni hegemony that various rebellions broke out decade after
decade: Shi’ite rebellions in the south, Kurdish repeated rebellions in the north, even Christian-Assyrian
rebellions in the 1930s. They were all bloodily put down—but because of this, Iraq became the most
repressive of all Arab countries, since theArab Sunniminority could keep itself in power only through brutal
force, later combinedwith the Pan-Arab ideology of Ba’athism, itself a unique concoction of fascist ideology
and Bolshevik practice. It is for this reason that Iraq also experienced the only case in the Arab world where
a pro-Nazi regime, based on Arab Sunni hegemonism, came to power in the early 1940’s (Rashid Ali al-
Khailani) and was forcibly removed by British forces at the beginning of World War II.

That Saddam’s regimewas just another—albeit extreme—expression of this Arab Sunni hegemonismwas
totally overlooked before the war. General statements about the Iraqi “people” suVering under Saddam
overlooked the fact that this was an ethnically/religious-based minority regime. That the demise of Saddam
would mean not only an end to Saddam, his minions and the Ba’ath, but also to Arab Sunni hegemony,
hardly figured in the analysis of the nature of the war—andwhat one could expect would happen in its wake.

2. The War

The war against Saddam’s regime was planned as a conventional war: in such a paradigm it was obvious
that the regime would crumble under the overwhelming power of the Coalition. Yet the quick and utter
collapse of the Iraqi forces—including not only the regular army, but also theRepublicanGuard, the Special
Republican Guard, Saddam’s Fedayeen and other elite formations, surprised most analysts. Yet it was
misinterpreted.

The Iraqi military did not collapse, nor did it “disintegrate”. Coalition strategists, thinking inside the box,
thought that Saddam would do the same, ie prepare for a conventional defense—perhaps heroic, certainly
futile. Even talk about Baghdad becoming Saddam’s Stalingrad was thinking within the parameters of
conventional warfare.
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What appears not to have been imagined was that Saddamwould decide not to waste his eVorts on a futile
conventional defense—but prepare for a War After the War—ie a guerilla war, in which the resources,
manpower and expertise of the Iraqimilitarymachine in its diVerent formations would be switched to a kind
of warfare which would make Coalition control of the country impossible. Such guerilla tactics would make
not only holding elections impossible, but would further alienate the population from their “liberators” and
make it impossible to shift political power in any legitimate way from the erstwhile Arab Sunni hegemony.

The Coalition planned for one kind of war—which it has won handily. It was totally unprepared for the
kind of war which it found itself eventually confronted with.

3. The “Resistance”

It is obvious that the current violence in Iraq is the war Saddam and his regime have been preparing.What
the Coalition—and the Interim Iraqi Government set up by it—are now facing is not a spontaneous
rebellion by the Iraqi “people” against “occupation”. It is the rear-guard war waged, quite successfully, by
the Arab Sunni minority to hold on to its power by making a relatively smooth transition to another form
of government impossible. The sophistication of the attacks, their coordination, the training of suicide
bombers, the availability of materiel and intelligence, all point to the professional branches of Saddam’s
security apparatus which has just gone underground, living—in Maoist fashion—like fish in water.

The targets of this Sunni Arab guerilla war are not only Coalition forces and their Iraqi allies. The attacks
on Shi’ite holy shrines in Kerbala and Najjaf (which started inMarch 2004 with an attack during the Shi’ite
holy period of Ashura), against Shi’ite parties and clerics, against Kurdish parties in the north (both in the
Kurdish autonomous region as well as in the contested city of Mosul) are all aimed at telling the Iraqi
majority population (Shi’ites!Kurds) that the Arab Sunni minority is not ready to give up its historical
hegemony and that they have the arms, the fighters, the logistical organization as well as the brutality and
determination, not to give up. It is sometimes lost in the confused reports talking about “violence”, that with
the exception of the small group around the Shi’ite renegade cleric Moqtada al-Sadr, all the attacks are
carried out by Arab Sunni elements. Furthermore, insofar as there are non-Iraqi Arabs involved, they are
all Sunnis.

It should be remembered, that all Arab regimes are Sunni dominated, and if Iraq becomes Shi’a-ruled, it
would be the first Arab country to be escape Sunni domination. For European and American ears, these
diVerences sometimes sound like distinctions without a diVerence—as between Baptists and Methodists.
One should think about Catholics and Protestants in 17th century Europe to realize that this is not about
theology—it is about identity and power.

By boycotting the 30 January elections, the Sunni parties are undermining the legitimacy of whatever
institutions will emerge out of these elections. It is diYcult to imagine that out of elections held under the
twin conditions of violence and boycott any sort of legitimate government would emerge, especially as the
Allawi interim government does not appear to be able to create the minimal conditions for law and order.

4. One Iraq?

Under these conditions, it is diYcult to see how any sort of coherent, let alone democratic Iraq, could
emerge in the foreseeable future. While the Arab Sunni minority has it in its power to thwart any attempt
to create “law and order” not on its terms, neither the Arab Shi’ite majority, nor the Kurdish minority, are
likely to submit once again toArab Sunni hegemony: the Shi’ites have the numbers, theKurds have the arms
and territorial infra-structure, to resist it.

All Coalition planning has been premised—for obvious and understandable reasons—on keeping the
territorial integrity of Iraq. But historically, this territorial integrity—like that of the Soviet Union and
Yugoslavia—has been maintained only through a combination of the iron fist and a totalitarian ideology.
Absent both, it does not exist anymore, and it would be almost impossible to re-establish it.

So one should at least entertain the idea that just like in the case of the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia, it
may be impossible to put Humpty-Dumpty together again. Iraq did not emerge as a nation-state out of the
internal forces of Iraqi society: it was a creature of Western imperialism, to be later sustained by the brute
power of Sunni hegemonism. Perhaps—as in Yugoslavia—there may not be any way to re-establish it, and
the mantra about its territorial integrity is another nostalgic fallacy based on an (idealized) past. When
countries disintegrate along ethnic/religious lines, it is extremely diYcult to keep them together by force—
and under foreign occupation, it is well-nigh a mission impossible. Thinking outside the box would be
necessary.

Shlomo Avineri
Herbert Samuel Professor of Political Science
The Hebrew University

January 2005
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Memorandum from Colonel (Retd) C R Langton, International Institute for Strategic Studies

In a country where loyalties follow ethnic and religious lines rather than any unified idea of nationhood,
the overthrow and the attempt to dismantle the Ba’athist regime by the US-led coalition was bound to raise
the real possibility of a backlash or an insurgency by those who were overthrown. The same people—the
Sunni Ba’athists—provided the web which held the disparate ethnic and religious groups together as a
nation; and when they were overthrown, the state structures disappeared along with the brutal stability they
provided. The Sunni-led army melted away with its weapons only to re-emerge as an insurgent base with
the knowledge and capability to arm itself from the many arms dumps across the country which were left
unsecured by the coalition forces.

Moreover, it is likely that the Saddam regime had laid plans for post-invasion “guerrilla” activity. This
is normal for any country faced with an invasion—Britain in World War Two is an example. Furthermore,
Saddam knew he would not prevail in the face of a vastly superior professional and modern force, making
it more likely that plans for the post-invasion phase were well-established, and centred on the organs of
power which had governed the country such as the Special Security Organisation (SSO). The SSO was a
body which controlled a highly capable internal security network, but also constituted a military body well-
trained in several aspects of warfare, both conventional and unconventional. Thus, it should be assumed
that the insurgency—if it was planned well in advance—can be sustained for some time.

Then there is the Sunnis’ long-held belief that through any emergent democratic process they would be
denied a power-base. This belief comes, not just from the obvious point that they constitute a smaller
percentage of the population than the Shia population, but also because they are conscious of the appalling
brutality inflicted on the Shia by the Saddam regime. Therefore, they fear some kind of retaliation by a Shia-
led, Iranian—backed government. It follows from this that those foreign governments with influence over
the future regime in Baghdad should encourage an even-handed approach by the Shia to the Sunni
population. In this way, the chances for stability can be enhanced, and the recruiting base of the insurgency
might shrink. Also, the Shia must not, themselves, be allowed to revert to insurgency. The short-lived, but
bloody, revolt led by the Shia cleric Moqtada al-Sadr should be regarded as being dormant, and not dead.
Moqtada’s Mehdi army still has the capability to re-emerge, and other Shia organisations such as the
Supreme Council for the Revolution in Iraq (SCIRI), the Badr Corps, and al-Dawa, remain militarily
capable.

Also, fuelling the insurgent campaign is an influx of foreign fighters from neighbouring and other
countries who were sucked into the vacuum created by a successful military campaign which was not
followed up by a robust post-conflict plan. AbuMusab al-Zarqawi is the most well-known of these jihadists
and exhibits the sort of fanaticism that is characteristic of his type. He and others were able to enter the
country through the borders which had been collapsed in the course of the invasion. The fact that these
borders were not secured by the coalition contributed to this state of aVairs and stands as a lesson for post-
conflict operations in the future. It is now imperative that the coalition re-establish what was a strict border
regime in order to prevent incursions of fighters such as al-Zarqawi, and also to limit cross border traYcking
in illicit materials including narcotics and weapons. The large, and uncontrolled, quantity of weapons and
explosives inside the borders of Iraq is a ready source of income on global “black” markets, and it is likely
that some materiel of this type has already leeched into other regions along well-established routes, thus
providing fuel for insecurity further afield.

Overall the decision to disband the army, or to allow it to disperse; the decision to prohibit previous
Ba’athist oYcials from having any role in reconstructionwhen theywere the only people with the knowledge
and experience to do so; the lack of resources for fast post-conflict reconstruction; and the absence of a
barder regime to prevent external threats entering the country all contributed to the promotion of an
insurgency which had in all probability been pre-planned.

What are the underlying characteristics of the insurgency at grassroots level? The seeds are sown amongst
the disaVected which in this case, means the Sunni population dispossessed of its previous standing and led
by oYcials from the Saddam years. The US is seen as the main enemy, and its eVorts to improve security
and prosperity are the target. If the mind of the population becomes the territory in an insurgency, rather
than the conventional idea of geographical territory, it is important that the insurgent has more influence
over this “virtual territory” than an adversary which, in this case, is the coalition and its Iraqi allies. To
capture this territory the coalition has to provide security and increased prosperity. Currently, this is proving
diYcult as the initial eVort was slow to develop and allowed the insurgency to take hold. Moreover,
allegations of corruption against the UN’s oil-for-food programme, and against US contractors, allow
insurgent leaders to propagate rumours of “real” US intentions in Iraq as being self-seeking. Corruption in
general debilitates eVorts at nation-building, and in some areas which could be controlled, it has been
allowed to continue. As an example the International Crisis Group (ICG) recently commented on the lack
of any metering of the oil output allowing illicit sales of the product to flourish unchecked.

In Iraq loyalty to the indigenous insurgent cause is ensured through fear, and by providing some kind of
cynical prosperity to people who have no other means of income as a consequence of conflict. In this latter
respect, the leaders of the insurgency ensure loyalty by paying their insurgents with finance which has been
built up over time, or which has come from donors abroad. Some will be paid as full-time employees, others
as part-timers who are used for one operation in for driving, reconnaissance, deception, or perhaps to place
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and arm a simple improvised explosive device; the more complex devices, it can be assumed, are laid by full-
time experts. After an operation or “job” a part-time insurgent will return to his or her normal life whatever
it may be, and become indivisible from the normal Iraqi civilian. Should this category of insurgent be
apprehended it is unlikely that he or she would be of much importance from the point of view of intelligence.
This assumption derives from the nature of a typical insurgency which operates around a cell structure; and
each cell is separated from the others in order to protect security. Therefore, only a very few, at the heart
of the organisation, have an overview of the whole structure.Moreover, there are a plethora of groups which
are either acting independently or adopt individual names to further confuse the picture for the coalition
allies.

The second element—the non-indigenous foreign jihadist—brings an extreme degree of fanaticism and
brutality to the conflict whichmay not have been present had amore eVective border regime been established
after the invasion. Undoubtedly, the part played by the foreign fighters has been a useful contribution to
the overall cause. However, there must be a question about how long the indigenous insurgents will want
to play host to this brand of militant. In time foreign militants may become as unpopular as the “invaders”,
and there may come a time when Zarqawi and his like are considered more of a burden than a help, and this
may lead to internal dissension, particularly if the number of Iraqi civilians killed by the actions of
“foreigners” increase. But, in the meantime, the diversity and ferocity of Zarqawi’s operations must be seen
as a significant part of insurgent success. Moreover, the magnetic aVect of the jihadist movement in Iraq is
also significant for another reason, as it draws in recruits from a wide range of countries, including Britain,
and gives those countries another problem—how to deal with their jihadists when they return home. After
their experiences they are unlikely to revert to being normal law-abiding citizens, and may adopt crime and
terrorism and crime as a “way of life” as has happened in Northern Ireland and other places where
insurgents and terrorists have found themselves without the excitement of the armed struggle.
Consequently, the insurgency in Iraq will have benefited the cause of “global jihad” in an indirect but potent
fashion particularly as the advent of the globalization of information has enabled the spread of information.

Information is a major weapon in the hands of the modern insurgent. In Iraq Zarqawi, and others, have
used it to great eVect. They have reached into the minds of their enemies’ populations by successfully and
graphically depicting atrocities and operations including the beheading of foreign hostages. They recognise
that their territory is the collective mind of these democracies whose governments rely on popular support.
Therefore, the use of videos and the internet are useful weapons to enable them to do this. Indeed it is
interesting to speculate whether beheadings would have occurred with such frequency had Zarqawi been
denied the cyber weapon. However, for now, it appears that he and other insurgent leaders are winning the
Information war, and how this advantage is countered must be considered as one of the main challenges of
coalition governments; not least as the “al—Jazeera eVect” is an eVective way of broadcasting successful
tactics to other groups. In the same way, the broadcast and graphic reports with pictorial evidence of
prisoner abuse, and intermittent atrocities by coalition troops has undoubtedly played into the hands of the
insurgents as well as having contributed to global jihad.

Having achieved a quick military success in the war fighting phase of the conflict, the coalition failed to
capitalise on its success for all the reasons that have been given, and there are military lessons to be drawn
from the transition from the war-fighting phase into the nation-building and counter-insurgency phase. The
Americans and the British have borne the brunt of military operations of this type, and they have achieved
some notable successes. However, for future coalition operations to be successful account should be taken
of diVerences in the military doctrines of these, the closest, of military allies. The US Army dwells heavily
on war-fighting as being the cornerstone of its doctrine and has found it hard to lower its profile at times
when it might be considered prudent to do so. On the other hand, the British have found it easier to move
from a war-fighting posture to a softer approach as demanded by the situation because of their long (and
sometimes bloody) experience in this field of warfare. A flexible approach is crucially important in counter—
insurgency where (as has been said) the collective mind of the population is the territory to be captured, and
where it is vital that civilians on the “battlefield” are assured that we share the risks with them. In this way
“risk-sharing” becomes “risk reduction” and the population becomesmore supportive. However, to achieve
this objective, levels of force protection may have to fall, and armour, helmets and so on must be put aside
whenever possible, and the face and hand of friendship extended. This is themost obvious area of divergence
in practice between American and British forces. But it has been managed to some degree, and the issue is
now being addressed in the US so that a common understanding can be reached on this all-important aspect
of counter-insurgency operations. One aspect of this work should look at how best to profit from successful
military operations in a timely fashion so that the civil population sees advantage in what has just occurred,
and to give the coalition more than just a tactical success. In Iraq there has been criticism of the lack of civil
agency support to the military. For example, one Infantry battalion was given a “fistful of dollars” for local
reconstruction projects, but no means nor qualified specialists to carry them out. The military plan should
be accompanied by a civil reconstruction plan able to be activated as soon as possible after military
operations. This is all part of prising the population away from any nascent insurgency.

Another well-documented shortfall in the coalition’s military operation in Iraq has been in failure to
deploy the right number of personnel to carry out the myriad tasks that characterise this phase of the
conflict. Apart from counter insurgency; nation-building and reconstruction are manpower intensive
military activities as are most operations in which the civilian population is the critical element. The US
administration was convinced that military technological solutions would overcome the Iraqi military, and
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then the Iraqi nation would fall in behind the coalition in re-building the country, despite the well-known
fact that the military leadership requested many more troops. Therefore, although they were right to a
greater or lesser extent on the first point concerning numbers for the military campaign, a miscalculation of
the cultural dimension in Iraq, and the nature of post-conflict operations allowed the insurgency to grow
whilst there were insuYcient numbers to deal with it. This was a crucial error and one where the British
authorities should have pointed to their own experience of these types of operation which shows us that, in
a vastly less intense operating environment, the UK had many more troops per head of population in
Northern Ireland to cope with a terrorist group of nomore than 1,000, than do the coalition forces and Iraqi
security forces put together.

In order to oVset the dearth of troops several private military and security companies were contracted to
provide personnel for specific tasks. However, this provision has not provided the answer as such
personnel—although valuable in certain limited areas—have the disadvantage of lacking in accountability.
Very careful consideration should be given to their employment and rules of engagement before they are
deployed. As an example, some aspects of the Abu Ghraib prisoner abuse scandal can be traced to private
sector personnel.

However, to addressmanpower shortfalls now it is crucial that greater priority is given to the development
of the Iraqi security forces which has been hampered by unstable security. The future prosperity and growth
of democracy in Iraq, depends in large part on the indigenous forces being allowed to develop into an
eVective force. This means more training and better equipment according to retired US General Luck who
recently audited the progress of development in the force. And this is undoubtedly the area where the most
emphasis should be placed in the coming months. Apart from the added confidence that home grown
forces will bring to the population, their full deployment will also pave the way for foreign troops to leave

the country.

One thread running through this campaign has been the proximity of the British population to the “war”
in all its phases. This comes about chiefly through the constancy of the real time media, both on the
battlefield and oV, but also through the advent of mobile phones carried by soldiers on operations. Text
messages from the field meant that families at home have had previously unheard of insights into the
activities of their relatives in Iraq. There are questions here relating to security, and also to the aVect this
has on the morale of families some of whom have relayed some of the negative content of messages from
Iraq to the wider public. Once publicised this negativity finds its way back to the soldiers with a consequent
eVect on their morale.

Another home-based “negative” has been the publicity surrounding defence cuts and the demise of
British regiments, some of which were on operations in Iraq whilst announcements were being made. This
is both unfortunate and unnecessary. Politicians, who are more ready today to deploy the military option
than they were in the past, have to realise that part of their responsibility in doing this is to protect morale
at all costs. In the context of counter insurgency operations there are two reasons why this is paramount.
The first is the obvious debilitating eVect such pronouncements have on morale. The second is the tactical
advantage that accrues to the insurgent who has a military mindset, and so is able to target units which are
being aVected in a negative sense by national domestic issues.

February 2005

Memorandum from Dr Rod Thornton, Joint Services Command College

British Counter-Insurgency Operations in Iraq

While the British Army may have a rich history and varied experience of conducting counter-insurgency
operations, its current mission in Iraq has been uniquely diYcult. On the whole, however, the Army (and
the Royal Marines) has performed very well in trying circumstances. The aim of this paper is to delve into
some history in order to contextualize current British Army operations in Iraq and to point out how the
diYculties encountered have been dealt with.

The first point tomake is that theArmywent into Iraq “cold” in counter-insurgency terms. It did not have
all the advantages that were apparent for much of the Army’s imperial policing history. For such counter-
insurgency campaigns as were conducted took place in regions where British influence was strong.Wherever
one looks in terms of the Army’s counter-insurgency experience—from Cyprus to Malaya and from
Palestine to theNagaHills—there would be an extant police force and public administrations run by fellow-
countrymen. There would be people who knew how to run the countries and how best to deal with the
indigenous populations. Intelligence would be available, there would be a high degree of cultural awareness,
and there would be many people who spoke the local languages. In essence, all the Army had to do was to
use its military muscle in aid of a civil power who would know how to target such muscle. Hence, British
counter-insurgency operations normally ended in success (with the obvious exceptions of Palestine and
Aden for their own particular reasons).

Ironically, perhaps the only previous occasion when the British Army has been called on to fight an
insurgency in a country with which it lacked familiarity was in Iraq itself in 1920. But even in this case there
were many Army and Political OYcers who were familiar with both the Arab culture and language. Such
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cultural awareness contributed greatly to the eventual quelling of that particular insurgency. The Army was
also well served by its attempts to keep in place as much of the old Ottoman civil structures as it could and
undermined any opposition to the British by employing “divide and rule” techniques that concentrated on
tribal diVerences. Moreover, the way the Army dealt with the insurgency then was helped immeasurably by
the general impression given that whatever the rebels did the British, as a great power, would prevail. The
rebels, short as they were of weapons and ammunition, realised that they could not match an implacable
foe who could simply bring in from abroadmore andmoremen andmateriel. In 1920 the insurgents buckled
in the face of overwhelming British power. It is also noteworthy that British operations in Iraq were given
legitimacy by a League of Nations mandate.

The British Army has been recently asked to go back into Iraq but this time lacking all the positives that
were available in 1920. The Army now has a very limited pool of Arab speakers and culturally aware
personnel. OYcers could not maintain the old civilian structures since these were Ba’athist and the whole
point of the exercise (as expressed ultimately) was to get rid of Saddam Hussein and his power structures.
The Army could not try “divide and rule” amongst the tribes because it had to be seen as a neutral and
impartial peacekeeper. The Army was faced by determined factions who, unlike their 1920s brethren, are
not short of arms and ammunition. The Army was also denied the sense of superiority that so undermined
the 1920s insurgency. One of the great tools used by counter-insurgency forces in the past is the message
that “we are more powerful than you and we will outlast you”. Such a message brings indigenous people to
your side and away from that of the rebel because they can see which way the wind is blowing and where
the future lies. But with Coalition governments pointing out that troops would be withdrawn as soon as
possible it becomes very diYcult for the population to throw in their lot and provide assistance to foreigners
who may be here today, but gone tomorrow (the problem in Aden in 1967). Finally, unlike 1920, the Army
has no legal authority to take action in Iraq. Soldiers feel they are operating in a legal vacuum. Thus many
of the tools that were available to deal with the insurgency in 1920 are now denied to the Army. And yet
despite all this, as one American analyst put it, the British Army, compared to the Americans, has achieved
a “relative success” around Basra.7

Such a success is down to a professionalism gained from the experience of many decades of counter-
insurgency warfare (and not just fromNorthern Ireland). This professionalism is based on two fundamental
principles that the British Army has been using for the past 150 years: pragmatism andminimum force. The
pragmatism is basically a result of the fact that the Army has always been small—c 200,000 for most of
imperial history—while its main charge throughout that time was to control up to one third of humanity.
Clearly with such an onerous policing role, nuance had to be employed and compromises had to be made.

Thus, historically, whatever force multipliers the Army could make use of it did. These would range from
a variety of methods for lowering tension to using force in very focused ways that leveraged what was
available. Thus oYcers would, for example, negotiate with insurgent opponents whenever they could,
regardless of their political hue. They would also invest eVort into “turning” rather than killing individual
opponents simply because the mathematics of such an approach worked in their favour. They also sought
intelligence voraciously. Good intelligence allowed for the targeting of limited force in the right areas against
the right people. This intelligence could come from the very top of insurgent organizations or be picked up
from the very bottom by soldiers on patrol. Indeed, patrolling on foot, while principally having a deterrent
eVect, also allowed the Army to exhibit a friendly and unthreatening posture. Such “coal face” interactions
acted as the sharp end of a ‘hearts and minds’ policy and encouraged local people to volunteer intelligence
about the insurgents.8

Good intelligence allowed the principle of minimum force to be applied. With a lack of numbers, the
Army has always known it could never kill all of its insurgent opponents. Thus it concentrated on killing
those that mattered while avoiding killing those that did not and the innocent. Through such an approach
overall consent could be maintained within indigenous communities. Throughout the Army’s counter-
insurgency endeavours, if power was seen to be used with responsibility then it helped to get the general
populace on the side of the Army and government. After all, for the British, counter-insurgency was not so
much a battle to eliminate opponents, but rather a “battle for men’s minds”, as Gen. Frank Kitson once
put it. This battle was a zero-sum game. The more the people were drawn towards the government side the
more support they gave it passively in that they stayed out of hostilities and the more support they gave
actively in the form of intelligence; while, on the other hand, the less support they gave the insurgents in
terms of shelter and succour. Thus the Army, trying very hard to maintain consent, has always avoided the
use of heavy weapons that brought about casualties indiscriminately. Thomas Mockaitis summed this
attitude up in terms of the use of airpower, for instance, throughout later imperial policing duties:
“significantly”, he observed, “the British were willing to forego the military advantages of the aeroplane in
order to preserve the principal of minimum force”.9

But force has to be used. There is here an age-old formula noted by Maj-Gen. Sir Charles Gwynn in his
seminal pamphlet of the 1930s, Imperial Policing. “Excessive severity”, he wrote, “may antagonise the
neutral or loyal element, add to the number of rebels, and leave a lasting feeling of resentment and bitterness.

7 Robert Scales, “Culture-Centric Warfare”, Proceedings, Vol 130, No 10 (October 2004) p 35.
8 As Scales goes on, “Great Britain’s relative success in Basra owes in no small measure to the self-assurance and comfort with
foreign culture derived from centuries of practicing the art of soldier diplomacy and liaison”. Ibid, p 35.

9 Thomas Mockaitis, British Counter Insurgency, (London: Macmillan, 1990) p 35.
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On the other hand, the power and resolution of the government forces must be displayed”.10 Respect had to
be gained. Obviously, though, very careful thought has to go into the displaying of “power and resolution”;
especially when the army is a small one. Ill-thought through oVensive action, in the British book, risked
making the situation worse, not better. As an example, Lt-Gen. Alymer Haldane, the commander of British
forces in Iraq in 1920 stressed the political consequences of outright failure. “Regrettable incidents”, he
wrote, “or failure to complete what one sets out to do have political eVects out of all proportion to their
military importance . . .‘Legitimate gambles’ are not to be thought of; a sound straightforward course of
action should be followed, even though promising less brilliant results”.11 Historically, the Army has thus
been careful about its use of force both because of the eVect it may have in terms of a loss of consent and,
if it does not achieve results, in the loss of that vital component of control, respect. In counter-insurgency
terms, this has always been a cautious Army.

There is also another point to remember about the British use of minimum force: it is part of the British
liberal tradition. The same early 19th-century liberal Protestant philosophies that led to the ending of the
Slave Trade, when combined with the Romanticism then prevalent in society, created in Britain an Army
suVused with what came to be called “Victorian values”. OYcers were looked upon as paragons of virtue
who were in the vanguard of the spreading of Britain’s enlightened imperial message to all corners of a dark
world. And, as such, these oYcers had to avoid undue loss of life. Hence the opprobrium heaped on the
Army, unique in Britain, after incidents when it did misbehave; such as after the Indian Mutiny (1857),
Amritsar (1919) and Bloody Sunday (1972). Thus restraint has always been a watchword for British forces
certainly because it was pragmatic, but also because it was expected.As one author put it, throughout British
imperial history, “If troops were called out to preserve or restore order, their oYcers went into action guided
only by a forcible but indistinct sense of social constraint”.12 Thus the restraint—as compared with US
forces—so apparent in Iraq is not the result of “training” (as Lord Gardner and others would aver),13 it is
the result of a general British approach and has been apparent for many years in both conventional conflict
(SecondWorld War and KoreanWar) and insurgencies. One American journalist many years ago summed
it up: when commenting on the restraint exhibited by British troops in Palestine in the 1940s, she averred
that “Our boys could never do it”.14 Indeed, in our own era, one only has to consider the kind of rhetoric
used by American leaders—both political and military—which is so diVerent from our own, to understand
the diVerences in the levels of restraint expected from troops on the ground.15

However, it was the abjuring of this general British policy of restraint (as usual when dealing with the
Irish) that caused problems in the early years of “The Troubles” in Northern Ireland. Here was another
example of the Army going in “cold” when it was dispatched there in force in 1969. The Province lacked a
functioning police force and the Army took over that role. Thrown in at the deep end, the Army, egged on
by an equally out-of-its-depth government in Westminster, responded too aggressively. OYcers tried to get
around problems by “cracking down”. This appeared in its most egregious form with Bloody Sunday in
1972, but was also evident in the number of arbitrary arrests (Internment, 1971–74) and in sweep operations
that took in house searches targeted only at Catholic areas. The gainsmade in weapons seizures were greatly
outweighed by the antipathy generated in Catholic communities. Consent was lost and the insurgency
worsened until the Army toned down its approach and “police primacy” was restored in 1977. The lesson
was that the Army’s use of harsh measures early on created a situation that took many years to rectify in
order to engender a workable level of consent in the Province.

When the Army came to operations in Iraq, therefore, it displayed its characteristic caution. During the
war itself, when the Army was faced with forcing its way into Basra, it held back. This was an act criticised
by US oYcers at the time, but it allowed the Army, after negotiations, to eventually enter a city that was
intact and where there had been few casualties.16 Thus there was less local hostility and more consent once
troops moved in. Such consent is vital if, as was the case, the Army had to become the police force once it
entered Basra and other towns. The level of consent allowed troops to carry through their usual measures—
such as foot-patrolling. In a consensual environment they can do this without the usual protection of body
armour and helmets. Such insouciance creates the impression that everything is normal, that the threat is
diminished and everyone can go about their normal lives. It also reduces the sense of distance between
soldier and civilian and makes soldiers seem more accessible to the local populations. It is a technique the

10 Charles Gwynn, Imperial Policing (London: War OYce, 1934) p 5.
11 Lt-Gen. Sir Aylmer Haldane, The Insurrection in Mesopotamia, 1920 (London: William Blackwood and Sons, 1922) pp
334–335.

12 Lawrence James, Imperial Rearguard: Wars of Empire, 1919–1985 (London: Brassey’s, 1988) p 43.
13 “Letters to the Editor”, “Deteriorating Situation in Iraq”, Professor Sir Timothy Garden, et al, The Times (19 April 2004).
14 Quoted by Bernard Fergusson, The Trumpet in the Hall (L: Secker and Warburg, 1970) p223.
15 Two examples may colour this characterisation. After US troops were killed in Somalia in the early 1990s on a peacekeeping
mission, even the great liberal, President Bill Clinton, is quoted as saying, “When people kill us they should be killed in greater
numbers”. Quoted in George Stephanopolous, All Too Human (NY: Little Brown and Co, 1999) p 214. Also Lt-Gen. James
Mattis, who led USMarines into Baghdad, has said recently that, “It’s fun to shoot some people”. Esther Schrader, “General
Draws Fire For Saying ‘It’s Fun to Shoot’ the Enemy”, Los Angeles Times (4 February 2005).

16 As one US general quoted in theWashington Post put it, “My impression is that they [the British] are much more sensitive to
the fact that the fight is about the population in the cities, not the enemy forces in the city . . . Americans tend to see the fight
as a medieval clash of the titans, with the population on the sidelines, while the British view it as a fight between two sides for
the support of the people”. Vernon Loeb and Thomas E Ricks,Washington Post (9 April 2003).
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Americans try to utilise but their sense of ‘force protection’ normally militates against it.17 The British
philosophy has always been that physical barriers prevent soldiers from picking up the “on the street”
intelligence that can protect them from attack. In essence, the people protect them. The American
philosophy is that physical barriers are necessary to provide protection from the people. What has been
noteworthy is that British forces in Iraq have not tried to force the pace of intelligence gathering. There has
always been, in historical terms, the temptation, when moving into an intelligence-poor environment, to
“encourage” the flow of information through the harsh interrogating of people picked up on the street. This
was tried in Northern Ireland and proved counter-productive. The Army seems to have learnt its lesson.

The British Army’s caution stands in contrast to American actions. US warfighting at whatever level is
based on the principle of using lots of force so that the job is over with quickly and peace, the natural order
of things, can return. The use of such force in the war itself left a legacy of bitterness that made their later
counter-insurgency task that much more diYcult. They had lost the “battle for men’s minds” very early on
with their aggressive pushes north. Even after the war was “over” there are examples of the unwise use of
force by US troops. For instance, one may be able to trace all the subsequent problems the Americans had
in Fallujah to a particular incident where US forces displayed a singular lack of restraint. Just after the war
itself had finished and when there seemed to be no opposition in Fallujah, US Marines opened fire on a
crowd outside their barracks who were peacefully protesting over a fairly trivial local matter. The fact that
many unarmed people were killed can be said to have turned the whole of Fallujah against US forces. Down
the line and months later US forces had to move into Fallujah to root out the insurgents who had set up
base there. The destruction of that city in the process is redolent of an attitude during the VietnamWar. To
paraphrase an oYcer from that time, “we had to destroy the city in order to save it”.

This is what British troops conspicuously avoided doing: restraint led to the establishment of a workable
degree of consent. And British oYcers have been determined to keep it that way. The general pace of British
counter-insurgency operations has again caused friction with American senior oYcers (whose orders British
oYcers should have been following) in August last year. When US forces moved into the holy city of Najaf
to attackMoqtada al-Sadr’s militia, Shia forces in theUK zone launched attacks in sympathy. British forces
were besieged in bases in both Amara and Basra. These battles were of much greater intensity than anything
experienced during the war itself. But what was diVerent for the British was that they basically acted as
“Aunt Sally’s” and took all the militia could throw at them without resorting to indiscriminate weaponry
such as artillery, fast-jet air strikes or helicopter gunships. Innocent casualties were avoided so that, at the
end of the “rebellion”, while many fighters might be dead, overall consent still existed among the local Shia
population because “collateral” damage was minimal.18 Negotiations were also entered into with rebel
leaders (against US orders) to help in the reduction of tension. Moreover, to keep the fighting out of the
headlines where it might prove inflammatory, the press of any hue was prevented by the Army from
operating in the areas in question. This kept the problem bottled up and local from where it could be sorted
out locally.

There was an obvious downside to this approach. Here were young, keen British soldiers being involved
in some of the biggest battles since the Korean War and yet they were getting no publicity. This severely
eVected soldiers’ morale. Risking death every day and getting no thanks for it in the UK is the epitome of
a “thankless task”. And while these soldiers could act as Aunt Sally’s they were also capable of focused
aggression; using bayonets, for instance, rather than helicopter gunships.19 As one analyst put it, “the British
approach requires considerable bravery since it doesn’t involve the precautionary measure of killing
anything that might be a threat”.20

What also needs to be appreciated is the task the Army is having to carry out in an extraordinary legal
vacuum. If you are sent in by political masters to remove a regime then, of course, British soldiers have to
become the new regime. They have to maintain order and become the police force; but a police force that
has to work within the constraints of English Common Law while having no back-up in terms of the
availability of courts and prisons. This is an invidious position to be in. Restraint has to be used because
there seems to be no legitimacy for theArmy’s actions at all, let alone overt and aggressive counter-insurgent
activity. Added to this is the fact that there are elements of the British press corps who, unhappy with the

17 “The combat ethos of American troops, and their stern rules about ‘force protection’ . . . casts them, in the eyes of local
civilians, as haughty conquerors”. Joseph Fitchett, International Herald Tribune (9 April 2003) p 3.

18 Even the killing of insurgents was kept to a minimum to retain as much consent as possible. As Lt-Col John Donnelly, CO
of 1 CHESHIRES put it, “If there’s a man on a corner with an RPG, I can shoot him [but] someone else will just take his
place”. The point made is that killing achieves nothing. Jason Burke, “British Tread Softly to Win the Peace”, The Observer
(5 September 2004) p 23. This sentiment was noted by an American reporter: “American troops killed as many as 1,000
insurgents inFalluja and seized stocks ofweapons and ammunition. But neither guns nor dedicated fighters are scarce in Iraq”.
Daryl Press, Benjamin Valentino, “A Victory, But Little Is Gained”’, New York Times (17 November 2004).

19 “British Troops Kill 20 in Bayonet Clash”, Sunday Times (16 May 2004).
20 Michael Gordon, “Five Ways to Take a City”, The New York Times (8 April 2003).
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invasion of Iraq in the first place, are looking for any act of malfeasance by overstretched soldiers to
pounce on.

British forces have been successful in Iraq. They have done well in a diYcult environment. They have been
tough but measured in their actions. They have used the experience gained from many decades of counter-
insurgency work that has been passed on from generation to generation within the Army’s regimental
structures. Theymay havemoved slowly and cautiously on occasions but this has been to everyone’s benefit;
not least the innocent Iraqis who may have been caught up in any unrestrained use of force.

King’s College London

February 2005

Further memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

Further information requested following the evidence sessions on 221February 2005 and 922 February
2005.

The broader lessons that the MOD has identified in the way the Armed Forces approach Security Sector
Reform in Peace Support Operations. What kinds of planning, training and doctrinal changes are considered
necessary?

In general terms, successful progress on security sector reform (SSR) requires early and coordinated
civilian/military planning and appropriate financial apportionment for SSR early in the campaign
planning stages.

We are currently carrying out a formal “lessons learnt” process to identify the most pertinent lessons
coming out of the UKArmed Forces’ experiences of security sector reform in Iraq. There will undoubtedly
be recommendations which aVect Armed Forces’ planning, training and doctrine, but it would not be
appropriate to comment on what these might be until the analysis is complete.

The additional support from other UK departments, eg FCO andDFID, which theMoD believes is necessary
to undertake Security Sector Reform as part of Peace Support Operations.

There is, in general, a need for good strategic coordination between Departments, a good understanding
of OGD priorities, and eVective mechanisms to coordinate actions in-theatre. The cross-Whitehall
commitment to improve the governmental approach to post-conflict reconstruction is being addressed
through the establishment of the Post-Conflict Reconstruction Unit (PCRU).

Our experience of security sector reform in MND(SE) confirms that there is a need for a civilian
component to SSR as well as a military component. The policing Strategic Task Force, in which MoD
will take part, is intended to bring greater focus to the UK’s response in future, ensuring that the UK
is able to deploy appropriately trained and skilled personnel, particularly civilian police, in a timely way.

What estimates were produced by the MoD or other departments on the size and scope of an insurgency
following before the end of major combat operations? Could you share these with the Committee?

The prospects for a major insurgency were not the main focus of the MoD’s attention at the time and
there was very limited relevant intelligence. There was a recognition that the Shia or the Kurds might rise
against Saddam’s regime in the event that the Coalition took military action to remove him, but it was not
considered that this would develop into awidespread insurgency against the regime. There was a recognition
also that after a brief honeymoon period, significant elements of civil society could become anti-occupation
and that the reduced role of the Sunni in the running of Iraq would need to be handled carefully. Ex-regime
security and military oYcials in particular were seen as a possible force for instability and it was recognised
that military restructuring and the disbandment of regime security organisations would produce
unemployment and disaVected Sunni, some of whom could turn against the Coalition. Specific threats to
Coalition Forces were expected from Al Quaeda-linked or sympathetic terrorists and from criminal
violence. However, an insurgency on the scale that subsequently developed was not foreseen before the end
of major combat operations.

21 Ev 63–85
22 Ev 102–121
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What guidance was given to British Commanders on re-building the Iraqi Security Forces before March 2003?

Formal guidance to British Commanders on the conduct of Operation TELIC was issued in the form of
an ExecutiveDirective fromCDS to the Joint Commander forOpTELIC, dated 18March 2003. This stated
that one of the tasks of the commander was “if directed, be prepared to contribute to the reform of Iraq’s
security forces.” At this stage, however, formal guidance was mainly concerned with combat operations.

What level of involvement did the MoD have in the US planning post-conflict and in the conduct of counter-
insurgency operations outside MND(SE)?

The UK has been significantly involved in US planning post-conflict. We retained significant
representation in the US-led HQ even after the draw down of our force levels (in proportion to US Force
levels) following the end of major combat operations. When two new HQs (4* MNF-I HQ and 3*
Multinational CorpsHQ) were established in spring 2004, the UKwas invited to fill the positions of Deputy
Commander MNF-I (3*) and Deputy Corps Commander (2*). UK embedded oYcers in MNF-I also
contributed significantly to the development of the MNF-I campaign plan which was published in
August 2004.

Apart fromUK involvement inUS counter-insurgency operations throughUK staV oYcers embedded in
MNF-I, there has also been significant and continuous UK/US exchange of information regarding counter-
insurgency experience and doctrine. For example, a 20-man training team assisted in pre-deployment
training for US III Corps before they deployed to Iraq in April 2004—a significant part of this was training
for Peace-Support Operations and counter-insurgency.

What role did the 2nd Peace Support Operations Doctrine (JWP 3-50) play in the conduct of operations in
Iraq?

The Peace Support OperationsDoctrine (JWP 3-50) was published in June 2004, over a year after the start
of the Iraq Campaign. It built on prevailing doctrine which provided the framework for UK military
strategy in Iraq and hence the conduct of operations.

What strategic lessons have been identified for British counter-insurgency operations within US-led operations
or alongside the US military?

The complexities of counter-insurgency operations require an ability to integrate eVort across a range of
political, intelligence, economic and military strands. The operation in Iraq is the first time that the UK is
participating in counter-insurgency as a junior coalition partner. Since we can expect most of our operations
in future to be undertaken as part of a coalition, it is important for the UK to continue to enhance its
understanding of US military doctrine and ethos.

The over-all costs of Security Sector Reform in Iraq, a break-down of costs per line item (eg police, ING) and
the UK’s contribution to these expenditures.

The US committed approximately $5 billion on security sector reform in 2004, covering, for example, the
equipment and infrastructure costs involved in developing the Iraqi Security Forces. A similar sum is
expected to be allocated for 2005. This does not, however, capture the most significant part of the SSR
programme—the work of MNF-I armed forces who are simultaneously engaged in developing the
capability of Iraqi Security Forces (ISF), and providing framework security.

The UK has contributed to SSR expenditure mainly through the Global Conflict Prevention Pool. A
break down of GCPP expenditure is given below:

GCPP Iraq Strategy—Committed SSR Expenditure 2004–05

MoD Vetting Agency £0.1 million
Police Monitoring/Mentoring £6.1 million
Prisons Mentoring £1.7 million
Training at Sandhurst/ACSC £0.15 million
Police equipment projects £0.6 million
Equipment for Iraqi Civil Defence Corps £0.1 million
Equipment for Iraqi Police and Border Guards £2.5 million

Total £11.3 million
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GCPP International Peacekeeping Strategy—Committed SSR Expenditure 04/05

Police training and mentoring in Iraq and Jordan £8.3 million

Project Osiris, the provision for equipment and infrastructure for ISF in MND(SE), has been funded by
GCPP (£2.5 million) and the Treasury Contingency fund (£40.6 million).

Coalition programmes related to the development of the Iraqi Police Service’s investigative techniques
(training/mentoring in forensic techniques, bomb scene investigations etc.) and when theMoD believes the IPS
may become capable in these more sophisticated police areas?

The FCO are the lead UK Government Department on policy for UK civilian engagement on police
training, though there remains a significant MNF component to police training across Iraq as a whole.
Responsibility for the training, equipping and mentoring of the Iraqi Police Service within the MNF-I
resides with the Coalition Police Advisory and training team (CPATT) which is based in Baghdad and
currently headed by a US military oYcer. In terms of UK civilian police commitment the UK has a Senior
Police Adviser (SPA-I) in Baghdad advising theMinistry of the Interior, and a further Senior Police Adviser
in the South (SPA-I(S)). Both posts are supported by additional UK civilian police oYcers. In the South
the civilian police oYcers work very closely with MND(SE).

There are currently courses running on the following subjects:

— Basic Criminal Investigations.

— Incident Command Systems.

— Organized Crime Investigations.

— Violent Crime Investigations.

— Drug Enforcement Investigations.

— Explosive Hazards Awareness Training.

— Mid Level Management Training.

— Civil Disorder Management.

— Interviewing and Interrogation Techniques.

— Criminal Intelligence.

— Internal Controls.

— Front Line Supervision.

— TIPS Training.

— Crisis Negotiations.

— Critical Incident Management Training.

— Basic Computer Skills.

— Counter Terrorism Training.

— Executive Leadership Course

InMND(SE)UKCivil police oYcers supported byUK contractors are now running “ab initio” forensics
training courses. These should give IPS in the south a basic forensic capability in a relatively short period
of time. The MoD is purchasing forensics equipment for a laboratory for the IPS operating in the
divisional area

The Iraqi Major Crime Unit (MCU) deals with a variety of serious crimes in Baghdad. The unit is
expanding in size (there are now three MCU detachments), and is being mentored by 14 US International
Police Advisers. Basic equipment, such as computers, vehicles, weapons, oYce supplies has also started to
arrive. Most of the focus so far has been on the first detachment of the MCU which is estimated to have
85% of the equipment it requires to be a functioning investigative unit.

The MCU carries out investigations into major crime, including murders, terrorist oVences, organised
crime and robbery, but lacks skills in investigative techniques, interviewing skills and forensics.

The MCU also deal with a large number of hostage cases, the majority concerning Iraqi nationals, but
they have limited capacity to investigate these. Theywill react to information reported to them (for example,
if information is received they will carry out raids on suspect houses), but are not proactive. As explained
above, they also have very little technical expertise, particularly forensic capability, to help with hostage
cases.

Progress is being made in criminal intelligence/Transitional Integration Programmes (TIPs). The first
training courses for criminal intelligence started on 20 February in Jordan for 50 students. They will provide
analysts, researchers, data inputters, and field intelligence oYcers for the criminal intelligence project.
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Equipment has been received to set up oYces in various parts of Iraq. The Criminal Intelligence project is
being managed by advisers from both the UK and Czech Republic—a $16 million allocation for this is
underway.

It is diYcult to produce an exact timeline for when the IPS will become fully capable in all of the areas
above. Progress is being made although the ability of the IPS to perform policing functions eVectively will
depend on a number of factors running from training, IPS leadership and of course the security situation
and the levels of violence. Nevertheless, we expect significant progress during 2005 as investment starts to
bear fruit.

March 2005

Memorandum from Kevin Hurley, Chief Superintendent, City of London Police

DEPLOYMENT OF ASSOCIATION OF CHIEF POLICE OFFICERS (ACPO) TO IRAQ AND
ELSEWHERE. A PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE.

This paper has beenwritten following discussionswithmembers of theHouse ofCommonsDefence Select
Committee during their visit to Iraq in late 2004.

It relates to the personal experience of one senior police oYcer, but seeks to put into perspective the
diYculties currently being experienced by HMG in finding strategically trained senior police oYcers who
might assist with HMG objectives in Iraq.

The Case for Strategic Police Advice in Iraq (or Elsewhere on Military Operations)

This is articulated in detail in the linked document entitled “The role of Strategic Police Advice inMilitary
Operations and Peace Support”.

Key points from the Iraq experience.

— Immediately following and during the combat operations of March/April 2003 there was no plan
for the maintenance of law and order amongst the civil population in Iraq.

— Both Organised Criminals and Terrorists quickly filled this power vacuum and flourished (they
continue to do so).

— Minor criminals and looters have caused (and continue to cause) serious damage to the national
infrastructure

— Key areas of policing activity, vital for dealing with Organised Crime and Terrorism have not been
or are at best in the embryo stages of being established. ie forensic science capability, sophisticated
intelligence gathering and covert operations (undercover oYcers, “bugging”, surveillance etc) eg
virtually no forensic work is undertaken on kidnaps, bombings or shootings.

— Key areas of policing activity, vital for establishing legitimacy and public support have not been
or are at the embryo stages of being established eg Criminal Justice partnerships, a willingness to
be transparent and accountable, relationships with the media an ethos of service. For example,
there is no confidence in the judicial system, witnesses will not appear, corruption and intimidation
is widespread.

It should be stated from the outset that the Multi National Forces have worked hard and at considerable
risk to establish some uniformed patrol/enforcement capability within the Iraqi Police. However, the key
points articulated above have not been achieved, indeed they are not really part of strategic military plan.
This should be no surprise, they are specialist areas of modern police expertise that have not been within
the training or experience of Armed Forces.

Thus it may be concluded that there is a role for sophisticated strategic policing advice at senior levels in
both Iraq and future conflicts.

Provision of Strategic Level Police Advice

Within the UK policing structure, the appropriate level of police oYcer to interface (plan/advise/
command) at General OYcer/Ambassadorial/Iraqi Ministerial level is arguably ACPO, ie, Assistant Chief
Constable (ACC) or above.

Police oYcers who achieve this rank will have had long and varied policing experience. They must be
graduates of the Strategic Command Course (SCC) at Bramshill.

They are trained to address problems from both a long term and strategic perspective, paying attention
to such issues as politics, economics, social factors and legal implications.

However, the provision of such senior oYcers for both planning an Iraq type operation or deploying
abroad is very problematical:
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All ACPO oYcers are selected by local police authorities, each post is filled by means of SCC qualified
candidates competing for local posts. Competition for all ACC posts during the past two years has been
intense. e.g the recent ACC vacancy in Avon and Somerset attracted 18 qualified candidates.

ACPO Posts in Iraq do not attract applicants.

Of the six ACPO posts (each six month periods) filled since the invasion of Iraq. Three have been taken
up by oYcers in the last year of service. One (due to no interest) has been filled by an unqualified Chief
Superintendent, one has been filled by a SCC qualified Chief Superintendent (the writer) and the other has
been filled by a long retired former police oYcer, ie, no one else would go.

Why is such a post so unattractive to potentially upwardly mobile senior oYcers?

Clearly danger may be an issue but, it is probably not the main one.

Any candidate who achieves a pass on the Strategic Command Course seeks a future post as an ACC in
a county force. A posting in Iraq actually prevents such a candidate applying eVectively for posts back in
the UK. Moreover, sometimes the politics surrounding actions such as Iraq could serve to tarnish any
application to a local police authority, that is, the candidate by working in Iraq could be viewed by some
as being seen to support what may be an unpopular political decision—that is, the invasion.

Finally, working in Iraq , in today’s climate of Police Reform, can make a candidate for County ACC
posts less “match fit”, ie dealing with strategic issues and suicide bombings may not gel with local concerns
about vandalism and graYti or reassurance.

The present position whereby the Foreign and Commonwealth OYce is unable to recruit new ACPO
oYcers for Iraq/Overseas tends to support the above.

Thus HMG faces a dilemma:

— The need for strategic policing involvement in Iraq and future military expeditions is now
accepted.

— The present system for selecting ACCs etc. (by police authorities) does not allow for prolonged
attachment/engagement.

— Upwardly mobile SCC graduates view such postings as damaging to their career aspirations.

Proposed Solutions

The requirement to fill ACPO level posts overseas/planning with the MoD could be filled in one of two
ways.

— A small number, perhaps two or so permanent ACPO posts be established at either the MoD or
FCO , with the option to return tomainstream policing in the future.This could be achieved within
the forthcoming Police Reform process.23

— Government creates a mechanism whereby those who undertake a posting as an ACPO oYcer
abroad are automatically placed in a substantive position as an ACC on their return to the UK.
However, this is likely to have implications on the tripartite system of governance of police forces.
Police authorities may oppose the loss of their right to select for their ACC posts.

Recommendation

It is submitted that the establishment of a small number of permanent ACPO posts at either the MoD or
FCO is likely to attract and retain suitable oYcers for both pre deployment planning and subsequent
overseas operations.

Kevin Hurley
Chief Superintendent, City of London Police

March 2005

23 The Head of ACPO International AVairs, Chief Constable Kernahan, Hampshire has prepared a detailed paper for HMG
dealing with this and other issues.
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Letter from the Secretary of State to the Chairman

You will be aware that the Government has been considering the package of benefits provided when
Service men and women die or are killed in service. Today, I announced at the international Veterans
Summit that we are hosting in London that, as a result of this review, we have decided to increase the tax-
free, lump sum death-in-service benefits paid under the current pension scheme. With eVect from 6 April
this year, this benefit will rise from the current rate of between one and one and a half times the representative
rate of pay for the deceased’s rank to three times, at least doubling the benefit. For widows and widowers,
this payment is in addition to the enhanced short-term family pension available under the current scheme.

Changes to tax law meant that we are no longer able to oVer the short-term family pension for the new
pension scheme. The new scheme will therefore provide a death-in-service benefit of four times pay.
Although the approaches diVer slightly for the two schemes, we judge that the two packages are broadly
comparable. For any deaths-in-service in the next year, during the transition to the new pension scheme,
dependants of those currently in service will be given the best benefits from the new or old pension schemes.
This improvement, which places death benefits for the Armed Forces at the top end of the range for public
services, should allow those deploying to the Gulf and to other operational theatres to do so with the
confidence that they enjoy a good package of benefits that will oVer a high level of security to their families.
It also compares very favourably with other nations’ pension scheme.

You will have seen that I also took the opportunity to announce an increase of £2 per week in the War
Widows’ Supplementary Pension, which will be over and above the increase for inflation; this is paid to pre-
1973 War Widows to reflect the fact that they did not benefit from the occupational pension scheme
improvements introduced in the early 1970s. Bothmeasures respond to widely expressed concerns about the
more vulnerable widows, not least during the passage last year of the Armed Forces (Pension and
Compensation) Act 2004. The measure aVecting pre-1973 War Widows, which will be aVective from
6 April 2005, will also benefit a number of widows of those who fought in World War II. The government
considers this a timely acknowledgement of the very considerable debt owned to that generation of veterans,
in a year when the nation will be celebrating a number of important World War II anniversaries. While it
will not be able to pay the increase immediately with April pension payments, the increase will be paid as
soon as possible and will be back-dated.

I know you have taken a personal interest in these issues and I hope this addresses the concerns you
have raised.

March 2005
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